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Part 1
Getting Started



Introduction

Welcome

Welcome to the PHP manual, the book that will show you how to create dynamic Web
sites that interact with people and make the development of sophisticated Web-based
applications a possibility.

About PHP

PHP (PHP Hypertext Pre-processor) is a HyperText Markup Language (HTML) embedded
scripting language. The goal of the language is to enable the construction of dynamic Web
pages quickly and easily. PHP works in conjunction with a Web server and can be used
with a variety of operating systems, including Microsoft Windows and UNIX.

PHP differs from other Common Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts, written in languages
like Perl or C, as they require you to create separate programs, which output HTML. PHP
is different because it is embedded within your HTML document with special start and
end tags that allow you to enter and exit PHP. This provides quick page display time,
high security and transparency to the end user. With PHP you can achieve all that can be
accomplished by writing separate CGI applications, such as creating dynamic Web pages,
form processing and file handling.

PHP syntax is similar to that of the C, C++ and Java programming languages. If you
have some knowledge of these languages you will find the PHP language very familiar. If
you have no experience of these languages don't worry, PHP is simple and easy to get to
grips with.

One of the most important and strongest facilities of PHP is its ability to interface to a
wide range of databases. Over 20 different databases are currently supported, allowing the
PHP developer to create database-enabled Web pages easily. We will be using the MySQL
database later.

Is this Book for You?

When creating this book we had in mind the type of individual we were expecting would
want to read it. Ifyou are:
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4 PHP and MySQL Manual

(1) a practicing software engineer wishing to migrate your software development skills in
order to be able to create Web-based applications;

(2) a professional Web site developer wishing to learning how to create more powerful
dynamic Web applications using PHP;

(3) an intranet developer working for a company wishing to extend its networked
applications using dynamic Web technology;

(4) a new graduate who has to learn how to program using PHP very quickly; or
(5) a student on a undergraduate or postgraduate degree that is required to develop a

dynamic Web system as part of a project;

then we think this book is for you.

What We Assume about YOU •••

We assume that you:
(1) know how to use a Microsoft Windows or UNIX computer reasonably well;
(2) know how to program Web pages using HTML;
(3) have some limited experience of scripting languages such as Javascript; and
(4) may have had some programming experience using languages such as C, Visual Basic,

Java or COBOL.

If the above describes you then you will find that this book is targeted and written for you.

How toUse this Book
This book has been written for you to read from start to finish. Later chapters build upon
the knowledge and ideas introduced in earlier ones. Once you have worked your way
through the book you will be able to refer to individual chapters if you wish to refresh
your knowledge of a particular aspect of the PHP language.

How this Book is Organized
This book is divided into chapters which cover specific aspects of the PHP language. The
chapters themselves are grouped together into sections which address more general areas
of the language.

Section One introduces the PHP language, explains how to set up a development
environment and introduces you to your first PHP scripts.

Chapter 2 provides an introduction and overview to the PHP language.
Chapter 3 explains how to create a PHP development environment and where help and
assistance can be sought.
Chapter 4 introduces Your First PHP Program.
Chapter 5 deals with PHP fundamentals.

Section Twointroduces the basic PHP language constructs, variables and expressions.

Chapter 6 introduces PHP variables and types.
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Chapter 7 examines Boolean, integer and floating point types .
Chapter 8 introduces the string type.
Chapter 9 explains the concept of predefined PHP variables and how to assess them.
Chapter 10 considers expressions, operands and operators.
Chapter 11 explains the if and switch constructs and illustrates how conditional and
Boolean operators can be used within these constructs.
Chapter 12 describes the various loops which can be used with PHP.
Chapter 13 examines the concept of functional decomposition, function creation and
include files.
Chapter 14 explains the concept of arrays .
Chapter 15 introduces dates, times and random numbers and how these can be
accessed.

Section Three examines how the string and array types can be manipulated using various
PHP standard functions.

Chapter 16 examines array manipulation.
Chapter 17 examines string manipulation.

Section Four introduces the concept of user interaction and explains how using forms users
can interact with PHP applications.

Chapter 18 explains how your scripts can interact with the user.
Chapter 19 explains form data validation and adapt retention.
Chapter 20 examines form data security issues
Chapter 21 explains how you can use PHP to e-mail people.

Section Five explains two methods in which data can be retained from one Web page to
another, i.e, cookies and sessions.

Chapter 22 introduces the concept of cookies .
Chapter 23 explains sessions and session management.

Section Six examines how errors can be handled by your scripts and how output to Web
pages can be buffered and the contents of the buffer adjusted.

Chapter 24 examines error handling.
Chapter 25 explains how to buffer and modify Web page output.

Section Seven introduces the concept of file handling.

Chapter 26 explains how you can read and write data to files.
Chapter 27 looks in more detail into further things that can be done with files.
Chapter 28 explains how files can be uploaded to a server using forms .

Section Eight introduces the concept of graphical manipulation.

Chapter 29 examines simple graphic manipulation.
Chapter 30 introduces the GD library and explains how this can be used to create new
graphical images dynamically.
Chapter 31 illustrates how the GD library can be used to create a useful graph
application.
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Section Nine looks into the concept of generating non-Web page documents through the
PDF library extension.

Chapter 32 introduces PDF document generation.

Section Ten examines the concept of linking a database to a Web site using the MySQL
database management system.

Chapter 33 introduces database table design .
Chapter 34 explains how the MySQL database and the PHPmyadmin can be installed.
Chapter 3S explains how you can configure the MySQL database .
Chapter 36 introduces how PHP can be used to interface with a MySQL database.

Section Eleven describes the object paradigm and describes how PHP can be used to create
object -oriented applications.

Chapter 37 introduces the object-oriented concepts of classes and objects.
Chapter 38 continues the object-oriented theme, with an examination of class
inheritance.

Finally, Section Twelve describes an e-commerce application which has been built , putting
into practice all the knowledge described within the previous sections of this book.

Chapter 39 describes the front end e-commerce system.
Chapter 40 describes the e-commerce administration system.

PHP Scripts
This book includes many example scripts all of which have been tested with the latest
version of the PHP environment. These scripts are available for download from the book
Web site, www.phpmysql-manual.com, to save you the trouble of typing them in. However,
it must be said that quite often more can be learnt from the activity of typing in your own
examples and you may choose to do exactly that.

Off You Go 000

Well, there is nothing more left to say than to turn the page and proceed to the next chapter.
We hope you enjoy reading our book as much as we did writing it.



Introduction to PHP

Introduction
In this chapter we shall introduce you to PHP. We shall describe what PHP is, its history
and its popularity. Let us begin by looking at exactly what PHP is.

What is PHP?
"PHP (a recursive acronym for: 'PHP Hypertext Preprocessor') is an open-source scripting
language . . . for creating dynamic Webpages for e-commerce and other Web applications"
(www.zend.com/zend/aboutphp.php). Dynamic Web pages are those which do not simply
remain the same each time they are viewed, but instead interact with the user, enabling
a richer, more interesting Web experience. Dynamic Web systems are used particularly in
commercial e-commerce systems, which interact with databases enabling users to select
and purchase products on-line.

PHP is freely available from www.php.net and is both a simple yet powerful solution
for developing dynamic Web systems. PHP is actually embedded within HTML pages and
thus enables the script instructions to be included in exactly the location where they are
required.

PHP is widely supported by a large on-line community and its an open -source product.
This community provides excellent support to developers and any bugs are quickly
reported and fixed as the core PHP code is continuously improved and updated.

PHP has excellent database connectivity to a large number of databases (such as Oracle,
MySQL) as well as integration with various external libraries which enable PHP to generate
graphical images and PDF documents for example.

Finally, PHP is platform independent, in that it runs on UNIX and Windows platforms
equally well.

The History ofPHP
The history ofPHP can be traced back to 1995. Since those early days PHP has undergone
significant changes and improvement, resulting in the release of PHP version 5.0 in June
2003. Table 2.1 has been adapted from www.php.net/manual/en/history.php and describes
the various major releases of the language since its original conception.
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Table 2.1 PHP history.

Version Description

PHP and MySQL Manual

PHP/FI
Date: 1995

PHPIFI2.0
Date: 1997
PHP10
Date: 1997

PHP<4
Date: 1999

PHP5
Date' 2003

In 1995 Rasmus lerdorf created a setofPeri scripts for tracking accesses tohis Web system. These
scnpts where originally known as"Personal Home Page Iools" The original scripts were rewritten in
the( programming language andw r improved with greater functionality. This included database
communication andenabled thedevelopment ofsimple Web applications. This version was known as
Personal Hom Page/Forms Interpreter andwas released to thegeneral public
In November 1997 PHP/FI2.0 was officially r leased.At this time 50,000 domains reported thatthey
had this soflwar installed
PHP 10 was thefirst version ofPHP which looks similar totheversion which weuse today. Itwas
created byAndi Gutmans andZeev 5uraki asa rewrite ofPHP/FI2.0 for a University e-cornmerce
project Andi Gutmans andleev 5uraki decided tocooperate with Rasmus lerdorf and announced
PHP 3.0 astheofficial successor toPHP/FI2.0
Key f atur sofPHP 10 were itsstrong extenSibility, database connectivity andsupport for theobject
on nted paradigm
The PHP 3.0 language was released under a new name - PHp, with thename being a recursive
acronym - PHP Hypertext Preprocessor
By theendof1998 PHP 3.0 was installed onapproximately 10% oftheWeb servers ontheInternet
In thewinter of1998 Andi Gutmans andleev 5urakl had begun to rewrite thePHP core, inorder to
improve performance ofcomplex applications. The new core engine was named ·Zend Engine; the
name being denved from their first names "Zeev andAndi·
Released inbeta rsion inmid·2003 PHP 5.0 isthelatest release ofthelanguage andhas at itscore
then wlend Engine 2.0

But How Popular is PHP Really?
The popularity of PHP is huge and is growing. It is often difficult to determine a precise
figure of how popular a programming language is as there are a number of different
ways in which this can be measured. However, the Netcraft survey provides a measure of
the amount of domains and Internet provider addresses which are using PHP. Figure 2.1
illustrates the latest Netcraft survey statistics (www.php.netlusage.php) which shows the
growth ofPHP usage since January 1999.

In another measure the TIOBE Programming Community Index (TPCI) gives an
indication of the popularity of programming languages. As of July 2003 PHP was ranked
the sixth most popular language currently used, as shown by the graph in Figure 2.2.

Web Servers and Common Gateway Interface
One of the main problems with HTML documents are that they are static as they can only
display the same content each time they are accessed. Figure 2.3 illustrates a traditional
Web server receiving a request for a specific Webpage and serving this to the Webbrowser.

Dynamic Web pages on the other hand, are Web pages whose content is produced
automatically by a program each time the page is accessed.

A standard for such programs emerged in the early days of the Web. The standard,
known as the Common GatewayInterface (programs which comply with it are often known
as CGI scripts) basically specifies how a Web server will pass data to a program when it
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PHP Usage for Jun 2003

Figure 2.1 Netcraft survey.
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executes. CGI scripts can be written in a wide variety of languages including Perl, C, TCL
etc.

But, how do CGI scripts work? Well, consider the diagram in Figure 2.4. Here CGI
processing begins when a browser requests a document (which in this case is a CGI
application) from a Web server. The browser doesn't care whether the requested page is a
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Web Browser [!] Web server

D
1. Request HTMl page

2. l ocale
HTMl page

Web Browser [!]
i i

~
3. Serve HTMl page

i i
i ,

D~D~

Figure 2.3 Serving aHTML page.

Web Browser ~ Web Server

D
1. Request CGt application

2. Execute
CGI application

Web Browser 0
i ,

3. Generate HTMl

~
i , CGI

I I 4. serve HTMl page

D~
page Executable

D~
Program

Figure 2.4 Dynamic Web page generation with CGI.

static HTMLdocument or a CGIscript, it just sends the request to the Webserver. The Web
server recognizes the request for a CGI script and executes the specific CGI application.
The CGI script does whatever it has been programmed to do and outputs some standard
HTML.This output is served to the browser for displaying as a Web page.

The main problem with CGI applications is that the HTML instructions which control
the format of the dynamic information produced by the applications tend to get lost amid
the program code. This effect makes it more difficult to produce attractive, easy to use
dynamic Web pages which also has an impact on maintenance.
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How Does PHP Work?
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The PHP approach to dynamic Web pages is different in one major respect; instead of the
HTML being embedded into program code, a PHP script has the program code embedded
into the HTML. Figure 2.5 illustrates how a PHP script works.

Web Browser ~ Web Server

D
1. Request PHP script

I I
2. Locate PHPi I

D~
Script

Web Browser ~
i I

0
i I

, I 5. Serve HTML page 4. Generate c:::::=:::J

D~
HTML c:::::=:::J

page

PHPParser I3. Parse PHP Script

Figure 2.5 Dynamic Web page generation withPHP.

Figure 2.5 illustrates that when a browser requests a PHP script, the Web server runs the
PHP parser and passes that interpreter any data supplied by the browser as well as the PHP
script itself. The PHP script is processed by the parser. Any HTML in the script is passed
straight back to the browser, but any program code therein is executed and any output fed
back to the browser as well. The important thing to note here is that it is the responsibility
of the PHP programmer to ensure that the PHP code outputs valid HTML syntax otherwise
the browser will be unable to display it correctly.

Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the PHP language and described its development
history. We have shown that PHP is widely used and that its use is still growing. In the
next chapter we shall examine how and where you can obtain a copy of PHP and associated
applications in order to create your own PHP development environment.



Environment Installation,
Help and Assistance

Introduction

In this chapter we shall explain where you can obtain the software to create your own
PHP development environment. If your service provider or Web administrator has already
installed a Web server, PHP and associated applications you can ignore the first part of this
chapter. What you should not ignore is the section where we shall explain where you can go
for help if you run into any problems when you begin to create your own PHP applications.
Weshall explain where and how to access the PHP manual and introduce you to some other
on-line resources which are very useful for the PHP developer to know about.

What Software Do I Need?

In order to begin PHP development you will need the following software:

• A Web browser
• A Web server

• PHP
• A text editor
• A database

Depending on your operating system, personal tastes and maybe organizational
requirements there is a great deal of choice available for each of these applications. Let
us examine each of these in turn.

Web Browser

The Web browser is the application, which is used to view the output from your HTML/PHP
scripts. The two most common browsers are Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape. For
Microsoft Windows users the easiest of these to obtain is Internet Explorer as it is included
as part of the Windows operating system. Netscape is also a popular choice, especially for
UNIX users. Both browsers are continually being updated and improved. You can obtain
the latest version ofInternet Explorer from www.microsoft.com/windows/iel and the latest
version of Netscape from home.netscape.com/ukldownload/.
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Web Server

PHP and MySQl Manual

The second item of software that is required is a Web server. A Webserver receives requests
for Web documents from Web clients (the browsers), which it obtains and serves to the Web
browser for display. While, it is possible to develop HTMLscripts on a standalone computer
without the need for a Web server, it is not possible if you wish to use PHP.

There are many different Web servers available across various different operating
systems. Some are powerful and expensive commercial products and others while still
being high quality, professionally developed products are free.

We would recommend the Apache Web server for UNIX system, available from :
http://httpd.apache.org/download.cgi. For Windows platforms either Microsofts Internet
Information Services server, which comes with Windows XP and Windows 2000,
also available from www.microsoft.com/downloads/. In addition, we would recommend
Appserv available from http://appserv.sourceforge.net/. As each Web server is different you
will need to read and follow the installation guidelines for each product separately.

PHP
In order to view PHP scripts successfully you will need to download a copy of PHP. This is
available for download from the PHP site at www.php.net. Youwill need to download the
correct version of PHP for your operating system and configure both PHP and your Web
server to work together. Most Web servers provide instructions on how to do this. But,
don't worry, keep reading there is an easier solution which we shall get to shortly.

Text Editor

In order to begin creating HTML and PHP scripts you will need a text editor to edit your
scripts. Any text editor will do and many people have their favourites. Emacs and vi are
particular favourites with UNIX users and Windows comes with Notepad, a very simple
but not very powerful text editor. We have used Notepad to create all the examples in this
book, however, you may wish to use a text editor which you are more comfortable with but
it really doesn't matter.

Database - MySQL

The final component you will require is a database . PHP works with a large number of
different databases (see the PHP documentation for a full list), but we have selected to use
the MySQL database because it is free and very powerful. MySQL is open source and can
be downloaded from http://www.mysql.com/for both Unix and Windows platforms.

MySQL doesn't come with a very friendly user interface. However, as we shall see
later in the book help is at hand through the PHPMyAdmin tool which enables us
to configure our MySQL databases quickly and easily. PHPMyAdmin is available from
http://www.phpmyadmin.net/.
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Software Bundles - All in One
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Now one of the first things that people new to PHP say is "Wow, that's a lot of different
software to get. How am I going to ensure that it all installs and works correctly?" Well,
the good news is that you are not alone in thinking this and many others have struggled
with the same problem. The solution that has been developed is the application bundle. To
make things easier for the novice (and to a large extent the expert) the latest versions of
all the software you require to begin PHP development have been bundled together in a
single download and have been configured to work correctly with one another. There are a
number of different bundles to choose from and many of these are listed on the hotscripts
Web site: http://www.hotscripts.com/PHPISoftware_and_Servers/lnstallation_Kitsl

For Windows users we would recommend the Appserv Open project which comes with
the latest version of AppServ server, PHP, MySQI and phpMyAdmin. This can be found at
http://appserv.sourceforge.net/.Itis very easy to download and install.

Getting Help and Assistance
No matter how much of a PHP expert you will become there will be some point in time
where you will become stuck and may wish to obtain some help and assistance. Youmay
obtain this assistance from the PHP manual or from other sources. In the remainder of this
chapter we shall examine where the best places are to get help and guidance.

Read the PHP Manual!
The PHP manual is available on-line in a variety of languages. Point your browser to
www.php.net/docs.php to select your language of choice and whether you wish to view a
printer friendly or more graphically rich documentation. Figure 3.1 illustrates an example
of what the on-line manual looks like.

For those of you who wish to have your own copy of the manual for reference off-line
then you can download a variety of different language and manual formats. Table 3.1 lists
the different document types that are available for download.

Table 3.1 Downloadable document formats.

Type Description

SmgleHTML
ManyHTML
PDF

PalmP,lot DOC
Palmilot iSiIo
Windows HT LHelp

Asmgle very large HTML filecontaining thecomplete manual
Atarfile(compressed) ofmany smaller HTML documents making upthecompl temanual
The manual inPDF format which can beviewed using Adobe Acrobat. This filecan be
installed onapocket PC as long as apocket PC version ofAdobe Acrobat read r i installed
ADOC filestandard forthePalmPilot
AiSilo liIestandard forthePalmPilot

A.chmfileformat forwindows

Note that not all formats listed in Table 3.1 are available in all languages.
Of the downloadable manuals available we find the .chm help file format for Windows

very useful. The file provides a typical Windows help file which enables the user to
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Figure 3.1 On-line PHP manual.

search for information quickly and easily and have this displayed in an easily to read and
convenient way. Figure 3.2 illustrates what the Windows help file looks like when viewing
its content on control structures.

MySQL Manual
The MySQL database which we shall be using later in this book to create
dynamic database applications has a comprehensive set of documentation which
can be downloaded. This documentation comes in a variety of formats, similar
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Figure 3.2 Windows help file.

to that of the PHP manual. The MySQL manual downloads are available from
www.mysql.com/documentation/index.html and this page is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

GD Lib Manual

In Chapters 30 and 31 we illustrate that PHP can be used to create graphical image
files dynamically. PHP is able to do this through use of the third party function library
called the GD Library. We introduce many of the GD library functions in this book,
and a fully comprehensive manual on the GD library is available for download from
www.boutell .com/gd/.
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PDF Lib Manual

In Chapter 32 we will demonstrate how PHP can be used to create Adobe PDF documents
dynamically. PHP does this by making use of a third party library of functions, known as
PDFLib. This function library is very extensive and we only introduce some of the most
commonly used functions. Full details of all the PDFLib functions available can be found
at the PDFLibWeb site (www.pdfiib.com/products/pdfiib/download/index.html) where full
documentation can be downloaded, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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PHP On-line Resources

In addition to the official PHP home site there are a large number of very useful on-line
communities which have been created by PHP developers for developers . Table3.2 provides
a summary of some of these sites which we think are worth a visit.

Many of these Web sites have Web forums where you can post problems and await the
replies (some good, others not so) from the PHP Web community.
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Table 3.2 PHP on-line resources.

Name URL

Summary

Nam
<?PHPBuilder?>
DevShed
W bmonkey
Hotseripts.com

URL
www.phpbuildr.com
www.devshed.com
hotwired.lycos.comlwebmonkey/programmlng/php/
www.hotseripts.comIPHP/Scripts_and_Programsl

In this chapter we have explained what software you need in order to create a PHP
development environment. Wehave also explained where to get access to the PHP manual,
either as an on-line resource or as a downloadable manual. We have also described where
we can obtain the manual for the MySQL database and for the various function libraries
which we shall be using later in this book. In the next chapter we shall introduce you to
your first PHP script and describe the PHP software development lifecyde.



Your First PHP Program

Introduction
In this chapter we shall introduce you to your first PHP script. We shall explain how to
create a PHP script, save it and execute it. We shall explain how errors in your scripts are
reported and what to do if you encounter them.

Your First PHP Script
Let's get started by examining our first PHP script:

<?php

1/ Fi r s t Example 4 -1
11---------------- - - -- -

echo "Hello, We l come to your first PHP script.";

7>

Wehave kept this as simple as possible as all we wish to accomplish is to show what a PHP
script looks like. So, what do the lines in the above script mean? Well, firstly:

<?php

This line means that this is the start of some PHP instructions. The two lines beginning
with "II" are comments:

// Firs - Example 4-1
//---------------------

You can miss these lines out if you wish as their only purpose is to provide the human
reader with some instructions and information and are ignored by the computer. The next
line begins with the statement echo:

echo "Hello, Welcome to your first PHP script .";
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For

This instruction tells the PHP parser to output to the Web page the information within the
inverted commas following the echo statement.

Finally, there is the line:

?>

This means that this is the end of the PHP instructions. The blank lines in the script don't
mean anything and are simply included to make reading the script a little easier.

Editing Your PHP Scripts
The first thing you need to do when presented with a PHP script like the one previously is
to type this in to the computer and save it. PHP scripts are stored as simple text files and
as such require a text editor to enter, edit and save the scripts. You can use any text editor
you like. We have used Notepad with Windows as this is a very simple text editor and is
freely available with the Windows operating system. Figure 4.1 illustrates the above script
entered into the Windows Notepad text editor.

r example4- 1 - Notepad r:l1Ql(8)
FIe E

I<?php

II First - Exampl e 4-1
11---------- ---------- -- ----- -----
echo "H 110 , 'e l co e to your first PHP script. ";

?>

Figure 4.1 Notepad window showing PHP script.

Saving Your PHP Scripts
Exactly where you save your PHP scripts will depend on the development environment you
are using and in particular the Web server you have installed. On our computer we have
used the Windows Internet Information Services Web server. As a default this Web server
creates the following as a standard directory structure on the C:\ drive of the pc:

C:\
+ Inetpub

+wwwroot
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All HTML documents and PHP scripts must be saved in the directory wwwroot or within
sub-directories of this directory. We have created the following directory structure below
the wwwroot directory:

c:\
+ Inetpub

+wwwroot
+ phpbook

+ files
+ graphics
+ pdf
+ uploads

We shall store all our PHP scripts in the phpbook directory. The other sub-directories
below phpbook will be used in later chapters for storing generated files, images, PDF
documents and any files which we upload. To save our PHP script in the phpbook directory
using Notepad we select the File Save As option, navigate to the phpbook directory and
enter a file name for our script, ending in .php. Wehave chosen to save the file as "example4
Lphp". Note that with Notepad you must make sure that the Save As option type is set to
''All Files". Failure to do this will result in Notepad appending the extension ".txt" to your
saved files and they will not work correctly. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Finally, clicking the Save button will save your file.

Viewing Your PHP Output
Having created and saved your script you are now in a position to view the output it
produces. To do this we need:

1. To use a Web client (also known as a Web browser). We shall be using Microsoft
Internet Explorer in all of our examples, however, as PHP generates HTML code all
the examples in this book should work with any Web browser you choose to use.

2. Youneed to ensure that your Web server is running as this will be needed to serve your
PHP script.

To view the output from the script we type the following address into the Web browser's
address field:

http://localhost/p hp book/e x a mple 4- 1 . p hp

This Web address is a "local address", used for development purposes only. This is used
when you are using a Web server on the same computer as you are developing your scripts.
Let us examine what this address means:

• http://- This means that this is a HyperText Transfer Protocol Web address.
• localhost - This is the name of our Web server. As mentioned this is a development

address.
• /phpbook - This is the directory in which our scripts are stored.
• /example4-1.php - This is the name of our script.

The resulting output from this script is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Save As r?l~J
. ...

exampleS-3
, exampleS-4
, exampleS-S
, example8-6
, exampleS-7
, exampleS-S
' example9-1
' example9-2

~' example9-3
, examp1e9-4

~, example10-1
~' examplelO-2

' examplel0- 3
~,example1()-4

, examplel2-l
~' example I 2'2
, example12-3

graphics
pdf
ul*ladS
errort.og
exam -I

l example4-2
' example4-3
, ple6-1
' example6-2
' example6-3
, example6-4
' exampieH
' example7-2
' example7·3
, exampleS-l

mpleS-2

My Documen

'"jANSIEncoding

S as type.

My Comp r '.:...... ---l.

F n m example-4·1L-..--=- ---:!!

Figure 4.2 Saving files inNotepad.

Hello elco to your fi t PHP cript.

Done Local ntranet

Figure 4.3 Our first PHP script.

Your Second PHP Script
Okay, let's try another script, something a little more complex:
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p

echo ".oday is " . showDate(),
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f..mc.;tl.

e

wD e () (
- getthedate () ,

$da e C"year") . $daeC"mon")." $da C"mday");

Weare not going to explain how the script works at this point, but all parts of this script are
introduced and discussed in later chapters. Instead the script has been designed to show
how PHP can generate a simple dynamic Web page. Enter and save the above script into
your Web server directory and view the resulting script in your chosen Web browser. The
resulting output is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

http://bCaIlOStIphpbook/examp!e4-2.php Go
»

Done

Figure 4.4 Our second PHP script- error.

Error Messages

Local ntraoet

Oh no! We have a problem, our second PHP script has produced an error message:

~all to undefined function: getthedate() in
wwroot phpbook example4-2.php on line 10
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In actual fact this was deliberate as we wanted to show what an error message looked like
and what you need to do in order to correct it. The error message implies that there is a
problem with the line:

$date - getthedate();

This is in fact the case, as the line should read:

$date getdate ( );

The correct script should look like this:

<?php
II Fir - Example 4 - 3

I --------------- ----- -
Y IS " . s howDa t e () ;

wDate () (
getda t e( ) ;

$ a e I vye rill '-' $date["mon") . '-' $date["mday") ),

Correct your script and resave it. If you have saved it with the same name as the script with
the error in it, simply click the browser's reload button. If you have chosen a new name for
the script then retype this name into the address field and press enter. The script should
operate correctly this time and should result in today's date being displayed, as shown in
Figure 4.5.

Favorites Tools

Address

Today is 2003-7-12

Done local Intranet

Figure 4.5 Oursecond PHP script.

The script is a dynamic script and it will display the correct date whenever you decide to
view the script output.
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Summary
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In this chapter we have introduced you to your first PHP scripts and explained how you
should enter and save these in your computer. We have explained how the output from
the scripts can be viewed and what error messages look like when they occur. In the
following chapter we shall continue our examination of PHP by taking a closer look at
some fundamentals of the PHP language.



PHP Fundamentals

Introduction
In this chapter we shall take a closer look at some of the fundamental issues of developing
using the PHP language. We shall consider how we are allowed to embed PHP scripts
with HTML documents, how scripts can be formatted, the role of comments and the echo
statement.

Jumping in and out ofPHP
Previously we have shown that we must start a PHP script with the <?php statement and
end it with the ?> statement. So, for example, we illustrated our first PHP script as follows:

<? php

II Closer - Example 5-1

II

echo " He l 0 , We l come to your first PHP script.";

However, PHP can be embedded within HTML documents and you can have a mix of
HTML and PHP,consider the following example:

<body>
Hello, L ~ is s t a n da r d HTML

<? php

II Closer - Ex a mp l e 5-2
II

echo" n ~h i s is PHP generated.";

< I body
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In the above example we begin with a HTML <BODY> tag followed by some text "hello,
this is standard HTML" . We then have a PHP script which echos out the text "and this is
PHP generated". After the closing PHP element ?> we return to HTML with a end body
tag.

The great thing is that you can jump in and out of PHP within a HTML document
whenever you like. Consider the following example:

<body
H 110 . to

<?php

standa r d HTML

/1 Clospr Exam Ie 5 - 3

I ---------------------

echo "
?>

hJ.s is produced using PHP. n;

We are lU b ck to HTML

<?ph~

~chQ"~ nc again with PHP. n;
?>

But we fJ.r· r us i ng HTML.

,body..

In this example, we illustrate that we are not simply limited to one <?php ?> script, but can
include them multiple times . The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Hello, this is tandard HTML and this is produced usin PHP. e are
now back to HTML and once a ain with PHP. But we finish usin
HTML.

Done

Figure 5.1 Jumping inand outofPHP.

local Intranet
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Formatting PHP Instructions
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The PHP scripting language is quite tolerant of how you layout its instructions. For
example, this:

<? php
echo "Hello, World " ;
?>

is a perfectly acceptable way of including PHP instructions within a HTML document,
however, the following is also equally valid:

<?php cho "Hello, World" ?>

Note that in the second example the ; at the end of the echo statement is missing. The
semicolon is used to terminate a PHP instruction as is the ?> tag. Therefore the semicolon
can be omitted when there is a single line of PHP. However, the first example is generally
easier to understand and thus all of the examples in this book will be presented in this style.

You can, if you wish, make your scripts totally unreadable by placing many separate
instructions on the same line. For example:

<?php

II Clos r - Examp l e 5 -4

11---- -- - ------ --- -
echo "To d a y is " . showDate(); function showDate()

{ $date ge t d a t e () ;
return ($date [" yea r " ) . '-'. $date ["mon") . '-'. $date ["mday"));}
?>

The above is a rewrite of the example 4-3.php date script in the previous chapter. It is not
recommended that you make your scripts difficult to read, as you will find keeping them
readable has many benefits when you are trying to correct problems, make changes or are
simply trying to understand how a script works.

Echo and Print Statements
Echo is a PHP language construct and allows strings to be displayed on the Web page. We
have already used echo to display some text in the previous example scripts, but here is an
example of the statement again:

echo "He'l ";

This echo statement displays the text "Hello" on the Web page. The quotation marks (")
indicate the start and end of the text to display. In this example the text "Hello" is very
small, but if you had a much larger amount of text to display then you can span the output
strings over multiple lines, for example:
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echo "He l l o, This string
spans a numbe r
of lines" ;
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This will display the text "Hello, This string spans a number oflines". This will be displayed
on a single line, not split over multiple lines as you may think. Try this for yourself by
viewing the following script:

<?php

II Closer - Example 5-5
//-

echo "H llu, This str ing
sp n a numl: r
ot lines";
?>

The output is shown in Figure 5.2

Address

Hello, This strin spans a number of lines

Done

• •

Loc:aIlntranet

»

Figure 5.2 Multiple line echo statement.

Variables and multiple strings of characters can be output using echo and we shall
introduce these in later chapters. PHP also supports another statement to facilitate output,
print, which works in the same way as echo:

print "H ' 10, There";

This will display the text "Hello, There". You can either use echo or print in your scripts.
All our examples use echo.
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Comment Statements
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PHP supports three forms of comments, which can be included to help the human reader
understand what the PHP script is doing . The first type of comment spans multiple lines
and is the same as that introduced in the C programming language:

1* Thi s a comment
which can ~ separated over
multip.e .1nes *1

The characters"1*" denote the start of the comment and the characters "*1" the end. The
second form of comment is designed for a single line and is the same as those introduced
in the c++ programming language:

II singl e comment line.

The characters "II" denote the start of a single line comment. Finally, the third form of
comment is a UNIX shell type comment and also spans a single line:

# This lS a no t he r single line comment.

Comments are ignored by the PHP parser and only help the human read to understand
what is going on. All of our full scripts within this book have a two line comment near the
top of the script, which looks something like this:

I, Clos r - Example 5-4

11---- - ----- - - - - - - - -

The comment is there to provide the name of the script as it should be saved. In the
previous example since this is Example 5-4 it should be saved as example5-4.php. Weknow
that by examining the script name that the script is Example 4 from Chapter 5.

We have avoided comments as much as possible in our examples and they have been
made as short and simple as possible.

Summary
In this chapter we have examined PHP layout and the means by which it can be embedded
within a HTMLdocument. Wehave examined the echo statement and the role of comments
within the language. In the next chapter we shall continue our examination of the PHP
language and introduce the user to PHP variables.
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Introduction to Variables

Introduction
In this chapter we shall introduce the concept of variables. Weshall examine how they are
defined and used within PHP, the limitations of their use and why they are so important.
Weshall begin by explaining what variables are.

What is aVariable?
Variables are named containers, which can hold values. The value a variable holds can
change during the execution of the script, hence its name "variable". Variables can
hold numbers, characters or strings, which normally represent something, such as dates,
surnames or salaries, for example.

Every variable has a unique name, which enables us to refer to it without any ambiguity.

Variables inPHP

Variables in PHP are defined by a dollar ($) symbol followed by the name of the variable.
The name is case sensitive and therefore $SIMON is different to $simon. Variable names
must start with either a letter or an underscore character, after which there can be any
number ofletters, numbers or underscore characters.

For example, the following are valid variable names:

$name;
$chapter
$_var;

However, the following is an illegal variable name, as it does not start with an underscore
or letter character:

$lstName;
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Assigning Variables by Value
Until the creation of PHP 4 assigning a variable by value was the one and only way that
values could be assigned into a variable. Assigning a variable by value means that when
a value is assigned to the variable the entire value of the original value is copied into the
destination variable. Therefore, because a copy of the value is made changing the original
value will have no effect on the copy. For example, if we have two variables named $tax
and $net and these are assigned the values 17 and 200. Then if we declare a variable called
$copyOfNet and assign it the value stored in variable $net, no matter what we do to variable
$net, variable $copyOfNet will not be affected. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

$tax •
........ ... .......... $tax Variable

17

........ $net Variable

200

$copyOfNet Variable
, (this is a duplicate copy of the

value stored in variable $net)i$copyOfNet

200

Figure 6.1 Assigning avariable byvalue.

To assign a value to a variable we use the equals (=) character. The following script
illustrates assigning some variables by value:

<? hp

II Var~ e Example 6-1
11---------------------
$t x 7;
$net - 2(10;

$copyOf - $net;

?>

The example above illustrates the definition of three variables, $tax which is assigned the
value of 17, $net the value of 200 and $copyOfNet which is assigned the value of variable
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$net. This illustrates that not only can variables be assigned constants, but that they can be
assigned the values of other variables.

Assigning Variables by Reference

With the introduction of PHP 4 came another way of assigning values to variables,
assigning variables by reference. Assigning by reference means that the new variable simply
becomes a reference also known as an alias and sometimes referred to as "pointing to" the
original variable. This is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

$tax j4.
l $tax Variable

17

Reference to $net Variable

$ t Variable

fNet Variable
( actually contain a value as
it references the value stored in $net)

i ne
$net

200 I--

&$copyOfNet i

~

1 $copyO
doesn't

Figure 6.2 Assigning avariable byreference.

Changes to either the original or the new variable effect the other. No copying of values
is performed and therefore this form of assignment can result in a performance increase,
although you would be hard pressed to notice this. In addition, note that in assigning a
variable by reference you cannot assign a constant in this way. To assign by reference,
simply add an ampersand (&) to the beginning of the variable which is being assigned.
The following example script illustrates assigning by reference:

<? php

II Variables - Example 6 -2

11---------------------
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$tax = 17;
$net = 200;
$copyOfNet &$net;
?:>

Displaying Variables
Variables can be displayed using the echo statement, consider the following example:

<?php

II Variables - Example 6-3
11---------------------
$tax = 17;
$net = 200;
$copyOfNet = &$net;
$anotherCopy = $net;

$net = 100;

echo $copyOfNet;
echo $anotherCopy;
?:>

The above script defines four variables. $tax and $net are initialized with the constant
values 17 and 200. Variable $net is assigned by reference to variable $copyOfNet and
variable $net is then assigned by value to variable $anotherCopy. Finally, variable $net is
set to a value of 100and variables $copyOfNet and $anotherCopy are displayed using echo
statements. The output of this script is shown in Figure 6.3.

LocaIlltranet

Figure 6.3 Variable output.

The resulting output of this script, although not well presented illustrates that the
variable assigned by reference changes its value from 200 to 100 when the original copy
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($net) is altered. However, variable $anthorCopy which was assigned by value keeps the
original value of 200.

Declaring but Not Assigning Variable Values

It is not good practice to declare a variable and then use it before assigning a value to it.
The reason being that you really have no idea what data is actually stored in the variable
unless you expressly define it. Consider the following script:

<? p hp

I I Varidble~ - Example 6-4
11- - - --- -- -

$ a x ;

echo $tax,
?>

The above example will cause an error notice to be created when the script is executed
as the interpreter does not know what value the variable should be set to. This error is
illustrated in Figure 6.4.

Search

htt p://bCaIlOSt,Iphpboo k/example6-4.php

l 'otice: Undefined variable: tax in
c: \i etpub\wwwro ot\pbpbook\example6-4.p p on line 6

i 'otice : Undefined variable: tax in
c: \i etpubxwwwrootxp pbook\e ample6-4.p p on line 8

local ntranet

Figure 6.4 Undefined variable notice.

...,
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Variable Types
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A type is a description of the format of which information is stored within a variable . PHP
supports eight primitive types. These different types are listed in Table 6.1, along with a
brief description and the chapter where they are first introduced and described.

Table 6.1 Variable types.

Type Description Chapter

Bool an
Integer
FloallOg-polnt
number (float)
String
Array
Obje<t
Resource

NULL

ABoolean expresses a truth value. Itcan beeither TRUE orFALSE 7
Aninteg risanumberofthesetZ =(.... 2. - 1, 0. 1. 2. . . . ) 7
Floating point numbers (AKA "floats: "doubles"or"real numbers") 7

Astri ng isa series ofcharacters. In PHP a character isthesame asa byte 8
AnIndexed sequence ofone ormore variables 14
Aspedal"variable"defined by theuser within theobje<t oriented paradigm 37

Aresource ISa special variable holding a reference toanextemal resource such asa 36
database
NULLrepresents thatavariable has novalue 7

The PHP manual also introduces some pseudo-types for readability reasons. These are
listed in Table6.2.These pseudo-types are used predominantly to help us describe function
prototypes and we shall see them used later.

Table6.2 Pseudo variable types.

Type Description Chapter

Mixed
Number
Callback

Type Casting

Indicatesthata parameter (toa function) may accept multiple (but notall) types
Parameter can beeither aninteger ora float
Somefunctions accept user defined callback functions asa parameter

17

24

PHP allows you to cast (convert) from one variable type to another. To specify a cast you
place the desired type in parentheses before the variable which is to be cast, for example:

$var = 4;
$hool = (Boolean) $va r ;

In the above example $var is an integer and is cast to $bool as a Boolean value. There are
a number of different casts which are permitted and these are listed in Table6.3.
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Table 6.3 Casting.

Cast Description

43

Variable Scope

(int) (integ r)
(bool) (Boolean)
(float) (double) (real)
(string)
(array)
(object)

Cast to integer
Cast to Boolean
Cast tofloating point
Cast tostring
Cast toarray
Cast toobject

The scope of a variable is the context in which it is defined. Variable scope generally
spans the whole of a PHP script, although there are exceptions. One specific exception are
functions. Variables defined outside functions do not have any scope within the function
and variables defined within the function have no scope outside of the function. A similar
situation exists in the case of classes. Function scope within functions is discussed in
Chapter 13 and Classes in Chapter 37.

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of variables. We illustrated how variables can be
declared within PHP and how values can be assigned to them. Wealso briefly described the
different types of variables which PHP supports. In the next chapter we shall take a more
detailed look at Boolean, integer and floating point types.



Boolean, Integer and
Floating Point Types

Introduction
In this chapter we shall examine three variable types in some detail. The three types that
we shall examine are Boolean, integer and floating point. We shall, however, begin by
explaining how PHP supports explicit type definitions.

Types
PHP doesn't actually support explicit type definitions unlike some other programming
languages. In other words you don't specify what type a variable is when you create it.
Instead a variables type is determined by the context in which that variable is used. So, for
example, if you define a variable and assign an integer to it then that variable is an integer
type. If a little later you then assign a floating point variable to it then the variable now
becomes a floating point type.

Boolean Types
Booleans are the simplest type. A Boolean value expresses a truth value and can be either
"TRUE" or "FALSE". The following illustrates the declaration of a variable and assigning it
the value "TRUE":

<?php

II Boole n, In e gar and Floats - Example 7-1

II - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$weekd y TRUE;

echo $we kay;
?>

Note that the output from this example is "I " and not the text "TRUE". The reason for this
is that PHP uses the value 1 to represent "TRUE" and 0 to represent "FALSE". Therefore,
the contents of a Boolean variable are either 1 or 0 when displayed.
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Converting to Boolean
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, to convert to a Boolean we can use the (bool)
or (Boolean) cast. In most cases we do not need to explicitly cast as the value will be
automatically converted. However,when converting to a Boolean from other variable types
you need to know what certain values will be converted as. These are shown in Table7.1

Table 7.1 Boolean conversions.

Converted as Conversion

FALSE ABoolean FALSE
FALSE Ainteger ofvalue 0
FALSE Afloat ofvalue 0.0
FALSE Aempty string and astring ·0·
FALSE An array withzero elements
FALSE An object withzero member variables
FALSE The special NULL type
TRUE All other valu s

Integers
An integer is a number of the set {. . . , -2, -1 ,0, 1,2, ... }. The maximum size of an
integer number is platform dependent, but is normally in the region of 2 billion.

Integer numbers can be specified in decimal notation as shown below:

$var = 123;
$v a r 2 ,z- 23;

Here, $var is defined as a positive integer of the value 123, while $var2 is defined as a
negative integer of value -123. Like some other languages, PHP allows integers to be
defined in other number bases, specifically octal and hexadecimal:

$va r - 0123;
$va r 2 ,. Ox1a;

Here, $var is defined as an octal number 123 that is decimally equivalent to 83. Octal
numbers are defined by having a 0 preceding the number. $var2 is defined as a hexadecimal
number la, which is equivalent to 26 in decimal. Hexadecimal numbers are defined by
having 0 x preceding the number. If you are unsure why 123octal is equal to 83 in decimal
or 1a hexadecimal is equivalent to 26 in decimal take a look at Figure 7.1.

Converting toan Integer
Youcan convert to an integer using the (int) or (integer) casts. Table 7.2 lists what values
specific conversions will result in.
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100's 10's Units

Decimal 8 3

= 8 x 10 +3 = 83

64's 8's Units

Octal 1 2 3

= 1 x 64 2x8 +3 = 83

256's 16's Units

Hexadecimal 1 a

= 1 x 16 + 10 =26

Figure 7.1 Working outdecimal, octal and hexidecimal numbers.

Table 7.2 Integer conversions.

Converted as Conversion
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1
o

ABoolean TRUE
ABoolean FALSE
Converting from afloating point typewill result in the number being rounded towards zero
Stnngconversion isdescrib d inChapter 8
Conv rsion from other types isundefined within thePHP language

Integer Overflow

If you specify an integer number beyond the bounds of the integer type then it will be
automatically interpreted as a floating point value instead.

The Var_dump Function

We shall examine functions in more detail later, but it is useful for us to introduce a
function at this point called var_dump. The function will display the type of a variable
which is passed to it. The function format is as follows:
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Function prototype:

Void var_dump(mixedvariable);

Function arguments and return details:
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Name

variable
var durnpOreturns

Function example:

var_dump (svab) ;

Type

Mixed
Void

Description

The variable wewish toexamine
Returns nothing

Wecan use this function to determine our variable type. Consider the following example:

<?php

II Boole n, Intege r and Floats - Example 7-2

11- - ------------ --- - - - -- -

$smallln 1;

$hool - TRUE;
$1 rgeInt 2 12345678 901 2 34 56 7 89 0 ;

v a r dumplSsmallIntl ;
var_dum ($ 00 );

v ar_dump($largeI n tl ;
?>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
We can see from this example that $smallInt is an integer type , $bool is Boolean but

$largelnt is actually stored as a floating point value.

Floating Point Types

Floating point numbers (also known as doubles, floats or real numbers) can be specified
using any of the following syntaxes:

$v a r l
$var2
$var3

1. 234;
1. 2e3 ;
7E-IO;
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int( I) bool(true) float(1.2 3456 78901 2E+ 19)
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Done

Figure 7.2 Vacdump function.

Locall1tranet

The size of a float is platform dependent, although you could expect a maximum of
1.8e308. There is an issue of precision with floats. Consider the following example:

<?php

II Boo n, Integer and Floats - Example 7-3
11----------------------------
$one = 1;
$threE' 3;
$th rd onel$three ;

echo $ h, d;
?>

In this example the value of $third is 0.333333333333. Programmers need to be aware of
this loss of precision when performing floating point calculations.

Converting toFloating Point
You can convert to floats using the (float), (double) or (real) casts. String conversions to
floats are described in the following chapter under the section on converting strings to
numbers.

Summary
In this chapter we have examined the Boolean, integer and floating point types . We have
illustrated how they can be defined and how one type can be converted into another. In the
next chapter we shall take a more detailed look at string variable types.



Strings

Introduction
In this chapter we shall examine the string variable type . Strings are sequences of
alphanumeric characters. We have used strings already in one or two of our previous
PHP examples, specifically as part of the echo statement. We shall begin by examining
how strings are defined in PHP, then examine the different types of strings which are
available for us to use. Weshall then consider how to join strings together, access individual
characters within a string and convert strings to numbers.

String Types
There are two different ways that strings can be specified in PHP. We can use either using
the' or the cc characters to denote the start and end of the string, for example:

$myString 'First String';
$anotherString = "Another String";

Here, $myString is defined as a string containing the characters 'First String' , while
$anotherString is defined as a string containing the characters ''Another String". So is there
any difference between them? Well, the answer is yes and no depending on the context the
string is being used, for example:

<?php

II Str~nq - Ex a mp l e 8-1

II --------- -

$myString 'First String';
$anoth rSt" ing - "Another String";

echo $my t ing ;
echo n b ,.
echo $a ~ h rStr i ng ;

?>
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In the above example the output is as follows:

First String
Another String

PHP and MySQL Manual

It would appear that both single-quoted strings and double -quoted ones are essentially the
same. However, this is not entirely true as we shall see when we look more closely at the
support these different string types have for escaped characters.

Single-quoted Strings
Single-quoted strings can only contain the escape characters listed in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Single-quoted string escape
characters.

Sequence Description

\\ Backslash character
\ I Single quote character

These escape sequences allow you to include the characters \ and I in your strings.
Consider the following example:

<?php

II Stri g Example 8 - 2
11---------------------
$myStI1 q 'This is a backslash: \\ ' ;
$anotherS ring ' and this is a single quote \ " ;

echo $myStrl.ng;
echo $ano h~rString ;

?>

The above script would display:

This is a backslash : \ and this is a single quote'

We need to escape these characters in this way because:
(1) If we wanted to display a single quote as part of the string then we need to tell the parser

that this is a quote to display and not one which is denoting the end of the string.
(2) We use the backslash character to denote an escape character and so we need to escape

this character when we want to display it.

Therefore, the following would cause an error if it were introduced into a script:
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$var3 'b4t this quote' would cause an error';

Todisplay this correctly the line should read:

$va r 3 = 'but t h i s quote \, would cause an error';

Double-quoted Strings
With double-quoted strings, things get a little more complicated. Tobegin with the number
of escape characters that can be used, is far larger, consider Table8.2.

Table 8.2 Double-quoted string escape sequences.

Sequence Description

\ n
\ r

\\
S
v
[G-7]

[G-9A-Fa-f]

Carriage return andline feed
Carriage return
Tab character
Backslash
Dollar sign
Double quotation
Acharacter specified inoctal notation with 1-3 digits.The first number ofwhich isa 0
Acharacter specified inhexadecimal notation specified with 1or2digits. Must have ax
charact r before the number.

The \n sequence forces the cursor to jump to the start of a new line. The \r sequence
forces the cursor to jump to the start of the current line. The \t sequence inserts a tab
character. You will note from the examples in this book that these escape sequences are not
used very much.

In addition, the \\ sequence inserts a backslash character. The \$ sequence inserts
a dollar character. The \" sequence inserts a double quotes character. The final two
escape sequences allow you to specify individual characters in either octal or hexadecimal
numbers, in accordance with the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange). This is a code, which assigns a numeric value to each letter, number and
character on the keyboard (and some characters which are not!).

Therefore, the following string:

$var = "Hello, x4 C\x69 \x7A";

would produce the string:

Hello , Liz
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Why? Well, 4C is a hexadecimal number equal to 76 decimal. Character 76 in the ASCII
table is assigned to the 'L' character. 69 is equal to 105 in decimal and is assigned to the 'i '
character. Finally, 7A is equal to 122 in decimal which is assigned to the 'z' character.

Heredoc Strings
Another way of defining strings is by using the heredoc syntax . This uses three less than
characters « < <) followed by an identifier. A closing identifier must be used to denote the
end of the string. It must also use the same characters as the starting identifier and must
begin in the first column of the line. It also requires a semicolon character straight after it.
For example:

<?php

II String Example 8-3
II ----- --------------

$myStrinq «<MST
This is an ex mple of a string
sp nning mul ip lines
using th heredoc synt x
MST;

echo $myS ~~ g,
?>

The heredoc string behaves in exactly the same way as the double-quoted string.

Variables in Strings
Double-quoted strings allow you to use more escape sequences than single-quoted strings.
So why not just use double-quoted strings all of the time? Well, there is another difference
between the two strings. That difference is that any variables included inside a double
quoted string will be expanded! What does this mean? Well,consider the following:

$name = "Simon";
$message - .. iello, $name";
$message2 'Hello, $name';

In the above script fragment, the first line defines a string with the value "Simon". The
second line, defines a string with the value "Hello, Simon" and the third line defines a string
with the value 'Hello, $name'. The reason for this concerns the single- and double-quoted
strings. With a single-quoted string the variable (in this case $name) is not recognized as
a variable and the text '$name' is displayed. In the case of a string using double quotation
marks the variable is recognized and replaced with the current value of the variable.

Strings can be assigned the value of another string using the equals (=) character or
operator as it is referred, for example:
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$name = "Simon ";
$anotherName = $name;
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Here, the value of variable $name is assigned (copied) into the variable $anotherName. The
following script illustrates the use of variables in strings:

<?php

/ S r - Ex mple 8-4
/ ---------------------
$fir.
$surnam
$m 8 9
$mess q .,

' Li z ' ;
'H 11 ' ;
"H 110. $f irstname";

You fu1 1name is $firstname $surname";

echo $ ssaqe;
echo 'b r
echo $ 2;

I"'ho " :>

echo "See yv ~ater . Ms. $surname";

7>

The above example produces the output illustrated in Figure 8.1.

Hello, Liz
Your fullname is Liz Hall
See you later, Ms. Hall

Figure 8.1 Variables instrings.

However, be warned things don't always work exactly how you would want them to.
Consider the following script:
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<?php
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I I tri g .
II

$currency

Ex mpl t" 8 5

"dollar" ;

ec 0 "The c rrency i s the $currency<br I >" ;

C' o"I 0 11k s o me $currencys <br I >" ;

echo "I would like some ${currency}s <br I >" ;
?>

The above script causes an error, as shown in Figure 8.2.

Favortes

. iotice : Undefined variable: currencys in
c: e tp b 'root p pbook e pleS-5.p p on line 10
I would like orne
I would like orne do lla

Local ntranet

Figure 8.2 Problems withvariables instrings.

The reason for the error is that the computer parses the variable name on the second
echo statement as being $currencys and not $currency. To overcome this problem you can
enclose the variable name in curly braces {} as shown in the third echo statement.

Joining Strings
Strings can be joined or concatenated easily using the « • " dot operator, for example:

$title - ,
$fl.rstN e
$surName
$fullNa e 
$t.l.tleNa

, .,

l.rs tNa me . $surName;
$title . $firstName . $surName;
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In the above code fragment a string $fullName is created with the value "Liz Hall". Note,
that the space between the first name and surname would not be included if there was not
a space character at the end of the string "Liz ". $titleName is created with the value "Ms.
LizHall".

We can also use this operator in our echo statement to display variables more neatly.
Consider the following example:

c::?php

II String Example 8-6

1/---------------------
$ ax - 17;
$net a 20("

$C'OPyO et
$ no h reo y

$ne - 1QO;

&$net;
$net;

echo "$copyOfNet $anotherCopy";
echo "c::b >";
echo $copyOfNet . " " . $ notherCopy;
?>

The above example illustrates how we can employ the dot operator to join strings together
within an echo statement.

String Charader Access
Characters in a string may be accessed by specifying the zero-based offset of the desired
character after the string in curly braces, for example:

$name - "L1Z Hall";
$second $name{l};

Figure 8.3 illustrates how this string is stored and referenced. The variable $second has
the value "i".

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

L i z H a I I

Figure 8.3 String characters.

Note that in earlier versions of PHP the characters [] could be used instead of the { }
characters, but this is now depreciated. The following script illustrates the use of string
concatenation and character referencing:
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<?php

II S r., - Ex mple 8-7
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t L1Z I;$firs
$ ur
$ Jl

$f 'rst
$second
$third
$fou th
$Hfth
$SlX h 
$ even
$eigh h

ame . $surName;

echo T
echo
echo

cho
cho

echo
echo
ec 0

echo "
? >

1 ame is : " $fullName "<p>";

char c er in $fullName is $first<br>";
character in $fullName is $second<br>";
char cter in $fullName is $third<br>";
character in $fullName is $fourth<br>";
character in $fullName is $fifth<br>" ;
character in $fullName is $sixth<br>";
c aracter 1n $full arne is $seventh<br>";
character in $fullName is $eighth<br>";

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 8.4.

Converting Strings toNumbers
Strings can be evaluated as numeric values in certain circumstances. The value and type of
the numeric are determined as follows:

(1) The string will be evaluated as a float if it contains any of the following characters" . ",
"e" or "E". Otherwise it will be evaluated as an integer.

(2) The numeric value will be determined from the initial part of the string. If this is a
valid numeric then this value will be used, otherwise the string will be evaluated as O.

The following script illustrates this conversion:

<?php

II S rln s Example 8-8
1,----- -----------

$num •
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The full name is : Liz Hall

The 1 t character in Liz Hall is L
The 2nd character in Liz Hall is i
The 3rd character in Liz Hall is z
The 4th charac ter in Liz Hall is
The 5th character in Liz Hall is H
The 6th character in Liz Hall is a
The 7th character in Liz Hall is I
The 8th character in Liz Hall is I
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Done Local fltranet

Figure 8.4 Referencing single characters within astring.

s at r mc "45";
$add $n m $string;
Sma s !'> males";
$f - 2 + $males ;

echo" 3 '!'>' is equal to $add<br />";
echo "2 '3.45' is equal to $fema l e s <br /> ";

?>

The output from the script is:

2

Summary

1 to 8
5.4!'>

This chapter has introduced the string type. We have explored the different ways that a
string can be defined within PHP and how these different string types effect the way the
string can be used. Wehave considered how to join multiple strings together, how to access
individual characters within a string and how to convert strings to numbers. In the next
chapter we shall introduce the concept of variables from outside PHP.



Predefined PHP Variables

Introduction

In this chapter we shall introduce some variables which are produced outside of PHP and
are known as predefined variables . We shall see that the Web server, system environment
and HTML forms generate variables which we can (and in many cases need) to access.
Predefined variables are made available to any script, but as many of them are platform
and Web server dependent it is difficult to fully document them all. We shall begin by
explaining a fundamental change which occurred in PHP from version 4.2 which greatly
effects the way in which we access these predefined variables .

Register Globals

With the release of PHP 4.2.0 onwards PHP has been released with the register_globals
directive (located in the php.ini file) set to off. This means that form, server and cookie
etc variables are no longer registered as global variables. This is a major change to PHP
and vastly increases script security. It does mean, however, the PHP scripts written before
version 4.2.0 will not work correctly unless the new form of accessing predefined variables
is followed (this is the way we do things in this book) or (not to be recommended) that the
registerglobals directive is set to on within the php.ini file.

Phpinfo() Function

PHP include a very useful function called phpinfot), This function displays a whole host
of useful information about the current state of PHP. This information includes which
compilation options are turned on, which extensions have been activated and which
predefined variables are available. For us this is particularly helpful as it will display all
of the predefined variables which the system has defined. The format of the function is:

Function prototype:

Intphpmfo(int option);
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Function arguments and return details are:
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Ham

option

phpinfo returns

Function example:

phpinfo( 2);

Type

Int

lot

Description

Configuration options, values
(1,2,4,8,16,32,64 and -1):

1- General info
2- PHP credits
4 - Configuration (php directives
set inthephp.ini file)
8- Loaded modules
16- Environment variables
32 - Predefined variables
64- license information
·1- Alloftheabove - this isth
default if novalue isincluded
Returns "TRUE" if successful or "FALSE" if an error
occurred

The following script illustrates the use of this function:

<?php

/1 Predefined Vari b l e s - Examp l e 9-1
1/ -------

phpinfo 2 ,

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 9.1.

Server Variables
Server variables are those variables which are set by the Web server. Aseach manufacturer's
Web server is essentially a different product there is no guarantee that all Web servers will
provide any of these variables, although most will provide at least some . Table 9.1 lists the
most common server variables and a description of their content.

Server variables (as are all predefined variables described in this chapter) are stored in
a predefined array. Youwill be introduced to how to create your own arrays in Chapter 14,
but for now all you need to be able to understand is how to access the predefined variables
stored in an array. Toaccess the server variables the array name $_SERVER is used followed
by square brackets with the name of the predefined variable included within them inside
single quotation marks, for example:
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... Search
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PHP Variables

_SER R
rHTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE.--------'''---1----------------
_SERVERf'HTTP_CONNECllON1

-1--
_SERVERf'HTTP_HOSlj

127 001

)

Done

Figure 9.1 phpinfoO output.

Localn tranet

The above will store the script name in the variable $script. The following script illustrates
the contents of some of these variables:
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Table 9.1 Server variables.

Variable Description
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'PHP SELF'

'GATEWAYJNTERFACE

'SERVER_NAME
'SERVE SOFTWARE'
'SERVER PROTOCOl'

'REQUEST _METHOD'
'QUERY STRING

'DOCUMENT_ROOT'
'HnP REFERER'
'HTIP_USER_AGENT'
'REMOTE_ADDR'

'REMOTE] ORT'
'SCRIPT_FILENAME
'SERVER_PORT
'SCRIPT_NAME

'PHP_AUTH_US R'
'PHP_AUTH_PW
'PHP UTH_TYPE'

<:?php

Thefilename ofthecurrent script, relative totheroot document directory.This isused on
manyofourscripts later in the book where weintroduceforms and need to refer back tothe
script itseIf
What versionoftheCGI isbeing used

Thename ofthehost server
Server identificationstring which ispassed inHTML headers when responding to requests
Name and version oftheinformation protocol withwhich thepage was requested

Which request method was used toaccess thepage i.e. 'POST'
The query string (ifany) withwhich thepage was accessed
The document root file, defined in the server's configuration file
The addressof theWeb page which referred theuser agent (Web page) tothecurrent page

The user agent header which isaccessing thepage
The IP address from which theuser isviewing thepage
The postbeing used ontheuser's machine tocommunicate withtheWeb server
The absolutepath name ofthecurrent script
The portbeing used bytheserver forcommunication
The current script's path
ApacheWeb server - usernarne provided bytheuser

Apache Web server - password provided bytheuser
Apache Webserver - HTIP authentication type

// Pred ~ d Va r iables - Example 9-2
//------------------------
echo "P P
ecl-to "<b~

ecllo "<:b
echo "",b
echo H r

echo " <:
echo " bl

cho "<: I
I

?>

EL : " . $_SERVER['PHP_SELF' ];
sERVER NAME : " . $_SERVER['SERVER_NAME'] ;

" ERVER_SOFTWARE : " $_SERVER['SERVER_SOFTWARE'];
SERVER_PROTOCOL: " . $_SERVER['SERVER_PROTOCOL'];
HTTP_USER_AGENT: " . $_SERVER['HTTP_USER_AGENT'];
REMOTE_ADDR: " $_SERVER['REMOTE ADDR'];
SERVER_PORT : " $_SERVER['SERVER_PORT'];
S RI PT NAME:" $ _SERVER [ 'SCRIPT_NAME' 1;

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 9.2.
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..
Go

local ntranet

F vortessearch

http://bolhostJphpbook/example9'2.php

PHP_ LF: Iphpboo e. ample9-2.php
ER\'ER_! 'AME : localho t
ERVER OFn ARE : Micro oft-IISf . 1
ERVER PROTO OL: HITP/l.l

HITP_ - R_ G : Mozill 4.0 (compatible; M IE 6.0; Windows IT
5.1: . rET CLR 1.0.3 0 )
RE OTE_ADDR: 127.0.0.1

ERVER PORT: 0
RIPT_- AME : Iphpboo example9-2.php

Figure 9.2 Predefined SERVER variables.

Environment Variables

Environment variables are made available to PHP from the operating system under which
PHP is running. As such a definitive list would be very difficult to produce since there
are many different operating systems and shells under which PHP operates. Using the
phpinfoO function will provide a useful list of these functions which are available for your
PHP installation. Table 9.2 provides some descriptions of a few of these variables available
within a Windows XP PHP installation.

Table 9.2 Environment variables.

Variable Description

'COMPUTERNAME
'HTIP HOST
'HTIP_USER AGENT
'LOCAL_ADDR'
'NUMBER OF PROCESSORS
'OS'
'Path'
'PATHJ Fa'
'PATH_TRANSLATED
'PROCESSOR IDENTIFIER'
'SERVER_SOfTWARE

Th computer's name
The Web server's address (Iocalhost iscommon for development environments)
Th Web browser's identificationstring
The URL ofthelocal computer
The number ofprocessors
The operating system
The operating system path
Th path ofth current script from theroot script directory
The full path ofthecurrent script
The processor identification string
The identificationstring oftheWeb server
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To access the server variables the array name $_ENV is used followed by square brackets
with the name of the predefined variable included within them inside single quotation
marks, for example:

$09 '" $ ENV [ ,OS' ) ;

This will store the operating system in the variable $os. The following script illustrates the
contents of some of these variables :

<:?php

II Predeflnea Va r i ab l e s - Example 9 -3

II - ------ - -- -

echo "COMI
echo "<br
echo "<:bI:
ec'lO "<br
echo "<br
echo "<br
echo "<:b:t
echo "<b:t
echo "<b
echo "<bI:
echo "<:b

?>

ERNAME: " . $ ENV [ , COMPUTERNAME ' ) ;
':>HTTP_HOST: " . $_ENV['HTTP_HOST');

HTTP USER_AGENT : " . $_ENV[ 'HTTP_USER_AGENT ') ;
:> OCAL_ADDR: " . $_ENV['LOCAL_ADDR');

I NUMBER_OF_ PROCESSORS : " . $_ENV['NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS');
OS: " . $_ENV [ , OS' ) ;

':>Pa h: " . $_ENV['path');
I PATH I NFO: " . $_ENV['PATH_INFO')i
>PATH TRANSLATED: " . $ ENV['PATH_TRANSLATED');

':>PROCESSOR_I DENTI FI ER: " . $_ENV['PROCESSOR_IDENTIFIER');
( SERVER. SOFTWARE : " . $ ENV l ' SERVER_SOFTWARE') i

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 9.3.

Form Variables
In Chapter 18 we will introduce the concept of interacting with the user using forms. You
will see that the user is able to enter data via a form which in turn is stored in variables
which can be accessed by the PHP script. Form data which is passed to the script via the
POST method is stored in an array called $_POST and can be accessed in the same way as
server variables, for example:

$formField $_POST [ ' f o r mFi e l d ' ) i

In addition to the POST method of passing data is the GET method. Form data passed via
the GET method can be used by accessing the $_GETarray, for example:

$dataField $_GET[ ' da t a Fi e l d ' ) i

We shall be only using the POST method in our examples.
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COMPUTERNAME: SIMO SCOMPUTER
HTTP HO T: localhost
HTTP_USER_AGENT : Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT
5.1; . T CLR 1.0.3705)
LOCAL_ADDR: 127.0.0.1
NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS: 1
OS: indow_NT
Path: C:\W 0\ S\ ystem32;C:\\WINDO\ S;C:\\WINDO S\ ystem32
\\Whew; :\ ogram Files\ icro oft SQL erver\\80
\\Tool \ inn\ 'c:\ ROGRA- l\ ttpd\ php
PATH_ 0 : /phpboo example9-3.php
PATH_TRANSLATED: c:\ inetpubuwwwroof hpbook\ xample9-3.php
PROCE OR_IDENTIFIER: 86 Family 6 Model 8 Stepping 1,
AuthenticAMD

ER R SO ARE: Micro oft-IIS/5.1

Figure 9.3 Predefined ENV variables,

Session Variables
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In Chapter 23 we will introduce sessions and explain how they can be used to provide an
individually customized Web page for each Web user. Variables stored for each user are
held in session files and can be accessed through the LSESSION array, for example:

$sessDat a . $_SESSION['sessData'];

Cookie Variables
In Chapter 22 we will introduce cookies and explain how they can be used to store data for
a specific user, locally on the client's computer. Cookie variables can be accessed through
the $_COOKIEarray, for example:

$cookie Da t a = $_COOKIE['cookieData'];
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IssetO Construct
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Finally, before we draw this chapter to a conclusion it is worth mentioning the issett)
construct. This construct can be used to check if a variable has been set or not, its prototype
is:

Function prototype:

boo! isset(mixedvar)

Function arguments and return details are:

Name

var
issetOreturns

Function example:

isset($_ENV ['OS')l ;

Type

Mixed
Bool

Description

The variable you wish to check isset
"TRUE" if variable isset and "FALSE" if it isnot

We will use this construct along with the if construct in later chapters to determine if
certain predefined variables have been set or not. This will prevent any notice "error"
messages from appearing if we try and access a variable which is not set, for example:

<?php

II Pred fin d Variables - Example 9 -4

II ------- - --- - -

ec-ho "<br > UERY_STRI NG: "

?>

The above script should return a notice as follows:

Notice: Undefined index : QUERY_STRING i n
c : inetpub wwwroot phpbook\example9 -4.php on line 6

QUERY ST I G:

Weshall see later how issetO can be used to prevent this.

Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the variable different predefined variable types, which
are available within PHP. Not all have been examined in any great detail as they will
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be introduced in later chapters where appropriate. However, it is important to note that
we have only used the secure form of predefined variable access introduced in PHP
version 4.2.0 where global variables are not registered for global access. In the next chapter
we shall examine the subject of expressions, operands and operators.



Expressions, Operands and
Operators

Introduction

In the previous three chapters we have examined various types of variables and now in this
chapter we turn to ways of manipulating the information they hold. We shall introduce
the concepts of expressions, operands and operators. Expressions are used to calculate a
result involving a number of operands (either variables or constants). Operators allow us
to manipulate the variables and constants in the expressions . Operands are the constants
or variables which the operators operate upon.

Expressions

In programming terms, an expression is something, which expresses a value. It is either a
simple value - a single operand to express a single value:

5
"Some Text"
$place

or a set of operands which are combined together using operators:

20 + 7 + 15,
" t he mean1ng o f " . "life"
"Welcome to " . $place

The operands of an expression may be variables, constants or other sub-expressions .
Figure 10.1 illustrates the difference between operands, operators and expressions in two
simple examples.

A simple expression is:

$var = 5,
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operators

JJfT'
$var2 =(34 - $pi) * 2;

sub-expression

expression

Figure 10.1 Operands, operators and expressions.
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Here, the variable $var is assigned the constant value 5. In this example,S is the expression.
Another example is:

$var = $var2;

Here, $var is assigned the value of $var2. In this example $var2 is the expression.
Consider now the following expression:

$var = 5 + 3 + 2;

The expression 5+3+2 consists of two operators and three operands. This expression is
simple to work out as the variables 5, 3 and 2 are added together and the result of 10 is
stored in $var. However, what happens if we used a - (minus) operator instead of the +
operator:

$var = ") - 3 - 2;

Does this expression mean subtract 3 from 5, giving 2 and then subtract 2 from this giving
O? Or does it mean that 2 will be subtracted from 3, giving 1 and then 1 is subtracted from 5
making 4?Fortunately, the use of parentheses can be used to make the intended expressions
clear:

$var (") - 3) - 2;
$var 5 - (3 - 2);

We shall examine the order in which expressions are evaluated later in this chapter.

Operators
Operators allow you to manipulate or "operate upon" variables and constants and although
you are probably already familiar with them, you may not have heard them referred to as
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operators before. Familiar operators are the mathematical operations of add (+), subtract
(-), divide (I) and multiply (.). Operators are described as being unary, binary or ternary
depending on whether they take, one, two or three operands (arguments). The plus, minus,
multiplication and division operators are all binary operators.

Operands

An operand is simply something that an operator works on. In an expression like 34 - $pi,
one operand is a constant (34) the other a variable ($pi).

Arithmetic Operators

PHP supports five different arithmetic operators which are listed in Table 10.1

Table 10.1 Arithmetic operators.

Name Operator Example Description

AdditIOn + Sa+Sb Add SaandSb
Subtr ction Sa- Sb Subtract Sbfrom Sa

ultiplication • Sa· Sb Multiply SaandSb
DiVlSlOll I SalSb Divide Saby Sb
Modulus % Sa%Sb Rtmaind rofdividing SabySb

The following script provides an example of the use of arithmetic operators:

<?php

/ / EX}:

/1
Exampl e 10 1

$a - 5;
$b J,

echo '
chI) ,

echo '
cho '

echo '

?

($a + $b ) '<hr>';
($ - $b ) '<br>';
($a • $h ) '<hr>';

($ I $b) . ' <br>';
, . ($a , $b);

Figure 10.2illustrates the output produced by this script.
Notice that in the example the % operator returns the remainder of dividing 3 into S,

which is 2.
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/ search

:,'Iu' ",,~,I. I http ://bcaIlOStIphpbook/examplelQ-l.php

a +b = 8
a - b = 2
a *b = 15
a I b = 1.66666666667
a %b = 2

Figure 10.2 Using arithmetic operators.

Assignment Operators
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The description of expressions given previously is oversimplified. The equals sign (=) in
PHP is itself an operator - the assignment operator. It operates by setting the operand on
its left to the value of the operand on its right. This means that the whole of $a = 5 + 3,
for example (not just the bit to the right of the "="), is an expression. This is illustrated in
Figure 10.3.

operators

$var2 =(34 - $pi) * 2;

sub-expression

sub-expression

expression

Figure 10.3 Acomplete expression.

Don't consider "=" to be an "equal to" character, it should be read as an "assign to"
character. The simplest use of the assignment operator is:

$var = 5 ,

This reads "the value 56 is assigned into the variable $var". A more complex example could
be:
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$var $a $b;
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This reads that the value in $b is assigned into $a which in turn is assigned into $var. PHP
also supports the following "combined operators":

$a 3,
$a - 4 ;

$b "HelLo " .,
$b ... "There!U;

The first line assigns the value 3 to the variable Sa.

$a = 3;

The second line assigns the value of 7 to Sa, in exactly the same way if we had written:

$a .. $a +

The third and fourth lines result in the value of "Hello There!" being assigned to $b. This
is the same as writing:

$b "Hello ";
$b '" $b . "There!";

It doesn't matter which form of assignment operator you use. Pick one that you feel the
most comfortable using.

Bit Manipulation Operators
Bit manipulation operators, also known as bitwise operators allow you to switch the
individual bits within an integer from 0 to 1 and 1 to O. For example, consider the
expressions:

$a 31;
$b 12;
$c .. $a $b;

These expressions will result in the value of 12 being assigned into variable $c. This is
because the & operator ANDs the bits in the first integer with those of the second. In order
to see how this works we need to understand how integers are stored as binary numbers
inside a computer. Consider Figure 10.4.

Figure 10.4 illustrates how the two numbers 31 and 12 are represented in 8 bit binary
notation. When we AND these two numbers together only the bits which are currently 1 in
both cases are left as 1 and all the others are set to O. This is illustrated in Figure 10.5.
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31 =

12 =

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

Figure 10.4 Binary storage ofintegers.

31 =

12 =

31 & 12 =

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

Figure 10.5 ANDing numbers.

Table 10.2 Bit manipulation operators.

Operator Example Description

&

I
1\

Shift left
Shift nght
AND
OR
XOR

Sa & Sb;
Sa ISb;
Sa1\ Sb;
Sa< < Sb;
Sa> > Sb;
Sa AND Sb;
SaOR Sb;
Sa XOR Sb;

Setbits to 1where thebits inbothoperands aresetto 1

Setbits to 1where either bitinbothoperands issetto 1
Set bits to 1where eitherbitinbothoperands issetto I, butnotboth
Shiftbits left
Shiftbits right
Setbits to 1where thebits 10 bothoperands areset to 1

Setb tsto 1where either bitinbothoperands is setto 1

S t bits to 1where either bitinbothoperands is se to I, butnotboth

When we AND the integers 31 and 12 we end up with the value 12. Table 10.2lists the bit
manipulation operators available in PHP.

The shift left < < operator will move the bits in the operand to the left and set all vacated
bits to zero. Each shift left has the same effect as multiplying the operand by two. Shift
right> > will move the bits in the operand to the right and set vacated bits to zero. Each
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2 (7 & 2) '<br>';
2) (7 I 2) '<bl>' ;

(7 A
2) '<br>';

2) " (2 « 2) '<br>';
1 : II (2 » 1) ;

shift right is the same as dividing by 2. The following script demonstrates the use of the bit
manipulation operators:

/1 Ex ~ s Example 10-2
11---- -------- - - - - - - - - - - -

C'h"
ec 0

C'ho "
C' 0 II

ech
?

Figure 10.6illustrates the output from the above script.

(7 • 2) = 2
(71 2) = 7
(1'" 2) =
(2 « 2) = 8
2 » 1 = 1

Done

Figure 10.6 Using bitmanipulation operators.

Comparison Operators

LocalIntranet

Comparison operators are used to compare expressions both logically and arithmetically.
They are most often used in flow of control statements, which we covered in Chapter 8.
Table 10.3 illustrates the comparison operators supported by PHP.

The difference between equal and identical operators is that the equal and not equal
operators check whether the values of the two operands are the same or not. With the
identical operators, the value and the type of the operands are also checked to see if they
are identical or not.
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Table 10.3 Comparison operators.

Operator Example Description

$a= = $b Equal
$a= = = $b Id ntical

!= $a!= $b Not equal
!== $a!= = $b Not identical
< $a< $b Less than
> $a> $b Greater than
>= $a>= $b Greater than orequal to
<= Sa <= Sb Less than or~ual to

Conditional Operator
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PHP supports a "conditional operator". This is a ternary operator as it requires three
operands. Its syntax is:

(exprl) ? (expr2) (exp r 3) ;

This operator expresses the value of expr2 if exprl is true, otherwise it expresses the value
of expr3. For example:

$stockStr1ng = ($stock >0 ) ? "In stock " "Out o f s t ock ."

Here, if $stock is greater than 0, the value "In stock" is assigned to $stockString, otherwise
the value "Out of stock" is assigned.

Increment and Decrement Operators

PHP supports pre- and post-increment and decrement operators and these are listed in
Table lOA.

Table 10.4 Increment and decrement operators.

Name Example Description

Pre-Increment ++$1
Post increment $i++
Pre-decrement -$1
Post decrement $1-

Increments $1by1, thenreturns $1
Returns$iand thenIncrements$1 by1
Decrements $1 by1,thenreturns $1
Returns $i andthendecrements$iby 1

The following script fragment illustrates the use of these operators:



$i - 3,
$~++;

++$~;

$i - -; ,
- -$i;
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ssign 3 to i
~ ~s incremented to 4

, ~ is incremented to 5
~ ~s decremented to 4

is decremented to 3
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In the script fragment above, there does not seem to be any difference between
the post- and pre-forms of the operators. The difference becomes clearer when the
increment/decrement operator is used in an assignment expression . Consider the following
script fragment:

$ 5,
$b + ~

$b - $a + ,

is dss i g ne d the value 5
a i s i n c r e me n t e d and then assigned to b

'/ a i s assigned to b and then incremented

Here, the result ofthese assignments is that b =6 and a =7. The following script illustrates
the use of these operators:

<?php

II ExpI - Example 10-3

1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$1 3;
$; o·
$i
~cho $
++$~;

cho $
$~- -;
echo $~

, br I> ' ;

, br I> ';

, br I>';
- - ~;

echo $~ 'br I> ' ;
$j $' ;
echo ' $1 . ' and j - I • $ j . • e b r / > • ;

$J $
c ho ' '. $ i . ' and j - ' . $ j ;

Figure 10.7 illustrates the output from this script. Note that the values of $1 and $j are
different when the post-and pre-forms of the operator are used.

Logical Operators
PHP supports a number oflogical operators, which are listed in Table 10.5. Be careful not
to confuse them with the bitwise operators of the same name, they are unrelated.
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· 3. php • Mlcro~~ Internet Exp!.. . r::]~i~
Tools ~

search favortes

http ://'oCi!h15tJphpbook!examplelo-3.php Go

Locallnlranet

Figure 10.7 Using increment and decrement operators.

Table 10.S Logical operators.

Operator Example Description

And

XOf

d

Or

Sa ndSb
Sa orSb
Sa xor Sb
!Sa
Sa && Sb
Sa II Sb

True Ifboth Sa and Sb are true
True Ifeither Sa orSb aretrue
Tru if either Sa orSb istru •butfalse ifthey are both true
True IfSa isnot true
Tru ifboth Sa andSb retrue
True ifeither Sa orSb are true

The logical operators are used to combine the results of comparison operators according
to the laws of Boolean algebra. In PHP a value of 0 is used to represent a logical false
condition and a value of I for a logical true condition.

The reason why there are two And and two Or operators (AND, &&, OR, II) listed in the
table concerns operator precedence which is covered next. The following script illustrates
the use of these logical operators:

Exp r - ~xam Ie 10-4

o
(" ..,

1$) > 5»
$j > 5»

'<br>';
'<br>t;
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echo ($1 < $j) xor ($j > 5);

?>

Operator Precedence
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When there is more than one operator in an expression and the order of processing of the
expression has not been made clear using parentheses, then the parser decides how the
expression will be evaluated based on the operator precedence table. This is illustrated in
Table 10.6, which lists all of the operators from the highest precedence (those operators
processed first) to the lowest. Some operators have the same order of precedence and are
shown on the same line of the table. In these cases the associativity of these operators
is shown as either being from right to left or from left to right. In other words they are
processed from the left- or right-hand side of the expression.

Table 10.6 Operator precedence.

Associativity Operator

Right to left
Right to left
Left to nght
left to right

on-a sodative
cn-assocauve

L ft toright
left to right
Left toright
left to right
Left to nght
left tonght
Left to nght
Right to left
L r to right
Left tonght
left tonght
left toright

, ++ -
• 10/0

< <= > >
==!==--!==
&
1\

I
&&

II
7·

- +- -' -1- .- &-1- 1\

print
and
xor
or

Let us consider an expression such as:

$a * $b + ...",

This would be evaluated as:
($a *
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because the * operator is higher in the precedence table. Whereas:

Sa Sb * S'"'
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although they have the same order of precedence, would be evaluated as:

This is because they have left to right associativity.

Summary
In this chapter expressions, operands and operators have been examined in some detail. In
the next chapter we will introduce the if statement and its role in controlling the flow of the
script and thus deciding which statements within our scripts to execute.



If and Switch Constructs

Introduction
In this chapter we will introduce the "if" construct. All programming languages use a form
of the if statement to create logical conditions. PHP supports a variety of forms of the if
statement and we shall examine each of these. In addition we shall introduce the switch
statement which is equivalent to a complex if structure.

Basic IfStatement
A basic if statement has a simple structure, as shown below:

i condition)

statements to be executed if condition is true

The word "if" is followed by parentheses which contain the conditional expression which
will be evaluated when the if construct is reached. If the condition is true then the
statements within the braces will be processed, otherwise they will not.

Let's see an example of a real if construct. Assume that you have four different colours
and you ask a user to choose which of them they think is our favourite. If the red colour is
the correct answer, then a simple if statement structure for this example will look like this:

<.?php

/ If S
I'

ent - Example 11 -1

$colou . r d";

if ($Cc. ned ")
l

"The colour i s r ed";
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Note, that in order to get the example above to work we have set the variable $colour =
"red" so that the if condition will always be true. If you only have one statement which
you wish to be performed when the if statement is true then you can omit the braces, for
example:

<7

I I

ifl

?>

ts - Ex mpl 11-2

" ;

co our is red

We can also modify the script again to display the value of $colour. We can simply change
the echo statement so that the value of $colour is displayed. We can only modify the if
expression to:

If (scoIour )

This now translates as "if $colour contains a value other than zero". In our case the value
of "red" will mean that the condition will evaluate to true as a non-null string evaluates to
the value of 1. Here is the complete script:

<?php

IIIf Statements - Example 11-3
II

$eo our "r d"i

if ($eal ur
c "Th colour is $colour";

?>

Operators
We introduced you to the various comparison and logical operators in Chapter 12. With
the introduction of the if statement we now have the means to use these in a meaningful
way.
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The following script fragment illustrates an if statement with the logical equal operator
(- - ).--.

i ( $a 1)

echo II TRUE " ;

The above script fragment evaluates if variable $a is set to 1, then the word "TRUE" will be
displayed. If variable $a is set to any other value nothing will be displayed.

The following script fragment illustrates the use of the not equal (1=) operator:

i f ($a = 1)

{
echo II TRUE II ;

In this example if variable $a is set to 1 nothing will be displayed but if variable $a is set to
any value other than 1 the text "FALSE" will be displayed.

A combination of comparison and logical operators can be used to create complex
statements. A few examples are shown in Table 11.1.

Table 11.1 Comparison andlogical operators inifstatements.

if ($a ==1or$a== 2){ statement )
if($a== $band $(= dH statement )
if(Sa == Sb and S(== d)( statement }
if(Sa !- $band$(< SH statement)
if((Sa == SbandS(== Sd) or(Se < SflH statement}
if(($a == $band$(== $d) or($e < Sf or$e=== Sg))( statement )
if(fun(tion())( statem nt]--'.:....-_---------

If ... Else Statement

Sometimes you may wish to have one or many statements executed if an expression is true
and another set of statements if the expression is false. The "else" statement is used in
conjunction with the if statement to achieve this. The syntax for using the else statement
is:

i f ( cond i t i on ) { statement }else { statement }

Consider the following:
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"ph

II
I -----

Sn l'"

1 f 1$

e s

?>

.. s - Example 11-4

{
" IMbE'r $number is odd";

pr number is evenv ,
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The above example will display "Number 2 is even" because the variable $number is an
even number. If the number was changed to 1 it would display "Number 1 is odd". The if
condition works by using the modulo operator which in this case returns the remainder of
dividing $number by 2.

Eiseif Statement
The elseif statement is a combination of if and else. In operates in a similar way to the
else statement, in that it allows a statement to be executed when the if expression is false.
However, unlike else, elseif will only execute the expression if the elseif expression is true.
Consider the example script below:

<tp P

.f S,- - Exam le 11-5

Sn rnb
$ .rmb r ,

1f .J. > .;>number2I {
'$number1 is larger than $number2";

e

e1a

$number21 {
$nurnber1 is equal to $number2";

$numberl is smaller than $number2";
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This example checks if the value of $score is greater than $score2 and if true displays a
message to this effect. If this is not true then the values are compared to see if they are
equal and if true the message stating this is displayed. Finally, if either of the above is false
a further message is displayed indicating that $score is smaller.

Complex Statements
If statements can be combined together to create very complex applications. We can use
any combination of logical or comparison operators to control the if statement. We can
use ifelsef)] ..} or else{..} to produce more complex if statements and we can use nested
if statements. The following example illustrates how to check a username and password
using if statements:

II ~~Q Example 11 6
I ------

use
Sf-a to

$ e na
$ a w(.

I C

~. I .. s

1

ech

C' ,..

r-

". ,
e ' •

- aum~n" ;

~2 5 6";

" I {
Empty usernam I";

- "Suseloame")
"J r'name OK!";

"No va Lid username";

if l$p

}
1- ( r

F Y password!";

"$password" )
Password OK!";
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else

?>

echo "No t valid password";
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The above example uses two if statements: one for checking if a username is correct and
one to check that the password is correct. We assume that the stored username is "admin"
and its password "123456".

The script begins by declaring variables $user and $pass which represent the username
and password supplied by the user. Variables $username and $password are also declared
and contain the values that $user and $pass will be compared against:

suser n";
$pass - 1 4<'''.

$usernam
$password

"admin" ;
"123456" ;

The next part of the script checks if a username has been supplied and if so checks that
the value supplied is equal to the value stored in $username:

/ I Chf'!C'1o:: "! n m

if ($us I "')

,.. n 'Empty username !";
}
l~eifl$J -- "$username")

c () "Username OK!";
}
else

ec 0 "Not valid username";

echo "<b ,,' ;

The last part of the script performs the same operations on the password which were done
above on the username:
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liChee p ssword

it (sp aas " " ) {
c "Empty password!";
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}
els if'$

}
else

-~ "$password")
<.: 0 · Pass wor d OK!";

echo "Not valid password";

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 11.1.

Figure 11.1 Asimple login script with ifstatements.

Switch Statement

local ntrane t

The switch statement is similar to a collection of if statements . The switch statement
is used when you wish to compare a variable against a number of different values and
execute different code depending on its value. You can implement this using a number of
if statements, but the code can become complex and difficult to understand. The syntax of
the switch statement is:

~ ~~ I xpression)

c e cons ant expression statement
ase constant expression s atement

t ult : statement
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The following script uses a switch statement to check the local time and show a greeting.
The current hour is stored in variable $time. If this is 8 then the message "Time to get up"
is displayed. If it is 16 then the message "Time for tea" is displayed. Finally, if it is 23 then
the message "Time for bed" is displayed. Any other hour will result in the text "Time to do
anything" being displayed.

<?p hp

II Tf ~t nts - Example 11-7

11 ------------ -----------
Stlme

echo

G") ;

StimE' " .,

switch Stirn

(. e 8 echo "Time to get up<br I>";
brE" k;

16 : echo "Time for tea<br I>" ;
bre k;

r 23: echo "Time for bed<br I>";
break;

f ul : echo "Time to do anything<br I>";

The break statements in this example are used to break out of the switch statement. If these
were omitted, all statements in all cases after the first one, which was deemed to be true are
executed. This is illustrated below:

<?php

lilt Statements - Example 11-8

11----------------- --- ---
Stim - da ("G") ;

echo "T'm 18 Stime - ";

s witch (Stime)

case 8 echo "Good morning! <br I>";
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?>

(' s 16

21

echo "Good afternoon I <br />";

echo "Good night! <:br />";

In this example if the hour is 16 then the output produced is illustrated in Figure 11.2.

Figure 11.2 Switch statements with nobreaks.

Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the if and switch statements and illustrated how they can
be used to control which statements are executed. We have shown how the operational and
comparison operators introduced in the previous chapter are used with these statements.
In the next chapter we shall introduce some further control structures - loops.



Loops

Introduction
As in any programming language, loops are an essential part of the language. Loops are
used to enable the repeated execution of a block of code. There are four types of loops:
for; while; do while; and for each. Each of them has their specific uses. All loop types are
controlled by expressions and conditions. In this chapter we will examine the first three
types of loops. The for each loop construct will be explained in Chapter 14 as this type of
loop is only used to access the contents of an array. We shall begin by examining the while
loop.

While Loop
While loops have a simple structure and are commonly used in PHP. The meaning of a
while statement is simple. It tells PHP to execute the statement(s) nested within the loop
repeatedly, as long as the while expression evaluates to TRUE. The format of the while loop
is:

W l~ expression) {statement}

For each iteration, the value of the expression is checked at the beginning of the loop. If the
while expression evaluates to FALSE from the start, the nested statement(s) won't even be
executed once. Braces can be used with the while loop to surround a number of statements
to be executed within the loop. The following script illustrates a simple while loop:

?php

//Lo op s E am Ie 12-1

// ----------- ----------
$ 1,

W 1 1

This is number $a<br>";

?
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In this example the variable $a is set to 1. The loop expression checks to see if the value of
$a is less than or equal to 10. If so the contents of the loop are processed. In this case an
echo statement is used to display the value of variable Sa. In addition the value of variable
$a is incremented by 1 each time the contents of the loop are executed. Eventually the value
of $a will be equal to 11 and then the script will terminate. The output from the script is
shown in Figure 12.1.

»

This is number 1
This is number 2
This is number 3
This is number 4
This is number 5
This is number 6
This is number 7
This i number 8
This i number 9
This is number 10

Done

Figure 12.1 Simple while loop.

local intranet

While loops are most often used with an integer variable which is either incremented
or decremented with each iteration though the loop. The loop expression is checked each
time to determine if the loop should be executed once more or whether control should
jump to the instruction after the loop (in this case the end of the script). If a variable is
not incremented or decremented within the loop then the loop will never terminate and
neither will your PHP script. For example:

<,:>php

/f Loo pa E a mple 12- 2jf _

$a 1,
wh il e ($ <. 0)

"This i s number $a<br>"j
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Wewould recommend that you do not try running this script in your browser as it could
cause your Web server to stop responding. However, the script does illustrate a useful
feature which happens with all loops - if you only have one instruction within the loop
then you can omit the start and end braces.

Do While Loop
The do while loop is similar to the while loop. The difference is where and when the
loop expression is checked for true or false. In a while loop we have shown that the loop
expression is checked at the start of the loop. Therefore, if the expression is false then
none of the statements within the loop will be executed. In the case of a do while loop the
expression is evaluated at the end of the loop, after the statements within the loop have been
executed at least once. Because of this, a do while loop is known as a one or many iterative
loop, as the statements within it are executed at least once, and perhaps many times. A
while loop on the other hand is known as a zero, one or many loop as the statements may
not be executed at all. The format of the while loop is as follows:

du {statement} while (expression);

The following script illustrates a simple do while loop:

<?php

//Loop
//-----

$num
do {

cho"

?>

11·,

F mple 12 3

o whi l l o op " ;
0) ;

The above example illustrates a loop, which would not display anything if it were
implemented using a while loop, as the expression evaluates to false straightaway. However,
as a do while loop always processes the contents of the loop at least once (since the
expression is checked at the end rather than the start) then the message "this is a do-while
loop" is displayed.

For Loop
For loops are another commonly used loop, although at first glance they would appear to
be far more complex than the while and do while loops as they have three expressions
incorporated into the for construct. The first expression is used to set a start point for the
loop, the second one is the main expression to control how many times the loop will be
repeated and the third one is normally used to increment the variable which is used to
control the number of iterations around the loop. The format for the for loop is as follows:
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for (expression1; expression2; expression3) {statement}

Braces can be used with the for loop to surround a number of statements to be executed
within the loop, in the same way as those used in the while and do while loops. The
following example illustrates a short for loop used to create ten numbers:

<?ph

//Loop Example 12-4

//---------------------
for($co
{

}
?>

-O;$count<-10;$count++1

'$count ";

In this example the starting value of variable $count is defined as 0 by the first expression in
the loop. This tells the loop to begin from O. The second expression is the loop termination
test and checks to see if $count is less than or equal to 10. If so the loop is finished. The last
expression increments variable $count by 1 on each iteration of the loop. The output from
this script is illustrated in Figure 12.2.

,.

Figure 12.2 Using afor loop tocreate ten numbers.

Loops very often can be used to create lots of HTML code and especially tables. In the
following example we will see how a for loop can create a table with six rows and two
columns:

<?php

//Loops
1/-----

?>

Example 12-5
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<html>
<body>
ctable wid h "40\ " border-"l" >

<?
for($e O;$c 6;$c+ +)
{

e ho u<tr> " ;
er 0 "< d> Ce ll 1 Row $c< /td:>"j
echo " <td :>C 11 2 Row $c< /td:>";

c 0 H</t r> " ;

?:>
c/table>
</body:>

/html">

The output from the above script is shown in Figure 12.3.
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phpbook/

112 Row
o

11 .. Row

ell .. Row

Cell 2 Ro\
3

ell .. Row
4

ell 2 Ro\
5

ctl Favortes

12·5.php

Figure 12.3 Using afor loop tocreate atable with usemames and passwords.
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Nested Loops
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A nested loop is a loop within another loop. With nested loops the outer loop begins its
first iteration and then processes the inner loop until the inner loop is completed. Then the
second iteration of the outer loop begins, processing the inner loop once again and so on.
Nested loops are a very powerful programming facility and can produce complex output
from relatively few statements.

Any combination of loops of different types can be nested, the following fragment
illustrates a nested while loop within a for loop:

<?php

//~oops Py mpl~ 12- 6

//------------------ ---
for($y ; V<6;$y+ +){

echo "<b ><b> Timesta b l e $y </b><br>";

$x 1;

($ x<l)) {

$r esult - $x $y;
echo "$y * $x - $result <br>";
$x++ ;

The above example creates the fourth and fifth times tables. The outer for loop is used
to create each times table and the inner while loop is used to create the contents and
calculations of each table. The output produced is shown in Figure 12.4.

Break or Continue aLoop
The break command can also be used to end the execution of a loop, whether it be a while,
do while or for loop. Break can also accept a numerical argument which tells it how many
nested loops are to be broken out from. Consider the following example:

<?php

//Loops - Example 12-7
//---- ---------- -
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T ta
4-1 =4
4-2 =8
4 - 3 - 12
4 - 4 = 16
4 - 5 = 20
4· 6 = 24
4· = 28
4· 8 = 32
4· 9 = 36
4 - 10 = 40
4 • 11 = 44
4 • 12 = 48

T 5
·1 =

5 • 2 = 10
·3 =1

5· 4 = 20
5· =25
5 • 6 '" 30
5 - 7 = 35

• 8 = 40
S· 9 = 4S
5 • 10 = 0
5 • 11 = 5S
5 • 12 = 60

Figure 12.4 Times tables created with nestedloops.
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even
i even

10 i even
12 i even
14 i en
16 i n
18 i v n

$count 0 ;

while ( ) {

?>
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..

Figure 12.S Using thecontinue statement.

echo "Iteration $countcbr>";

if ($count == 10l{ break;}
else{ $count++; }

Here, a while loop is used which will iterate forever because the expression in the while
loop (1) is always true. The break command is used to terminate the loop when the value
of $count reaches 10.

The continue statement is used within a loop to skip the remainder of the statements
within the current iteration and jump to the next iteration. Consider the example below:

c?p hp

II Loops - Ex mple 12- 8
II - - -- -- - -
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<20; $c ++ I
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C' ; ,

br

This script loops through from 1 to 19 and displays only the odd numbers from the loop.
Why? Well, because if the value of $count is even the continue statement is executed and
the echo statement is missed. The output from this script is shown in Figure 12.5.

Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the concept of flow of control using loops . We have
shown that loops can be used to repeat a section of code many times and are thus extremely
useful to the programmer as they can reduce the amount of coding required. We have
shown that loops can contain a varying number of PHP statements within them and can
also include other loops. In the next chapter we shall examine how you can begin to divide
up and structure your code using functions and include files.



Functions and Includes

Introduction
This chapter introduces you to the concept of functions. PHP comes with a function library
of many hundreds of functions already written for you to use. Functions make your life
as a programmer much easier by expanding the core of the language and providing you
with advanced features. However, no matter how good a function library is, it will never
contain every function that you will want. In such cases you will need to create your own.
Furthermore you may wish to divide your code into separate PHP files and include these
together to form a large single PHP script. This chapter explains how.

What is a Function?
Functions are blocks of code, which are processed only when the function is invoked. If the
function is not invoked the code inside the function is never executed. A function can be
invoked (also known as being "called") from anywhere inside the script. When the function
has executed the flow of control of the program returns to point in the script immediately
after where it was called.

User Defined Functions
User defined functions are blocks of script which you may wish to invoke time and time
again. Functions remove the need to duplicate the same block of script as the function
can be invoked from within a simple loop. This results in the overall size of the script
being smaller and makes the programmer more productive. Functions make scripts more
readable and thus make maintenance to the script easier.

A function may be defined using the following syntax:

( rg 1, arg 2. ...• rg_n)
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Functions always have a unique name (so we can identify which function we wish to
use). They also have some script enclosed in braces which denotes the start and end of
the function. Some functions have arguments, these are variables that are passed to the
function and determine what the function will do. Some functions also return a single
variable value.

Creating and Calling aFunction

The following example will illustrate a simple function that creates a HTML table. No
arguments are defined and no returning value is given after the execution of the function
but a table will be created. This is the simplest structure of a user-defined function and is
rarely used:

<?php

//Functlon nd i ncludes - Example 13 -1
//--------------- -----------------
func io~ cr ate table ()
{ -
echo" <tab1 border 'I' bgc o lor ='#DBDBDB' width='394'

hel.ght-'12 1 '> ";
ecbo> <tr>";
echo" <td>c 11 l</ t d> " ;
echo" d>cell 2 <l t d > ";
echo" < t r s ";

echo" < tIe> ";
ecbo s ebr' >".

//Call he function
create table();

7>

The above script defines a function with the name of "create_table". The script within the
function is that between the {} braces and consists of a series of echo statements:

nc 0

echo" to

able ()

b~rd~r '1' bgcolor~'#DBDBDB' width='394'
='121'> ";
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echo" < r> ";
chon c >c 11 lc/td> ";

echo" td>cell 2 c/ t d> ";
echo" Itr>";
echo" citable> ";
echo"cbl I>";

In order to "execute" the function we need to invoke this and we do this with the line:

105

create_table () ;

This statement invokes the function passing it no arguments. The output from this function
is shown in Figure 13.1.

11

Figure 13.1 Simple function output.

Creating aFunction with Arguments
Arguments are used to control the output of the function and what the function will do.
In the previous example we have created a static HTML table and nothing more. But what
if we want to modify the size of the table according to our needs? This can be done by
using arguments to control the width and height of the table. On the following example
argument "$w" will define the width of table and "$h" the height of the table. Arguments
are separated by commas (,) and there is no limit on how many of them can be used within
a function. In the case of a single argument no comma is required. Here is an example
script using a function with arguments:
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$w. $h

3 2

I .~ bgcolor' DBD B' wi h '$w' h 19h '$h'>

< >";

r •

t " .,

CI

wl. h val es

The output from the above script is similar to that of the previous example, except that now
the table width is much larger. Try calling the function with different argument values.

Default Arguments

Sometimes, when we are using functions in different parts of our script, we would like
arguments to have default values, which will be used if we invoke the function without any
arguments. For example , suppose that most of the time we would like our table function to
default to providing tables of width and height of 100 x 100 pixels, respectively. However,
we would like to be able to override this if required. We can do this with default arguments.
Default values can be set with a "=" after each argument in the function definition, for
example, $w=100.

Note that some or all arguments can have default values and these must be separated by
commas (,). Here is an example script:

<? php

//Fun c tlons nd includes - Example 13-3

//- ------------ -------------------
f unc 'on rr a _ta ble ($w=lOO. $h 100)

echo" <t b border.' l' bgcolor.'#DBDBDB' width:'$w'
he1.9 t=' $h'>" ;
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echo"
echo"

cho"
echo'
pcho'
echo"

d>cell l</td> ";
< >cell 2 <ltd> ";

" ;

~> ";

IICall e function without values
crea e \.ci.l, ...e(),

unct~on with values
, (300,100);

?>

In this example the same function create_tableO is used but the arguments $w and $h have
been given a default value of 100 each:

function create table ($w=100, $h=lOO)

We can now call the function without any arguments:

create tab e();

But we can overwrite the default arguments by setting a new value while calling the
function:

create tab... e(300,100);

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 13.2.

Returning Values

Functions will stop executing the code within them if the keyword "return" is encountered:

<?php

//funct. n. nd includes Example 13

//----- --------------------------
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cell c 11
1

c 11 1

Done

cell 2

Figure 13.2 Default arguments.

local i1tranet

function t.e I)
{
echo 11Th E'S ";

return;
echo "Thi nother tes t " ;

test () ;
?>

With this example the output produced is "This is a test" because the return statement is
encountered before the second echo statement is reached.

This keyword is not very useful when used in this way, but it does have another use. The
return command can be used to return a value. In PHP functions can be defined which
return a single value:

<?php

//Functio g d includes - Example 13- 5
//------------------- ---------- ---
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funct' ddi ion ($ f i r s t , $second l
{

$sum $ irs + $second;
retu [ um;

}
IICa l- f nct ion
$chec additl.on( 2 , S ) ;

echo $1"' co ;

?>

In the above example we have a simple function that uses two arguments. The function
simple adds these two variable values together and returns the result:

$second;
um;

$ irst

funct~ • addition ($ f i r s t , $second )
{

$sum
retu

As this function returns a value we need to "catch it" or it will be lost. To catch it we can
store this in a variable which we have called $check:

Scheck - addition(2,S);

Whatever the function returns is stored in the variable $check. Using an echo statement we
can observe what the function has returned, which in this case should be the value 7.

The following example shows a more useful case of a returned value:

<?php

IIFunctl.O s and inc l u des - Example 13 -6

11-------------------------- ----- -
unC' on checktot al ($a , $b, $c )

{
$5 m
retu

$ $b + $c ;
sum;
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IICall he function
$total - checktotal(10,52,26);
$total_vat - $total * 1.175;

echo "Total without VAT: <b>$tota1</b>";
echo "<br>";
echo "Total with VAT 18\: <b>$total_vat</b>";

?>
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The above function receives three values which it totals and the total is returned. Assume
that we have an e-commerce system and we want to check the total price of three products.
These products cost 10,52 and 26, respectively, and we want to show the total cost and total
cost with VAT. Function checktotalt) is used to add three prices together and return this
result into variable $tota!. Assuming that VAT is 17.5% we multiply the returned value (in
$tota!) by 1.175to get the actual price with VAT:

$total = checktotal (10,52,26);
$total_vat = $total * 1.175;

Finally we use two echo statements to display the total price with and without VAT, the
output of which is shown in Figure 13.3.

Total without VAT: 88
Total with VAT 18%: 103.4

Done

Figure 13.3 Making use ofreturned values.

Returning More Values

Localntranet

We mentioned previously that functions within PHP cannot return more than one value.
What is more correct is that they can only return a single type. Arrays can be used to "get
around" the issue of functions being only able to return single values. You will see in the
following chapter how to define and use arrays but for now here is a simple example of a
function returning an array. Don't worry if you don't understand the array syntax just yet;
it is explained shortly:
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/ I nc
r r r>> »

d i'1cludE"s

n mea ()

FxamplE" 1'3 7

$r al e c:l ay("Slmon", "Mike ", "Li z " ) ;

re rr e ,

c ....
$my '"

?>

L<1nctlon
ref'_names() ;

r .". $myName. [0] ;

r.on nameo : " . $myNames[l];
T lrd name: " . $myNames(2);

mbe r ) ;

Arguments Passed by Value
When an argument is passed to a function its value is automatically "passed by value". This
means that only a copy of the variable is passed. If that value is changed in the function the
value of the variable outside the function remains unchanged. Consider the example below:

<?php

//Func~~un nd includes - Example 13 -8

1/----- - ------- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - -

$numb "';

funC't' P mpl ($numbe r )

mber - Snumber + 2;

simpl
cho $nl1fnt-""r

?>

This example declares a variable $number and assigns the value 2 to it. The value is passed
to function simplet), the value is then changed to 4. After the function invocation the value
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of $number is displayed. The value displayed is 2, it is almost like the function had no effect
on the variable's value and in a way that is true.

The reason why the variable appears to "revert back" to its original value is because only
a copy of the variable was passed to the function. The function changed the copy but not
the original. When the function had completed execution the original variable outside the
function was still in existence and unchanged.

Arguments Passed by Reference
You may wish to pass a variable to a function "by reference". Using variables by reference
was introduced in Chapter 6. Topass a variable by reference to a function we simply include
the character "&" before the variable name. The use of variables by reference permits the
function to modify the original variable value. Consider the example below:

<?php

//Functio nd 1ncludes - Example 13-9

//--------------------------------
$variable '2;

funct . on im' {&$variablel

r~able - $variable + 2;
}
simple{$~ar~able) ;
echo $variable.

?>

This example declares a variable $number and assigns the value 2 to it. The value is
passed to function simpleO by reference, the value is then changed to 4. After the function
invocation the value of $number is displayed. The script outputs the value 4.

Passing variables by reference is considered dangerous practice by many software
professionals as it extends the scope of the variable and you may alter a variable's value
by mistake . Youare advised to use caution when passing variables by reference.

Functions Within Functions
Functions can invoke functions within themselves. Consider the following example:

<?php

//Functions and includes - Example 13-10

//---------- --------------------
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funct Q

{
c ima I ($num)

$num round ($num. 2);
r turn $num;

functior multiply (&$number)

er $number * 3.14;
ecnc $number . "<br / >;

t~er - decimal ($number) ;
o $number;

$vall

?>

.2234 •
1 tip'y($number);

In this script a floating point number is defined and passed to function multiplyt):

$value 5.2234;
multiply ($number) ;

The function multiplies the number by 3.14 and then displays its current value :

$number - $number * 3.14;
cho $number . "<br I>;

It then invokes function decimalt) passing it the value of $number and assuming that the
value will be returned and finally displayed:

umber decimal ($number) ;
l.ho $number;

Function decimalO receives the variable and using a predefined function roundO rounds
the value to two decimal places and returns this value :

tJl'lct" t: 1M (snum)

~nu round ($num. 2);
, rn $num;
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The output from the above script is:

16.401476
16.4

Recursive Functions
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A recursive function is one which calls itself. This is a complicated scenario which you are
unlikely to meet frequently. Recursive functions are useful in evaluating certain types of
mathematical functions. Youmay also encounter certain dynamic data structures such as
linked lists or binary trees. Recursion is a very useful way of creating and accessing these
structures. The following example is a recursive function used to calculate if a number is a
power of2:

<?

IIF
II

nd Includ 9 - Example 13-11

funC"tlo
{
if (sn

ech

el

}
19P {

$0
r n is-power of two($n);

echo is
?>

In this example the number 256 is checked to see if this is a power of 2 or not by passing
it to function is_powecoCtwoO:

When the function is invoked an if statement checks to see if the number is equal to 1. If so
the value "yes" is displayed. If not then another if statement is used to check if dividing the
current value of $n by 2 is equal to 1. If this is true then the value "no" is displayed:
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if I $ n
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2
10" ;

1)

If the number does not satisfy either of these statements then it is divided by 2 and the
function calls itself (by return functionO ) and the process is repeated:

}
el e

$

Include, Include_once
So far in this chapter we have shown how we can create functions to perform specific
operations. Functions allow us to divide up our code into manageable "chunks". Another
way of dividing up code is to separate a large PHP script into several smaller ones. This
allows you to share and reuse parts of your scripts more easily. Consider the following
script:

<?php

I F nc nd ncludes - Example 13 12

$
$

?

na
"Simon";

" tobar ";

Yes, we know it is not very exciting as all it does is define two variables. But we can include
this file inside another script by using the include statement:

lename );

For example:

<?php

/I Func ~o and includes - Example 13-13
II -- -------------
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echo $firstname;

include ("example13 -12.php");

echo "cbr />" . $surname;

?>
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The above script uses the include statement to "copy in" the script in file example13-12.php
at the point in the script where the include statement is placed. This results in the following
being displayed:

Notice: Undefined variable: firstname in
c:\inetpub\wwwroot\phpbook\example13-13.php on line 6

Stobart

The notice is generated because the value of variable $firstname is not known when the
first echo statement is reached. If the include statement were moved before the first echo
statement then the notice message would be removed.

If an included file cannot be found a warning message is generated, but the processing
of the script continues.

The include_onceO statement operates the same as the includet) statement except that
the script from a file is only ever included once in the execution of a script. The format of
the statement is:

Include once ( filename );

Require, Require_once
These statements operate in exactly the same way as the include and include_once
statements. The only difference is in how they handle failure. In the case of a file not being
located a fatal error is generated and execution of the script is terminated.

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of functions. It has shown how these can be
created and how variables can be passed to them by both value and reference. We have
also shown how we can include separate PHP scripts within an executing script. In the
following chapter we shall consider the data structure known as an array.



Arrays

Introduction
In this chapter we shall introduce the concept of an array. Arrays are essential for the
manipulation of sets of related variables. PHP supports both single and multi-dimensional
arrays. Arrays are used to collect together data, such as people's names and perform
operations on this data as easily as possible. We shall begin by examining what a single
dimensional array is and how to create one.

Single Dimensional Arrays
Single dimensional arrays are containers, which can store a single sequence of indexed
elements. Arrays are similar to variables, but whereas a variable can store only a single
value, arrays can store multiple values. Figure 14.1 illustrates a single dimensional array
containing a list of garden vegetables. The array consists of a name, $veg and a number of
elements each of which contains a value, which in this example is a vegetable. Each element
has an index. By default the index is automatically created, beginning with the number 0
and incrementing by 1 for each element in the array.

$veg

arrayname

I
1 1 1 1 1

0 1 2 3 4

tomato pea red pepper mushroom chillies

r r T : T

I
arrayelements

Figure 14.1 Single dimensional array.
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The Array Construct
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Arrays are created in PHP using the language construct array, the form of which is as
follows:

array = array([ mixed ... 1)

To create the array illustrated in Figure 14.1 we can declare our array as follows:

$veg = array("tomato", "peas", "redPepper", "mushrooms",
"chillies") ;

This creates an array called $veg which contains five elements storing our garden
vegetables. We can refer to the elements within the array by using a subscript to the array
name. Because the index defaults to numbering the array index from 0 to in this case to 4
then we can access the first element of the array by the following statement:

echo($veg[OI) ;

and the last element of the array by:

echo($veg[41) ;

The following script declares the vegetable array and displays the contents of the array
using a for loop:

? hp

I/Arr y Examp 1-1

/1-

$v 9 rr to", "p a "r d epper", "mush oom " " I ;

for($ 0:$ 5;$ )
echo($v g[$ I . "<br ");

?>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 14.2.
While Figure 14.2 shows us that we can access our array contents it is not very

spectacular. Let's make the output a little more interesting. In the following script we have
modified the output so that we generate a simple table:

<table border='l'><tr>

<?php
//Array - Example 14-2

//---------------------
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VIew Favortes Tools ~

tomato

peas
redPepper
mushrooms
chillie

Done

Figure 14.2 Displaying an array.

..
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$veg a r r ay ("tomato " , "peas", "redPepper", "mushrooms", "chi llies" ) ;

fo:r($a O;$a 5;$a++)
echo("<td><img src='graphics /" . $veg[$a] . ".jpg'></td>");

echo ( " t r .);
?>
</tablt>

The above script displays a table and within the table cells we output the values of the array.
However, to make the display more interesting we have created some simple graphics,
which we use to represent the vegetables within the array. These have been created and
saved with the same name as that stored in the array, but with a .jpg extension . The graphics
and their filename are listed in Table 14.1. We have saved these in a sub-directory called
"graphics" below our root directory.

Figure 14.3illustrates the output from the previous script.

Specifying aNumerical Index
In our previous example we created an array with an automatic index. We can, however,
specify the index to the array manually, consider the following:

Sveg = array( O=>" t oma t o " , l=>"peas", 2=>"redPepper", 3=>"mush
rooms". 4=>"ch i l l i e s " ) ;

An index can be specified using the operator =>. In the above example the index has
been specified exactly as the default index would, a numerical index starting from 0 and
incremented by 1 each time. But what if we put the index items in a different order and
even missed out an index number, for example:
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Table 14.1 Vegetable imagegraphics.

ImoJgp Filename
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Tomato.jpg

RedPepper.jpg

Peas.jpg

Mushrooms.jpg

Chillies.jpg

$veg = r YIO=>" t oma t o " , 2=>"peas", l=>"redPepper", 3=>"",
4=>"mush:r oo
5 = >" chi l ~ i <;");
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14-2.php
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Figure 14.3 More interesting array output.

In the above example, the index is not given in numerical order. To illustrate what happens
in this case, the array has been included in the following script:

<table bord_r 'l'><tr>

<?php

',Al.ray - m Le 14-3

//---- - -----------

$veq 0 >"tomato", 2 .. >"peas " , 1 >"redPepper", 3 >"",
", 5->"chi llies") ;

fo ( ; $aH) (
'eg [$) ."")

cho("<td><img src='graphics/question.jpg'></td>");

cho("<td><img arc-'graphics/" . $veg[$a) .
".jpg'></td>") ;

}
echo" r
7>

</tabl

The output from the above script is shown in Figure 14.4.
Figure 14.4 illustrates that while we declared the index elements in a non-numerical

order this did not make any difference . The peas were placed at index 2 and the red pepper
at index 1 and this is how they appear. In the case of index element 3, which was specified
as blank, there is no vegetable to be output so a question mark graphic has been displayed
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•
l

Figure 14.4 Specifying ourown index output.

which we called question.jpg. This is accomplished through the use of an if statement
within the script, to check whether the index is blank:

if ($veg [ $a ] = hhl
eroho/h< t d ><i mg src='question.jpg'></td>hl;

Foreach Loop
PHP includes a loop construct specifically designed for iterating through arrays. This loop
construct is known as the foreach loop and there are two syntaxes. The first form is:

Fo r e a c h ($array as $valuel statement

Here, the loop will iterate through the array provided by $array. The value in the current
index is assigned to $value. The array index is then incremented by one so the next iteration
of the loop will access the next element of the array. An example of this loop has been
included in the following script that is a rewrite of the previous one:

<tabl

<? p hp

/ An .a y 

II
m Le 14-4



as $vegltem)
"< d><img src='graphics/$vegltem.jpg'></td>");
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$veq a ' 0 ,"tomato " , 2 '''peas'', l =,"redPepper",
4- "mu hroom ", 5~> " ch i l l ies ") ;

echo("
?>
<, ab' >

Note that the script is a little less complex than the previous example. Also, note that the
need to check for blank index positions is removed as the foreach loop automatically moves
to the next indexed element. This is shown with the output illustrated in Figure 14.5.Note
that the output of the vegetables is also in the order in which they were declared, not in the
numerical index order, as with the for loop.

Figure 14.5 Foreach loopoutput.

The second form of the foreach loop is:

Foreach ($array as $key => $value) statement

This foreach statement does much the same thing as the previous example but in addition
assigns the value of the current element's index to the variable $key. This is shown in the
following script:
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< ablE'

<?php

'l'><tr>
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IIArra} - Ex mple 14-5
II

$veg y(O-> " toma to " , 2- >"peas", 1 >" r e d Pe p p e r " , 4 -> "mushrooms " ,
S->"ch 111 ");

foreach($v 9 as $vegl t e m)
cho I "<td><img src= 'graphics /$vegltem. j pg ' ></td>" ) ;

echo("< tL"> tr>") ;
foreachl$v 9 as $key->$vegltem )

echo("<td a I1gn. ' c en t e r '>$keyc/ t d> ") ;

7>
../tr> I bl >

The above script uses two foreach loops, the first outputs the images representing the
vegetable contents of the $veg array. The second foreach loop accesses the index key for
each element of the array and outputs that value in a second table row below the vegetable
images. The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 14.6.

o 2 11

Figure 14.6 Foreach index output.

But why would we want to access the index values? Wehave already been able to calculate
these using the for next loop examples earlier in the chapter. Well, the reason is that index
values don't need to be numeric, let's see what this means in practice by specifying some
non-numerical indexes.
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Instead of specifying an array with a numerical index we can specify an array with a string
index. For example:

$veg = 1.1: ,( "Tomato" ..>"tomato", "Peas"">"peas",
"Red P p er >"redPepper", "Mushrooms"=>"mushrooms",
"Chill e " >"c h i l l i e s " ) ;

The above declares an array consisting of our vegetables once again, but instead of using a
numerical index it specifies an index of strings representing the values stored in the array
element. The following script illustrates the use of such an array:

<t ab l e b ut 1: 'l'><tr>

<7php

I, Ar r
I _

14 6

f

7>
<. r><.

"Tom 0" >"toma 0". "P as" >"peas".
" edPep ern. "Mushrooms"->"mushrooms",

llies");

$vegI em)
><img src='graphics/$vegltem.jpg'></td>");

$k y >$vegltem)
d lign 'center'>$key</ d>");

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 14.7.
Notice in Figure 14.7 that we can now see both the names of the vegetables, obtained

from the indexes and the images representing the vegetables.

Using Single Dimensional Arrays
We now know enough about single dimensional arrays to begin using them to help us.
Consider the following script:

< I t >< r>

<.?php
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search

http: //bcaIlostIphpbook/example14-6.php

Peas

I
I

Tomato rRed Pepper IMushrooms I Chillies
---------'-

Done

Figure 14.7 String index array output.

//Ar r a
If - - -

Example 14-7

$veg I

"m shrfJom
y "tomato"=>23, "pe s"->78, "redPepper"=>34.

56. "chillies"=>97);

colspan-'S' align-'center'><img arc-'graphics/
<img src='graphics/mushrooms.jpg'>");

($veg['peas'] $veg['mushrooms'])/lOO);

00;
align='center' colspan-'S'>Total cost of the
£$cost</td></ r>");

s $key=>$vegCost)
echo("<td><img src='graphics/$key.jpg'></td>");
r>") ;

as $vegCost) {
cho("<td align 'center'>$vegCost p</td>");
cost-$cost+$vegCost;

$co c ,
fo

cho I"
foreach'

}
cho (" r

$cost-$
echo t»

Vegetabl

echo ( " 1. d
P a8.~ s: >

echo (" 1.

?>
</ r><
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An array is created with indexes consisting of strings. The index values happen to be the
names of our images and will enable us to access them. The elements of the array contain
integer values, which represent the cost of our vegetables:

<table b rj r-'l'>< t r>
<? ph
$veg y( 'toma t o "= >2 3 , "peas" =>78, "redPepper" =>34, "mush -
rooms"
"Chilli '>97) ;

Two foreach loops are used to output the vegetable images and to display the costs of the
vegetables. Note that the variable $cost is used to store the total count of all vegetables:

$co t- ;
foredCL s $key=>$vegCost)

c ') 1"< d><img src-'graphics!$key.jpg'><!td>");
echo ( " r -c r">") ;
fore ch i v 9 a $vegCost) (

p~hn ("<td align='center'>$vegCost p<!td>");
~ t $cost+$vegCost;

}
cho « / ) ;

The total cost of the vegetables is displayed in pounds:

$cost- l'"

echo I"

Veqet
f cos

'1 00 ;
allgn='center' colapan.'5'>Total coat of the

'i < 'tr>");

The final part of the script illustrates how powerful arrays with string indexes are. In this
example the value of peas and mushrooms is added together and displayed. Note that the
code is far more readable as the index values of "peas" and "mushrooms" are used as
opposed to using integer values:

echo(" t r t d colspan-'5' align-'center'><img
hlcs!peas.jpg'> + <img
h a/mushrooms. jpg' >") ;

($veg['peas') + $veg['mushrooms'))!100);
7 >
</tr>< t

Figure 14.8 illustrates the output from the above script.

Multi-dimensional Arrays
PHP supports multi-dimensional arrays in addition to single dimensional ones. Multi
dimensional arrays are in fact arrays of single dimensional arrays. Instead of being able to
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of

14-7 php

p 6p 9 P

1.

Figure 14.8 Using arrays.

store a single row of elements multi-dimensional arrays can store many rows of elements.
Figure 14.9 illustrates a multi-dimensional array. The array consists of rows storing the
name of the shape, the size of the shape and the number of shapes.

Creating aMulti-dimensional Array

Multi-dimensional arrays are created using the array construct. To create the array
illustrated in Figure 14.9 we use the following syntax:

$ ~ pe

) ;

1. y(
rray ("st r", "sun", "wheel", "flower", "inkBlot" ) ,
r ay(SO,lOO,2S,12S,lSO),

arra y( 8 , 4 , 14 , 3 , 2 )

The construct consists of the overall array called $shapes and within this are three single
dimensional arrays, which have no names. Each of these single dimensional arrays holds
separately the shape's name, size and the quantity of these shapes.
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$shapes

arrayname

I
. 1 1 1 •

0 1 2 3 4

star sun wheel flower inkBlot 0

50 100 25 125 150 1

8 4 14 3 2 2

r l' r l' r
I

arrayelements

Figure 14.9 Multi-dimensional array.

The different arrays can be accessed using a subscripted value as we did with the single
dimensional array. As this array has two dimensions then we need to use two subscripts.
For example:

$var = $shape s [0] [2] ;

The above statement will access the data at array 0 (the first array), element 2, which in this
example is "wheel". The following script illustrates accessing the contents of the array data
using a for loop:

<table border '1 '>
<tr><th w1dth=150>Shape</ t h ><t h width=100 >s ize< /th><th
width-100>Quantity</ t h></ t r>

<?php

//Array - Example 14 -8
//---------------------
$shapes - ray(

array("star", "sun", "wheel", "flower", "inkBlot") ,
a r r a y (SO, 100 , 25 , 125 , 150 ) ,
a r r ay( 8 , 4 ,14 ,3 , 2)

) ;
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for($a ;$ <!>;$ +) {

$n me $shapes[oJ [$aJ;
ize $shapes [IJ [$aJ ;

$~ ntity-$shapes [2J [$aJ;
echo ("<tr><td>$name<!td><td>$size<!td>

<L >$quantity<!td><!tr>");

?>
<!table>

The above program uses a single for loop to access the contents of the array. Note that
because the $shapes array consists of three other arrays we have used the subscripts [0],
[1] and [2] to access all of the elements of each of the three arrays. The output from the
above script is illustrated in Figure 14.10.

http://IooIlOStIphpbook/example14-8.php Go "

Istar
rsunI

[wheel
[flower

[inkBlot

lily

local W1tranet

Figure 14.10 Multi-dimensional array output.

Using Foreach with aMulti-dimensional Array

Aswith single dimensional arrays we can use the foreach loop to access the array contents .
Let us revise the script in our previous example and produce some more interesting output.
The following script uses the same array as before, however, the data is accessed using a
foreach loop:
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< ab 'I'>
c

<?php

I'A r y mpl~ 14 9

//---------------------
$shapes

) ;

ray(
arr a y( " s t a r " , "sun","wheel", "flower","inkBlot" ) ,
arra y( SO, 1 0 0 , 2 S , 12 S , l S0l ,
ar r ay( 8 , 4 , 14 , 3 , 2)

foreach\~6hapes[OJ a s $keY . >$shape l {
$s1ze-$shapes [I] [$key] ;
qu ntity-$sh a p e s [2] [$key];
cho( "ctd valign-'top' >" );
o ~count-O ; $countc $quant i ty ; $count + +)

echo( "cimg s r c- ' g r a phics/$sh a p e .j pg' width ",'$s i ze'
h ight- $ '7P'><br> ") ;

("' 10 ( "< / d> ");

?>
c/tr>< t bl

In addition to the foreach loop the data extracted from the array is used to alter the output
produced by the script. For each shape in the array a corresponding image is displayed.
The size (width and height) of the image are controlled by the data in the second array
element and the number of these images which are output is controlled by the data in the
third array. For example the star image is displayed as a 50 x 50 pixel image and there are
eight of them to be output. While, the wheel image is displayed as 25 x 25 pixels in size
and there are 14 of them. The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 14.11.

Using aNon-numerical Index with Multi-dimensional Arrays
In our previous multi-dimensional array examples we have not specified any indexes and
so the array defaulted to a numerical integer index. We can, however, specify our own
numerical index or even use strings. For example:

$shapes.

) ;

ay(
'image'->

'size''''>
'quantity''''>

array (" star" , "sun" , "wheel" ,
" f l o we r" , "inkBlot") ,

array(SO,100,2S,12S,lS0) ,
array(8,4,14,3,2)
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search

http://baIIlOstIphpbook/example14-9.php

Favortes
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Media

Go

Figure 14.11 Multi-dimensional array output.

Local ntrallet

In the above example we have given each of our three arrays an index value: image; size;
and quantity. The following is a rewrite of the previous script to illustrate how we would
use these indexes:

<tabl bnr'i -'I'>
<tr>

<?php

liAr y " rnpl 14-10
11----- ----------
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$shap

) ;

rray(
'image'->

'size' >
'quantity''''>

array("st r","sun","wheel",
"flower", "inkBlot") ,

array(SO,lOO,2S ,12S,lS0),
array(B,4,14,3,2)

foreach ($ ha pe s [ ' i ma g e ' ] as $key=>$shape){
Seize $shapesl'size'] [$key];
quantity=$shapes[ 'quantity'] [$key];

e c h o ( " <t d valign='top'>");
for($count aO;$count<$quantity;$count++)

echo("<img src='grarl, ics/$shape.jpg' width~'$size'

he i q h t - ' $8 1ze' ><br>") ;
echo( "</ t d >" ) ;

?>

</tr>< b "

The output from this script is the same as that shown in Figure 14.11.We can also specify
the index values for each element of the array as we showed for the single dimensional
array. The following is an example of this:

$shapes array(
'image'->

array(1-> "s t ar" , 2-> "su n " , 3=> "whe e l " , 4=> "fl owe r ", S=>" i n k Bl o t "),
'size' > a rray (1->SO, 2=>lOO, 3 z >2S,4 - >1 2S, S- >lS0 ) ,
'quantity '=> a rray (1 =>B, 2=>4,3 =>14,4 =>3,S=>2 )

) ;

All the above does is specify that the index elements of the arrays start at the numerical
value of 1 and not O.

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of arrays . We have shown how we are create both
single and multi-dimensional arrays and display their content. In the following chapter we
are going to examine how to access system dates and times.



Dates, Times and Random
Numbers

Introduction

Being able to access the system time and date is a very useful ability. Dates and times can
be used for a variety of tasks, from the simple activity of being able to display the correct
date and time on your Web page to creating a time stamp of when a database record was
created. In addition we shall see that being able to obtain the time is essential in enabling us
to create random numbers. This chapter will introduce some of the key functions involved
in accessing the date and time and illustrate how random numbers can be created.

Getting the Date and Time

Both the date and time can be accessed through a single function called getdatef),

Function prototype:

array getdateO;

The getdateO function returns an array containing the current date and time. The array is
a string indexed array and the index values and contents that it contains are illustrated in
Table 15.1.

Function example:

$d a t e E ge d t e ( );

The following script illustrates accessing the getdateO function array elements:

< php

/1 Dat s ~~ .s and Random numbers - Example 15-1

/ ------ --------- ---------------
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Table 15.1 The getdateO array.

Name Description

$da

seconds
minutes

hou~

mday
wday
mon

year

ydy
weekday
month

(I;

The seconds partof thecurrent time

The minutes partof thecurrent time

The hours partof thecurrent time
Day of themonth

Numerical day ofthe w (und y =0)
umerieal month

Num rical year

Numerical day ofthe year, I.e.312
Textual day of theweek, I.e. "Monday"
Textual month of theyear, i.e, "May"

$. c:ond r

$m1.nu e
$hours
$IT' ay
$wda
$ on
$year
$yday ~

$w pkday 
$month

echo ("T
echo liT

echo ("T
day<br>" ,
echo("! 1.
0) <br>") ,
echo! "Th r
?>

t l ' s conds 1 ] ;

te [ 'minu es 1 ] ;

l ' hours '] ;
'mday'] ;
'wday'] ;

r man'];
• 'year'] ;

~ . 'yd y'] ;

$d te[' weekday '];
e ['month '] ;

is $hours :$minutes : $seconds<br> ") ;
1. $md y/ $mon/ $ye a r< bI>");

~th is $mon h and t he day of t he we ek is $week-

d Y $wday ou t o f 6 t his week (wi t h Sunday being

~ v been $yday days so fa r t his y ar. ") ;

The script invokes the getdateO function and then assigns each of the returned array
elements into separate variables for the sake of clarity. These are then displayed on the
Web page, as illustrated in Figure 15.1.

Obviously, the time and dates displayed on your computer will be different from those
above, depending on when you run the script. At the moment we are not doing anything
useful with this data (apart from displaying it), however, we shall see a useful example of
their use later in this chapter as well as in subsequent chapters of this book.
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The time i 1 :8:3
The date is 5/7/2003
The month is July and the day of the week is Saturday
It i day 6 out of 6 this week (with Sunday being 0)
There have been 185 days so far this year .
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Done

Figure 15.1 Date and time values.

Microtime

The getdateO function returns the current time to the nearest second. While this is useful,
you may need to get a more accurate time stamp and this can be achieved through the
microtimeO function.

Function prototype:

String microtime(void)

Function arguments and return details:

Name Type

miaotimeO r tums String

Function example:

$secs = microtime() ;

Description

Thisfunction returns a string consisting oftwo parts:
"mse<see-
The value ofsec is thenumber ofseconds,which have
passed since midnight onthe1stJanuary 1970. The
msec part ofthestring is themicrosecondsfraction of
thecurrent non-whole second

The following script illustrates an example of the use of the function:
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<?php

II Dates Times a n d Random numbers - Example 15-2
11-- -------- -------

$s~cs - microtime();
echo ($secs) ;
?>

PHP and MySQl Manual

The above script invokes function microtimeO and displays its contents. While we realize
that the microtimet) function does not seem very impressive it is actually very useful.
We shall return to this function later in this chapter when we come to generate random
numbers.

Checking aDate
Sometimes we may wish a user to enter a date. Unfortunately, some dates are valid and
others are not, consider these dates:

31st September 1402
30th April 1999
29th February 1400

Only some of these dates are valid, but how would we check which ones are valid within a
script. Luckily, the checkdateO function exists which returns TRUEvalue if the date passed
to it is valid and a value of FALSE if it is not. The format of this function is:

Function prototype:

Int checkdatelint month, int day, intyear);

Function arguments and return details:

Name Type

month Int
day Int
year Int
checkdateO returns Int

Function example:

$date = checkdate(2,29,1402);

Description

The month
The day
The year
TRUE ifthedate isvalid orFALSE ifitisnot

The function receives three integer parameters, which represent the month, day and year
of the date. An example of this function in use is shown in the following script:
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<?php
II Dat es nd Random numbers - Examp le 15 -3
//- ----------- --- --------
$date checkdate(2 . 29 . 1402);
if ($dat

~("This is a va l id date!" );
else

r o("This is an invalid date " );
?>
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The script passes a date of 29th February 1402to the checkdateO function and then displays
a message indicating whether the date is valid or not. Youcan try changing the date passed
to function checkdateO to see which of the dates above are valid or not .

Generating aRandom Number
Being able to generate a random number is a useful facility in any programming language.
Without random numbers games programs, for example, would become very predictable.
In PHP there are two steps to generating a random number. The first concerns the seeding
of the random number generator using the srandf) function, the format of which is:

Function prototype:

VOid srand(int seed);

Function arguments and return details:

Nam

seed
Sf () returns

Function example:

srand(l) ;

Type

Int
Void

Description

Random s edtotherandom number generator
Returns nothing

The srandt) function is used to set the random number generator to a random position
before we start obtaining our random numbers. Failure to do this will result in a predictable
set of random numbers To seed the random number generator we need a large random
number to begin with! One way of achieving this is to use the microtimeO function to
obtain the microseconds part of its output and multiply this to a large number (we told
you that we would return to this function). We can do this with the statement:

srand«do~le) microt i me() * 10000 00 );
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The above randomly seeds the random number generator with a random number
produced from when the current time was obtained from the microtimeO function. We
are now ready to obtain random numbers and the function randt) enables us to do this.
The format of this function is:

Function prototype:

int rand ([lOt start, int end));

Function arguments and return details:

Ham

start

end

randO returns

Function example:

$rand s (10,1000);

Type

Int

Int

Int

Description

Optional minimum value oftherandom number tobe
generated
Optional maximumvalue oftherandom number tobe
generated
Random number

The randt) function can be invoked without any parameters and this returns a random
number, the maximum and minimum values of which are outside your control. However,
you can limit the range of random numbers produced by including start and end
parameters, for example:

rand (1(',101)0);

This will produce random numbers between 10 and 1000. A use of the random number
generating facility is shown in the following script:

<?php

II Date
11--

and Random numbers - Example 15-4

srand( ( u

$ randVa 1
echo ("R
?>

.e) microtime() * 1000000);
Land (I, 6) ;

0'" umber: $randVal");

The above example simply produces a random number between 1 and 6, not very exciting
we admit, but random numbers produced between 1 and 6 are commonly produced in the
real world when you throw a six-sided dice. Let's see if we can spice up this example a little.
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We are going to create a Web page, which displays the output from six, six-sided dice. The
first thing we need to do is to create six dice images, shown in Figure 15.2.

Figure 15.2 Dice images.

Each of these images is stored in your graphics sub-directory directory, with the names
l.jpg, 2.jpg etc. Now consider a script that we have created to use them:

<?ph

// Date Times and Random numbers - Example 15-5

II ----------------------

srand\ ldouble) microtimel) * 1000000);
$randV '
echo(" a.mq
$randV
echo(" mq
$randVa
echo I " 1mq
$randVal
echo ("" mq

$randVa l
echo("<img
$randV 1 
echo (" i 9
?>

rand u ,6) ;
arc 'glaphics/$randVa1.jpg '> ");
rand(l,6) ;
arc:' graphica/$randVal. jpg' >") ;
rand(1,6);
arc=' graphica/$randVal. jpg' >") ;
r nd (1,6) ;
arC'-' graphics/$randVal . jpg '>") ;

and (1,6) ;
src-'gr phics/$randVa1.jpg'>");
rand(1,6) ;

rCm' graphics/$randVal . jpg' >") ;

The above script seeds the random number generator, and then obtains a random number
between 1 and 6 which is stored in variable $randVal. This value is output within a <img>
tag to display the relevant die image. This is repeated six times. The output from the above
program is shown in Figure 15.3. If you click on the reload icon of the browser then the
dice displayed will randomly change .

While, Figure 15.3 illustrates that we can jazz up our random number generator script
it still isn't doing anything really useful. So, let's return to our date functions and create a
script, which will output a useful calendar.

Implementing aCalendar
Figure 15.4 illustrates a simple calendar for the month of November.
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Figure 15.3 Random dice example.
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l ocal Intranet

n

11
1- 1

Figure 15.4 Asimple calendar.

While, this calendar may appear to be quite simple it is in fact quite complex. For
example, the days of the week, from Sunday to Saturday appear in fixed columns, however,
the day that the month begins will vary between any of these. In the November example,
the 1st day of the month is Friday, and thus we have a number of blank cells to output until
a 1 is placed in the Friday column .

To create the calendar we will need to employ many of the functions that have been
introduced in this chapter:

<tctb~

?php
'1' ~

$ at

Random numbers - Example 15-6
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$mday
$mo
$wd y
$ onth
$year

['mday'] ;
'mon'] ;
['wday'] ;
e ['month'];
['ye r'];

}
$dayCo
$day

y,

0) (

[$day- -] $dayCount - - ;
yCount < 0)

$ ayCount 6;

$wday;
y,

r smon , 31, $year»
y 31;

e($mon,30,$year»
y 30;

r d ~($mon,29,$ye r»
ay 29;

~ ~·f ate($mon,28,$yar»
y 28;

wh · 1$ $ as Day) (
a s[$ ay+ ] - $dayCount++;

yCount > 6)
$dayCount .. 0;

echo(
cho I"

T u<

to ($

col pan '7' lign-'center'>$month</td></tr>");
n</td><td>Mon</td><td>Tue</td><td>Wed</td><td>

</ d>< d>Sa </ d><1 r>");

0;
[1].

r rrDay < $d) {
("e d > ltd>");
rtDay.

s Day; $d++) (
mday)

cho("< d bgcolor-'lightblue'>$d</td>");
e e

echo("<td>$d</td
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$startDay++;
ifl$. artDay> 6 && $d < $lastDay){

$startDay = 0;
echo("</tr><tr>") ;

E"cho ( "<; r" ) ;
7>
</table
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Our script will begin by outputting a table tag and invoking the getdatet) function to obtain
the day, month and year and the numeric day of the week:

<t ble 0 de~ '1'>
<7php
$date qe e();

$md'ly $
$mon - $
$wday 
$mtm h
$year -

['md y'];

te ['mon');
['wday'] ;
('month') ;

ate l 'year "l ;

Next a while loop is used to begin to populate the $days array. The $days array contains the
numerical day of the week for each day in the month. This while loop calculates the day of
the week for all of the dates from the current date to the beginning of the month:

$dayCoun - ~wday;

$day $mddy.
while ($d y ') {

$ ay [$day ] = $dayCount--;
if'S ayCount < 0)

$dayCount = 6;
}
$d yCount $wday;
$day $md y;

In our example the $days array currently looks like this, with the current day of the month
being the 3rd, which is a Sunday and the dates of the 2nd and 1st also being included:

Next, the checkdatet) function is used to determine what the last date of the current month
is. It could be 31, 30, 29 or even 28:
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if(ch c da ~($mon,31,$year))

la Day 31;
e1seif 1checkdate($mon,30,$year))

$ . Day - 30;
e1selt l - ec date($mon,29,$year»)

$1 tDay ~ 29;
e s f( kda ($mon,28,$ye r)

astDay - 28;
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Next, a while loop is used to store in the $days array the day of the week for all of the dates
from the current date to the end of the month:

whi' (d y c- $las Day) (
a ya[$d y++! - $dayCount+
f $dayCount > 6)

$daycount ~ 0;

The above array tells us that while the first day of the month is a Friday, the last day of the
month is a Saturday. We now have a complete array of numerical days of the week, which
we can use to create the remainder of our calendar table. Webegin by outputting the month
and days of the week headings:

echo ("< t
echo t v-,

Thuc/t ..

td colspan.'7' align.'center' ..$monthc/td>c/tr>");
~<td>Sunc/td>ctd>Monc/td>ctd>Tuec/td>ctd>Wedc/td>ctd>

d>Fric/td>ctd>Satc/td>c/tr>") ;

Next, we obtain the first day of the week date from the $days array and store this in the
variable $d. A while loop is used to output blank table cells until the correct day of the
week column is arrived at:

$startDaf 0;
$d $ddYS[l!;
echo (" t » ");

while($ r Day c $d) (
C Q("ctd>c/td>");

$ artDay++;

Weare now ready to output all of the days of the month. This is done using a for loop. When
the current day of the month is reached the background colour of the table cell is displayed
is "lightblue" to highlight it:
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foz l$d-l;$d $la t Da y ; $d ++) {
if ($d .... $mday)

echo("c d bgcolor-'lightblue'>$dc /td>" );
else

Within the loop an if condition checks when the end of a week is reached (i.e. when a
Saturday is encountered) and outputs an end of row element to ensure that the table is
formatted correctly:

Day++;
t rtDay > 6 && $d c $lastDay){

$a artDay - 0;
cho("c/tr>ctr>") ;

echo l" z
'»

I ab e

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 15.5. This script could be modified to
allow a user to click on a date as part of some form input, for example.

un

10 11

1 1

2

pol
D Tu d Tbu n at

I 2
6 9

1. 1 IS 16
19 20 21 22 23
26 2 28 .9 0

Figure 15.5 Calendar output.
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Summary
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In this chapter we have introduced the functions which enable us to access the system
date and time. We have shown how accessing the time is very important in being able to
generate random numbers. Weconcluded the chapter by examining how to create a useful
calendar. The date and time functions within this chapter have used arrays to return their
values. Arrays were introduced in the previous chapter, but we shall now return to arrays
and consider some of the functions that are available to manipulate them.



Part 3
Manipulating Arrays and Strings



Array Manipulation

Introduction

In Chapter 14 we introduced the concept of arrays and provided some examples of their
use. We showed that PHP supports both single and multi-dimensional array types . But
that is not the end of the story. You can see that the PHP function library contains a large
number of functions to help you manipulate your arrays easily. In this chapter we shall
introduce some of these functions and illustrate how they can be used to assist you in your
programming.

Counting Array Elements

Youmay wish to be able to count the number of elements in an array. The functions sizeoft)
and countt) both provide you with a means of accomplishing this. The format for these
functions is:

Function prototypes:

Intcount{array theArray);
Intsizeof (array theArray);

Function arguments and return details:

Ham

theArray
count() ~tums
sizeof() tum

Function examples:

Type

Array
Int
Int

Description

The array touse
The size ofthe my
The size ofthearray

$count - co nt($array);
$count izeof($arra y) ;
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The following script illustrates the use of the countf) function. The script obtains the size of
the array using the countt) function. The size of the array is used to control the termination
of the for loop:

<table bor er~ 'l'><t >
<?php

liAr ay Manipul tion - Ex m I e 16- 1
11------------------------
$veg array(O->" t oma t o " , l ->"peas". 2->"redPepper", 3-> "mushrooms II ,

4->"chl.llies") ;

for($item-O;$item<coun t( $veg ) ;$item++)
echo("<td><img src='gr phics/" . $veg[$item] . ".jpg' ></td >" );

echo("<,t ><t ><td al ign='center' colspan='" . count ($veg ) . It, >
The array contains" . count ($veg ) . " items.</td></tr>");
?>
</table>

The script also displays a message indicating the number of elements in the array. It uses
this value to determine the number of columns that the rowspan attribute of the <TD>
element should be set to in order to ensure that the first cell of the second table row, spans
the entire width of the table . This enables the "The array contains .. . " message to be
centred across the table. The output from the above script is shown in Figure 16.1.

http://bcahostIphpboolclexampe 16-1.php

The array contains 5 items.

Local ntraoet

Figure 16.1 Counting array elements.
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Random Array Elements
Having created an array of elements you may wish to be able to randomize the array
contents, placing each element in the array in a random position. The shuffleO function
enables you to accomplish this easily. The format of this function is:

Function prototype:

Void shuffle(arraytheArray);

Function arguments and return details:

N me

theArray
shuffleO retums

Type

Array
Void

Description

The array toshuffle
Retums nothing

Function example:

s hu f fle ($arra y ) ;

In order for the shufflet) function to format correctly the random number generator has
to be seeded using the srandO function, described in Chapter 15. The following script
illustrates the use of this function:

t bl b rd r 'I'>
<?php

II Array M rtpu tion - Example 16-2

11------------------------

srandl ( uo )m~crotime()*1000000);

$veg i:l (0 >" omato" , l->"peas", 2-> " redPepper" , 3->"mushrooms" ,
4- "chillie ");

n;$count<3;$count++) {
~ ");

ch($veg as $vegltem)
eC'ho("<td><img src='graphics/$vegltem.jpg'></td>");

hv " Itr>");
Ilf' csv g);

for($colr
c

fOL

?

citable>
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The script begins by seeding the random number generator and then creating the array.
A for loop with a nested foreach loop is used to output the contents of the array three
times. After each iteration of the outer for loop a shuffleO function is used to randomize
the contents of the loop. The output from this script displays the contents of the array as
it was created and then displays the contents of the array twice more after they have been
randomized. A typical output from the script is illustrated in Figure 16.2.

http://bcaIlOStIphpbook/exampie16-2.php "

---~l'ii

l oc:al iltranet

Figure 16.2 Randomizing an array.

Picking Random Elements
Instead of randomizing an entire array you may wish to keep the array as it was created but
simply extract a random element from the array. To do this we can use the array_randO
function, which has the following format:

Function prototype:

Mixed array_rand(array theArray);

Function arguments and return details:
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Name Type

theArray Array
array randO returns Mixed

Function example:

$pos = array_rand ($veg) ;

Description

The array forobtaining arandom element
Random array element
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The array_randO function is passed an array as a parameter and it returns a random array
element index. The array_randO function also requires that the random number generated
be seeded. The following script illustrates the use of the function:

?p hp
11 '>

I

/
r r

n ('

ul t~on - Ex m le 16-3

) mlcr o t i me () 1000000);

(0 "0 0" I 1 >"peas" I 2 "redPepper" I 3 >"mushrooms " •
) .

}
?

<, b

(

< ;$cols++) {
rray r nd($veg);

~ ~ ><img rc 'gr phics/" . $v g[$po ] . ".jpg'>< / d>");

t r .) I

The script begins by firstly seeding the random number generator and creating an array.
Next, two nested for loops are used to output three rows of five random array elements.
Figure 16.3 illustrates the output from the above script. Note that while our previous
example, as shown in Figure 16.2 outputs all elements of the array in a random order,
the example in Figure 16.3 outputs random elements and in a number of cases the same
vegetable is displayed more than once.

Adding Elements to the End ofan Array
Once an array has been created you may wish to add new elements to the end of the array.
One method of accomplishing this is as follows:

$array [] $newltem;
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--_._----"'-------- -

Figure 16.3 Extracting a random elementfrom anarray.

The above assignment statement assigns the value of $newItem to the array $array. By
not specifying the index of the array into which the value is to be placed the value is
automatically stored in a new element at the end of the array. The following script illustrates
an example of doing this:

<tabl bo~ r '1'>
?php

II Array anipul tion - Example 16-4
II

$v 9 YCO "tom to". l->"peas". 2->"redPepper". 3->"mushrooms")

echo" I

ows<count($veg) ;$rows++) (
><lmg src 'graphics/" . Sveg[Srows) . ".jpg'></td>");
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(" 0("

$v
ft.

cho'
7>

<

,") ;

count($veg );$row
><' mg rc 'graphics/"

{
$veg[$rows] . " j pq ' >< /td>" );

The script first creates an array and displays its contents using a for loop. Next a new
element "chillies" is added to the end of the array. The array contents are then displayed
once again. Figure 16.4 illustrates the output from the script. Note that the additional array
element is displayed by the second loop.

http://DcaIlostIphpbook/example16-4.php
..

local ntranet

Figure 16.4 Adding anelementto theend ofanarray,

Walking the Array
PHP supports five functions, which are useful for "walking an array". Walking an array
is a term used to describe a programming requirement where each element of the array
is accessed and used in some way. The foreach loop is an example of a construct, which
allows us to walk an array. However, the loop only enables us to walk the array in a single
direction, from start to end. The resett), nextf), prevt), currentt) and endt) functions allow
us to move from element to element easily. The format of these functions is as follows:
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Function prototypes:

rray theArray)
m (array theArray)
rm I'd CUrT nt (array theArray)
rm end array theArray)
milled r array theArray)

Function arguments and return details:

PHP and MySQL Manual

Name

theArray
functions returns

Function example:

Type

Array
Mixed

Description

The array towalk
Various array element values

$element e.nd ($a r r a yl ;

The nextf) function returns the array element in the next place pointed to by the arrays
internal array pointer. At the end of the array a value of null is returned. When the element
is returned, the value of the array pointer is advanced by 1. The prevO function returns the
previous element pointed to by the array internal pointer. If the start of the array is reached
a value of 0 is returned. Function currentO returns the array element currently pointed to
by the array pointer and does not move the internal pointer. Function endt) moves the
internal array pointer to the end of the array and returns the last array element. Function
resetf) moves the internal pointer to the start of the array and returns the value of the first
element.

The following script illustrates an example of walking an array:

:php
I '>

pulation Example 16 5
I , - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$v q
4

( 'e

" omato" I l->"peas", 2->"redPepper", 3,,> "mushrooms " ,

r1l1"TF'nt $vegl;
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c ol"ctd~cimg src.'graphics/$ve9t.jp9'~c/td~");

$ eq next ($veg) ;

echoC"c/" ~c r~");

$vegt - endC$veg);
whileC$v 9 {

e hc,Cd<td><img src='graphics/$vegt.jpg'>c/td>");
$vegt • prevC$veg);

echoC"< r.,."l;
?~

c/tabl .,.
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In the script an array is declared and the array pointer reset. The current array element (i.e,
the first) is obtained. Using a while loop the array elements are output and the next array
element obtained. At the end of the array the array pointer is set to the end of the array
using the endt) function. A second while loop displays the array elements and invokes the
prevO function to walk back through each the array. Figure 16.5 illustrates the output from
the above script. Note that the result of the script is the ability to output the contents of the
array normally or in reverse.

Done LocaIlltranet

Figure 16.5 Traversing anarray.
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Pushing and Popping - Creating aStack
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Arrays are used to store information and quite often the amount of information will
increase and decrease. What we often need to be able to do is to implement an array, which
will allow us to add and remove data to and from the end of the array. This is known
as implementing a stack. Adding data to the end of the stack is known as pushing and
removing data is known as popping. PHP has two functions which enable you to push and
pop data, the format of these are:

Function prototypes:

mixed array-POp(array theArray)
int array-push(array theArray, mixed ArrayElement)

Function arguments and return details:

N me

theArray
arrayElement
arrayJlOp() retums
array push() retums

Function example:

Type

Array
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

Description

The array topop/push
Individual array element
Value stored in thelast element of thearray
The number ofelements stored in thearray

$pop - array-pop($veg) ;
array-pu ($veg,$push);

Function array_popO requires an array as a parameter. It returns the value stored in the
last element in the array and reduces the array size by 1. Function array_pushO requires
an array and the data you wish to add to the array as parameters. The array is increased in
size by one element and the data is stored in this element. The function returns the number
of elements stored in the array.

The following script illustrates the use of these functions , It begins by declaring an array
of four elements:

< bl
<?php

11' >

II Ar I pul 100 - Example 16-6
11------------------------
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$veg = drray(O=> " t oma t o " , l ->"peas", 2=>"redPepper", 3=>"mushrooms" ) ;
$push • "~ illies " ;

echo I :' e T>",;

fOleac l~ 9 as $vegltem)
ro Ql"<td>< i mg src='graphics /$vegltem.jpg' ></td>" );

echo t v- tr>");
$po - a y-pop( $v e g) ;
echo("< 1 ' ,

for achl$v 9 as $vegltem)
echo I" <td>< img src=' graphics/$vegltem . j pg ' ></td>" ) ;

echo(" Itl ");

array us ($veg, $p u s h) ;
echo!" I>",

foreachl$v 9 s $vegltem)
,.. ~("< d><img src-'graphics /$vegltem.jpg'> </td>" );

echo ( "<. I" ) ;

?>

<It bIe'>

In the script a new data item is created called $push to hold the string "chillies" which
will be added to the array later. Using a foreach loop the array contents are displayed.
The array_popO function is invoked removing the last item from the array. The array
contents are again displayed illustrating that the last element has been removed. Finally,
the array_pushO function is invoked to add the $push variable to the end of the array.
The array contents are finally displayed illustrating the new contents of the last element.
The output generated from the above script is illustrated in Figure 16.6.

Counting Occurrences
Sometimes arrays contain a number of identical elements. For example, we may have
asked 100people for their favourite vegetable and stored the answers in the array. Having
obtained this data we now require to process it in order to determine what the results of
our survey were. The arraycountvaluesf) function is a useful facility to determine the
number of identical items held within an array. The format of the function is as follows:

Function prototype:

Array array-councvalues(array theArray)

Function arguments and return details:

Name Type

theArray Array
array_councvaluesO Array
returns

Description

The array tocount identical elements
Returns an array of values indicating the number of
occurrences ofaparticular itemwithinthearray
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Done

Figure 16.6 Pushing and popping.

Function example:

$count = rray_coun t_va l ue s ($a r r a y) ;

The function requires an array as a parameter and returns an array of the results . If, for
example, an array was created consisting of the following elements:

y ( " tomato" • "peas" • "redPepper" • "peas" • "peas") ;

then invoking the arraycountvaluesf) function, like so:

$count - array_count_va l ue s ($a r r a y) ;

would create an array $count with the contents shown below:

("tomato" >1. "peas "= >3 . " r e dPeppe r "=1 )
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The following script illustrates the array_counevaluesO function in operation:
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..tabl e b'"
<?php

_ '1 '>

If Arr
II

$veg

$eoun
echo t "
or aC'h

sre 'gr
echo ("<I
?

<It b >

M ni ulat ion - Example 16 -7

y t omato", "peas","redPepper", "mushrooms", "chi l lies",
"tomato" ,"peas", "redPepper " , "mushrooms",
"tomato", "redPepper","mushrooms","chilli s",
"mushrooms", "c h i l l i e s " , "tomato", "tomato", "tomato",
"tomato", "peas", "redPepper", "mushrooms",
"tomato", "redPepper" , "mushrooms", "tomato","peas",
"tomato","peas","tomato", "peas") ;

y_count_va l ue s ($ve g ) ;

C'Clnt s $vegl t e me>$ve gCount)
~.u "<td align= ' ce n t e r ' ><i mg

I$ ve I t e m. j pg '><br> $vegCount</ t d> " ) ;

The script declares an array $veg consisting of vegetables. The arraycountvaluest)
function is invoked creating an array called $count which contains the corresponding
number of each different vegetable stored in array $veg. The contents of array $count are
then displayed using a foreach loop. Note that the array $count uses the vegetable names
from array $veg as an index. The output generated by the above script is illustrated in
Figure 16.7.

Sorting
The functions sortO and rsortt) are used to sort an array. The function sortt) is used to sort
an array in numerical or alphabetical order from lowest to highest . The function rsortt) will
sort the array from highest to lowest, the format of these functions is:

Function prototypes:

Void sort(array theArray)
Void rsort(array theArray)

Function arguments and return details:

Nrn

th Array
sortO return
rsortO returns

Type

Array
Void
Void

Description

The array to sort
Returns nothing
Returns nothing
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Fav0rte5 Tools ~
»

II 6 6 3

Function examples:

sort (Sletters) ;
rsort($letters) ;

Figure 16.7 Countingoccurrences inan array,

Both functions require an array as a parameter. The following script illustrates the use of
both of these functions:

<t a ble b I

<? p hp

II Arr
II

$1E"tter~

echo(" c,

foreach
f'!ch0("

echo ' " < I

sor ($' tot
echo ( "< '
foreach( Ie

echo {"<

echo (U< I

I-'l '>

~pu 1a tion - Example 16-8

rr y ("b","d","c","a","i","f u,"e","h U, "g ll ) i

era as Sletter)
d align= ' c e n t e r ' ><i mg src='graphics /$ let er.jpg'>< /td >U );
, ;

5) ;

ers as $letter)
d allgn= ' c e n t e r ' ><i mg src='graphics /$ letter. jpg'></td>U );
j;
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rsort ( 1 t s) ;
echo("<tr,>") ;
foreach ($ e tera as $letter)

echo ! <td align='center':><img src='graphics/$letter.jpg':></td:>") ;
echo(" </tr " );
7:>
</table :>

The script declares an array called $letters which consists of randomly ordered letters. The
contents of the array is displayed, then sorted and redisplayed. Next, the array is reverse
sorted and finally displayed. In order to make the output from the script more interesting
a variety of graphics were created to represent the letters in the array. Table 16.1 illustrates
these images and their filenames.

Table 16.1 Letter graphics.

A B C D E F G H I
d.jpg b.jpg c.jpg d.jpg e.jpg f.jpg g.jpg h.jpg i.jpg

Figure 16.8 illustrates the output created by the above script.

] http : "loc~lhostlphpbooklex~mplv16-8 .php - Microsoft Internet...~lQJf&I

FI! E Favortes Tools ~

rch Favort
..

http:/ /bcahostIphpbook/example16-S.php

CAl
C I

r-
I

local ntranet

Figure 16.8 Sorted arrays.
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Multisorting
The function array_multisortO can be used to sort several arrays at once or a single multi
dimensional array. The format of the function is:

Function prototype:

Bool array multisort (array theArray. mixed flags)

Function arguments and return details:

Name

theArr y
flags

array-multisort()
returns

Type

Array
Array

Bool

Description

The array tosort
SORT_AS( - sort inascending order
SORT_DE5C - sort indescending ord r
SORT REGULAR - compare items normally
SORT_NUMERIC - compare items numerically
SORT_STRING- compare items as strings
Returns TRUE if thesort was successful or FALSE if an
error occurred

Function example:

array_mult~sort($veg ( O ) ,SORT_ASC, SORT_STRING,
$veg(l) ,SORT_NUMERIC );

The array_multisortO function returns TRUE or FALSE depending on whether the sort
was accomplished successfully or not. Let's examine an example of the use of this function:

)~pulation - Example 16-9

<t ble
<?php

II Arra
II

$v 9 arr y(

rray( "tomato" , "peas", "r edPepper", "mushrooms", "ch i l lies" ,
t.omato " , "peas", "redPepper" , "mushrooms",

"mushrooms " , "ch i ll i es " , "tomato", "tomato", "tomato",
" omato", "pe a a " , "tomato", "peas" ) ,
rray(10 ,20 , 30 , 1 0 , 2 0 , 2S ,3 S , 4 0 ,3S , 4S ,S O.20 , 2S ,30 ,

~5,30,20,30)

I,

echo("<tl
foreach veg[Ol as $vegI tem)

~ Q("<td align ' center' ><i mg a rc 'graphica / $vegI tem. jpg '
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width '~ , h 19ht. ' 25 '>c/ td> ") ;
c ho t " ");

echo(" r r s v l ,
foreac ($v g[l) as $vegPrice )

cho("ctd align=' cen te r '>$veg Pr i c ec/ t d >") ;
echo (" I r ");

rray_muJt Ror ($ veg [O) , SORT_ASC, SORT STRING,
$veg[l] ,SORT_NUMERIC );

echo (" r '):
for ac ($v g[O) as $veg Item )

cho("ct:d al i g n 'center'>cimg s rc= ' g r a p h i c s/ $vegI tem.j pg '
width '~~' height '25 '>c/ t d> ") :
echo L" I r " ;

cho (" r" 1 ,

foreac~/ v q[l] as $vegPri c e )
cl~(" td ali n =' center' >$veqPr i c e c /td>" ) ;

E'cho("c/tr "
7>
cl b
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The script begins by declaring a multi-dimensional array called $vegwhich consists of two
arrays. These store the name of the vegetable and the price of the vegetable. Two foreach
loops are used to display the contents of the array in a table. Next a array_multisortO
function is invoked:

array_m Itisort( $v e g [O] ,SORT_ASC, SORT_STRING,
$veg[l] ,SORT_NUMERIC);

The function is passed the first array $veg[O] which is to be sorted in ascending order and
by string value. The second array $veg[1] is to be sorted numerically. The result of the sort
is then displayed using two foreach loops . The output from the above script is illustrated
in Figure 16.9. It is important to note that the function array_multisortO does not sort
the first array and then the second array independently and thus result in vegetables with
incorrect prices. In fact the relationships between the data in each array is maintained. The
sorting of the second array just enables all the vegetables of a single type to be output in
price order.

Explode and Implode
The final two functions we shall introduce in this chapter are the explodeO and implodet)
functions. These allow the user to convert an array into a delimited string and also to
convert the string back into an array. Why would you want to do this? Well, you may wish
to store the array in a database or file and this is a convenient method of extracting and
storing the data as a string. In addition we shall learn in a later chapter that there is a
problem in passing arrays within forms and one way of overcoming this problem is to pass
the array as a string. The two functions are:
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-~.
10 20 30 10
oj, oj,

o 10 35

Function prototypes:
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oj, I- r~I.~ r - -t r- rer.-rer~ r_r~
20125135[40[35[4550rw[25rJO[25 130 20 r30

-~~ ~~~re.rere l- rer- ,- I
45 20 [30 130 r35 r30 40 r10 [20 120 125125 25 [30 i

- -

local ntranet

Figure 16.9 Multisort output.

Array explode(string separator, string theString)
String irnplodetstrinqseparator, array theArray)

Function arguments and return details:

Name

theArray
theString
separator

explodeO returns
implodeD returns

Function example:

Type

Array
String
String

Array
String

Description

The array toimplode
The string toexplode
The character to use in order to separate the array
contents
An array ofexploded items
Astring ofthearray items

$string implode (" I" , $veg) ;
SnewVeg - explode ("I", $string);

The following script illustrates the imploding of an array into a string that is then displayed.
The string is then exploded back into a new array that is also displayed:

<table border='l'>
<?php

II Array Manlpulation - Example 16-10

11 ------ ------------------
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$veg rr"l.y O:> " toma t o " , l =>"peas", 2 ->"redPepper". 3 .. >"mushrooms",
4->"c u.llJ.es ") ;

$string . mplodeo ( " I" , $veg ) ;
echo("< I. td a lign-'center' colspan-'S'>$string</td></tr><tr >" );
$newVe explod e ( " I" •$string) ;

foreac I r wVeg as $vegltem)
cho ( "< t d ><i mg src-' graphics/$vegltem . jpg' ></td>") ;

echo (" ") ;
?>
</tabl

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 16.10.

es Tools HE$ ..
•

..

Figure 16.10 Exploding andimplodingarrays.

Summary
This chapter has revisited the concept of arrays. We have explored a number of functions
with which we can manipulate the data held within our arrays in different ways. In the
following chapter we shall return to the string data type introduced in Chapter 8 and
consider what functions are available to manipulate strings.



String Manipulation

Introduction

In Chapter 8 we introduced the concept of strings and illustrated how to declare and use
them. Strings are used all the time in PHP and there are a vast number of functions which
have been created to help manipulate them. In this chapter we introduce some of these
functions and illustrate their use.

Calculating String Length

Probably the most common string function is strlenf), Using this function we can count
the number of characters within a string. The function looks like this :

Function prototype:

intstrlen (string inputString );

Function arguments and return details:

Nme

mputStrmg
strl nO r turns

Function example:

Type

String
Int

Description

String thatweare going tocount thenumber ofcharacters
The number ofcharacters inthestring

$size . tIlen($title) ;

In the following example we use strlent) to check a title message which has been posted on
a forum. The post message title should not exceed 60 characters and we need to prevent
users from posting titles on their topics which are longer than this :

171
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<?php

II String Manipulation - Example 17-1

11--------- -----------------------
$title • "This is my poet";

Seize = strlen($title);

PHP and MySQL Manual

if ($e ize < 60) {
echo "Title length ie $size. Accepted";

}
else

echo "Title length i Seize. Not accepted";

?>

The above script firstly checks the strlenO of the title variable :

$title • "This is my post";

$size • s rlen($ti tle ) ;

The size of the string is then checked and an appropriate message displayed:

if/$size bO) {
cho "Title length is $size. Accepted";

}
else

roho "Title l e ng t h is $size . Not accepted";

The output from the above script is displayed in Figure 17.1.

Explode/Implode String Parts and Elements
Function explodeO is used to create an array of elements from the parts of a string divided
by a separator character. The separator can be an individual character/number or a string.
Function implodef) is the opposite of function explodet) and is used to create a string from
array elements with each one separated by a separator. The full details of these functions
can be found in Chapter 16, but here are the funct ion prototypes as a reminder:

Arrayexplode(stnngseparator, string theString);

Stnng Implode(string separator, array theArray);
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:/ 17-1.php
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1 . cc

Figure 17.1 Checking string length.

In the following example we have a string consisting of first names and we would like to
create a small table with these names each on a different row:

<?php

II String anipu1a t i on - Ex mp1e 17 -2

//-------------------------------
$n mes - "mike simon d vid mary";
$li t e xp 1od e ( " ",$names):
$rows - cou n t ($ l i s t) ;

echo " <table border-1 width 220><tr>";
echo "<td bgco1or='#999999'> Names</td> </tr>";

for($i=O ;$i< $rows ; $ i ++) {
echo " </ t r ><td > $ list [$ i ] </ t d ></ t r> " ;

echo " </tab1e >";
?>

Firstly, the script defines a string and explodes this into an array:

$name s "m1ke simon david mary";
$li s t - explo de ( " ".$names);

Next, the number of rows in the array is counted:

$rows count ($li s t ) ;

Finally, a for loop is used to construct the table displaying the items of each array on each
row:
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echo " <t abl e bo rde r =l wid th- 2 2 0 >c t r >" ;
echo "ctd bg c o l o r . '# 99 99 99' > Name s </ t d >c / t r >";

~-O;$ic$rOWB;$i++) {
~cho "c/tr>ctd> $list[$il c/td></tr>";

echo "<./table>";

The output from the script is shown in Figure 17.2.

Figure 17.2 Explode example.

Finding a String Within aString
The strstrt) function can be used to find a specific part of a string (even a single character)
inside another string. Using a string identifier "needle" the function will return the part
of the string "inputString" from the first occurrence of "needle" to the end of input string.
The function looks like this:

Function prototype:

stnng r tr stnng InputString, string needle)

Function arguments and return details:

Name Type

InputStnng Stnng
needle String
strstrO returns String

Description

The string to use
String identifier
Part ofa string
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Function example:

$email R 'user example. com' ;
$domain = strstr($email, ' @' );

The following PHP script illustrates the use of this function:

II Strlrg ~ nipul tion - Example 17-3

II --------------

$ rr il 'user xample.com';
~ 0 aln - strstr($email, , ' ) ;
cho "$emailcbr>$domain";

?>

The output from the script is:

user example.com
@example.com

Replace Part ofaString
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The strjeplacer) function is commonly used in order to change parts of a string to another
string. The format of the function is as follows:

Function prototype:

String stueplace (Stri ngsearchPart, string replacePart, stri ngstart)

Function arguments and return details:

Name

searchPart
replacePart
start
str replaceO returns

Function example:

Type

String
String
String
String

Description

String tosearch for
String to replace searchPart
String to perform operation upon
Modified string
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Consider the following example script using this function:

<?php
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II S rin
II -

M nipulation - Example 17-4

$t xt "Hi, this is a [b) bold text [/b] ";
('"ho "$ ext";

$ t

ex
str_replace("[b] ","<b>".$text);
str replace("[/b]"."</b>",$text);

ec 0 "xbr ><br>" ;
C" 0 "$text";

In the above script the code "[b ]word[lb]" needs to be converted to <b>word</b> so that
the "word" text can appear in bold within a Web browser. The script searches for the [b]
part of the string first and replaces it with a <b> tag. Then the [lb] string is replaced with
</b>. Figure 17.3 illustrates the output produced by this script.

..
17

Hi. thi I [b]bold I . t[

Hi. thi I

Figure 17.3 Replace part ofastring.

Repeat and Reverse a String

You may wish to be able to repeat a string without repeating the same string many times
manually or be able to reverse a string. For these two situations the following functions are
available:
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Function prototypes:

smng sn repeat (string inputString. intmultiplier);

stnng strrev ( stringinputString);

Function arguments and return details :

177

Name

InputStnng
multlphet
stuepeatO returns
strrev ) returns

Function examples:

Type

String
Int
String
String

Description

The string touse
Number of times to repeat
Returns inputstring r peated Xtimes defined bymultiplier
Returns inputstring in reverse order

$repeated str_repeat ( $ i npu t St r ing, 5 ) ;

$reverse - strrev ( $inputString );

In the following example we wish to have a table with 10 columns. This can be done by
repeating the string "<td>space</td>" ten times as illustrated below:

<?php

II StI 9 Man~pulation - Example 17-5
II -------------

c ho "<table border~'l' height 10> ";
,.. 0 Il<.tr>";

e cric.. str Iepeat("<td width~ 5 0 > &nbsp ; < / td> " , 1 0 ) ;

echo "</tr>";
"'1''') " Itable>";

7>

The example output is illustrated in Figure 17.4.

Change String Case
Sometimes we want to change the case of some strings we use in our scripts. The following
functions are very useful as they help us change the case of the words in our strings or alter
the first character of each word in the string:
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Figure 17.4 Repeating partofastring (ctdxspace-otd»).

Function prototype:

string strtoupper(inputString );

string strtolower ( inputStri ng );

string ucfirst ( inputString);

string ucwords ( inputStri ng);

Function arguments and return details :

Nam

mputStnng
strtoupper ()output
strtolower ()output
ucfirst )output
ucword ()output

Function examples :

Type

String
String
String
String
String

Description

The string to use
Convert input string touppercase
Convert input string to lowercase
Convert input string'sfirst character to uppercase
Uppercase thefirst char ct rofeach word intheinput string

$text_upp
$text_low r
$text_uflrst
$text_uwords

- strtoupper($text);
strtolower( $ t e x t) ;

- ucfirst( $ t e x t) ;
- ucword s( $tex t);

In the following example we have a simple string (a sentence of fivewords) and we will use
these functions to transform the string in different ways:
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x l ow r 

e uf irst
$r xt uwords ..
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<? php

Strlng n i p u l a t i on - Example 17 -6

//--------------------- -----------
$text - "hello this is a STRING";

strtoupper($text ) ;
strtolower($t xt);
uctirst ($text) ;
ucwords (scext ) ;

C 1 "Or i g i n a l text: $text <br><br>";
,.. 0 "Uppercase: $ ex _upper <br>";

eenc. " Lowercase: $text_lower <br>";
10 "First character upper: $text_ufirst <br>";

collo " Capitalised: $text_uwords";

?>

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 17.5.
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Original te t: hello this is a STRING

Upperca e: HELLO THIS IS A STRING
Lowerca e: hello this is a string
First character upper: Hello this is a STRING
Capitali ed: Hello This Is A STRING

Figure 17.5 Changing string letter cases.

Encrypting Strings
There are more that 10 methods of encrypting strings. Encryption can be one-way (there
is no decryption) and two-way (the encrypted word can be decrypted using a dictionary
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or other methods). We will present the four most common encryption methods. Some of
them are often used for checking file and data integrity. MDSO is mostly used to encrypt
passwords on Webapplications and CryptO to encrypt Linux system passwords. Functions
mdsf) and cryptO are also examined in Chapter 20which looks at the issue of data security.
The functions are as follows:

Function prototypes:

string mdS (string inputStri ng);

string sha1(string inputString );

intcrc32 ( stnng inputString);

string crypt (stringinputString •string option);

Function arguments and return details:

NIM
inputS nng
option

mdSOretums
sha1( returns
crc320 returns
cryptO retums

Function example:

Type

String
String

String
String
Int
String

Description

The string touse
CRYPT _STD_DES - Standard DES-based encryption with a two
character salt
CRVPT_EXT_DES - Extended DES-based encryption with a nine
character salt
CRVPT_MD5 - MDS encryption with a 12character salt starting
with $1$
CRYPT_BLOWFISH - Blowfish encryption with a sixteen character
salt starting with $2S
A32·bitlength string containing theencrypted input string
A4o-character string containing theencrypted input string
Astring containing thecrc32 polynomial ofinput string
A4Q-char cterstring containing theencrypted input string

$enerypt mdS ( $inputString ) ;
$eneryp shal ( $input String ) ;
$ere - ere32 ( $inputSt r i ng ) ;
$eneryp - crypt ( $ i npu t Str i ng) ;

Using an example input string "test" will give the following results after encryption:

MD5: 098f6bcd4621d373cade4e832627b4f6
SHA1: a94a8feSccb19ba61c4c0873d391e987982fbbd3
Crc32: -662733300
Crypt: $1$LD1.2H2.$9kNYlkYWiNiWbomSR73kR.

The following script illustrates a simple password check example, using the MDS
encryption method:
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<?php

I Str.ng M nipulation - Example 17 7

II - ------------------
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$my p
$mdS p

$spass

if ($spa

e s

? ..

c

'377729" ;

mdS (smy pass) ;

<;1"377728") ;

$mdSJ>ass)
"Password ok!

,,:J "Password failed!";

In this script we have encrypted a password "377729" with the MD5 method:

$myyass = "377729";

$mdSyass mdS($myyass);
-------------------_......

The script encrypts the submitted password (377728) and compares it to the previous
encrypted one. If the encrypted (32 bit) strings are the same a successful login can be
given:

$s ss

ifl$a

}
else

,..

c; l 377728");

$md5 pass)
"Password okl";

"P SSWD d failedl";

The output from the above script is shown in Figure 17.6.

Word Count
The strwordcountt) function can be used to count the number of words inside a string.
The function is as follows:

Function prototype:

mixed str_wortU ount (string inputString. intmode)
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Figure 17.6 Simple password check example.

Function arguments and return details:

mputString
moM

str wonUountO
returns

Function example:

Type

String
Int

DescriptIOn

The strin to
1- rums n
2 
position of tilt word
word f
If he no spedfI!d outpu t tot Inu
theinput string

ofwords in

$count s I_word_count($string,l);

If a mode is not specified, then the result will be a number indicating the number of words
found inside the string. If mode is set to "1" the result will be an array containing all the
words found inside the string and if mode is set to "2" the result will be an associative
array, where the key is the numeric position of the word inside the string and the value is
the actual word itself.

Add and Remove Slashes
Sometimes when we are using a database there is a need to escape certain characters. These
characters are single quote ( I ), double quote ("), backslash (\) and NULL(the NULLbyte).
The function that is used to escape these characters is the addslashesO function. Ifwe want
to remove the slashes we can used the stripslashesO function as follows:

Function prototypes:

string addslashes(string inputString );
string stripslashes (string inputString );
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Function arguments and return details:
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Name

inputStnng
addslashesO retums
stnpslashes() retums

Function examples:

Type

String
String
String

Description

String to perform slashes operation upon
String with escapes characters
String with slashes removed

$escapedSt 1ng = adds lashes ( $inputString ) ;
$normalStr 'ng E stripslashes ( $inputString );

Convert Special Characters toHTML Entities

Certain characters have special significance in HTML,and should be represented by HTML
entities if they are to preserve their meanings. The htmlspecialcharsO function returns a
string with these characters converted into their HTML codes:

Function prototype:

string htmlspecialchars (string inputString);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

inputStnng
html pecialcharacters(} retums

Function example:

Type

String
String

Description

String to perform operation upon
HTML encoded string

$h t ml En c od e d htmlspecialchars ( $inputString );

The translations performed are:

& (ampersand) becomes '&amp;'.
" (double quote) becomes '&quot;' when ENT_NOQUOTES is not set.
I (single quote) becomes '&#039;' only when ENT_QUOTES is set.
< (less than) becomes '&It;'.
> (greater than) becomes '&gt;'.

The following script illustrates the use of this function:
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? P

/'---------
t~on - Exampl 17-8

$0 11& < > , I;

$ t lspecialchar $origina1String );

in <br~ Encoded: $htm1Encod d";

1 Len th: Slen <br> Encoded Length: $1 n2";

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 17.7.

Original : < > " \'
Eneod d : . < > " \'
Origi I L : 10

neod d Length: 2

Figure 17.7 HTMl special characters example.

Note that in the example shown in Figure 17.7 the text output is the same in both cases.
This is because a Web browser will display a "&" and a "&amp" as a "&". However, you can
tell that the conversion has taken place because the length of the two strings is different.

Comparing Strings with Different Cases

Sometimes we need to be able to compare strings to see if they contain the same words, but
we are not bothered if the case of the string is different. For example, we want to be able to
tell that the string "Simon" is the same as "sIMON". We can use the func tion strncasecmpO
to do this :
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Function prototype:

string stmcasecmp(string String I, string String2, intlen );

Function arguments and return details:
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Name

stnngl
stnng2
len

stmcasecamp()
retums

Function example:

Type

String
String
Int

Int

Description

First string tocompare
Second string tocompare
Number of characters in each string to be used in the
comparison
Retums 0ifstrings are equal

$equal

Summary

rncasecmpl" Simon " , "sIMON", 5 );

This chapter has revisited the concept of strings. We have explored a number of functions
with which we can manipulate the data held within our strings in different ways. Those
illustrated are the most common programmers use from day to day,but there are still more
that 20 different string functions that can be used for more specific applications and scripts.

In the following chapter we shall introduce the concept of user interaction. We shall
explain how PHP applications can interact with end users and what operations are
available.
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Interacting with the User

Introduction

Unless programs are able to interact with users their use is very limited. PHP is able to
interact with a user via a Web page by using forms. Forms allow data to be entered and
submitted to the server for processing by PHP. Forms manifest themselves in all sorts of
shapes and sizes. Some forms are easy to identify as being forms whereas others are less
obvious. In this chapter we shall introduce the basic form elements and illustrate how they
can be combined to enable quite complex interactions.

PHP and Forms

Forms are part of HTML and not part of PHP. While PHP can output forms in the same
way that it can output all other HTML elements it is not adding anything new to the
functionality offered by standard HTML. PHP can, however, be used to control forms and
process the data which the user provides by interacting with the form, which is something
that HTML cannot do. As PHP is a server-side scripting language form data must be
transmitted back to the server for processing and then the output generated be transmitted
back to the user. This is different from the way that JavaScript can be used, where the
processing can be done on the client's machine within the browser.

ASimple Form

We shall begin by creating a standard HTML form and illustrating some of the data entry
elements. Consider the following script:

<html>

<!- Interac lng with the user - Example 18 -1 ->
<1- - --------------- -- --- ---- - -- ->
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<body>
<h2>Please enter your personal det ils:< /h2>
<form ac tion. ' ex mple18 -2.php' method='post'>
F rs n me: <i npu t type='text' name .·firstname' >
<br:>
Surname: <i nput t yp = ' t ex t ' name ='surname' :>
<br.,.
Usern me: <i nput type. , text , name 'username':>
<br>
Password : <input type='password' name ='pasBword'>
<br>
<inpu t ype- ' s ubmi t ' >
</form.,.

</bo dy:>
</html>

Note that this script is a HTML document and not a PHP script and thus it should be
saved with a .html extension . The script illustrates the basic elements of a HTML form.
Firstly, the form begins with a <form> element, which has two key attributes: action and
method. Attribute action specifies where the form data is to be sent for processing. This
can be a CGIapplication written in any programming language or it could be a PHP script.
The method attribute specifies how the data from the form will be sent to the application.
There are two main methods, POST and GET. PHP supports POST so we have to use this.
In our example the form element specifies that the script to process the form data is called
example18-2.php, but we haven't written this yet:

<form

</for :>

The rest of the form consists of four data entry fields, three of which are type text and one
is of type password:

F1rstname: <i nput type. 'text' n me.'firstname':>
<br>
Surn me: <i nput typ . ' t ex t ' nam = ' s ur name ' >
<br:>
Usernam : <i npu t typ . ' t ex t ' n m . ' us e r n me'>
< r>
Password: <i nput typea'password' n me.'password'>
<br>

These are essentially the same type of data entry fields, accept that password fields hide
the data that is typed into them and display "*,, characters instead. Note that each data
input field has a separate field name, which has been chosen to represent the data that each
element represents. These form field names are important, as we shall need them to access
the form data later in our PHP script. The form concludes with a input field of type submit:
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<input typ 'submit '>
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This field is required in order for the user to submit the form data once they have completed
the form. The output from the above HTML script is shown in Figure 18.1.Essentially, this
is as far as HTML goes with forms. While, we shall see later in this chapter that there are
a few other HTML form field types, if we want to do anything with the form data then we
will need to begin to create a PHP script to handle the data entered on the form .

Pie e enter your person I det its:

Firstoame: [
-'=======;-

Surname: ~
L...;======::::::!.-

Usemame: I
~=======!...

Password: I
Submit Query

Figure18.1 Asimple form.

We shall now create a PHP script to handle the form data passed to it. The script is very
simple as all it does is echo out the data it receives, as shown in Figure 18.2:

?php

I I In r ct ng w th h u 18-2
I I --- --- --- --------------

echo("H 1 0 $firs n
echo("You userna i
? >

s word is 8 word·);
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Accessing form data is essentially very easy. When a form is created an associated array
of variables is created. This array is called $_POST. Each HTML form element that has a
unique name is stored in the array and can be accessed by the PHP script. To access, for
example, the form element "firstname" we use the syntax:

$firstname = $_POST["firstname"l;

Hello Simon Stobart
Your usemame is sim345234 and your password isjames54374

Done

Figure 18.2 Form data output.

Combining Forms and PHP

local ntranet

In our previous example the HTML form and the PHP script were written as two separate
files. The first one contained the HTML form and the second the PHP script to process the
data . This is not the best way of implementing this as it is difficult to refer back to the form
if we need the user to re-enter some new data . The best method is to combine the form and
the PHP processing together in the same script, as shown below:

<html>
<body>

<h2>Pl se enter your personal details:</h2>
<form ac iona'examplelS-3.php' method.'post'>
Firs name: <input type=' text , name='firstname'>
<br.

urnam : <inpu type,' ext' name-'surname'>
<b
Us rna e: <input type.'text' name.'username'>
<br
Password: <1nput type. 'password' name='password'>
<br
<'np t yp 'submit'>
</fo m
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</ dy
</ h ml
<?ph p
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/ I

II
wi h the user - Example 18-3

$_POST["firstname") ;
POST l " urn me"] ;

$ POS ["usern me"] ;
_ POST ["password") ;

$ etn m $eurn m <br>");
is $username and your password is $p ssword");

The above script combines the HTML form and the PHP script together into one single
place. However, there is a problem as illustrated in Figure 18.3.

The problem is that when the script is processed the form is output first then the
PHP echo statements are processed. This is not a problem after the first time the form is
submitted but the first time the page is loaded the form variables contain no data and this
results in the display of an incomplete message. What we need is a means of determining if
the form data was submitted or not. Consider the following script:

<html>
<body>

<h2>Pleaee enter your personal details:</h2>
<fo rm action- ' <?php echo $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"); ?>' method='post'>
Firs t n me · <inpu t type='text' name='firstname'>
<br>
Surname: <i nput type-'text' name-'surn me'>
<br>
Username: <i npu t type-'text' name='username'>
<br>
Password. <inpu ype='password' nam ='password'>
<br>
<input t ype. , submit , name.'submit'>
</form>

</body>
</html>
<?php

II I n t e r a c t l ng with the user - Example 18-4

//----------------- -----------------
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PI enter our person I det iI :

8-3.p P on lin 23

8-3.p P on lin 24

k\exalloplle18-3.p p on lin 25

~
I

: Undefined index: firstname in
t b\ "root pboo exa pi 18-3.p P on lin 22

username i and your p word i

Firstnam : '=

Figure 18.3 The form problem.
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if(isse (_POST[ "submit ")ll {
$firstname • $_POST[lIfirstname");
$surname $_POST[ "surn a me " ] ;
$username ;a $_POST[ "u s e r n a me " ) ;
Spas word • $ POST ["password ") ;
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echo(IIHe~lo $firstn a me $surname<br>" );
echo("You userna me is $username and your password i s $pas sword" ),

?>

This is a rewrite of the previous script and solves the issue of displaying blank variable
values when the form has not been submitted. The first change in the program has nothing
to do with this problem, but makes life far easier for the developer. The change replaces the
name of the program which is invoked with the variable PHP_SELF:

<?php echo $_SERVER[ " PHP_SELF" ) ; ? >

This is a server variable (introduced in Chapter 9) and contains the name of the current
script and by including this ensures that the script will always call itself, no matter what
name it has been saved as. The next change involves providing the submit button with a
name:

<input type 'sub mi t ' name='submit'>

Here, the name has been set to "submit". Finally, an if statement has been included to check
the result of invoking the function issetf), which was first mentioned in Chapter 9. Function
issetO has the format:

Function prototype:

Int Isset(mixed value);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

value
isset()returns

Function example:

Type

Mixed
Int

Description

Variable tocheckif existsornot
TRUE if thevariable exists andFALSE if not

$se t - isset($_POST [ "s ub mi t " ] ) ;

The function requires a variable to be passed to it, which it then determines if this has been
set or not. If the variable is set it returns a TRUE value, otherwise it returns a FALSE value.
The program checks that the value of variable $submit is set. This is only true if the form
has been submitted, thus solving our problem, as illustrated in Figure 18.4.
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...

==~I
I

http://k>cahostIphpbook/exam pie18-4.php

PIe e enter OU per on I det il :

Fir tname:

Surname :

U emame:
=======L-,

Pa

Figure 18.4 The form problem solved.

Minimum Coin Calculator

Go
..

So far our form examples have been very basic. Let's see if we can create something that is
a little more interesting. The following script illustrates a very simple form combined with
a "useful" function. The script allows a user to enter a value via a form field and submit
this. The value represents a price. For example 134 represents 1 pound and 34 pence and
56 represents 56 pence. The script calculates the minimum number of coins that would be
required to present the amount entered via the form . The program uses the images (saved
in the graphics directory) illustrated in Table 18.1.

Table 18.1 Coin images and filenames.

Take a look at the script which accomplishes this:

<h2>Minimum Coin C lculator</h2>
<fo rm ac ' o n - ' <?p hp echo $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]; ?>' method='post'>
Ente r Amount: <i np u t type-'text' n me-'amount'>
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<input yp e 'submit'>
</form>

<?php

II In r c t i ng with the user - Example 18 -5
II -- ------ --------------------

if(is et($_POST[" mount"]»
C O l. S ($_POST ["amount "] I ;

functi on coins ($amount) {
while($amount >- 200l{

$amount-$amount-200;
echo ("<img s rc» ' graphics/200p. jpg' >") ;

} I while
whi le($amount >= 100){

$amount $amount-100;
echo("<img src:'graphics/lOOp.jpg'>");

} II while
Whll ($amount >- 50){

$amount=$amount-50;
echo("<img src-'graphics/50p.jpg'>"I;

} " while
wh 'le($amount >: 20){

$amount-$amount-20;
echo("<img src:'graphics/20p.jpg '>"I;

} ,I while
whl le($amount >= 10) {

$amount=$amount-10;
echo ("<img src-'graphics/lOp. jpg ' >") ;

} /1 while
whl le($amount >= 5){

$amount=$amount -5;
echo ("<img src= 'graphics/5p. jpg' >") ;

} /1 while
wh i le ($amount >= 2) {

$amount-$amount-2;
echo ("<img src- 'graphics/2p. jpg' >") ;

} /1 while
if( $amoun t > O){

echo("<img src='graphics/lp.jpg'>");

?>

197
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The script begins by outputting a simple form which consists of a text input field and a
submit button:

<h2>Minimum Coin Calculator</h2>
<form action='<?php echo $_SERVER("PHP_SELF"] ; ?>' method='post'>
Enter Amount: <input type='text' name='amount'>
<input type-'submit'>
</form>

The PHP script begins by determining if an amount has been entered via the form, by
checking the $amount variable. If this is set then function coinsO is invoked passing it the
amount entered on the form:

<?php

if(isset l$ POST( "am ount " ] ))
cOl~s($_POST(" amount " ]) ;

The function coinst) calculates which coin images to display. It consists of a number of
while loops, which subtracts the value of the current coin being processed from the total
amount. The function is designed to subtract the higher coin values first and thus calculate
the minimum number of coins required to equal the value entered:

funct ion cOlns( $a moun t ) {
whl 1e ($amount >- 200) {

$amountK$amount 200;
echoC"<img src='gI.aphics/200p.jpg'>");

} I{ whil
wh1 1e ($amount > - 100) {

$amount=$amount-lOO;
e cho (" <img SrCa 'graphics/lOOp . jpg' >") ;

} (, while
wh e( $a mo unt >- SO){

$amount -$amount -SO;
ech o {" <i mg src='graphics/SOp.jpg'>")i

} ( wh ile
wh 1 e( $amou n t >= 20){

$amount=$amount-20i
echo{"<img srca'graphics /20p.jpg'>") i

} / ( while
Whlle( $a moun t >- 10){

$amount -$amount-10i
e c ho ( " <i mg src='graphics/IOp.jpg'>") i

} f I while
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wh ($amount >= 5){
$amount=$amount-5;
echo( "cimg src-'gr phics/Sp .jpg '>");

} / / while
wh i le($amount >- 2){

$amountc$amount -2;
e c ho ( " c i mg src.'graphics/2p.jpg'>");

} / / while
if($amoun t > O){

echo ("cimg src='graphics/lp.jpg'>");

?>
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When first run, the output from the above program is as illustrated in Figure 18.5. If the
user enters a value in the form field and clicks the "submit" button the program calculates
the minimum number of coins, which would be required to make up that amount. For
example, typing 99 (representing 99p) results in the output shown in Figure 18.6.

Favorles Tools ~

inimum Coin Calculator

______----'1 [ Submit Query

LocaIl1tranet

Figure 18.5 The coin calculator user input.

Radio Buttons
In addition to the text, password and submit form fields we have introduced thus far there
are a number of other types. The first of these is the radio type. The radio entry type does
not allow the user to enter any text but provides a series of "radio buttons" from which the
user can make a selection . Only one of the buttons grouped together can be selected. In
order to ensure that the form knows which buttons form a group all grouped buttons must
share the same name. An example of the radio type is shown in the script below:
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inimum Coin Caleul tor

Enter Amount: 1'- 11 Submit Qu ry

..,

Local Intranet

Figure 18.6 The coin calculator output.

<form de ion-'<?php echo $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"); ?>' method='post'
<h2>P ea e select your favorite color:</h2>
Blu put typ~ 'radio' name-'col' value='blue'>
Green l.Ilput type.. 'radio' name='col' value-'green'>
Yel ow ~input type-'radio' name-'col' value-'yellow'>
Red <lnpu~ ype='radio' name 'col' value 'red'>
<br:>
<h2> s lect your favorite type of music:</h2>
Pop cpt type: 'radio' name-'mus' valu :'Pop'>
Rock input type-' radio' n me-'mus' value.'rock'>
Class C~ <input type-'radio' name-'mus' value='classical'>
br bl

<input typ -'submit' name='submit'>
</

<?php
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// Int rac ' ng with the user - Example 18-6
//-------------- --------------------
if( iss rs POST ["submit"] )) {

sco I - $_ POST [ "co l " ] ;
$mu - $ POST["mus"] ;
ec 0("Your f vorite color is $col<br>");
echl,,(" our favorite type of music is $mus");
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The script displays two sets of radio buttons, one given the name "col" and the other "mus",
A check is made to determine if the submit button has been pressed and if so the values
stored in variables $col and $mus are displayed. The output from running the above script
is shown in Figure 18.7.

] http://localhostlphpbookJexample18-6.php - Microsoft Internet... ~fQI(&1

fie E Favortes Tools Heil

http://bCaIlOStIphpbook/exampie18-6.php

search Favortes
»

PI e elect your f vorite colour:

Blu 0 Green 0 Yellow 0 Red 0

Pie e elect our fa orite type of mu ic:

Pop 0 Rock 0 Clas ical 0

Submit Query

Your fa ori te colour is green
Your favori te type of music is Pop

Done

Figure 18.7 Radio buttons.

local fltranet
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Checkbox Fields
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Checkbox fields enable the user to select as many options as they like from the form. Each
checkbox is given a unique name. An example of the use of the form field is shown in the
script below:

I") ro '<?php echo($ SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method-'post'>
s .e~t all th colors you like:</h2>

ype-'checkbox' name-'cb1' value~'blue'>

ype='checkbox' name.'cb2' value 'green'>
.pu type 'checkbox' name='cb3' value-'yellow'>

type 'checkbox' name='cb4' value='red'>
br

<'npu ype 'submit' name 'submit'>
I I"'>

<? hp

I .f...

if

1
1

ith the user - Example 18-7

ubmi ]» {
OST["cbl"]) )

POST["cb1"] ;

"It ..I
POST["cb2"]) )

$_POST["cb2"] ;

...

e.s

POST["cb3"]) )
$ POST [ "cb3 "l ;

" ..
. f ¥ POST [ "cb4 " ] ) )

$_ POST [ "cb4 " l ;
1

nil;

ely 1. you lik are $cb1 $cb2 $cb3 $cb4");

?

The script displays a form consisting of four checkbox fields which represent different
colours . The user is asked to select any of these colours. If the submit button has been
clicked then the values of the checkbox variables ($cb1, $cb2, $cb3 and $cb4) are displayed.
If a checkbox was not selected the corresponding variable will contain no value and
thus nothing will be displayed. The output from running the above script is shown in
Figure 18.8.
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u like

O R dD

blu gre n

o r
Go

..
..

Selection Fields

Figure 18.8 Checkbox fields.

The form selection field uses a different format from the other form fields, which we
have come across before. The field uses two HTML elements: select and option. The select
element surrounds all of the option elements making up the menu. For each item you wish
to appear on the pull down selection menu you need to include an option element. Because
each option element surrounds the data there is no need to include any value attributes. An
example of the use of this element is shown in the following script:

do actl.on-'<?php echo ($_SERVER["PHP_SELF ")I ?>' method-'post'
pI .lect your title: <select name ' t i t l e ' >

<0ption>Mr</option>
option>Miss</option>
option>Ms</option>
vption>Mrs</option>
option>Or</option>

< / ~

b br
~i~ J ype='submit' name 'submit'>
</ ~

<?p hp

II Int
II

ng wi h the user - Example 18-8
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if (l. ae ( POST["aubmit"]II{
$ i $ POST["title"];
~cho ( 'or title is $title");

?>
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The script displays a form consisting of a single selection menu called title. The menu is
made up of a selection of titles. The script checks to see if the submit button has been
clicked and if so displays the value of $title. The output from running the above script is
shown in Figure 18.9.

elect your title:

Your title i Dr

Figure 18.9 Selection fields.

Textarea Fields

anet

..
..

The textarea form element allows a text box to be created with a certain number of rows
and columns. The user can enter any text in this box. Consider the following script:

<. ?p hp

II Inter ~ g with the user - Example 18-9
11------ ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

if (iase
i f( $_

sT["submit"] I) {
[ II address II l - II II I
dressErr = 1;
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?>
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ction '<?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF") 7>' method='post'>
se en er your personal details:</h2>

Addre . <textarea name-'address' rows= 'S'></textarea><?php
i (i ~ ~ $addressErr») echo("<font color-'red' size='2'>
Plea e n an Address</font>") ;?>

bi >

<~ typ~ 'submit' name-'submit'>
< fonn

The script displays a form consisting of a textarea field. The user is asked to enter their
address within the field. If the submit button has been pressed, but no text entered in the
textarea then a message is displayed prompting the user to enter an address. Figure 18.10
illustrates the output from the above script.

<If Fa

http://kX:aI1ostIphpbook/exampe18-'J.php Go....---
our per on I det il .

Addre :

-1
I

_____ 1PI ent r an Addre

Image Fields

Figure 18.10 Textarea fields.

Forms can process images as input fields. While, this may at first seem strange consider the
image illustrated in Figure 18.11.This image consists of three button shapes.

The image form field is illustrated in the following script. The program does not include
a submit button because when the user clicks on the image the x and y coordinates of where
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Figure 18.11 Button image.
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the user clicked on the image are transmitted to the script. These values are stored in two
variables, which take the name button_x and button_y because the field has been given the
name "button":

<form ,.
Plea e
<inpu to

"/fo >

<:;?php

n '<7php echo($_SERVER[IPHP_SELF"]) ?>' method 'post'
c on the image:<br>
p-'image' src-'graphics/buttons.jpg' name='button'>

II rote c i~g with the user - Example 18-10

II ----- - ---------------------

if(issetl"'_ '"l5T[lbutton_x"])){
if ($ POST["butt.on x "] > 22 && $_POST[lbutton_x"] < 210 &&

$ pOST["bu ') y"] <:; 155 && $_POST["button_y"] > 100)

ec"lo("You clicked the blue but.ton.");
else

~ ,,("You clicked the image. II ) ;

?>

The above script displays the image as a form image. As there is no submit button the
only action that will submit the form is when the user clicks on the image. When this
happens the script checks the Xand Yvalues passed as the variables button_x and button_y
to determine if the user has clicked on the blue button (the middle one) and displays
a message to that effect, as illustrated in Figure 18.12. We can determine if the user has
clicked the middle button because we know that the top left-hand corner of the button is at
position 22 x 100 and the bottom right-hand corner is at position 210 x 155 of the image.
If the values stored in button_x and button_yare within these ranges then the button has
been clicked.
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Plea click on th imag :

You clicked th blu button.

Figure 18.12 File field output.

File Uploads
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Forms can employ an element that allows the user to select a file from the local computer
and upload this to the server for access by the PHP script. This is a complex process and is
covered in some detail in Chapter 28.

Summary
This chapter has shown how PHP can be used to interact with the user via HTML forms .
Each of the different form elements has been presented and the method in which the data it
contains can be extracted has been shown . However, there is more to user interaction than
simply displaying a form and accessing the data that it contains. In the following chapter
we shall examine the role of form data validation and form data redisplay.



Form Validation and Data
Retention

Introduction

When interacting with the user it is important to ensure that the data that you think the
user has entered is in fact what you want. Users are notorious in not typing what you expect
and thus form data validation is very important. Consider if an error in the data entered
on the form is detected then the form should be redisplayed to the user for correction.
However, it would be very annoying if the user had to reenter all of the form data, even that
which was correct in the first instance. Therefore, a means of retaining and redisplaying
form data is required. This chapter describes how form data validation and the redisplaying
of form data can be accomplished.

Present or Absent Validation

One of the simplest forms of validation is to determine if the user has entered anything in
the form field or not. Checking that a text or password field contains any data is a simple
case of checking that the variable created from the form field is of zero length. This can be
done by using an if statement such as:

if ( varia b le == nn)

In the case of a select form field things are a little different as by default the first item on
the menu is automatically selected, fine if this is what the user wants, not so if it is not and
they have forgotten to enter it. One way around this problem is to include a "false" menu
item at the top of the menu list. Youcan then check the value of the variable for this value
and thus reject the entry if this is found.

The following script illustrates the validation of a form select element:

<?p

/ ro~ ~ ' on and Da a Retention - Example 19-1
11-------------- ----- -----
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if(i se '
i ($

$
15

POST["submit")){
'" i 1 ") ~ "Select ... ")

tE r 1;

$
if ($

$
else

$
'f($_

$

i ~ I

1

$
s
",

l" 0;
"firstllame") "")
rr - 1;

Err 0;
rnsurname"] =-- "")

t XL .. 1;

0;
1$ POST ["mus") »
POST [llmus ") .". II II)

1. 1,

0;

$~

}
el e

I 1,

0;

</
Se

Flrs
echo ("
a Flrstna

<br>
Sur

echo (II

'<?php eeho($_SERVER["PHP_SELF") ?>' m thod-'pos '>
enter your personal details:</h2>

c n me 'title'>
eet ... </option>
loption>

lSS /option>
/option>
<'option>
option>

p if($titErr) echo("<font color-'red' size-'2'> Please
e</font>") ;?>

input type-'text' name='firstname'><?php if ($firstErr)
or-'red' size-'2'> Please enter

) ;?>

npu type-'text' name-'surname'><?php if($surErr)
olor 'red' size-'2'> Please enter a Surname</font>");?>
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<br
~h4 Ie se select your favorite type of music:</h2>
Pop 1 put ype='radio' names'mus' value-'Pop'>
Roc ~ put type-'radio' name-'mus' value-'rock'>
CIa. ira <input type-'radio' name~'mus' values'classical'>

<?php lfl$m Err) echo("<font color-'red' size-'2'>
Please e.l.ec your favorite Music</font>");?>

<hI> hI>

<inp t type 'submit' name='submit'>
</form
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The script begins with determining if the form has been submitted. If so the value of title, a
select form item is checked to see if it is equivalent to the value "Select. .. ". This is the first
menu option and is not a valid input. The next three if statements check that the values
of firstname, surname and mus are blank. If any of the form variables are blank then the
corresponding error variables are set to the value 1:

<?php

If Form Validation and Data Retention - Example 19-1
/1____ --------------------------

iflis e $ POST["submit"])){
$_POST[" itle"] "Select ... ")

$titErr 1;

$t~tErr - 0;
~ POST["firstname"] =- "")

$firstErr '" 1;
e

$firstErr - 0;
1 $ POST ["surname"] =- "")

$surErr 1;

$surErr 0;
.l.f isset($ POST["mus")))

if ($_POST["mus"] .- "")
$musErr - 1;

$musE r 0;

$musErr - 1;
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else {

?>

$t.it.Err 0;
$fir<ltErr = 0;
$ urErr - 0;
$I1lU Err 0;
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The next part of the script outputs the form and the first form element; the select element:

<form al'"t- 'on-'<7php echo(S_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) 7>' method='post'>
<h2>Ple "e n er your personal details:</h2>
Title: < ct. name-'t.itle'>
<op 10n:>
<option
<option:>
<option:> s
opt.~on J:

<option .[1.1:

</option:>
pion>

. <'option>
')ption:>
,opt~on>

pt.ion>

The next part checks the value of variable $titErr (the variable set if an error was detected)
and if equal to 1 outputs an error message:

</se ec :>
Please

if ($titErr) echo("<font color-'red' size='2'>
a Title</font>") ;?>

The final part of the script outputs the three other form fields and checks the corresponding
error variables ($firstErr, $surErr and $musErr) in order to determine whether to display
any error messages or not:

Firstna
echo ("<f n
Pl~aB

<br>
Surn
echo/ "

<br>
<h2> ~

Pop , n

Rock
Cla.s
if I$m s

~nput. type 'text.' name-'first.name'><?php if ($first.Err)
'olor-'red' size-'2'>

Firstname</font>") ;7:>

: '"npu yp -'text' name-'Burname':><?php if ($surErr)
color: 'red' size-'2'>

I eJ: a Surname</font>") ;?>

select your favorite type of music:</h2>
type-'radio ' n me-'mus' value-'Pop'>

t ype-'radio' name='mus' value='rock'>
inpu t.ype-'radio' name-'mus' value-'classical'><?php
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cho(" 0 color 'red' size-'2'>
Pl ea s e sel~ t your favorite Music</font>"};?>

<br> br
<in ut typ -'submi t ' name ='submit'>
</for >
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Figure 19.1 illustrates the output produced from this script, where a user has failed to enter
any data into the form.

TooI5 ~

/" search

http://1OCaIlOStIphpbook/examplel9-1.php

Pie e enter our per on I detail .

Title:
Fir tnam :

umame :

elect a Title

_ ] Plea e enter a Firstnarne

JPlea e en er a urname

Pie e elect your favorite type of mu ic:

Pop 0 Rock 0 CIa ieal 0 Pie leet your favorite Mu ic

Figure 19.1 Present orabsent form data error messages.

Range Validation

Range validation is also quite easy to perform. Suppose you want the user to enter a
value between two numbers, say for example the number of products which they would
like to purchase. This can be performed using a simple if statement. The following script
illustrates a simple example:
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. .
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~ -...

o

The script begins by checking if a form has been submitted and determining if the range
of the value stored in the form variable $purchase is between 1 and 100:

.Ichase < 1 II Spurchase > 100 )
$purErr~l;

if(iss t l $_ QST[ "s bmit"l ) ) {
spur c a e $ POST["purch
$purEr
if(

se r l ;

f'ls
cho( "You wish to purchase $purchase products ." );

}
Is

$purE r 0,
?>

If the value is between the valid range a message is output indicating the number of
products to purchase, otherwise a variable $purErr is set to the value 1. Next, the form
is output with a single text field requesting the user to enter a value between 1 and 100.
Note that an error message is displayed ifthe value of$purErr is set to 1:
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<form ct.ion '< ?php echo($_SERVER["PHP SELF"]) ?>' method.'post' >
<h2>P ease enter a number between 1 and loo< /h2>
Numb r a purch se <input type='text' name='purchase'><?php
~fl$puIErr)

echo!".o color 'red' size.'2'> Invalid Range< /font>") ;?>
<b ><b
<in ype- ' s ubmi t ' name='submit'>
</for
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If an invalid range was detected then the error message is displayed, as illustrated in
Figure 19.2.

Figure 19.2 Range validationerror message.

String Validation

It is easy to mistype text at anytime and form fields are no exception. One way to solve
this problem is to minimize the amount of typing that the user has to do. This can be
accomplished by providing as many form entries as possible via select menus and thus
mistyping is eliminated . Sometimes this is not possible, however. The following script
illustrates two methods of obtaining and validating a string input which represents a month
of the year. The form contains a select menu from which the user selects a month (the easy
way) and the second a text entry field that the user has to enter the month string. It is this
field that we need to validate:
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<?php

/1 Form id tion and Data Retention - Example 19-3

// ---------------------------
$month ray ("January", "February",
"March", 'Apr~l", "May", "June", "July", "August", "September", "October",
" ovemb r " D C m e r v ) ;

if(~88et "
$mo
$molE
forI ...

if I

}
else

$monl::r
?>

POST["submit"]»{
$_POST ["month"] ;

-1,
;$c<12;$c++)

~ f!strncasecmp($months[$c] ,$_POST["month2"],3»
$monErr=$c;

I -1)

o("You selected $month and typed" . $months[$monErr]l;

1 ;

<fo 'on-'<?php echo(S SERVER["PHP SELF"]) ?>' method='post'
e selec the month you were born</h2>

Mon h < elect n me· 'month'>
<op ~ Tanuary</option>
<op ~ February</option>
<op ~n arch</option>
<opt~o Aprll</option>
<op ~on May</option>
<Q T n </option>
<o~ ~o July</option>
<opt ,on> gust</option>
<op .September</option>
<op • ctober</option>
<op 0 November</option>
cop ••• December</option>
<:. I. :>

<bl>

Mo I

echo(" fo
b b

ut type-' text , name 'month2'><?php if($monErr =- -1)
color.'red' size-'2'> unrecognised Month</font>") ;?>

ype 'submit' name='submit'>

The script begins by declaring an array $months and populating it with the months of the
year. An if statement then checks if the form has been submitted:
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$months a r r a y ( "J nu ry", "February", "March", "April", "May", "June",
· J ul y ·,"A gus ","September","October","November","December");

if ( i s se t rs POST [·submit"] ) ) {

Next, a variable $monErr is declared and set to -1. This variable will be used to store the
array location of the month if it is found successfully.A for loop iterates 12times comparing
each month in the array with the data entered on the form. The function strncasecmpO is
used to do this, which was introduced in Chapter 17. The function checks the first three
characters of the entered data against the first three of the current array item. The function
is case independent so it doesn't matter if the user typed the month in upper or lower case.
If a match is found variable $monErr is set to the current array count. If after all 12 items
in the array are compared and a match is found a message is displayed:

smon $_POST["month");
$monEII: -1,

fo ~ O'$~<12;$c++)

!strncasecmp($months[$c) ,$_POST["month2") ,3»
$mQnErr $c;

I $ ! - -1)

("You selected $month nd typed • . $months[$monErr);

e se
$

The next part of the script outputs the selection menu element:

'<?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF") ?>' method 'post'
lect the month you were born</h2>

elect name-'month'>
nuary<loption>
bruary<loption>

ch loption>
<Qf ~ pril</option>
<OP~lQ >May<loption>
<op or .June</option>
<opt ~ ly</option>
op Auqus <lop ion>

pt mber<loption>
C' ob <lop ion>

>N()VE~mtl~r</o Ion>
ember</optlon,>

b

Finally, the text form field is displayed along with an error message if the $monErr flag has
been set:
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Month 1nput type- ' t e x t ' name ='month2' ><?php if ($mon Er r == - 1)
echo 1 n - color 'red' size='2'> Unrecognised Month< /font>" ) ;? >
e b ><b
<1nput yr 'sub mi t ' name~'submit'>

<'form

Figure 19.3 illustrates the error message output from the above script.

e elect the month 00 ere born

Unrecogm ed ~ nth

Figure 19.3 Unrecognized month error.

Retaining Text and Password Form Field Data
In the examples of form validation illustrated thus far any data the user entered on the form
is lost when the form is redisplayed along with the corresponding error messages. While
it may be considered good practice not to redisplay any data which was deemed incorrect,
not including fields which did pass the validation tests is annoying to the user as they have
to retype the information; a hindrance at best and could result in the user making mistakes
in the data entry which were not made the first time around. What would be better is if
any data was entered correctly then this is redisplayed in the relevant form fields when the
form is represented to the user.

The following script illustrates an example of redisplaying form data within the text form
field:

r t ten io~ Ex 19-
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if(i 9 1$

$sur 0'\

Stirs

ST["submi t " ]» {
- $_POST [ " s u r n a me "] ;

ame - $_POST [ " f i r s t n a me "] ;

if ($fHstname
$f rs Err

else
$f~r tErr

1f(<"s n mp
$s 11 F 1;

els
$ Er - 0 ;

- "" )

1 ;

0 ;
If ll)

}
elsE' (

$firs En - 0;
$surErr 0;

$surn e "";
$fir n me - "" ;

?>

<form ac 10n='<?p hp echo ($ _SERVER["PHP_SELF"] ) ?> ' method-'post'>
<h2 PIe e enter your personal details:< /h2>
Firs . <inp u t type-' text' name.'firstname' value='<?php

echo($fLl tl me)?> '>< ? p h p if ($firstErr ) echo (" cfon t rn nr- ' red '
s z

et a Firstname< /font>") I?>

inpu t type-'text' name-'surname'value-'<?php
)? '>< ?p hp if ($surErr ) echo("<font color.. 'red'

PIe S E' e n t e r a Surname</font>" ) I?>

name.'submit'>

The script begins by checking if the form has been submitted and if so checks to see if there
has been any data entered in the firstname and surname fields:

if (isset rs POST ["submit "] ) ) {
$slJrname = $ POST ["surname"] ;
."f az s t name - $_POST [" firstname"] ;

1f($ irst n a me == ",,)
$ f i r s t Er r 1;

$firs t Er r 0;
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if($surname == ""I
$surErr • 1;

else
$surErr 0;

}
else

$firstErr • 0;
$surErr - 0;
$surname = A";
$firstname - "A;

?>

The next part of the script outputs the start of the form:
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<form action='<?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method='post'>
<h2>Please enter your personal details:</h2>

The clever bit of code that enables us to retain the data on the form is shown below. Note
that the firstname and surname text fields now have a value attribute. Also, note that PHP
script has been included to echo out the value of the $firstname and $surname variables
into the value attribute. This ensures that the values contained within these variables are
displayed in the text field when the form is displayed, thus retaining the data:

Firstname: <input type='text' name='firstname' value='<?php
echo ($firstname) ?>'><?php if ($firstErr) echo("<font
color~'red'size='2'>

Please enter a Firstname</font>") ;?>
<br />
Surname: <input type='text' name='surname' value='<?php
echo ($surname)

?>'><?php if($surErr) echo("<font color 'red' size~'2'> Please
enter a Surname</font>") ;?>

<br /><br />
<input type='submit' name='submit'>
</form>

Figure 19.4 illustrates a form which has been submitted. While the firstname has been
entered the surname has not and thus an error message is displayed. Note that the firstname
data is redisplayed on the form.

Retaining Textarea Form Data
Retaining data entered in a textarea form field is easy. Consider the following script:
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hnp://bCaIlOStIphpbook/example19 .php

PI e enter our per on I det it

Firstname: simon-==-======::;-'
e enter Surname

Figure 19.4 Retaining text field data.

c.?php

I Fw ion and Data Retention - Example 19-5

if / . S ["submit"]» {
- ~ POST["addrpss");

- 1;

ddressErr 0;

e.se
1 ;

?

< p 'submit' name='submit',

, ?php cho($_SERVER["PHP SELF"]) ?>' method-'post'>
se enter your personal de ails:</h2>

tex area name-'address' rows-'S'><?php echo($address)
'<'php if ($addressErr) echo("cfont color-'red' size '2'>
an ddress</font,") ;?,

< on

"'»< t ..

PIe Be

< _ :t
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This script begins by checking that the form has been submitted and if so checks that the
variable $address contains any data:

if(lS t

$dd
ifl

el'

_ OST["submit "lll{
It; $ POST [" addres s");

ress .... l
ddressErr 1 ;

dd essEr 0;

f' f' {

$a ressErr - 1;
$ :id 'on .... ;

?>

The next part of the script outputs the form:

<form on '< ?ph p echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"ll ?>' method~'post'>

<h2>Pleas e enter your personal details:</h2>

To retain the textarea form field data the value of the variable $address is output between
the start and end tags of the textarea element:

Addre s s: <textarea name. 'address , rows .'S'><?php echo($addressl
? ></text area> <?php if($addre s!rrl echo("<font color.'red' size.'2'>
Please enter an address</font> l ;?>

<br><br>
<i np ype= 'submit , name~'submi '>

</fo >

The output from the above script is illustrated in Figure 19.5.

Retaining Checkbox and Radio Button Form Field Data

Checkbox and radio button form elements can retain their selection in much the same
way as text and password fields. The following script illustrates how the user's selection is
maintained:
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Pie e enter your person I det Us:

- --jThe unive r sit y
iSt . Peter\'s Campus

Address:

Figure 19.5 Retaining textarea data.

<?php

/ FOL V ldation and Data Retention - Example 19-6/1 _

if (lsse
$mu
if (

POST ["submit" 1) ) (
POST ["mus "l ;

1111)

1 ;

0;
}
Is {

$mu E - 1;
$mu5 -

?

'post'><form ",<..;c,J..\Jll--' ?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method
<h2·P ease select your favorite type of music:</h2>

type-'r dio ' nam -'mus' value='pop' <?php
_ 'pop')

rk d'); ?,. >

P t type-' radio' name='mus' value- 'rock' <?php

Po
if

echo ( ,('"
Roc
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if ($mus _: 'rock ')
echo (' checked'); ?> >

Classical <i nput type-' radio' name:'mus' value='classical' <?php
if($mus -- 'classical ') echo ('checked'); ?» <?php if ($musErr )
echo("<font color. 'red' size.'2'>
Please sel ct you r f vorite Music< /font >" );?>

<br><br
<inpu type= 'submi t , name .'submit'>
</form>

The important part of this script is the checked attributed which can be included in a radio
or checkbox form type. The following script checks to see if the value of $mus which is the
name of the form data element is equal to the current button. If so then the text "checked"
is output as part of the form element.

Figure 19.6 illustrates the output from the above script. Note that while this form has
been submitted the user selection of "Rock" has been retained.

search Favortl!s

http://kX:aIlOStIphpbook/exam 19-6.php Go

ct your f orite type of mu ic:

ical O

Figure 19.6 Retained radio button selection.

Retaining Select Menu Form Field Data
Selection menus can also retain their menu selection, consider the following script:

nd Da a Re entlon - Exam Ie 19-7
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T["submit"J» {
POST [ " t i t l e " ] ;
• "Select ... ")
- 1;

el e
$ i E r - 0;
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}
e lse

$ i Err
$ i

}
?>

<i npu
<. form
/body>

</h ml>

" .,

R["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' m hod.'post '>
det ils:</h2>

M ") echo("S lected") ?»Mr</option>
"Mis ") echo("S lected") ?»Miss</op ion
"Ms") echo("Selected") ?» s</option>
"Mrs") cho("Sel ct dO) ?» rs</option>

• "Dr") cho("Selected") ?»or</op ion>
echo("<font color 'r d' size.'2'> Please

'submi t ' n me.'submit'>

The script outputs the menu selection options and checks that the value of variable title,
which stores the value of the selected option, is equal to the current option. If so, the
attribute "selected" is output as part of the option element. Figure 19.7 illustrates that a
submitted selection element option of "Mrs" was retained.

Hidden Data

Forms can be used to pass data each time the form is displayed but you don't want the user
to see this data. This is achieved through the use of the hidden form element type. Why
would we want to do this? Well, you might want to pass some information from one script
to another or back to the same script via a form but you don't want the user to see what this
data is and thus not be able to interfere with it. Let's create an example script to illustrate
what we mean :
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PIe e enter your per on I det it :

Title : Mr

Figure 19.7 Retaining aselection elements chosen option.

<?ph

// Forw d tion and Data Retention - Example 19-8

/1------------------- ----- --- --- --- -
lflisse~ _POST ["submi t " ])) {

Scour $_POST [ "c o un t " ] ;
$ 0 ++;

e' !;l;'

~ou to 1;
?>

<form C lon '<?php echo ($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) 7>' method='post' >
<~ >T number of t imes this form has been submitted is:
~ h echo( $coun t ) ? ></h 2 >
lnp'.1 r ype-' hidden' name =' count I value=' <?php
~ 0 ~ aunt) ? > '>

' submit ' n me.'submit'>
< ')rrn>

The script is very simple and begins by checking if the form was submitted and if so
incrementing variable $count. If the form has not been submitted then the value of variable
$count is set to 1:
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I
1

n - 1 ;.,
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The next part of the script outputs the form and a heading. The heading outputs the value
of variable $count:

<f o r m dction= '< ?p hp echo ($_SERVER[npHP_SELF n) I ?>' method='post'>
<h2>The number of times this form has been submitted is: <?php
echo (scou n t )

?></h2

Hidden within the form is a new type of form element known as "hidden". Hidden form
elements can take many of the same attributes as other elements, such as name and value.
In this case the name of the element is count (the name of the variable) and the value is the
current value of the variable $count:

<input type='hidden' name= , count , value='<?php echo($countl ?>'>
<input type='submit' name='submit'>
</form>

Essentially, what happens is that when the user clicks the submit button the value of count
is passed back to the script (although the user doesn't see this happen) and the value is
incremented and then redisplayed. The output from this script is shown in Figure 19.8.

Arrays and Forms

In the previous part of this chapter we illustrated how form data can be retained and/or
hidden within the form. One area, which we did not discuss was that of passing arrays
through forms. The main reason for this is because we need to treat arrays in a slightly
different way to other variables . Yousee you might think that you can include an array as a
hidden data entry in a form, however, as we shall see below this doesn't work. The following
script checks to see if the form has been submitted. If so the contents of an array which we
have hidden within the form are displayed:
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; ..

search

http://IOCaIlOStIphpbook/exampe 19-8.php
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• Microsoft InttPrnet Ex... r.:-:ID.rx-1

FaVOftes

Go

Ten mber of time fbi form h
bmitt d i : 4

been

Figure 19.8 Hidden form data enabling us tocount thenumber ofform submissions.

<?php

II Form Validation and Data Retention - Example 19 -9

/1-- -------- ------------------------
if (i s se t ($_ POST ["submit"])) {

echo( "The array contains:<br>"l;
$names - $_POST['names'];
for( $ - O; $a <4 ; $a ++1

e cho ($names [Sal . "<br>");
}
els e

?>
$names array("Simon", "Liz", "Gemma", "Hayley");

<for m action- ' <?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method.'post' >
<h2~This form contains a hidden rray.</h2>
<input type='hidden' name ='names' value='<?php
cho($na me s ) ?>'>

<inpu t type.' submit , name='submit'>
</form>

A for loop is then used to display the contents of the array:
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if (isset ($ _POST ["submit ,,] ) ) {
echo ("The array contains: <br>") ;
$names • $_POST('names'];
for($a 20;$a<4;$a++)

echo ($names [$a] . "<br>");

if the form hasn't been submitted then the array is created for the first time:

else
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?>
$names array (v s i.monv , "Liz", "Gemma", "Hayley") ;

The form is output and as illustrated earlier a hidden form element is included to contain
the values of the names array:

<form act10n~'<?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF")) ?>' method='post'>
<h2~This form contains a hidden array.</h2>
~input t ype= ' h i d d e n ' name='names' value='<?php
echo ($na mes) ?>'>

1nput t ype= ' s ubmi t ' name ='submit'>
</ orm>

All this looks well, until we submit the form and we get the output illustrated in Figure 19.9.
What has happened to your array data? Well, unfortunately, you cannot pass arrays
between forms in this way and the data is lost.

There is, however, a couple of methods that we can use to get around this problem.
Remember that an array is an indexed sequence of variables . If we were to split the array
apart and output each array element as a separate form variable then we could pass them
using the form. Wewill need to recombine the data together after the form submission, but
at least the array contents will be retained.

Consider the following script, which is a modified version of the previous one. The first
part determines if the form has been submitted. If so, the array names is created from the
separate variables which we shall see created later:

<?php

II For V 1 ation a nd Data Retention

1/-------------------- --- -----------
Exampl e 19 -10
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The array contains:
A
r
r
a

form cont ins a bidden rray.

Figure 19.9 Incorrect passing ofan array.

if (isset rs POST ["submit"]» {
echo("The array contains: <br>") ;
$names =

array'S POST['nameO'] ,$_POST['namel'],
$_POST['name2'] , $_ POST [ ' n a me 3 ' ] ) ;
for($a O;$a<4;$a++)

echo ($names [$a] . "<br>") ;
}
else

Local i'ltranet

$names - array("Simon","Liz", "Gemma","Hayley");
?>

< orm c ion='<?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method='post'>
<h2 This form contains a hidden array .</h2>

<?php
for($a=O;$ <4;$a++)

echo("<input type-'hidden ' name-'name$a' value-'" .
$names[$a] ."'>");

?>
<input type= , submit , name='submit'>

Iform>

A for loop is then used to display the contents of the array:
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!f (isset($]OST["submit"]»{
echo("The array contains:<br>");
$nam s ..

array($ POST['nameO'] ,$_POST['namel'] ,$_POST['name2'].
$_POST ['name3' J) ;

for($a=O;$ <4;$a++)
echo ($names [$a] . "cbr>");

}
else

$names .. array ("Simon". "Liz". "Gemma". "Hayley") ;

?>

As in the previous example the next part of the script outputs the form:

<form action- '< ?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method='post'>
ch2>This form contains a hidden array.</h2>
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The following part of the script uses a for loop to output the values of the array as hidden
form elements. Note that each element is given a different name starting at nameD then
namel and so on:

<?php
[ r($a-O; $a< 4 ; $a ++)

echo("< i npu t type-'hidden' name ='name$a' value '" .
sn mea Lsa l . " ' > ") ;

u t ype. 'submi t ' name -'submit' >
form>

While the above example works there is another way that we can accomplish the same
thing, but in a more elegant way. Consider the following script, which does exactly the
same thing as the previous one, but using a different technique:

<?php

II Form V lldation and Data Retention - Example 19-11
11---------------- - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -
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if (isset ($_POST[ "s ub mi t " ] » {
echo(" The array contains: <br>");
$name - $_POST['name');
$names = explode ( "I" •$name ) ;
for($a-O ; $ <4 ; $ + + )

echo ($names [$a] . "<br>" );
}
else
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$names :< array( "Simon". "Liz". "Gemma", "Hayley" );
$name .. i mp l ode ( "I" , $names ) ;

?>

<form action-'<?php e c ho ($_SERVER[ "PHP_SELF" ) ?>' method='post'>
<h2>This f o rm cont a i ns a hidden array.< /h2>

<"php
echo("<input t ype- ' h i dde n ' name -'name' value-'$n me'>" );
?>
<input type= 'submi t ' name .. 'submit'>
</form>

The script checks that the form has been submitted and if so uses the explodet) function
(introduced in Chapter 16) to extract a single string of name separated by "I" characters
into an array, which is then displayed using a for loop:

if(isse 1$]OST["submit"]» {
e ("The array contains: <br>") ;
$ mp - $_POST['name'];

m s explode ("I". $name) ;
for/$a=O;$a<4;$a++)

cho($names[$a] . "<br>");

If the form has not been submitted then the array is created and the implodet) function
used to create a single string of the array contents, separated with the ''I''character:

else (
$n mes .. array ("Simon", "Liz", "Gemma". "Hayley" );
$name - i mplode ( I" . $n mes ) ;

The form is output as before:
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<form ction '<?p hp echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method:'post'>
<h2>Th is form contains a hidden array.< /h2 >
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However, instead of having to output a number of hidden variables only the single
imploded string has to be included:

<?php
echo( "< i np u t type-'hidden' name-'name' value-'$name' >");
?>
<input t ype- 'su bmi t ' n me-'submit' >
</form>

Figure 19.10 illustrates the output from the two previous scripts .

search Favortes

http://bCaIlOStIphpbook/example19-10.php Go

The array contains:
Simon
Liz
Gemma
Hayley

hi orm cont in

Submit Query

Done

hidden rr y.

locallltranet

Figure 19.10 The correct way ofpassing an array.

Summary
This chapter has illustrated how form validation can be performed and why it is an
important aspect of user interaction. We have seen how form data can be maintained
between each redisplay of the form and thus remove the need for the user to retype and
select the form data when not required. In the following chapter we examine some of the
security aspects of using forms and the potential dangers that they can create.
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Introduction
Many Web applications use common authentication/login methods. These grant access to
the system to specific users and prevent unauthorized access to those who do not have
access rights . However, simply using a password to login into a system is not the only way
to secure a Web-based system. Encryption methods should be used for storing passwords
in database or text files. In addition referral pages can be checked to determine that the
data being passed to a Web page is in fact coming from an expected source and not an
unknown one. In this chapter we examine how to make your on-line Web systems more
secure.

Encryption Methods
Encryption increases security in all network systems. With encryption we can be
reasonably sure that no one will be able to steal our passwords and gain unauthorized
access to the system. PHP supports two encryption methods that are commonly used
to protect data - the MD5 and CRYPT methods. These are supported through the two
functions md50 and cryptt), the formats of which are:

Function prototypes:

string md5 (string word );

string crypt (string word . string option);

Function arguments and return details:

Type ion

5tOO9 Stnng 10bel'ooypt~
String CRYPT_SID_DES S ndard 0 based ll(rypbOn

With a 2 r!f salt
CRYPT_EXT_OES E nded DfS based ll(ryptlOn
WI ha 9-<hara<t!f salt
CRYPT 05- 05!fI(ryp Ith a12-dwa<tersalt
tartlll9WIth S1S

CRYPT_BlOWflSH BIowfISh!flCryp Ith a 1~

char ersaltstartmgWIth $2$
ryp ~stnll9
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Function examples:

$encrypt - md5($text) ;
$encrypt2 = crypt ($ t ext , CRYPT STD DES);

The following example script illustrates the use of these functions:

<?php

II Secu • ( T sues Example 20 1

11------------------- --
d e f i n e ( "TEST ,. es " );
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$ nc ypt
$encryp 2

",.jr, (TEST) ;
clypt(TEST , CRYPT_STD_DES );

echo "$e 1 I ypt <P >$enc rypt 2 " ;
?>

The output of the text "test" after encryption is:

MD5:
Crypt:

098f6bcd4621d373cade4e832627b4f6
1$MDgPcadkr82

Of the two, MD5 is the faster and most common encryption method. The encrypted sting
is 32-characters long and cannot be decrypted easily. When we use CRYPT the output
encrypted string is random and cannot be easily used for Web authentication methods.

Login and Authentication

Using secure forms along with encrypted passwords we can ensure that our scripts will
have the maximum security and only permit the right access to those who have permission
to access these systems. There are two types of authentication: the simple login form and
HTTP authentication. The second method uses the authentication module from Apache
and is more secure and very difficult to break. Passwords should be encrypted and stored
encrypted. In this case if someone reads the password file it is impossible for him to use
them as they cannot be decrypted.

Simple Form Login System Using aPassword File with Single User

The following script illustrates checking of passwords using the username "john" and
encrypted password "test":
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<? ph

// S C l Tssues - Example 20-2

// ---------- ----------------------
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if (t s I _POST [ " s u bmi t " ) ) ) (

$ sa - rray("john", "098f6bcd4621d373cade4e832627b4f6");

C 0 "Login Successfull";

I f
(mdS(~ P
{

?>

ST ["US rname")
r "p a s s wo r d " ) )

.. "$userpass[O)") AND
$userpass[l)))

<h m >

<body
<form
Usern
<br>
Pa s swo
<bt
<input
<inpu
</fo
</ od
</htm

o or- " # FFFFFF " text-"#OOOOOO">
"form I " method "post" action "">

ut type-"text" name."username">

<1 put type ="password" name."password">

-"sub mi t " name ="submit" value="Login">
ype_"rese t " name "Submit2" value-"Reset">

The above script checks if the form has been submitted:

if (isset ($_POST[ "sub mi t " ) ))

If so then the password array is initiated:

$userpass '" array ("john", "098f6bcd4621d373cade4e832627b4f6");

If the username and passwords match a message is output to this effect:

i f « $_ POST [ "u s e r n a me " ) == "$userpass[O) II ) AND
(mdS($_POST["password " )) == $userpass[l) ))
{
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echo "Login Successfull";

?>

The final part of the script creates the user form:

ut ype "password" name -"password">

value-"Login">
va lue-nReset">

"#FFFFFF " text -"#OOOOOO">
rml " method-"post" action="">

Jt t yp = " t xt" name="username">

<html>
<body bgcol
<form
Us rn
<bI>
Password.
<br>
<input
<i pu
</ nrm>
</bo y
</h ml>

Secure HTTP Authentication Using Apache

When you are using an Apache server there is another form of authentication which can
be used. This uses the function headert) to send a HTTP header to the browser :

Function prototype:

voidheader (stringhttpHeader);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

httpHe d r
header() returns

Type

String
VOid

Description

HTIP header
Returns nothing

Function example:

header {"WWW-Authentica te : Basic realm='''Secure Login''''' );

The following script illustrates an example of using this function:
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?ph

I 5 elY ssu s - Ex mple 20-3
// - - - - - -
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y("john", "098f6bcd4621d373c de4e832627b4f6");

i f ( ( 1 5E VER["PHP_AUTH_USER"]»
y($_SBRVER["PHP_AUTH_PW"]»

SERVER["PHP_AUTH_USER"] I $userpass[O])
m 5 ($ _SERVER ["PHP_AUTH_PW"]) I- $userpass [1]»

- Au t he n c e: B sic re 1m "S cur Login "");
401 Un uthorized") ;

c ho "Log l n File. Try ag in";

Succ ssful!";
?

In this example we use the HTTP authentication method to secure any access on our
system. We use the headerO function to send an "Authentication Required" message to
the client browser causing it to pop up a Username/Password input window. Once the
user has filled in a username and a password, the URL containing the PHP script will be
invoked with the predefined variables PHP_AUTH_USER and PHP_AUTH_PW, containing
the username and password. The popup window generated is illustrated in Figure 20.1.

Checking Referral Pages
When a registration script is being developed maximum security must be taken in order to
protect the system from unwelcome, massive or automatic registrations that might harm
our system and our database where all usernames/passwords are kept. It is very easy for
someone to create a simple script to generate e.g. 100,000 random usernames in order to
"flood" your application with logins.

For example, imagine that you have a Web form for on-line registration. This form
consists of two textboxes (one for the username and the other one for a password) and a
submit button. Assume that the first textbox is named "user", the second textbox is named
"pass" and submit button's name is "submit". When a HTTP Post is made (when you press
the Submit button) these three variables ($user, $pass, $submit) are passed to the script
and this registers the user.

Well, this is what is supposed to happen. But, what if someone (on another site) creates a
Web script which passes the same three variables to your registration script? What will
happen if this script is run a million times? Well, it may allow someone to break into
your application through automatically generated random username and passwords. The
solution is to ensure that your script checks the "referrer" of the page. In others words the
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Connecting105IlI1OIlscomput r

..

fassword:

oRemember my pa rd

o II CAnal

0penilQ page http://IocaI1OStIphpboo Local ntJanet

Figure 20.1 Standard HTIP authorization type.

name of the Web page/script which passed the data to your script. If it is not the name you
were expecting then you can ignore the data .

Consider the following example:

<?php

II Securlty sues - Example 20-4
//---- - ----------------
if (is. t ($ F VER ["HTTP_REFERER" 1»

if ($ SERVER["H'M'P_REFERERfll ==
flhttp:/tlc.c lhost/phpbook/example20-4.phpfl)

it ( PI) T[flsubmit"])
echo "Registration Successful!";

hw "Wlong referral page. Registration failed";
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7>

<html>
<body bgcolor "#FFFFFF" text="#OOOOOO">
<form nam "formI" method-"post" action-"">
Username"
<input type-"text" name-"user">
<br>
Password.
<input type-"text" name-"pass">
<br>
Email:
<input type-"text" n me-"email">
<b >

<br>
<inpu type-"submit" n m -'submit" value-"Register">
<input type-"reset" name="Submit2" value="Reset">
</ f o rm>
</body >
</htm.l>
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In this example the referral page is http://1ocalhost/phpbookJexample20-4.php. You will
need to alter this depending on the name and location of where you store your scripts on
your PHP server. The script is divided into two main parts, the first checks if the referrer
page and the second displays the form which the user would normally complete in order to
"register" with the application. Figure 20.2 illustrates the output from this script.

Redirecting the User
In many cases (often concerning security) you may wish to direct the user to a new Web
page automatically to stop them using the current page. We can accomplish this with the
headerO function introduced previously in this chapter, but with now using the "Location:
" string, for example:

header ( "Lo c a t i o n : example20-5.php");

Tosee an example of this working first create the following script:

<?php

/ / Sf" ~r rv Issues - Example 20-5

//--------------- ------ -----------
echo Th1 i s a different page";

?>
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Regi tratio ucce sful!

I
__I

U emam :L
Pa word: [

.:....::......!=.~~====;-----'

Email :

Figure 20.2 Correct referral page.

Next, create the following script which is a modification of example20-2 .php:

7ph

II cu
1-----

y 88U 8 20-6

f 88 - ] » {

$uaerpal18 09 6be 62 3 6 );

5

}
e18

.Xj.~).l.20- 5.

OOOOOO-~

c on.--.. .",
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Password:<input t ype- "pa s s wo r d " name -"password" >
<br>
<input type="submi t " name ,.lIsubmit" value=ILogin">
<input type="reset " name - ISubmit2" value="Reset" >
</form>
</body>
</html>
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The only difference between the above script and the previous example is that now if the
password and username do not match then the user is redirected to page example20-5.php

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of Web applications security using login and
register systems. Wehave also illustrated the most common methods for encrypting strings
and passwords and how these can be implemented to secure our authentication scripts.
Finally the "referral page check" solution has been introduced to prevent unwanted or
automated registrations. In the next chapter we shall examine how we can e-mail users
and how we can create plain or HTMLstyle e-mail messages.



E-mailing Users

Introduction
E-mail has become one of the key means of electronic communication. PHP includes
function support for e-mail creation and interactivity. In this chapter we introduce the
mailt) function which is widely used within PHP scripts in order to send raw text, HTML
and MIME-type messages to one or more recipients at the same time. In addition to
demonstrating how to use this function in its basic form, we shall also examine some of the
mailO function's more advanced features. These include the means to enable extra headers
to be defined, change the type of the e-mail being sent, define reply addresses and other
useful attributes.

The MaiiO Function
Sending e-mail with PHP is very simple. In order to do this we use themailOfunction.This
allows us to transmit the message from a source mail server to a target e-mail account on
the same or another mail server. In order to use this function successfully, you must have
access to a mail server. The appropriate mail client that is to be used is defined within the
php.ini file. By default the section of the php.ini file appropriate to mail is as follows:

[rna il f net ion)
; For Win32 only.
SMTP - localhost ; for Win32 only

; For Wln32 only.
sendmail from - me.localhost.com ; for Win32 only

; For Unix only. You y supply argum nts a well (def ult:
"sendmail t -'").
;sendmailj>ath ..

Whether your PHP server is running on a UNIX or a Windows environment will depend
on how you should configure this file. In the case of a Windows user you must configure the
location of your SMTP mail server and your e-mail address. UNIX users need to enter the
location of their sendmail application which is normally "/usrlbin/sendmail" by default.
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The format of the mailO function is as follows:

Function prototype:

bool mail (stringto,string subject, string message, string headers );

Function arguments and return details:

PHP and MySQL Manual

Name

to
subject
message
headers
maiiO returns

Function example:

Type

String
String
String
String
Boolean

Description

Message recipient
Subject ofmessage
The message body
Additional headers onthemessage
"TRUE" if the mail was successfully accepted for
delivery:FALSE"otherwise

mail ("someone@ex a mp l e . com",
3 ") ;

The mailO function consists of four attributes. The first attribute is used to specify the
destination mail account where the message should be sent. The second attribute is the
text which will appear in the subject line of the message. The third attribute is the text
which will appear in the body of the message. Finally, the fourth attribute can be used to
specify additional parameters and headers. Weshall consider these later in this chapter but
for now let us look at how we can send a simple mail message.

Sending Mail
Youcan use the following simple format of the mailt) function to send a fast plain message
to an e-mail account. In this example the e-mail account is: stobbie1966@yahoo.co.uk. Note
that this example does not use the fourth attribute of the mailO function:

?ph

y

?

Em

1.L

mp 2-1

19 6 yahoo .co .uk", "Hello·, "H 110 Stobbie, how re

When you execute this script using your Web browser you will get no message displayed
indicating that the message has been sent. In fact you will get nothing displayed in the
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Figure 21.1 Receiving asmall e-mail.
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Webbrowser window at all. However,an examination of Stobbie's inbox will reveal that the
e-mail message sent by the PHP script has been sent. This is illustrated in Figure 21.1 .

Note that the sender is simon@mailserver.com. PHP uses a common mail account
gateway for all messages, as defined within the php.ini file. On many servers the mail
gateway for PHP is the main e-mail accountofthehostserver(e.g.root@mailserver.com).
In order to use a personal e-mail account we would either have to modify the php.ini
file each time or, more sensibly, we can add some extra header information to the mailt)
function.

Sending Mail with Headers

The fourth argument of the rnailf) function enables us to provide additional header
information about the e-mail we wish to send. Multiple extra headers are separated with
carriage returns and new-line characters (\r\n). The header "From:" specifies the real e
mail address of the message we wish to send. The header "Reply-To:" specifies the reply
address shown when the recipient clicks on the e-mail message to send a reply. The
following script illustrates the use of these headers:
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<?php

/lEmail Example 21 -2

//---------------------
$e-mail ... "stobbie1966 ahoo.co.uk";
$subJect • "Hello";
$m ssage "He 10 Stobbie, how are you?";

$headers - "From: simon omain.net\r\n";
$headers .- "Reply-To: simon@domain.net"i

mai l($e -ma ' l , $subjec , $message, $headersl;

?>
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This script first defines various variables which are used to store the various attributes
required of the mailt) function:

$e-mal.l
$8ubjeC't
$message

$headers
$header

" obbl.e1966 yahoo.co.uk";
10" ;

" ello Sto bbie, how are you?";

" rom: simon@d oma i n . ne t r \n";
'R ply-To : s i mo n omain .net";

These are then passed as arguments in the function call:

mail($e-m 1', $subjec t , $message, $headersl i

Once again nothing is displayed in the browser window. However, an examination of the
user's inbox will reveal that the message has been received and now has a different sender.
This is shown in Figure 21.2.

Sending aComplexlHTML E-mail

Sometimes there is a need to create more colourful messages instead of simple raw text
ones. More sophisticated HTML-based e-mails can be composed by inserting HTML code
into the message attribute of the mailt) function. However, simply doing this is not enough
to enable the e-mail message to include and display the HTML.In addition some additional
headers are required in order to define the content type of the message. These headers are:

$headers - "MIME-Vers i o n : 1 .0 r \n";
$headers .- "Conten t- t ype : text/html; charset=iso-8859 -1\r\n";
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Figure 21 .2 Receiving an e-mail with extra headers.
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MIME stands for Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions. MIME extends the format of
Internet mail to allow more sophisticated non-textual-based e-mail messages. The e-mail
client needs to know what version of MIME we are using so the MIME header defines
the MIME version. The Content-type header is a mandatory header which specifies the
format of the message body (in this case text and HTML)and the character set being used.
The following example illustrates sending an HTML-style e-mail message to three users
simultaneously:

<?php

IIEma~ mple 21·3
11- ---- --------------

II Sen T
$to
$to
$to

II •,
If ;
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IISub)e
$subJect

IIHTML M
$m ss 9
< tml>
<body bgr ,
<diva
<hI HAPP
<br.>
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message
'Happy Christmas!";

ge

-"I/FFFFCC" text "#000000">
nter">

';

II To
Sheade
$he d r

border .. "O" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="2"

r-"#CC9900">
or-"#CCOOOO">Company Meeting:</td>
'CoIt >

-"#CC9900">
"#CCOOOO">New year's Eve Party:</td>

2 ... : 00 It>

d H ML mail we must define the Content-type header
MIM -Version: 1.0 r nn;
" .ontent-type: text/html; charset-iso-8859-1 r n";

II From Ie der
Shead ~. "From: Company Name <infO@company.com> r n";

maillS • $.ubject, $message, $headersl;

?>

The script first defines the variable $to, which is used to store the list of e-mail recipients,
and the variable $subject containing the text which will appear in the message subject:

II Send To
$to .. "9 obb
$to .- "kell
$to "rna

e19G6eyahoo. c o . u
o II;

" ;

!" ;
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M"j~Ba,ge

1 "385" border="O" cellspacing="2" cellpadding-"2"

r-"#CC9900">
t-"#CCOOOO">Company Meeting:</td>

I </ d>

The next block of code defines the HTML message body which is stored in variable
$message:

IIHTML
$mess 9
<html>
<body bgl:c..u -"#FFFFCC" text "#000000">
~div .1g "center">
<h1.HAPPY NEW YEAR!</h1>
<bI:
<table w
heigh

e t r bgr.
<td c

d>
</tr
<t -"#CC9900">

<td bg :>::'orm"#CCOOOO">New year's Eve Party:</td>
c.td>- . 'J d»

<It I:
< / b' >

<r IV>

< body
< tm >

Finally, the message headers are defined and the mail function invoked:

TML mail we must define the Content-type header
MIME-Version: 1.0 r n";
'Con ent-type: text/html; charset=iso 8859-1 r nO;

r

"From; Company Name <info company.com> r n";

mail C$t

?>

slbject, $message, $headers);

Each recipient will receive an e-mail message which, when viewed using the mail tool, will
look like the example shown in Figure 21.3.

Creating an E-mail Form
More and more often these days, Web sites provide e-mail forms giving users the ability
to send messages directly to the site manager or individual within an organization. This
is usually known as a "feedback form" or ..e-mail form". In order to create a typical
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1 .•"',.u..... .C''''..• ' ~tII"'·...." "'. .... " c<>ff"'I'''' .' I.~ ".' _ C x

skycorn »

--

HAPPY E YEAR!

Figure 21.3 Receiving acomplexlHTML e-mail.

feedback form a simple HTML form is required with three or more textboxes and one
submit button (sometimes a reset button is also used to reset all data in the fields). The
first textbox contains the name of the user who is actually sending the e-mail. The second
textbox contains the user's e-mail so that the site can reply back to the user and the third
textbox contains the actual message of the mail. Here is an example of such a form:

<?php

IIEmail - Example 21- 4
11---------------------
II If button is pres s ed send message

H(isset $_POST["submi t " l) ) {

$name .. $_POST[ "n m "1;
$ ss&ge .. $_POST["message"];
$e-mail .. $_POST[IIe-mail lll;

$comments .. $n me wrot : In/ n $message";
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$sendllld ... 1 - mail("stobbie1966 yahoo.co.uk", $comments, $message,
"From: $ ~ '1");

if '$sendmail)
cho "Message sent successfully!";

el
"'ho "Message could not be sent";

?:>

r "#FFFFFF" text-"#OOOOOO":>
'forml" method-"post" action-"<?php echo
P SELF"I; ?:>":>

m ssage:</b:><br:>
"7S\" border-"O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"

<h ml:>
<body bgc
<form na
$_SERVE t-

<b:>Sen
<t bl
h ight

• t r '>

< d m td:>
<td> 1 put type-"text" name-"name":></td:>
!tr

<tr:>
<td

ype."text" name-"e-mail":></td:>
Itl.

r:>
<td>
<td>
.. tr

..I abl :>
inpu

<'npu
</form:>
</body:>
</h ml>

9 ·<'td>
rea name="message" cols="40" rows."4"></textarea:></td:>

"submit" name-"submit" value="Send Message">
ore et" name."reset" value-"Reset">

The first part of this script checks that the form has been submitted:

If so, the data from the form are extracted and the mailO function is used to send an e-mail :

ST ["nam "I;
$ ST ["m s 9 "I;

POST ["e - i P) ;
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,..,., s "$name wro e: In/n $message";
$aeI ~ ... " ma~l("stobbieI966 yahoo.co.uk". $comments, $message,

"From: $ -m i I") ;

A message is then displayed indicating whether the message was sent successfully:

endmail)
echo "Message sent successfullyl";

echo "Message could not be sent";

The final part of the script outputs the HTML form:

<html:>
<body coloI-"#FFFFFF" text-"#OOOOOO":>
<form "formI" method="post" action-"<?php echo
$_SERVERl"PfP_SELF"]; 7:>":>

<b:>Send a message:</b:><br:>
<t bI ~h-"75'" border-nO" cellspacing="O" cellpadding-"o"
heigh

<tr:>
..td> me. ltd:>
< d <'nput type-"text" name-"name"></td:>

<ttL'

< r.>
l·</td>

type "tex " name."e-m il":></td:>
<I '.
< :>

t >M
td

<It I

<I abl
<inpu yp
~npu yp

<tform
</body>
<thtml

ge:</td:>
area name-"message" cols-"40" rows-"4"></textarea></td>

"submit" nam -"submit" value-"Send Messag ">
"reset" name-"reset" value-"Reset">

Figure 21.4 illustrates the form with which the user interacts to send an e-mail message.

Summary
This chapter has shown how PHP can be used to send an e-mail to a user entirely
automatically or with user interaction via a Web mail form. Two different styles of e-rnails
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E-mail: I~ ---J

Me e:
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Send Message

Figure 21 .4 Asimple Web mail form.

have been introduced, enabling the user to send either simple or more complex messages.
In the following chapter we shall introduce the concept of cookies and illustrate how these
can be used to interact with the user.
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Retaining Data Across Pages



Cookies

Introduction
This chapter introduces the concept of cookies. Cookies are a means of storing variable
data locally on the user's computer. Cookies can be stored on every user's computer and
the data stored in each of these cookies can be different. Therefore, by using cookies we
are able to store user preferences and thus provide a customized dynamic experience for
each user accessing a Website. Common examples of this are e-commerce sites which allow
every user to select the different products they wish to purchase.

Create aCookie
To create a cookie we need to use the setcookie function.

Function prototype:

bool setcookie (string name.string value. intexpire, string path, string domain, intsecure)

With the setcookiel) function all the arguments except the name argument are optional. If
only the name argument is present, a cookie by that name will be deleted from the remote
client. You may also replace any argument with an empty string ("n) in order to skip that
argument.

Function arguments and return details:

n

urns

T

Stnng
Snng
Intpget'

Stnng
Stnng

Boole n

600Iea

filf
Oa tobf s cook
Oat nng that defi~ die valid lif
cookie
Su~ofU madom nforwhKht c
Domain nn t of tM c made WIth the
Internet domam n ITIt' oft bos from which t URI.
wlUbef ched
If t to T It will only be tr nsmitted if 1M
commun s noel withdie hostISsew
TRUE" onsuccess, FALSE" onf Jlu
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Function examples:
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$v lu I;
$valu ,time(I+36001;
$v lue,tlm (I 3600, "/usern mel",

When using the cookie function you will need to know the following:

t/ Cookies will not become visible until the next loading of a page for which the cookie
should be visible. To test whether a cookie was successfully set, check for the cookie on
the next loading page before the cookie expires. The expire time is set via the expire
parameter.

t/ Cookies must be deleted with the same parameters with which they were set.
t/ Cookies' names can be set as array names and will be available to your PHP scripts as

arrays but separate cookies are stored on the user's system. You may wish to consider
using the explodeO or serializeO functions to set one cookie with multiple names and
values.

Consider the following example which illustrates the setcookieO function:

<7php

II Cook' Example 22-1

/1---------------------
$valu "H~llo. this is a text into cookie";
setcoo le 'TestCookie", $value,time()+3600);

7>

The output from this script is not very exciting. In fact, nothing is outputted and the
browser screen remains blank. In order to see that we have successfully set our cookie,
we need to know how to read them.

Reading aCookie

Viewing and accessing cookies is easy - you simply treat them as a predefined variable. We
mentioned in Chapter 9 that cookie variables could be accessed using the array $_COOKIE
and this is exactly how we shall access them. Remember that cookies will not become
visible until the page from which the cookie should be visible is loaded. To test whether
a cookie has been successfully set, check for the cookie on the next loading page before
the cookie expires. The following script illustrates that we can access the cookies we have
created and display them:
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<?php

II Cook ie Example 22 -2

11---------------------
$v lue - "Hello, this is text into cookie";
setcookie ( "Te s t Co o k i e " , $value,time() +36001 ;

7>

<html>
<body >

<b >Tes Cookie contains:</b>

<?php echo($_COOKIE["TestCookie ]1; ?>

</bo y >
</h t ml>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 22.1.

: Hello, this is a text into cookie

Figure 22.1 Cookie variable displayed.

Local Intranet
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Another way to check if a cookie is set correctly and to read its data is to use the phpinfoO
function:

<? p hp

II Cookie - Example 22-3

1/------------- --------
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,t;
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This script invokes the phpinfoO function which displays the information about the PHP
environment. When displayed, if you scroll down the browser display window you come to
the PHP variables section. Note that the second and third lines in the PHP variables table
contain the following entries: _COOKIE["TestCookie"]. This is illustrated in Figure 22.2.

Delete aCookie

We have already shown that cookies can be created with in-built expiry times; but what if
you wished to delete a cookie that you had created that did not contain such an expiry time
or wished to delete a cookie sooner than you had planned? To force the expiry of a cookie,
set a negative expiry time. The syntax should be the same as with the creation of a cookie.

setcooki ("Tes t Coo k i e " , "",time( )-36001;
S cooki ( "Te s t Coo k i e " , "",time ( ) -3600, " fusernamef",
"d n.com " . 11 ;

or

Array Cookies
It is possible to store an array in a cookie. However, we need to store each element of the
array separately within the cookie, like this:

setcoo~ie ( "c oo k i e [0] ", "cookiethree");
setcookie ("cookie[I]", "cookietwo");
setcookie ( "c oo k i e [2 ] " , "cookieone");
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http://bCilIlOStIphpbook/example22-3.php

PHP Variable

Go
..
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Figure 22.2 Viewing cookies withphpinfol).

Although the array elements have to be stored separately. when we come to read the array
it will be returned as an array which we can access:

$liat $ COOKIE ["cookie") ;

The following script illustrates setting and accessing an array using cookies:

/ I Coo Bxampl 22 4/1 _
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ERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'I;
ERVER['HTTP USER AGENT'];
f'OS') ;

5etcook
SE' "'ooyi
se COOk1

7>

<html>
<body>

<?ph

$1' t

cho
ec
echc.

ook i [0]". "$address", time()+200);
II,.. ok i e [l)II, "$browser", time () +200) ;
cookie[2J", "$05", time()+200);

'r E["cookie");

.P AddrE's5:</b> $list[O]";
" .,
lient Browser:</b> $list[l]";

r I'" < >" .,
cho" > Op rating system:</b> $list[2] ";

?>

<'body>
</h "I >

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 22.3.

IT

IE 6.0; Window

Figure 22.3 Arrays and cookies.
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Multi-data Cookies
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Another way of storing multiple variable data within a cookie is to create a string with
all preferred information stored within it and pass it as a single value to the cookie. We
can then use the explodeO function to extract all the information from the cookie. This
technique does require a more complex structure for the data to be inserted into the cookie
but does not require an array of cookies.

Consider the following example, which is a rewrite of the previous script but uses the
multi-data method:

<? p hp

/1 Cookie - Example 22 -5

//------------- --------
$addre s s $_SERVER [ ' REMOTE_ ADDR ' ] ;
$brows r - $_SERVER [ ' HTTP_USER_ AGENT' ] ;
$os : $_SERVER[ ' OS ' ] ;

$info "$address : :$browser: :$os";

ae t cook i e ("dat ", "$info", time ( ) +200) ;

7>

chtml>
cbody>

c7php

$readcookie - $_COOKI E [ "da t a " ] ;
$list - explode ( " : : " , $readcookie);

echo ncb> IP Address :c/b> $list[O]";
echo "cbr> " ;
echo "<b> Cl i e n t Browser:c/b> $list[lj";
echo "cbr>" ;
echo "cb> Operating system:c /b> $list[2]";

?>

</body>
</html>
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Creating aMembers System
We can use cookies to create a members system. We shall use a form to get an appropriate
username and password. On successful entry, the supplied username is added by a cookie
on the client's computer. The system checks if the cookie exists: if yes a "Hello user"
message is printed; if not , a message "Not a valid username or password" is shown:

<?php

II Cook.
II

ample 22 6

$usern m
$p ssworri -

n ~monn;

"123 ~";

i f t i. s ($ ST [ , login' ] ) ) (

1f($ PO • L'i.lSer'] - "$username" && $_POST('pass'] ... "$password")

co e ("member", "$username", tim () +600) ;
s {
eta valid us rn me or password";

?>
<h m'>
<head>

< i > mI: r </title>
</head>
<body bq ...0 "#FFFFFF" text-"1I000000">

</b>";
COOKIE['member']»{

110 <b> $_COOKIE[membp.r]

" b> 0 logged in </b>";
"".form name",'forml' method-'post' action-">";
Username: <input type-' text' name-'user'><br>";

sword: <input type-'password' name-'pass'><br>";
1nput type-' submit , name-' login' value., ' Login to

<?ph
if (18

e c"
}else

p'C f"l

ecr (.0 " , t orms v ,

?>

<I ody>
</html>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 22.4.
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Username: pi========9
Password: I

Login to members area

Favorb!s
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Figure 22.4 Members system.

In our previous script we have shown how to login members into our system. The
following script can be used to verify a logged-in member on any page under the member's
site and redirect non-authorized members to a login page. If the cookie exists, the script
"resets" the cookie's expire time to 10 minutes. This script needs to be placed on every
page within the members system. Remember this file should be included at the beginning
of every page.

<?php

II Cook~e Example 22-7
1/

if ( i s IS COOKI E [ ' me mbe r ' ] ) l{
I" t)o ld e ( "me mbe r " , liS_COOKIE [member] ", time()+600);

}el e{
'1FADER (1I10ca ion: example22-6.php");

7>

Note that this script uses the HEADERO function to redirect the user automatically to a
new Web page.

Function prototype:

Int header(string location);
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Function arguments and return details :
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N me

location
head r() retums

Summary

Type

String
Int

Description

Name ofthe Web page
Retums "TRUE" if redirection isokay and "FALSE" if not

This chapter has introduced the concept of cookies and illustrated their use. Wehave shown
how cookies can be set and removed if required. In the next chapter we shall introduce a
similar technology - that of sessions.



Session Management

Introduction
We have seen in the previous chapter that cookies can be useful for maintaining user
specific information. However,cookies can be disabled and/or deleted. What we really need
is a means by which user-specific information can be created, preserved across multiple
Web accesses and all this performed as automatically as possible . Session support in PHP
provides this facility and, as we shall show, it will enable you to build more interesting Web
sites that enable more user-specific customization.

What Are Sessions?
Sessions are a mechanism for storing different information for each user who accesses your
Web system. Essentially, sessions allow variables and their values to be stored for each and
every user. The values of these variables can differ for every user and, thus, enable different
users to be assigned different preferences.

How Do Sessions Work?
Sessions work by assigning a visitor a unique id, known as a session id. This is stored in
a cookie by the user or is embedded as part of the URL. A session id looks something like
this:

sess_f231be97d 4 6 f b l c a 96c 1 32 3e SSf 4 52 3 f

On the server a session file is created with the same name. This file is used to store the
values of the variables assigned to the session. The contents of a session file may look like
this:

count,.:lSonamel s : 5 : "S i mon " ;-_._-----_.-

In this example, count is a variable which has been stored in the session . The variable count
is of type integer and contains the value 18. name is a variable of type string and contains
the value "Simon".
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So how do we create a session? Well, the first thing that we need to do is to invoke the
session_startO function:

Function prototype:

Bool session_start(void)

Function arguments and return details:

Name T~e

session_startO returns Bool

Function example:

ses s i o n_ s t a r t ( ) ;

Description

Returns "TRUE"

The session_startO function checks whether a session has been created for this user and if
not creates one. If a session exists then, all variables and their values are retrieved and are
available for use. The function always returns true.

Session variables are registered using the $_SESSION associative array. For example:

$_ SESS I ON [ ' c ou nt' ] = 0 ;

This line of code registers a variable called count with the session. Each user will have
their own separate session file and variable values. Let's consider a simple example of this.

Counting the Number ofAccesses
Using what we have learnt so far we can use sessions to enable us to determine the number
of accesses to a page that a specific user has made. Consider the following script:

<? php
II Sessions - Ex a mp l e 23-1
II -

s ession st rt() ;
if (!iss t($_SESSION[ ' c oun t ' ]))

$_SESSIO ['count ' ] = 0;
else

$_SESSI0 ['count '] ++ ;
echo Hello. you have accessed this page" . $_SESSION["count"]
" times. It;

?>
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This script invokes the session_startO function either to create a new session or to access
an existing one. The variable count is registered with the session and set to zero if it has
not been previously registered:

if (li_set ($ _SESSION[ 'count ')))
$_SESSION['count') = 0;

Otherwise the variable count is then incremented and an echo statement used to output
the value of count:

else
$_SE S ON[ 'coun t ' ] +

echo"H 0, you have accessed this page" . $_SESSION["count"]
" times. ,

Each time the user accesses the page the value of $count is incremented and stored in
the session file. The effect is to create a user-specific counter that records the number
of accesses to the page that a particular user has made. The output from the script is
illustrated in Figure 23.1.

Hello, you have accessed this page 2 times.

local iltranet

Figure 23.1 User page counter.

Of course, Figure 23.1 doesn't prove that the session is actually working. What we need
to do is to encourage another user to access the same page and see if the script is able to
track the accesses for that user separately from yours. One way of emulating this is to open
a new browser window and point this at the same script. The two browser windows should
maintain the page accesses for each "user" separately.

Obtaining aSession Id

You can obtain the value of the current session id using the function session_idO - the
format of this function is:
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Function prototype:

string sessionj d([string id));

Function arguments and return details:
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Name

id
session_idOreturns

Function example:

Si d = s e s s i on id ( );

Type

String
String

Description

Replacement session id
Session id

Allowing a User to Choose the Page Colours
We started this chapter by explaining that sessions allow us to customize a Web page for
individual users but so far we have seen little evidence of this. Let's use the knowledge we
have gained to create a script that allows a user to change the background colour of the
Web page. The following script illustrates that, by using session variables, a user can adjust
the background and foreground colours of a Web site to their own personal tastes :

<?php
II Sessions
11- - - -

Example 23-2

session_start() ;

if (lisset($ SESSION('bgCol'])
$_SESSION [ 'bgCol '] = 0;

if (lisset($ SESSION('textCol']))
$_5E 5ION['textCol'] • 0;

if (isset ($ _POST["submit"])) {
$bgCol $_P05T["nbgCol"];
$textCol = $ POST ["ntextCol"] ;
$_SESSION['bgCol'] ~ $bgCol;
$ SESSION('textCol'] = $textCol;
echo ("<body bgcolor. , $bgCol , text='$textCol'>");

?>
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<h2>Wh Colours would you like?</h2>
<form action.. , <?php echo($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]) ?>' method.'post'>
Background Colour: <select name.'nbgCol'>

<option>red</option>
<option>green</option>
<opt10n blue</option>
<optlon>cyan</option>
<option>yellow</option>

</sel c
<br>
Text Colour: <select nam .'ntextCol'>

<op ion>red</option>
<option>green</option>
<op ion>blue</option>
<option>cyan</option>
<opt10n>yellow</option>

</ s e l e c t
<br><br>
<input type-'submit' n m .' ubmit'>

The script begins by declaring a session and registering two variables:

sessl01 rt () ;

if $_SESSION [ ' bgCo l ' ]»
ON [ , bgCol' ) 0 ;

if $ SESSION [ ' t e x t Co l ' ]»
S~O [' tex t Co l ' ] : 0;

The values of the form variables $nbgCol and $ntextCol are checked to see if they have been
received. If so, then the session variables are set to these new values:

if (isset ($ POST["submit"]» (
$bgcol $_POST["nbgCol"] ;
$ ex Co l - $_POST[lntextCol"];
$ SESSION['bgCol') - $bgCol;
$_ E S 0 ['textCol') $textCol;
echo (" body bgcolor"'$bgCol' text.'$textCol'>");

The remainder of the script outputs the body element with the attributes bgcolor and text
to allow us to alter the background and foreground text colour. The form is also displayed
enabling us to choose the background colour from a selection menu:
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<h2>What Colours would you like?</h2>
<form act:Lon-' <?php echo ($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]I ?>' method-'post'>
Background Colour: <select name~'nbgCol'>

optlon red</option>
<option>green</op ion>
<op ion>blu </option>
<option cy n</option>

<option>y 1 0 <lop on>
</selec ~

<br>
Text Colou : <select name- 'ntextCol'>

<option>red</option>
<op ion>green</op ion>
<option>blue</option>
<option>cy n</option>
<option>yellow</option>

<Is lec >
<br><b >
<input type 'submit' name-'submit'>

The output from this script is shown in Figure 23.2.

h t Colo rs would you like?

L.ocaI t1tranet

Figure 23.2 Changing colours.

Once again you will need to open a second browser window to prove that the session
aspect of the Web page is working correctly.
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Unregistering Variables
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Session variables can be unregistered. You may wish to do this to ensure that the session
you have created is completely clear of any variable values. The unsett) function will clear
a variable currently registered with the session and has the following format:

Function prototype:

void unset(rnixed variable);

Function arguments and return details:

Narne

variable
unset(J returns

Function example:

Type

Mixed
Void

Description

Variable tounregister
Returns nothing

unset($_SESSION[ ' bgCo l ' ] ) ;

Making Pages More Accessible

Making Web pages accessible to as many people as possible is an important aspect of Web
page design. In the following example we show how the text size of a Web page can be
adjusted by the user. The example uses two separate Web pages in order to demonstrate
that session values are accessible across mult iple pages within a Web site. The first script
should be saved as example23-3.php and this opens a session:

<?php
II Sess~ons - Exa mple 23-3
1/-

session start();
if (iese ($_S8SSIO [' s ize'] »

$Slze A $_SESSI ON[ ' si ze ' ] ;
else

$eize 3;
echo("<b sefont si z - $ ize >" );
7>

Welcome to the m in p ge. No th the t ex i s d i spl y d i n font
size hich you c n a j u s t by c licking
< href example23-4 . php> h re<1 > .
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The value of size is used to change the page basefont:

echo("cbasefont size-Ssize>");
?>

Users can elect to change the base font by clicking on the hyperlink:

Welcome to the main page. Note that the text is displayed in a
font size which you can adjust by clicking ca href-changesize.php>
herec/a>.

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 23.3.

Welcome to the main page. ote that the text is displayed in a font size
which you can adjust by clicking here.

Figure 23.3 Starting font size.

Clicking on the hyperlink in this script invokes the following script:

SESSION['size']»
$_SESSION['size'] ;

(isset($

$size 
else

$size - 3;

session start();
if (iss ($_POST['submit']»)

Seize - $_POST('size'];
$_SBSSION['size') - Ssize;

}
else {

if

}
echol"cbasefont size-$size>");
?>

c?php
II SeSS10ns - Ex mple 23-4

11------------------
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A form lS output with a selection menu a l lowing the user to c h nge
the current text size :
Adj st the Text Siz <br>
<form action='<7php echo $ SERVER ['PHP SELF'] 7>' met hod. ' pos t ' >
Text Size: <select name.' ize' >

<op ion>l</option>
optlon>2 /option>

<option>3</option>
<option>4</option>
<opt10n>S</option>

</select>
<br><br>
<lnp type.'subm't ' n m . ' ubmit' >
</form>
Go < href "ex mpl 23- 3.php" >b ck</a> to m in p ge.

This script must be saved as "example23-4.php". The script begins by accessing the session,
checking that the form variable size has been received and outputting the basefont using
the value of variable $size:

e s
1f 1 SESSIO ['size']))

Slze - $ SESSION['size'];

}
echo ( "

ze 3;

~ ~nt iZ~~$siz >");

A form is output with a selection menu allowing the user to change the current text size:

'<?php echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'] ?>' method 'post'>
Ip.c n me. 'size'>

</option>
2 /option>

<lOp ion>
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<option>4</op tion >
<opt~on>5</option>

</select>
<br><br>
<input type='sub mi t ' name='submit'>
</form>
Go <a href="example23-3. p hp " >b a c k </ a > to main page.

Figure 23.4 illustrates the output from this script after the user has selected a font size of 5.

http://'rX:2kta5tIphpbook/example2.3-4.php

fillSearch Web •

A form is output with a selection menu allowing
the user to change the current text size: Adjust the
Text ize

Text ize: 5 ..,

I Submit Query I

Go back to main page.

Figure 23.4 Afont size of5is selected.

If you then click the back hyperlink on this page you will return to the original session23
3.php page. Youwill notice that the text on this page is now also size 5. The text size will be
maintained between both pages until you change it.

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of sessions and shown how you can create and
store variable values that can be changed independently from user to user. In the following
chapter we shall examine the concept of error handling and explain how it can make our
Web applications appear more professional.



Part 6
Handling Errors and Buffering



Error Handling

Introduction
Developing code that is error free is the Holy Grail of software engineering but,
unfortunately, the quest for methods and tools to enable us to accomplish this successfully
is still on going. In the mean time, we need to put up with errors within our programs.
However, many programming languages provide the developer with the ability to "catch"
errors as they occur and perform some action in response. This action may be something
as simple as displaying an error message warning the user that something has happened
but the program is still allowed to continue executing. In more fatal cases, the program
may have to be halted immediately.

In this chapter we shall introduce the error-handling capabilities of PHP,which not only
enables you to determine which errors get displayed to users but also enables you to write
your own error-handling functions. In addition, we shall examine how to trigger our own
error messages when required and log errors for future examination.

Error Types
Normally, when an error is encountered in a PHP script, an error message is displayed
indicating what the error was, in which script it occurred and on what line of that script
the error was detected. Depending on the severity of the error the execution of the script
may be halted at this point or allowed to continue. While error messages may be tolerated in
a development environment, standard error messages would look unprofessional to users
in a live working environment.

Error trapping allows us to intercept errors as they occur, hiding their display from the
user. If the error can be corrected, it usually is (without the user knowing) and the script
allowed to continue execution. If the error is more serious and cannot be corrected, then
a message can be outputted to the browser explaining what has happened and the script
execution stopped. PHP supports three different types of errors that differ in their level of
severity. Table 24.1 lists these three types and provides examples of what would cause them
to be generated.

Each of these three error types can be generated at different times by different
components of the PHP development engine . They can be generated as the PHP engine is
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Table 24.1 Error types.

Error type Description

PHP and MySQl Manual

Notices

Wamings

Fatal errors

Notices are generated when ascript isrun. They are generally trivial (i.e. thePHP interpreter
is ble to make aguess atwhat theprogrammer meant and thus keep executlng thescript).
An example ofsuch anotice would begenerated if you used avariable without first
initialiZing it.

Wamings are more serious as theinterpreter ISunable tocompensate fortheproblem;
however, script execution isstill able tocontinue. An example ofawaming would occur if
you tried toincludeO afilewhich didnotexist.
Fatal errors are themost serious problem. On detection theinterpreter ISunable tocontinue
execution and so thescript isterminated. An example ofsuch anerror would occur if you
tried toinvok afunction thatwas notdeclared.

started, during parse time, during compile time or during the running of a script. The core
PHP engine, the function library surrounding the core engine or your application script
can generate them. All of these combinations result in the definition of 11 different error
types. Each of these is defined by both a numerical value and a named constant and these
are listed in Table 24.2.

Table 24.2 Error values, constants and descriptions.

Value Constant Description

1

2
4

8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2047

URROR
E WARNING
E_PARSE

E NOTICE
E CORCERROR

CCORCWARNING
E_COMPllE_ERROR

CCOMPllE_WARNING
CUSER_ERROR
E_USER_WARNING
E_USER_NOnCE
E All

Fatal run-time error
Non-fatal run-time wamings
Compile-time parse errors
Run-tim notices (notas rious as wamings)
Fatal startup errors

Non·fatal startup wamings
Fatal compile-time errors

Non·fatal compile-timewarnings
User-generated error message

User generated warning message
User-generated notice message
Allthese

Don't worry about these error types, constants and values just yet - we shall be returning
to them later in the chapter. First, we want to create some scripts which will generate the
different error messages in order to see what they look like.

Examples ofNotices, Warnings and Errors

The following script will cause a notice error to appear on the Web page:
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?php
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$ x ,
e ho "5
?

lnq - Example 24-1

n i nq . <br>")

The script declares a variable $var but does not assign it a value. The script will generate
the following message in the browser:

otlce
c. ine
St il

Ined variable: var in
wwwroot phpbook example24-1.php on line 6

q

Note that the notice informs us of the type of error, the name of the script in which the
error occurred and the line on which the notice error was detected. We can see that the
script continues to execute, as the text "Still running:' is displayed and this was output by
the script after the error was detected.

Next, let's consider a script which will generate a more serious warning message:

Err ing - Example 24-2

?

The script attempts to include a file "doesnotexist.php" which (hopefully in this instance)
does not exist. This will cause the script to generate the following warning message:

Warnln
file or
line 6

Warnlng
( i nc Iud
c: Inetp
Stil r n

dln(doesnotexist.php): failed to open stream: No such
lr cory in c: inetpub wwwroot phpbook example24-2 .php on

opening 'doesno exist.php' for inclusion
h '.;c: php includes') in

phpbook example24-2.php on line 6
Ing

Once again note that the warning error informs us of the error, the name of the script
where the warning error occurred and on which line this was detected. Once again, the
"Still running:' text demonstrates that the script continues to execute.

The final script in this section produces the most serious form of error - a fatal error
message:
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<?php

II Error Handling - Example 24-3
11-------- -------------

ball () ;
echo("Still runn i ng . <br >" ) ;
7>
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The script causes a fatal error by trying to invoke a function which has not been defined
within the script. The script generates the following output message:

Fatal ~rrOI: Call to undefined f unc t i on : bal l ( ) in
c: inetpub wwwroot phpbook \exampl e 24 - 3 .php on line 6

While the message type, script and line number are output as before, note that the script
terminates on detection of the fatal error as no "Still running:' text is displayed.

Adjusting Your Error Reporting
So far we have seen the standard error-reporting output generated by PHP automatically
when different errors are detected. However, PHP allows you to decide which of the three
levels of errors are reported and which are simply ignored. The function error_reportingO
allows you to set the current "level" of error reporting:

Function prototype:

Int Error reporting(int level);

Function arguments and return details:

I vel
error reporting() returns

Function example:

error reporting()

Type

Int
In!

o scription

Level oferror reporting
Returnsth I vel ofr porting

The function accepts a single integer or constant value. Knowing what value to pass as
a parameter to this function requires us to consult Table 24.2 where the different types
of errors have all been given a unique integer and constant value. Table 24.3 illustrates
some example combinations of integer values and constants that can be passed to the
errorreportingt) function. A description of what level of error reporting the example
parameter will achieve is also included.
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Table 24.3 Erroueportingexamples.

Example Description
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No rrors will r port d
Allerrors willbereported
All errors willber ported (same as previousexample)

Only report E_ERROR and CWARNING errors
E_WARNING); Onl re E_ERROR and CWARNING errors (sam as

The function error_reportingO returns a integer value, which is the current level at
which error reporting has been set. You can check the current level by invoking the
function with no parameter, for example:

<?php

II Error Handling - Example 24 -4

1/---- --------------

echo ("The curren t value of error reporting is " . er 
ror_reporting()) ;
?>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 24.1.

The current value of error reporting is 2047

local Iltranet

Figure 24.1 Error-reporting level.

The value of 2047 means that this script will display all errors, no matter how
inconsequential they may be. It is recommended that when developing your scripts that
you keep your error reporting at the highest level as it will help you create scripts with the
minimum number of errors within them.
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@Operator - Selectively Turn Off Expression Error Display
It is worth mentioning at this point that PHP supports the @ operator. The @ operator can
be used to selectively "turn off" error messages generated from function calls, for example:

<?php

II Errnr H n 'ing Exa mp l e 24-5

/ , ------------
ba l( J i

echo t " 1 unning. <br>") i

?>

The output from this script will generate no error message whatsoever. However, the error
is still detected (calling a function which has not been defined) and because the error
generated was a Fatal Error, execution of the script will terminate and the message "Still
running:' will not be displayed. Removing the @ operator will display the fatal error once
again. Why would you wish to hide the error message generated from invoking a function?
Well, often functions are written by other developers and not by your self. Reusing such
functions with permission is good programming practice. However, you may not have
access to the core code within the function and if an error occurs your only way of hiding
the error message is by using the @ operator.

Creating Your Own Error Handler
So far we have seen that PHP has an in-built error handler and that we can adjust the level
at which different errors are reported. However, this is not the end of the story as we can
also create our own custom error handler. This allows us to decide how different errors
are displayed (if at all). Custom error handlers are created using the set_error_handlerO
function:

Function prototype:

String SeCError_handler(string errorHandler);

Function arguments and return details:

Nam

emlfHandler
set error handlerO
returns

Type

String
String

o scription

The function name tobeinvoked when anerror occurs
"TRUE" if function executed correctly or "FALSE" if
there was aproblem

The Ser errorjiandlert) function is supplied a value which is the name of a function
which will be invoked when an error occurs. This function should be written to accept the
following parameters:
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Name Type

code String
m sseqe String
flIename String
lin umber Int
context Array

Description

The error code
Adescription oftheerror
The script inwhich theerror has occurred
linenumber inthescript inwhich theerror occurred
An array pointing to the active symbol table at the
point at which theerror occurred
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In addition, the set_error_handlerO function returns a string, which is the currently
defined error handler function (if any has been defined). The following script illustrates
an example of using this function:

<7php

/1 Frro ling - Example 24 - 6

/1--------------------- -
se _e Ian ler l tle rror Ha ndl e r tl) ;

includ ,,, 0 Rnot xi s t . p hp tl) ;

function r>orHa ndler( $ c ode , $message, $fi lename, $l ineNumber ){
echol tl ?>U 0 tuna t ely an Error has occurred< /h2 >" );
echol"Th ror i n fo r ma tio n is a s fol lows: <br> <br >" )i
f!cho(tl code: $code< b r >") i

echo(tlE rOJ: message : $me s sage <br>" );
cho(tlE or occurred in f i le: $filename<br >" );

echol"EJ: Q occurred on l i n e : $lineNumber<br>tl );

7>

The script invokes the seterror handlerf) function passing it the value "errorHandler".
The function errorHandlerO defined at the end of the script simply displays the values
passed to the function from the internal error handler on separate lines. In the middle
of the script an includeO function attempts to include a file which does not exist,
thus generating a warning error. The output generated from this script is illustrated in
Figure 24.2.

While the ability to create our own custom error handler functions may seem like an
excuse to display the error in different format from that of the standard error handler,
there are other reasons to create one. One example is to decide to terminate the script on
detection of certain errors.

Die and Exit
Two functions exist which enable you to terminate a script at a given point. These functions
are often used when a warning or notice error is detected and the programmer does not
want the script to continue, even if the interpreter is able to do so. The functions are:
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http://bCaIlOStIphpbook,lexample24-7.php

search Web •

tely an Error has occurred

The error information is as follows:

Error code : 2
Error m sage: main(doe notexist.php): failed to open stream: 0 such file
or directory
Error occurred in file: c:\inetpub\wwwroot\phpbook\example24 -7.php
Error occurred on line: 8
Terminating the script

Figure 24.2 Custom error handler output.

Function prototypes:

VOid exit(void);
Void die(string message);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

m~ g
exltO and dleO return

Function example:

Type

String
Void

Description

Message todisplay before termination
Return nothing

die("Ter inat1ng the script") ;

Both functions terminate a script but the diet) function will output a message to the
browser first. The following script illustrates the use of the diet) function. The script is the
same as our previous one except that now after the error message is displayed the script is
terminated:
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<?php

II ErrOl Handling - Example 24 -7
11------ ------- --------
set error h ndler( "e r r or Hand l e r " ) ;

include ("doesnotexi s t . php " ) ;

function rrorHandl e r ($code , $mess ge, $filename, $lineNumber){
echo("<h2>Unfortuna t e l y an Error has occurred</h2>") ;
echo("The error information is as follows:<br><br>");
echo( "Error code: $code<br>");
echo("Error message : $message<br>");
echo( "Error occ rred in file: $filenam <br>" );
echo(HE rOI occur red on l i ne : $lineNumber<br>");
die("Terminating t he script" );
}
?>
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Of course this script will display the same style output for all error message types. It will
also terminate the script on detection of any error type. However, custom error handlers
allow us to have more control over what will occur depending on the type of error which is
detected.

Different Custom Messages for Different Errors

It is common practice to create error handler functions that output different types and
styles of error messages depending on the type of error. The error handler can also be
written to terminate a script but only on detection of certain error types. The following
example script modifies our errorHandlerO function to display different error messages
for E_NOTICE and E_WARNING error types:

<?php

II Error Handling - Example 24-8
11----------------------
se _error_handler ("er r or Hand l e r ") ;

Sa;
includ ("do snotex i s t . php ") ;

function r orHandle r ($code , $mess ge, $filename, $lineNumber ){

s witch ($code) {
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n error wa s detected on lin~ $lineNumb r

rror message w $message h
) ;

ge w $mes ge");

n ror w s ect d on lin $lin Numb

The script uses a switch statement to test variable $code for the constant values of
E_WARNING and E_NOTICE - depending on which is detected a different error message
is displayed. The script generates both notice and warning error message types and the
output generated is illustrated in Figure 24.3.

o n CE: an erro r was detected on line S offile
c :\inetpub\wwwroot\phpbook\example24-S.php
The error message was Undefined vari able: a

WARNING : an error was detected on line 9 of file
c:\inetpub\wwwroot\phpbook\example24-S.php
The error me sage was main(doesnolexist.php): failed to open stream: 0

such file or directory

WARNING: an error was detected on line 9 offile
c:\inetpub\wwwroot\pbpbook\example24-S.pbp
The error message was maim): Failed opening 'doesnotexist.php' for
inclusion (include...,Path='.;c:\php4\pear' )

Done

Figure 24.3 Custom error messages.
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Catching E_PARSE and E_ERROR error types
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In the previous example we illustrated that our custom error handler function could trap
E_NOTICE and E_WARNING errors. Don't you find it interesting that we didn't try and
trap an E_ERROR message as well? Well, let's give this a go now. The following script is a
modification of the previous one but now the error handling function has been adapted to
display an error message when an E_ERRORmessage is encountered:

?

. l~n - Example 24-9

(" rrorHandl r");

1 co U no xis .php");

(scod , $m ge, $fi1ename, $lineNumber) (

(" .
OT c: n rro wa de ected on lIne $lineNumber

56 9 wa $m ssage");

w s tec ed on line $ in~Nu~r

ATAL ERROR: on line $1 neNumb 0 til $

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 24.4.
The important thing to note here is that the fatal error message was detected, but the

error message defined in our error handler function was not what was displayed. The
reason for this is that E_ERROR and E_PARSE error types are alwayshandled by the inbuilt
error handler and not the custom error handler. This is true whether you write code in
your own error handler function to process these error types or not . In other words, the
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o n CE: an error was detected on line 8 of file
din tpub\wwwroo pbpbook\example24-9.pbp
The error messa e was Undefined variable: a

WAG: an error was detected on line 9 of file
c:\inetpub\wwwroo phpbook\example24-9.php
The error messa e was main(doesnotexistphp): failed to open stream: 0

ucb file or directory

WARNING: an error was detected on line 9 of file
din tpub\wwwroo phpbook\example24-9.pbp
The error me sage wa maint) : Failed opening 'doe notexi t.php' for
inclusion (includejlath='.;c :\php4 pear')
F t I erro : Call to undefined function: funu ) in
c: etp b\ vroot \p pboo \ex ple2 9.p p on line 10

Done

Figure 24.4 E_ERROR error message.

Local Intranet

modification we made to the error handler function in the previous script was a waste of
time.

Triggering Errors
In addition to creating your own error handling function, PHP allows you to trigger
errors in your script when you so wish. To do this we can use one of two functions - the
user errort) function and the trigger errorf) function - which are simply aliases of each
other:

Function prototypes:
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Function arguments and return details:
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am

message
errorlevel
trigger_ nor() and user_error()
returns

Function example:

Type

String
Int
Void

Description

Message todisplay when error istriggered
Error valu
Return nothing

trigger error("A Notice error has occurred .cbr> ");

Either function allows you to raise any of the E_USER errors, namely E_USER_NOTICE,
E_USER_WARNING and E_USER_ERROR, and the corresponding integer values can be
found in Table 24.2. The following script illustrates the triggering of each of these different
error types:

c?php

II Er r or Handling - Example 24 -10
//------------------ ----
trigger_er or("A Notice error has occurred.cbr>" );

tr gger_e ror( "c br>A warning error has OCCU red.cbr>",
E_USER_WARNI G) ;

rigger_ r or("cbr>A Fatal error has occurred.cbr>", E_USER_ERROR);

echo("End of Prog r am. ") ;
7>

The script illustrates that we can create E_USER_NOTICE errors in one of two ways:
we could have supplied the trigger errorf) function with an error message along with
an E_USER_NOTICE constant. The alternative, illustrated in the script, is to supply the
trigger_errorO function with just an error message. This will automatically result in
the creation of an E_USER_NOTICE level message. To create E_USER_WARNING and
E_USER_ERROR messages, we must specify the error level as the second parameter to
the trigger errort) function. The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 24.5.

In the previous example the in-built error handler handled our triggered errors. As
you would expect, it is possible to combine error triggering with the error_triggerO
function with custom error handling using the errorHandlerO function. The following
script illustrates an error handler function that is able to process E_USER_NOTICE and
E_USER_WARNING error types :
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http://kx:aIlOStIphpbook/example24- 10.php

search Web •

I 'otice: A I otice error has occurred.
lD c: etp b\ wrootip pbook\exa ple24-10.p p on line 6

W g:
A Warning erro r has occurred.
in c: etp b\ 'roo t\p pbook\e a ple24-10.p p on line 8

Fatal error:
A Fatal error has occurred.
lD c: etpubw 'll ~t\p pbook\ex ple24-10.p p on line 10

Figure 24.5 Triggering E_USER errors.

<?php

II Er r o r Handling Example 24 11

1/-- --- -- --- ------

set_erroI_handlerl "e r r o r Ha nd l e r "l ;

tr1gger rrorl "A Notice error has occurred.");

tr1gger errorl "A Warning error has occurred.", E_USER_WARNINGI;

trigger errorl"A Fatal error has occurred.", E_USER_ERRORI;

echo I II End of Progra m. II I ;

function errorHandle r ($code , $message, $filename, $lineNumber ) {

s wi tch ($code) {

case E U ER NOTI CE:
echo("<b ><br>NOTI CE: an error was detected on l i ne $lineNumber
of f1le $filena me " l ;
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The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 24.6

http: //bCahOStIphpbook/ example24-11.php

searchWeb •

NOTICE: an error was detected on line 8 of tile
c:\inetpub\wwwroot\phpbook\example24- l 1.php
The error message was A otice error bas occurred.

WARNING: an error wa detected on line 10 of tile
c:\inetpub\wwwroot\phpbook\example24-ll .php
The error message was A Warning error has occurred.

FATAL ERROR: on line 12 of tile
c: ·netpub\wwwroot\phpbook\example24- 1I.php

Done

Figure 24.6 Triggering errors witherror handling.

It is worth noting that just like our previous error handling example that dealt with
system-generated errors, any triggered fatal errors are also handled by the internal error
handler and not by your own custom error handler function.
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Recording Errors
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Instead of simply displaying the message you may wish to record somewhere that an error
has occurred. Recording errors in what are termed error log files is common practice. The
error log provides a permanent record of the errors that have occurred each and every time
the script is run. PHP allows you to record error information in either a default error log
file or a file of your choosing or it can even e-mail the error to an e-mail address. All of this
is achieved through the use of the error Iogt) function:

Function prototype:

InterroU09(string message, intmessageType Lstring destination Lstring headers)));

Function arguments and return details:

a

Function example:

T~

Stnng
Int
Stnng

Stnng

Int

Deserlption

Messacje torecord," th error log
Where to record theerror mes ge
E-mail addr s to send rror m s or local til to
wend error messacje

OplJOIH1I. The e-mail he ders whKh c n beused were
described inChelpt...r 23inth m IIfunction
1If successfully wntten or0 if error

error_log ("$code : $me s s age : \ n$f i l e name ,
$lineNumber\n\n" , 3 , "errorLog" ) ;

The error_logO function can take a variable number of parameters, although the minimum
is two. The first parameter "message" specifies the error message. The remaining three
specify where to store or send the error message. The messageType parameter is used
to specify what type of storage we wish to use. The values that can be specified for
messageType are listed in Table 24.4.

Table 24.4 ErroUogO types.

o

1

3

Description -;". . ~....\.....:::...~:....~.' ,

The message issenttothesystem I09g r,This hasto betumed oninyour PHP.lNI file,
otherwise theoutputwillbesenttothebrowser
The message issentbye-mail to the ddress inthedestination parameter
The mes e isappended tothefile specified indestination

The following script illustrates the use of the error_logO function to store any errors in
a file called errorLog:
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<?php

II Er or Handling - Example 24-12
11-- --------------------
se _e r r or_ha nd l e r ("errorHandler") ;

Sa;
include ("doe s no exist. php") ;

function e r r o r Ha nd l e r ($code , $message, $filename, $lineNumber){

error_log ( lI $code : $message:\n$filename, $lineNum
ber n n",3,"errorLog");

? >
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The errorLog file will be saved in the same default file directory as your scripts or, more
exactly, the directory where the script is run. Figure 24.7 illustrates what the contents of the
errorLog file look like the first time this script is run.

E ~

8: und fined vari able: a :O
c: \inetpub\wwwroot\phpbook\ exampl e24-12. php. 800
2: main (doesnotexis t. php) : fa iled to open s t re : No such f ile or di re ctory :O
c: \ in tpub\wwwroot \ phpbook\ exampl e24-12. php 900
2: i nC) : Fai l ed openi ng 'doesnotexist .php l fo r i ncl usi on (i nclud e-p ath . '. ;c: \ p
c:\i net Pub\wwwroot\phpbook\ exampl e24-12. php. 900

Figure 24.7 ErrorLog file.

If you have access to an e-mail server then you can send your error messages via e-mail.
This is illustrated in the following script:

<?php

I I Error Handling - Example 24 -13
II

set error h ndler("errorHandler");

Sa;
include (" does no t ex i s t . php ") ;

error log( "Scode : Smessage:\nSfilename,
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function e r r or Hand l e r ($code , $message, $filename, $lineNumber){
$lineNumber n n",l,"simon.stobart sunderland.ac.uk");
}
?>

Being able to e-mail error messages requires access to an e-mail server and some editing
of your PHP.INIfile. How to do this is explained in Chapter 23 - 'E-mailing Users'.

Summary
In this chapter we have explained the concept of error handling. Wehave shown how PHP's
in-built error handler can trap errors and how to create our own custom error handler
functions. We have also illustrated how an error log can be created to store errors that
occur permanently. In the next chapter we shall examine the concept of output buffering
and consider how this can be used to help us improve our error handling.



Output Buffering

Introduction

Normally PHP scripts send their output directly to the standard output device, which is
normally a Web browser. However, this is not always an ideal thing to do. For example, if
your script has output part of a Webpage and then encounters an error, while we have seen
in the previous chapter that such errors can be caught, your error message may appear
unprofessional, as part of your output has already been sent to the browser. In this chapter
we introduce the concept of buffering, which allows you to store all output generated by
the script and manipulate it if you want to.

Everything is Fine Until we Encounter an Error

We shall begin with a simple script which outputs a heading and text to a Web page. An
error handling function has been defined to catch any errors which occur:

p

, Ou f 1 1nq - Examp e 25 -1

/'----- -------------- --

nd r("ca chError");
110, welcome to the world of buffering. /h1>");

9 . us ful in preventing partial w~b page 0 pu if
er rs." );

ely an error has occurred! .");
}
?

Of course, there are no errors in this script so, in order to illustrate what happens when one
is encountered then, we need to introduce one:
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<? hp

/1 Out pu Buffering - Example 25 -2
/1-------- ----------- --
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se _error_handler( catchError~) ;

cho' <hI Hello, welcome to th world of buff ring.< /hI>");
cho(" B ffe ing is us efu l in preventing partia l web page output i f

an error occurs .");
echo ($doesnotexist) ;

func ion catchError()

echo(" br,Unfo t una t e l y an error has occurred! ." );

?>

In the script an echo statement attempts to display a variable which does not exist, thus
generating an error. Of course you would be unlikely to encounter an error in this form in
your own scripts - it is simply a convenient way of us generating an error. When the error
is encountered the catchErrorO function is invoked which displays the error message. The
output from this script is illustrated in Figure 25.1.

Hello, welcome to the world of
buffering.
Buffering is useful in preventing partial web page output if an error occurs.

Figure 25.1 Error message displayed with other texts.

Figure 25.1 illustrates that we have trapped the error and displayed an error message.
The output sent to the browser before the error was encountered is also displayed. Ideally
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we may not wish for this to appear. Luckily, PHP allows us to control our output through
buffering and thus gain control of what information is eventually sent to the user.

Let's Buffer our Output

The function ob_startO is used to turn the output buffering on. When the buffer has been
activated then no output is sent from the script to the browser - instead it is held in an
internal buffer. The format of function ob_startO is:

Function prototype:

Void ob_start([string funct))

Function arguments and return details:

Name

funct
ob startO returns

Type

String
Void

Description

Optional function invocation
Returns nothing

The ob_startO function can accept an optional function name to invoke the start of
buffering. Weshall explain how this is used later in this chapter.

Any output is stored in the buffer and nothing will be displayed until the ob_end_flushO
function is invoked which will send the contents of the buffer to the browser. The format of
this function is:

Function prototype:

The function requires no parameters and returns nothing. After the contents have been
sent to the browser, output buffering is switched off. Finally,before considering an example
of using these functions, there is one more function we need to introduce - ob_end_c1eanO:

Function prototype:

Void ob c1ean(void);

This function deletes all data in the output buffer. It also requires no parameters and
returns nothing. Let's consider an example of using buffering. In the following script, the
buffer is switched on and an error handling function registered:
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c?php

II Output B ffering - Example 25-3
11----------------------
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ob start I ,
set_error handler ("catchError") ;
echo("chl>Hello, welcom 0 the world of buffering.c/hl>");
echo("Bu f ng 1S useful in preventing partial web p ge output if
an errOI occurs.");

echo ($doesnotexist) ;
ob end flush I) ;

function catchError()
ob cleanl ;
echo ("cbr>Unfortunately an eIror has occurred!.");

?>

The output from the script is stored in the buffer. However, the buffer ob_end_flushO
function is never reached as an error is encountered in the previous line, causing the
function catchErrorO to be invoked. This function cleans the contents of the buffer and
then displays an error message. The output generated from this script is illustrated in
Figure 25.2. .

http://kX:ahOStIphpbook/example25-3.php

searctl Web •

Unfortunately an error hasoccurred! .

Figure 25.2 Error message only.

Note that Figure 25.2 shows us that while our script had generated some output, we were
able to intercept this, delete it and output something different to the browser.
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Accessing the Buffer's Contents
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You may wish to be able to access and view the contents of your buffer. Function
ob.getcontentst) returns the contents of the buffer:

Function prototype:

String ob_geccontents(void);

Function arguments and return details:

String ob_geccontents(void);

Function example:

$out = ob_get_contents();---------------------_.....

The following script is a modification of the previous one and illustrates that the contents
of the buffer can be accessed and displayed before they are deleted:

<?php

II Ou P ~ uffering - Example 25-4
II

ob star
S fOr
echo C"<
echoC" 1

n r ')

~cho($

ob end .I.

ndlerC"catchError") ;
e 0, welcome to the world of buffering.</hl>");

ing is useful in pr venting par ial web page output if
r rrs , ") ;

f)texist) ;
C);

chErrorC) (
ob ge contents();
nO;
r>Unfortunately an error has occurred! <br>") ;

ec 'The following was output '$out'");

?>

Within the catchErrorO function the obgetcontentst) function is invoked, storing the
contents of the buffer in the variable SoutoThis is then displayed. The output from this
script is illustrated in Figure 25.3.
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http:/(r:X.aOOstJphpbookJ exam ple25-4.php

search web •

Unfortunately an error ha occurred !
The following was output I

Hello, welcome to the world of
buffering.
Buffering i useful in preventing partial web page output if an error occurs.'

Figure 25.3 Displaying theoutput ofthe buffer.

Note that Figure 25.3 illustrates that the output from the buffer is now displayed after the
error message. Of course this may not be of much use but if you can access the contents of
the buffer then you can edit them.

Editing theOutput
The following script illustrates that by using the function ob~et_contentsOwe can access
the contents of the buffer and change them:

<?php

II Output Bu fering - Example 25-5

11---------- ------------
ob_start ( ;
set error handlerl"c tchError");
echol"<hl>H 0, welcome to the world of buffering.</hl>");
echol"Bu f ring is useful in preventing partial web page output
if an error ccurs.");

echo($does 0 exist);
ob_ nd_f sh
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functior catchE r ror() (
Sou ob_get_co n t e n t s ( ) ;
ob_clean() ;
$0 str_repla c e ( "He l l o " , "Hi", sout l ,
ech,., '$out");

?>

This time function catchErrorO invokes function obgetcontentsl) to obtain the
contents of the buffer, which is stored in variable Souto The buffer is then wiped clean
and the function str j'eplacef) is used to replace any occurrences of "Hello" with "Hi" in
variable $out. This is then displayed. The output from the script is illustrated in Figure 25.4.

Hi, welcome to the world of
buffering.
Buffering is useful in pre venting partial web page output if an error occurs.

Figure 25.4 Modifying thebuffer contents.

While this example shows us that we can modify the contents of the buffer, we did
this through an error handling function. There is, however, a method of intercepting the
contents of the buffer before it is output even though no error is encountered.

Callback Functions

The ob_startO function can take a parameter which is a name of a function which will be
invoked just before function ob_end_flushO is invoked. The function which is invoked is
often known as a callback function. The following script illustrates an example of such a
function:
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<?php

II Output R ttering - Example 25-6

11----- -----------------
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ob s a
?>

Back") ;

<h1>Th DP. 1</h1>
We are h pp to introduce our latest product. For only
£x a mon h you can have ....

<?php
ob nd f h);

functio c lBack($buffer)
re u n r replace( "£X". " £15. 99 " , $buffer);

Note that the function, which has been given the name callBackO has to be able to receive
a string, which will contain the contents of the buffer. It must also return this string in
order for the contents of the buffer to be output to the browser. Within the function you
can modify the contents of the string as we have done in this example. The output from
this script is illustrated in Figure 25.5.

»

The £15.99 Deal
We are happy to introduce our latest product For only £15.99 a month you
can have ....

Figure 25.5 Modifying abuffer's contents.
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Compressing Buffer Output
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While you may have read through this chapter and thought 'Okay I understand what the
buffer is and how it can be used, but I don't really see that I can make much use of it',
consider the obgzhandlerf) function:

Function prototype:

Smng ob_gzhandler(string buffer)

HIM

buff r
ob gzhandlerO returns

Type

String
String

Description

Buffercontents
Returns theoutput

This function is designed to be a callback function for function objstartf), It receives
the contents of the buffer and if the Web browser is able to accept gz_encoded pages, i.e.
compressed Web pages, then the buffer contents are compressed and sent to the browser.
What advantages are gained by doing this? Well, the transmission speeds of your Web site
will be faster resulting in faster Web-page display speeds. An example of using this in a
script follows.

hp

o B fer~ng - Example 25-7

_qzhandl e r W) ;

sent to the browser if the

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of buffering and demonstrated how output from
scripts can be buffered before being sent for display.Wehave shown how the contents of the
buffer can be accessed, modified if required or even deleted. We concluded by introducing
the concept of callback functions and, in particular, the obgzhandlerf) function which
can speed up Web page access. In the next chapter we shall examine the role of files within
PHP and look at how to create and manipulate them.



Part 7
File Handling



Reading and Writing to Files

Introduction
In this chapter we will examine how to read and write data to files. In physical terms a file is
a sequential collection of characters which can be manipulated. In logical terms a file might
be viewed as a collection of data records or a computer program. Many computer systems
use files for storing information for later access. PHP has facilities to use and manipulate
files.

Opening a File
PHP can open a file using a very basic function named fopent):

Function prototype:

intfopen string filename. string mode);

Function arguments and return details:

Type

String
S ng

Int

DescrIption

The name ofth iii and itsfull syst path
or"- Open for gonly; place thefile pointerat the
beginning 0 the rn
· r+· - Open for r dmg and writing; place the file
pointer at mebeginning ofth fil
·w· - 0 n fOf writing only; pi Cf th fil point r at
the begnnngofthe file and truncate thefileto zero
I ngth. Ifthe does not . tt mptto C t it
°w+o - Open for reading and writ ng' place the file
pointer a th beg nning of th Ie and nu te he
file to reo thoIf e file does notexist. tt mptto
crea
°ao - Open for
th endofthe
eret
• • - Open for re '"9 nd wrI .
pointer at the endofthe . If the

m to it
Astream conoect1on to thespedfted
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The previous table illustrates the different modes in which a file can be opened. Function
examples:

Sfp 
Sfp 
Sfp
Sfp

fop
fop n
fopen
fop n

"/home/book/file.txt" , "r");
(" /home/book/file .gif", " b");
("http://www.exampl .com/file.txt", "r.");
"ftp://user:password ex mple.com/file.txt",

PHP allows you to open a file on the local machine as well as on a remote machine
(if security permissions allow). Remote files can be accessed via an HTTP or an FTP
connection. If the filename begins with http:// then an HTTP connection is opened to the
specified server and a pointer returned to the requested file. If the filename begins with
ftp://, then an ftp connection to the specified server is opened and a file pointer is returned
to the requested file. If the filename begins with anything else, the file will be opened from
the local file system and a file pointer returned to the requested file. If the function fails,
then FALSE is returned. Files can be opened in a number of different modes depending on
what you wish to do with them.

Closing a File
Once you have finished accessing a file you should close the file to free up memory and
inform the operating system that you have finished with the file. In PHP the function
fcloseO is used to close a file. The file pointer must be valid and must point to a file
successfully opened by fopent):

Function prototype:

boo! fdo (lOt fiIePointer);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

filePomt r
fclose ) returns

Function example:

Type

Integer
Boolean

Description

File pointer produced byfopen()
"TRUE" onsuccess and ·FALSE" onfailure

"/home/book/file.txt" , "r"); fclose(Sfp);

Getting the Size ofaFile
The size of a file in bytes can be easily found by using the filesizeO function:

Function prototype:

int fileslze string filename);
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Function arguments and return details :
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Name

filename
filesize()returns

Function example:

Type

String
Int

Description

File tobeused and itsfullsystem path
Returns filesize inbytes

$by t e s = filesize ($ f i l e na me ) ;

This function will not work on remote files and the file to be examined must be accessible
via the server's file system.

Reading an Entire File
After opening a file we can read its contents or a part of it. In order to read the whole file
(from the start to the end) , we can use the freadO function:

Function prototype:

string fread (jntfilePointer, int length);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

filePolnter
length
freadOreturns

Function examples:

Type

Integer
Integer
String

Description

The filepointer produced byfopen()
Total size ofthefile
Entire fileas textintoastring

$fp = fopen ($ fi l e na me . Ur U);

$c o n t e n t s fre a d ($ f p , filesize ($filename));

Note that we need to use the filesizeO function to determine the size of the file.

Reading an Entire File into aString
Another function that can be used to read the entire file is fileger contentst):

Function prototype:

string file geCcontents ( string filename );
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Function arguments and return details:
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Name

filename
file_geccontents() returns

Function examples:

Type

String
String

Description

Filename
File contents

$content
$content

file_get_contents ("test.txt") ;
- file_get_contents ( ''ht t p ://www . yahoo .com") ;

With this function the contents of the file are placed into a string. You can use a URL as a
file name with this function if the fopent) wrappers have been enabled. Note that if a file is
too big, this is not the correct function for opening it.

Reading an Entire File into an Array
There is a function called filet) which is used to read an entire file into an array. Each
element of the array corresponds to a line in the file, with the new line still attached. If the
file consists of 12lines, this will produce an array with 12 elements:

Function prototype:

array file( string filename);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

filename
file{) returns

Type

String
Array

Description

File nameto use
Outputsthefileintoan array

Function arguments and return details:

Scoment = file("test.txt");
Shnel - $content[O);
$lint'2 - $content[l);

Reading aCharacter from aFile
Characters can be read from a file using the fgetcO function. This function has the
following syntax:

Function prototype:

string fgetc(int filePointer);
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Function arguments and return details:
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Na

IePomter
fgetc() output

Function examples:

Type

Integer
String

Description

Fil point r from fopen()
String containing asingle character read from theflIe

$fp = fopen ($filename, " r" );
$character - fgetc( $fp) ;

The function requires a single parameter, which is the file pointer, supplied from the fopen
function. The function returns a string which contains a single character read from the
file. The following script displays the first character from the test.txt file. The test.txt file is
a simple text file stored in the file's subdirectory containing the following text:

1. Th q~1ck brown fox j umped over t he l a zy dog .
2. The quick brown f ox jumped over the lazy dog.
3. Th ~~ick brown f ox j ump e d over the lazy dog.
4. The quick brown f ox j u mp e d over the lazy dog.

This script example can be used with any file to detect the first character.

... ?ph

II Re d q And Writing t o f i les - Exampl e 26-1
1/-------------------------------
fpl

$c - "g

echo! 'F l:

I: n("files/test .txt", Or" ) ;
r l$fpl) ;

ch racter is $c" );

?>

1 \ ;

Reading a File aLine ataTime
In addition to reading single characters from a file, PHP also supports reading an entire
line of characters from a file. The function which enables you to do this is called fgetsO and
its syntax is as follows:

Function prototype:

string fgets [int filePointer, in length);
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Ham

fllePomter
length
fgets() returns

Function examples:

Type

Integer
Integer
String

Description

File pointer produced byfopen()
Total size ofthereading file
Retums astring ofupto length - I bytes read from thefile
pointed tobyfilePointer

$s = f9 t ($fpl . 4096);

The function will read a number of characters into a string until the size of length is
reached, a new-line character is read or the end of the file marker is encountered. To detect
the end of the file marker we need to use the feofO function:

Function prototype:

int feof(intfilePointer);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

filePomter
feof() returns

Function examples:

$s = feof $tp!);

Type

Integer
Int

Description

File pointer produced byfopen()
Return "TRUE" if atend offile. otherwise "FALSE"

The following script illustrates an example of reading a file line by line:

<?php

II Read~ 9 And r i ting to files - Example 26 -2

11------------------------ ---- ---
$fpl fopen("files/ t e s t . t x t " . "r");

echo( "Th con e n o f fi le test .txt is:cp>" );
echo("<form>") ;
echo("c extarea cols-70 rowB=lS>");
$c =l ;
$ s • fget ($fpl . 4096);
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while (! feof ($ f p l» (
e cho ("$c: $S");
$c
$s fgets($fpl, 4096);

}
echo (" , /textarea></form>") ;
fclose ($fpl
? >

Reading a Remote File
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A remote file can be easily opened (like a local file) as soon as permission is granted. The
following script allows you to specify the name of a Web page (which, of course, is stored
as a file) which is then read and displayed in a textarea field:

<?php

II Reading And Writing to files - Example 26 -3

11----------------------- ---------
if (issetl~_POST[' webpage ' ]»

$w bp ge - $ POST['webpage'];
E'ls

$webpa e " " ;

echo -F ~ W b P g e address ht p: I I";
echo" 0 c tion~ ' '' . $ SERVER['PHP_SELP'] .'" methodm'post'>";
echo"< pIt t yp ' tex t ' size='30' nam - ' we bp a g e ' va lue='$webpage'>";
echo " ..~n u t ype - 'submit' value-'Display'>";
echo" form>";

if ( $webpage) (
$fr - f open(''http : / /'' $_POST['webpage')."r" );
eche "The c on t e n t of the web page is:cp>";

c o "<.form >" ;

ec "<tex t a r e a cols-70 rows =lS>";
$c I.
$ gets( $ f p l , 4096 );
wl1.l. ...e r ! feo f ($ f p l» (

echo " $s " ;
$a = f g e t a ($ f p l . 4096);

}
c~C' "</tex t a r e a ></ f o rm >" ;
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fclose( $ f p l) ;

?>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 26.1.

FiIYOI1tes

http://lOClIIhost/phpboolqexample26-3.php

Enter Web page address http :/ /

Done
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Go

Local Intntnet

Figure 26.1 Reading aremote file.

If a Web page address is given the Web page contents are placed into a textarea, see
Figure 26.2.

Writing to Files
So far the examples have shown that files can be read and displayed. However, using PHP
file handling facilities, you can also write data to files. The function fwriteO allows strings
to be written to a file and its syntax is as follows.

Function prototype:

mt fwnte(int fp,string str, int length);

Function arguments and return details:

me

til POint r

I ngth
fwnte() returns

Function examples:

Type

Integer
Integ r
Int

Description

File pointer produced byfopenO
Total siz of the reading file
Number ofbytes written tothefile

$fp _ fopen ($filename . "w" );
$fw • fwrl e ($fp, $content ) ;
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Enter" eb e ddress http ://

www.sundMiand.ac. u In(~XJIlI1J Display I
The c tent of the web pa e i :

: : <ht:ml >
: :<h ad>

: : <t i t l e>Unlverslty of Sunderland - UK</title>
: : <met a . - keywor ds - content. -Uni versity of Sunderland.

I:: Sunde r l and. University. Hioher Education, Education. UK,
Enol and.
. . acad ·c , students. courses , Tyne and ear , IT and He,
Sunderland Hos t,

Inter net Service Pro vider . ISP. JANET. City of Sunderland,
NIAA, orthern I nformat i cs , ITACS , orth East Engl and. Charter Har k,

RIS, Regi onal Information service. vi r t ua l sunderland.
wvv. sunderl nd.com. sund rland.com. SUperJANET ,

NORMAN. colle es_s~pport. nevic->

Local inlTanet
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Figure 26.2 Results ofa remote file reading.

In the following example we use the fopenO function to create (using the "w" opt ion) a file
"test2.txt" and fwriteO to write a small string in it. Note that the new file will be created in
the "file" directory and must have the correct permissions so that PHP can write to it.

<?php

I I Read1ng And Writing to files - Ex mple 26-4

/ / - - -- ----------- ---------
$filename = "files/test2.txt U

;

$eon ent = "Hello this is my file.";

$fp • fopen($filename. w");

$fw - fwr ite($fp. $content);

fclose ($fp) ;

?>
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Examining the contents of the "files" directory and viewing the content of file test2.txt we
reveal the file shown in Figure 26.3.

r tC!:;t2.txt· Notepad r:-1[Q1[8J
Ae Format "/'eN Hep

Hello this is my f i l e.]

Figure 26.3 Created file.

Checking aFile Exists
To check that a file exists, we use the file_existsO function:

Function prototype:

Bool file_exists(stringfilename);

Function arguments and return details :

Ham

filename
file_exlstsO returns

Function example:

Type

String
Bool

Description

File name
Retums "TRUe· if thefileexists or·FALSe·if it doesnot

$fi l e fi. e x i s t s ($ f i e l na me l ;

Building aGuestbook using File Handling
Avery common and simple application that can make use of file functions is the guestbook.
Using read-and-write file functions, we can read stored messages and write new ones
respectively. In the following example we shall introduce a quick way of implementing such
an application:

<?php

I I Read i ng And Writing to files - Example 26-5

11-- --------- ---------------------
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$datatl1 - " files/ d a t a. t x t " ;

if(isset'$ POST ['su bmi t ' ))) (

$n me $_POST['n me'];
$comm nt s = $_POST['comments'];
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$new_conten t "$nam : :$comments \n";

$fp f open ($datafile. "a");
fwrite ($fp, $new_content );

$fc - f close ($fp);

?>
<html
<body Lqcolor= "# FFFFFF" text ="ItOOOOOO">
<b~GUES BOOK </b>
<form d!"le-"forml" method="post" action-" <?php e c ho
$ SERVE ['PHP SELF') ;
?>">

<tab w d h- "30' " border="O" ce llspacing-"O" ce l lpadding-"O"
height "SO">

<tr>
<td w1dth-"31'">Na me :</ t d>
<td width-"69'" ><i np u t type="text" name-"name"></td >

</tr>
<tr>
<td
<td

<ltd>
</tr

</ ab
<inp
<input
<br>

</form
<hr>

?php

//Read

t (fl

ldtha"31'">Comme n t s :</ t d >
width-"69\ ">< t e x t a r e a name~"conunents" rows "3" ></textarea >

>

e "submi t " name="submi " value .. "Submit Comment">
"reset " name -"Reset" value-"Reset" >

from file and create a loop t o output them

iete (s d a af i Ie ) ) (
read data & file ($datafi le );

$num comme n t s c o un t ($ r e a d_d a t a) ;

for ($c-O ; $c< $num comments-l;$c++ ) {
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?>
<hr>
</bt:>dy>
</html

PHP and MySQl Manual

$content = explode(": :", $read_data[$c));

e c h o "<b>Name:</b> $content[O)";
e c ho "<br>";
ech o "<b>Comment:</b> $content[l)";
echo "<br><br>";

The first part of the script processes the form data and opens the file:

$datafile "files/data.txt";

if(isset($_POST['submit'))){

$name = $ POST['name');
$comm nts • $_POST['comments');

$new content. "$name: :$comments\n";

$fp - fopen($datafile, "a");
$fw fwrite($fp, $new_content);
$ c fclose($fp);

The next part displays the form:

<ht I
body b co or -"#FFFFFF" text- #000000 >

<b>GUE TB K </b>
form na "forml" method-"post" action "<?ph echo

$ ERVE ['PHP SELF');
? ",.

"30'" border_ROn cellsp cing"O cellp dding "0"

h "31 ">N m :</ d>
h "69 "><inpu typ -"text" nam "nam "></ d>
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<tr>
td width-"31t">Comments:</td>

<td wid h "'''69t''><textarea name"'"commen a" owa "3"><1 extarea>
<ltd >

</ t r>
</ t a b le>
<inp ut t ype "submit" name","submit " value-"Submit Comment">
<i n p ut t ype= " r e s e t " name="Reset" value="Reset">
<b r >

</form>
<hr>

G TBOOK

Name:

323
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Figure 26.4 Guestbook output.

The final part checks whether the file exists and outputs the contents of the guestbook:

if ( file_ xi s t s ($d a t a f i l e » {
$rea d_da t a = file($datafile);
$num c o mme n t s - count($re d_data);
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f ( $~ 0; $c<$num_comments-l;$c++l(

$cont nt explode(": :". $read_data[$c)l;

cho "<b>Name:</b> $content[O) ";
cho "<br>";

echo "<b>Comment:</b> $content(l)";
e c ho "<br><br>";

?>

Figure 26.4 illustrates the output from this script.

Summary
In this chapter we have introduced some simple file handling. We have introduced the
functions which enable you to read and write to files which exist or require creation. The
chapter culminated in the creation of a simple guestbook script. In the next chapter we
shall look a little more closely at some other file-handling facilities provided by PHP.



More File Handling

Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced the concept of files and illustrated how they can be
created and how data can be written to them. However, there is much more to file handling
than simple creation and data writing. PHP has quite a number of functions which allow
us to use and manipulate existing files. In this chapter we shall introduce some of these
functions and illustrate their usefulness.

Getting File Types

We have already shown that PHP can open a file using the simple function fopent).
Sometimes it is useful to know if a file is a regular file or a directory. PHP provides two
functions to help us determine this:

Function prototypes:

boolls_file(string filename);
boolls_dir (string filename);

Function arguments and return details:

Nam!

filename
is_file() retu rns
is_dir() returns

Function examples:

Type

String
Boolean
Boolean

Description

The name ofthefileand itsfullsystem path
"TRUE" if thegiven filename exists and isaregular file
"TRUE" if the given file name exists and is a regular
directory

$check Fi l e = is_file ("/home/book/file.txt ");
$checkD~ r i s_d i r ("/home/book/ ") ;
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These functions do not work on remote files, so the file name to be examined must be
accessible via the server's file system. The following script illustrates the use of these
functions :

<?php

// More Flle Handling - Example 27-1

//----- -----------------------

$dataflle

if(lBse (

"flIes/data. txt";

OST['submit']» {

$fil name - $ POST['filename'];

if (is £11 I$filename»
c 0 "$ il name is a file";

elseif 11 1r($filename»
.c 0 "$filename is a directory";

else
echo Don't know what $filename is!";

?>

<html
<body bqr
<h2 Fil
<form nam
$_SERVER
? It

r-"#FFFFPP" xt-"#OOOOOO">
ck /h2>

"forml" me t.hode vpos t " ction."<?php echo
Ip P_SELF'];

Fi n u type "text" name .. "filename">

<input yp
input yp

</form>
</body>
</h ml

" ubmi " name "submit" value."Submit Filename">
" ese " name-"Reset" value-"Reset">

The script consists of two main parts - the first determines whether the form has been
submitted and then accesses the file name:

$datafl

if (isse

"flIes/data . txt";

'>ST [ I submi t ' 1) ) {

$t .. l n me $ POST['filename'];
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It then invokes the is_fileO and is_dirO functions to determine if the file name is a file or
directory or failing that something else:

if (is f~le($filenamell

cho "$filename is a file";
e lsei! (is ir($filenamell

cho "$filename is a directory";
e ls

echo "Don't know what $filename is1";

The last part of the script outputs the form which the user uses to enter the file name:

<html>
<body bgcolor "# FFFFFF" text-"#OOOOOO">
<h2>Fi C ~ck</h2>

<form - forml " method="post" action-"<?php echo
$ SERVER['~HP SELF ' ) ;
?> ">

Fil t ype- " t e x t " name ="filename">

i nput.
<.inpu
< 'f rm
</body
</htm

t.ype-"submi t " name-"submit" value-"Submit Filename" >
tIT "r s t ft nam -"Reset" value="Reset">

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 27.1.

File Size
Some files can be very large. It is important that we can see the size of a file before we
start using it. In the previous chapter we saw that we could use the filesizeO function to
determine a file's size. Here is a rewrite of the previous script to display the size of the file
entered in bytes:

<?php

/' Mor Fi. Handling - Example 27-2
/1-

$dat file "files/da t a . t xt " ;

If(19s tl~ POST[' s ub mi t ' ) ll {
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-1.pbp i a file

File arne: ~ "-----......;...- '---

Figure 27.1 Files and directories.

lename') ;

f· n me» (
f1 esize($filename);

$f11 n m is $byt s by e in siz " .. ,

?

"Don' know wh $fi1 n m is!";

htm1
<body
<h2>Fil
< arm n
$ SERVER
? ">

o or ".FFFFFF" text" 000000">
Check /h2>

"formI" m hod. "post" ct on-"<?php echo
'PHP_SELF') ;

< ht >

type" ext" n me."filename">

i " value "Submit Filen m ">
v lue."Rese ">

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 27.2.
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example2 -2.php is 732 bytes in size.

File Check

Submit FilenameFile ame[ "'-- J IReset I

Local Intranet

Figure 27.2 File size inbytes.

File Stats
More information about a file can be gained using the functions statt) and lstatt). The
difference between these two functions is that lstatl) can also return information about
symbolic links as well as files.These functions will not work on remote files or local folders
and the file to be examined must be accessible via the server's file system:

Function prototypes:

array stat(string filename);
array Istat (stri ng fi lename);

Function arguments and return details:

me

til name
statO retums
I tat() tums

Type

String
Array
Array

Desaiption

File tobeused andIts full system path
Retums anarray with thestatistics ofthe lIe (see later)
Returns an array with th tlstks of the file or
symbolic link

Function example:

$statlstics = stat ($ f i len a me) ;

These functions gather the statistics of the file named by filename and returns an array
with the statistics of the file/symbolic link with the following elements:
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O. device [dev]
1. inode fino]
2. inode protection mode [mode]
3. number oflinks [nlink]
4. user id of owner [uid]
5. group id owner [gid]
6. device type if inode device [rdev] (only valid on systems supporting the st_blksize type

- other systems (i.e. Windows) return -1)
7. size in bytes [size]
8. time oflast access [atime]
9. time oflast modification [mtime]

10. time oflast change [ctime]
11. blocksize for filesystem I/O [blksize] (only valid on systems supporting the st_blksize

type - other systems (i.e. Windows) return-l)
12. number of blocks allocated [blocks]

The following script illustrates the use of the statt) function:

<7php

/ / More Fil
//------- -

Handling Example 27-3

$dat file " iles/data.txt";

if i se ($ POST['submit')II{

$filename $_POST['filename'];
if (i fi e($fil n m II {

$sta stat($filenamel;
echo "The st ti tics of $filename re:";

cho " br>Device " . $sta s['dev'];
ec 0 "<br>Inode " . $stats['ino');
echo" br>inode protection mode" . $sta s['mode'];
echo "<br>nurnber of links" . $stats['nlink'];
echo "~b~>user id of owner" . Sst ts['uid'];
echo br>group id owner " . $stats l ' gid'] ;
ec 0 "<br>device type if inode device" . $stats['rdev');
echo" r>size in bytes" . $stats['size'];
echo "<br>time of last access" . $stats['atime'];
echo br>time of last modification" . $stats['mtime'];
echo "~br>time of 1 at chang " . $stats['ctime'];
echo "<br>blocksize for filesystem I/O • . $stats['blksize');
echo" br>number of block allocated" . $stats['blocks'];
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els
t.:ho Don ' t know what $filename is!";

?>

..html

..body g~~ or "#FFFFFF" text "#000000">
h2 F11 S atistics</h2 >
form 1& m _' fo r ml H method~"post" action "<?php echo
$_SER~P 'P~P_SELF ' l ;

?, II ">
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<inpu typ
c i npu VI
</form>
</body >

/html

1nput t yp e - " t ex t " name ="filename">

Its bmit" name ="submit" value="Submit Filename">
"reset " name -"Reset" value-"Reset" >

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 27.3.

Checking File Attributes
File attribute properties can be examined using the following four functions. With these
we can easily check whether a file is readable, writable, executable or uploaded:

Function prototypes:

boolls_rl'adable (string filename);

bool is writable ( tnng filename);

bool lS executable (string filename);

bochs uploaded file (string filename);

Function arguments and return details :

Name

filename
Is_readable() returns
IS wntable() returns
is_exl'cutabl 0 returns
Is_uploade(U ileO returns

Type

String
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean

Description

The name ofthefile anditsfull system path
-rnUE" if thegiven file name exists andisreadable
"TRUE" If thegiven file name exists andiswriteable
-rnUE" ifthegiven file name exists andisexecutable
-rnUE" ifthefill' named byfilename was uploaded via
HnpPOST
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The statistics ofexample27- I.php are:
Device 2
lnode 0
inode protection mode 33206
number of links I
user id of owner 0
group id owner 0
device type if inode device 2
size in bytes 743
time of last access 10574086 39
time oflast modification 1057404412
time oflast change 10574086 39
blocksize for filesys tem 1/0 -1
number ofblocks allocated -1

File St tistics

File arner

Function examples:

____---' '--.........-__.....__~ IReset I

L.ocaI ntranet

Figure 27.3 Size statistics inbytes.

$ch ck d ble (N/hom /book/file.txt");

$checkF I W ite ble • is_writ I ("/h /book/fil .tx ");

$checkDl Wllteable is writable ("/h e/book/") i

Scheck able. s_ex cut ble (w/u r/sbin/ping W) ;

File. is upload d file (w/home/book/uplo d.txt");

These functions will not work on remote files and the file to be examined must be accessible
via the server's file system. The function is_writeableO is an alias for function is_writable0
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and the filename argument may be a directory name allowing us to check whether a
directory is writeable. Function is_executableO is not available on Win32 platforms.

Modifying aFile
The following functions can be used to apply the major file system activities to a file. These
activities enable you to copy a file, rename a file, delete a file, create a symbolic link and
change the permissions of a file.

Function prototypes:

intcopy (smng source, string destination);

bool r name (stringoldname, string newname);

intunlin (string filename);

intdelel (stnngfil name);

Intsymli (stnng target, string lin );

In chmod rstring filename, int mode);

Function arguments and return details :

N

iii '1

r e
~tlna 100

oldn m

n name
t.rget
link
copy returns
rename{) retu rns
unhn ) retums
deleteO retums
ymlink() return

mode

Function examples:

Type

String
Boolean
Boolean
Stnng
String
String
String
Integer
Boolean
Integer

Integ r
Integer

Description

The name of thefileand itsfullsystem path
The source filename
The new filename, araw copy of source
Current name offile
New name offile
The target fil name of thelink
The linkname
"TRUE" if copy was successful
"TRUE" if rename was successful
"TRUE" if unlink (delete) was successful

"TRUE" if thesymbolic linkcreation was successful
Permission modes offile(e.g. 0755)

$copyFile = copy (" / home/book / t e s t . txt", II / home / book / t e s t 2 . txt I ;

$renameFile

$dele eFile

rename (" /home/book/test.txt", "/home/book/test .php"l;

un l ink ( "/home / book/ t e s t . t x t " l ;
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$de et F1 l - delete ("/home/book/test.txt");

$createLink symlink ("/home/book/test. txt" ,
" /home/book/test.link") ;

$C'hang Mod ~ chmod (U/home/book/test. txt" , 0755);

The function unlinkt) is used to delete files, symbolic links and directories and the function
deleteO is an alias to unlinkf), These functions will not work on remote files and the file to
be used must be accessible via the server's file system.

Directory Handling
In much the same way as the previous functions enabled us to manipulate files, PHP
provides a number of functions which enable us to manipulate directories. These are:

Function prototypes:

int mkdir (stnngpathname, mtmode);

bool rmdir(stringdim me);

bool rename (string eldnarne, string newname);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

pathname
mode
dimame
oldname
newname
mkdirt) returns
rmdlrO retu rns
r narne() returns

Function examples:

Type

String
Integer
String
Stnng
String
Int ger
Boolean
Boolean

Description

Real pathname where thedirectory will becreated
Permission modes offile(e.g.755)
Directory to be deleted
Current name offile
New name offile
Returns "1"onsuccess or"0- onfailure
Retums "TRUE" onsuccess or"FALSE" onfailure
Returns "TRUE" onsuccess or"FALSE" onfailure

$createD1r mkdir ( "/home/boo k/n e w" , "0755" );

$rmDir rmdir ("/home/ b o ok/n e w") ;

$renameDir rename ( "/h ome/b o o k/old " , " /home/book / n ew );

When creating a new directory with mkdirl), mode permissions can be given using the
mode parameter. The original pathname should also be specified and the place where the
new directory is to be created should have write permissions enabled. When using rmdirl)
the specified directory should be empty and the relevant permissions must permit this.
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Opening and Reading aDirectory

335

Three very powerful functions enable us to open a directory on your file system and read
its contents before dosing it. This enables us to see (and display if we wish) the contents of
the directory. The functions are:

Function prototypes:

resource opendir (string path);

stnng readdir (resource dirHandle)

Function arguments and return details:

e

th
dlrHandl
opendirt) returns
readdirt) returns
dosedirt) returns

Function examples:

Type

String
Resource
Resource
String
Void

Description

Directory tobeused withfullsystem path
Directory handle by opendir()
Directory handle
File nametsl of thenext filefrom thedirectory
Returns nothing

$openDirec ory z opend i r (" /home/book/new");

$readD r ory r e ddir ($openDir);

$closeDir ctory - closedir ($openDir);

If "path" is not a valid directory or the directory cannot be opened due to permission
restrictions or file system errors, opendirO returns "FALSE" and generates a PHP error. To
prevent these types of errors, use a "@" in front of each function to block error reporting
(e.g. $open =@opendir(..); ). This was first mentioned in Chapter 24. The following script
provides an example of the use of these functions:

<?php

// More Fil Ha nd l i ng - Example 27-4
//- - -- -------
$datafil "files/da t a. t x t " ;

i f(isset($ POST ( ' s ubmi t ' ) I ) {
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$d i r name = $_POST['dirname');

i f (is_d i r ($d i r name » {

echo "<h2:.Contents of Directory $dirname : </ h2:." ;

$d i r .. opendir($dirname);
wh i le ($file = readdir($dir»

echo "$filecbr />";
}
closedir($dir) ;

}
else

echo "$dirname is not a directory.";

chtml>
cbo dy bgco or= "II FFFFFF" text="11000000 ":.
<h2> Di r .ctory Contents</h2:.
c fo rm name - "formI" method="post" action="c?php echo
$ SERVER[ 'PHP SELF'];
?> t1 >

Directory Nam :<input type="text" name ="dirname":.

<input type- "submi t " name -"submit" valuea"Submit Filename">
cinput type="rese t " name="Reset" value="Reset">
</form>
c/body>
c/html>

The script is a rewrite of the previous examples in this chapter. The most interesting part
is the section where the directory name is checked to determine that it is a directory and
then, using a while loop, the contents of the directory are read and displayed:

$d i r nam - $_POST['dirname'];

if (is_dir( $d i r n me» {

cho "ch2>Contents of Directory $dirname :c /h2>";

$dir .. opendir($dirname);
while( $f i l e = readdir($dir»

echo "$file<br /:.";
}

closed i r( $d i r ) ;
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The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 27.4.

Co tents of Directory ffles :

data.txt
te I.txt
te t2.txt

Directory Contents
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Directory ame:[ Submit Filename

Figure 27.4 Directory contents display.

Summary
This chapter has introduced a number of additional functions which can be used to modify
and create files and directories. We have illustrated how functions can be employed to
determine a file's statistics, delete and move files and directories and even view the entire
contents of a directory. In the following chapter we shall introduce the concept of file
uploading.



File Uploading Using Forms

Introduction
Forms allow users to enter data via form fields such as the text and password fields. We
introduced forms in Chapter 18. One thing that we omitted from that chapter was a field
type to allow a user to submit an entire file along with the form. The form input type "file"
enables users to browse your local computer directory and select a file to upload to the Web
server.

Once uploaded, a PHP script can be written to access this file, move it, store it and, as we
shall see, use it for the user's benefit.

Form Input Type File
Tocreate a form which allows us to upload a filewe must insert the attribute "enctype" into
the form element with the value "multipart/form-data". This informs the server that the
form may contain an uploaded file:

form e-' mult i p a r t/ f o r m- d a t a ' action.'form.php'
method 'P'lst'>

The form input element can be assigned the attribute type="file" to create a form input
field in which we can browse for and select a file on the local machine to upload to the
server. The format of this element is as follows:

<input name='myFileName' type='file'>

In addition, the maximum file size in bytes can be limited using a hidden field in which the
system variable MAX_FILE_SIZE is set to a certain value. An example of this is:

type-'hidden' name.'MAX_FILE_SIZE' v lue='lOOOOO'>

An example of a form with a file upload field is:
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<?php

I I File Up oad Example 28-1

11--- ------------------
?>

PHP and MySQL Manual

<form ctype-'multipart/form-data' action='<?php echo
$_SERVER["PHP_SELF"] ;
?>' method 'post'>

<inpu type 'hidden' name='MAX_FILE_SIZE' value='100000'>
Documen File: <input name-'myfile' type-'file'
value-'$file'><br><br>
<inpu type 'submit' value='Submit the Document' name-'send'>
</form>

Figure 28.1 illustrates what this form looks like when viewed in a browser.

Browse...

Figure 28.1 Simple file upload form.

You can enter the name and location of the file to upload in the form field or you can
click the Browse button to open a "choose a file window" and locate and select the file to
upload. This window is shown in Figure 28.2.

Unfortunately, while we have created our form, we have not yet written any PHP code
with which to access it.

Accessing an Uploaded File with PHP
There are a number of steps, which need to be followed in writing a PHP script to access
an uploaded file. We need to be careful to do this correctly as there are many security risks
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Figure 28.2 Choose afilewindow.

if you do not . Before we introduce these steps let's examine how file upload in PHP works.
This is illustrated in Figure 28.3.

Web Browser Web Server

Web form File Temporary
with file ".. . ................_. ............ ... ..... ..............,.._.._... ......... ... .....• File
upload field store File move

and rename

Web Browser File
store

i
.....

View File File

Figure 28.3 How fileupload inPHP works.
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When a file is uploaded via a form the file is stored in a temporary directory as shown
in Figure 28.3. This is specified by the developer and will depend very much on your
computer's operating system. The file is stored using a temporary name created by PHP.
A couple of environment variables are created which enables the temporary name of the
file and the real name of the file to be stored. PHP contains some functions which enable
you to determine whether the temporary file was indeed uploaded via a PHP form and, if
so, will allow you to move the file to its final resting place with its original name. These
functions provide a degree of security from would-be invaders.

Let's examine the different PHP instructions which allow us to access uploaded files.
First, the temporary directory into which uploaded files are first placed is set with the
$TMPDIRenvironment variable, for example:

$TMPDIR "c:

This example sets the temporary directory to a c:\temp\uploads. Note the use of the
\\ escape sequence to allow us to specify a \ character. When the file is uploaded, the
name assigned to the form field (in the previous example it was myfile) is used to
store the temporary and real names of the files in an environment variable array called
$HTTP_POST_FILES. The temporary filename and real filename can be accessed like this:

$filename
$realname

$HTTP_POST_FI LES [ ' my f i l e ' ] ['tmp_name'];
$HTTP_POST_FI LES [ ' my f i l e ' ] ['name'];

It is important to access this information as we need to use it to check whether this is
a genuine file, which was uploaded correctly. To do this we use the is_uploaded_fileO
function:

Function prototype:

bool is_uploaded_file(stringfilename);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

filename
is_uploaded_fileO
returns

Function example:

Type

String
Bool

Description

The name ofthefiletocheck has been uploaded
A value of "TRUE" if the file is a valid uploaded file,
otherwise it returns ·FALSE·

$res = Ts-I loaded_fi le ($f i l ename) ;

If the file is genuine, then it can be moved and renamed using the move_uploaded_fileO
function:

Function prototype:

bool move_uploaded_fiIe(stringfilename, string destination);
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Function arguments and return details:
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Name

filen me
destinatIon
moVl' uploade<Uil 0
returns

Function example:

Type

String
String
Bool

Description

The temporary name of theupload d file
The name andlocation to which to move thefile
A value of "TRUE" jf the file is moved successfully,
otherwise it returns "FALSE"

mov u
F

f i Le ($filename , (Ole: Program
HtDoes bigbook uploads ".$newname));

We now have enough information to create a simple file upload program.

ASimple File Upload
For this example we began by creating four images which we stored in c.vtempvpics. These
pictures were saved as rope.jpg, bluedots.jpg, dandelions.jpg and grass.jpg and are shown
in Table 28.1.

Table 28.1 Our file images and names.

Dandelions·jp9

Grass.jpg

Bluedots.jpg

Rope.jpg

Next, a simple file upload form was created allowing two files to be uploaded. These were
given the names picture1 and picture2; the script is:

<?php

If Fi P ~ d Example 28-2
I f---------------------

?>
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<form enctype:'multipart/form-data' action='example28-].php'
method-'post'>
<input ype-'hidden' nam ='MAX_FILE_SIZE' valu ='1000000'>
Pirst Picture: <input n me-'picture1' type-'file'><br>
Second Pict re: <input n me-'pictur 2' type-'file'><br><br>
<input type= 'submit , value='Submit the Pictures' name='send'>
</form>

This form is shown in Figure 28.4.The form was designed to upload two of the four images
created previously, although no error checking is made to ensure that the uploaded files
are, in fact, images.

====11 Browse... I_=11 Browse...

Figure 28.4 Picture upload form.

Next, the PHP script to handle the uploaded files needs to be created:

<?php

II F Ie Upload - Example 28-]

11---------------------
STMPDIR = ·c: Tern uploads";
$filename $HTTP_POST_PILES['picturel'] ['tmp_n me'];
if (is_uploaded_file(Sfilename»

move uplo ded_file($filen me,
"c: Inetpub wwwroot phpbook \gr phics picturel.jpg");

$filename $HTTP_POST_PILES['picture2'] ['tmp_name'];
if (i _uploaded_file($filename»

move_uploaded_file($filename,
"c: Inetpub wwwroot phpbook graphics\\picture2.jpg");
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?>

<img src "gr phics picturel. jpg" >
<br>
<img srC' "graphics picture2.jpg">
<br>
< r>
<a href-"example28-2.php">Back</a> to form upload.

This script checks that the first file (pictureI) is a valid file and moves this to
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lie: wwwroot\\phpbook\\graphics\\picture2.jpg") ;

Then the second file (picture2) is checked and moved to

tI c: I ne t pub wwwroot\\phpbook\\graphics\\picturel.jpg");

Finally, the script displays the two images using the <IMG SRC> element and provides a
hyperlink back to the file upload form. An example output from the script is shown in
Figure 28.5. Note that the images displayed will depend on which images you choose to
upload.

search Favortes

http://bCaIlOStIphpbook/example2S-3.php

Figure 28.5 Picture upload display.
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Securing File Uploads
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While our previous file upload example illustrates how the concept of file uploading and
manipulation works, it also highlights a major issue of file uploading - that of security. In
our example no check is made on who is uploading images and thus anyone who knows
the address of the upload form page can upload an image and replace those previously
installed. While in this example this would be nothing more than an annoyance, if you
were uploading documents that you only wanted certain people to be able to upload then
a more secure environment is required. Let's begin to investigate how we would do this.

The first thing we need to consider is that we need to create a mechanism which will
allow us to identify who is trying to upload a document and determine if you wish them
to be allowed to do so. A simple username and password system would suffice. To create
a system we first create a simple username and password file where each username and
password is listed on separate lines of the file using the Notepad text editor. Each username
and password is separated with a space character. An example of such a file is illustrated in
Figure 28.6 and can be saved as a file called password. txt. Make sure you don't save this in
your Web-server directory or potential hackers will be able to access this and view your list
of passwords and usernames.

r password - Notepad Cl[Ef]rg)

fred fred45
simon simon24
1; z 1; z18
alan alan113

Figure 28.6 Usemame and password file.

We are now ready to create the file submit application and here it is:

<?php

II File Upload Exa mpl e 28 -4
II -

if (iss t($_POST(' u s e name'] ))
$username - $_POST ( ' u s e r na me ' ] ;

lse
$u s e r n me UR ;

if (iss t($ POST [ ' p word')))
$p saward = $_POST['password'];
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else
$password ->,

if I isset $ POST [ 'file' ] »
$f~le $_POST['file'];

else
$tilE' - u;

Spa sword k y ~ 0;
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if (isset( POST['send']»
$okay

checkUsernamePassword("c: Temp password.txt",$username,$password);
if ($okay) {

$passwordOkay • 1;
$TMPOIR - "c: Temp uploads";
$filen me - $HTTP_POST_PILES['myfil 'j ['tmp_n m '];
$realname - $HTTP_POST_FILES['myfile'] ['name'];
if 1S plo ded_file($filen m » {

$dat - fO e () ;
$ l.me fTime();
$newname ($re In m "-". $d t "- . $tim );

file ($filen me,
wwwroot phpbook uplo dB

app n ToP' Ie ("uploads uplo ds.tx" $d t
$ 1m "" username."" $realn me);

echo ( Th nk you document submitted. Click <
hr fe' xamp 28-S.php'>here</a> 0 s Ii of submit ed
documents."

}
else

echo( Incorr c Password nd/or Usern m .");

$phpself

if(lisset($ POST['send'j) I I $p sswordOk y -- 0) {
echo("<h2>Welcome 0 the Oocumen s Submission Pag </h2>");
echo("Please complete the form and press the send file

bu on.<P
echo("ctorm enctype='multipart/torm-data' action='$phpself'

method='pos '>");
eChO'"<lnpu ype",'hidden' name""MAX_FILB_SIZE' value-'100000'>");
echo ("Username: <input type-'text' name",'username'

val e~'$ s rnam '><br> );
echo ( Pass ord: <input type-'password' name='password'

val e '$password'><br> );
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echo("Document File: <input name-'myfile' type-'file'
value='$file'><br><br>") ;

echo("<input type= 'submit , value-'S bmi he Doc ment'
name-'send'>") ;

echo ("</form>") ;

function fDate() {
$d te = getdate();
$monthText - $date["mon h"];
$year - $date["year"];
$mday - $date["mday"];
return $mday . "_" . $mon hText . " " . $year;

function fTime() {
$time - localtime();
return $time[2] . "_" . $time[l] . "_" . $ Lme Io l ,

function appendToFile($file,$data)
$out - fopen($file,"a");
fputs($out,$data." n");
fclose($out) ;

function checkUsernameP ssword($file,$username,$password)
$found-O;
Sin - fopen($file, "r");
$line = fgets($in,4096);
while(!feof($in) && !$found)

$splitLin - explode (" ", $line);
$splitLine[l] - substr($splitLine[l] ,O,s rlen($splitLine[1])-2);
if($splitLine[O] - $username && $splitLine[l] -- $password)

$found=l;
$line - fgets($in,4096);

}
fclose($in) ;

return $found;

?>

It is a little longer than our first example - but don't worry we shall examine this a little at
a time explaining what is going on. The first part of the script obtains the form variables:

if (isset($_POST['username']))
$username • $_POST['username'];
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else
$username ~ "";

if (iss t($_PO T['password')))
$password $_POST['password');

elsE'
$password. "";

if (isset $ POST [' file ')))
$flle • $_POST [ ' f i l e ' ) ;

else
f~le "" ;

$passwordOkay 0 ;
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The next part of the script checks that the form data have been sent and, if so, invokes the
function checkllsernamel'asswordt), passing it the parameters password text file location,
username and password:

~f ( i s e ($ POST['send')))
$ck y

cheC'kU rn mePassword( "c:\ Temp password.txt",$usernam ,$password);

The checkUsernamePasswordO function returns a "0" if the username/password does
not exist or "1" if all is okay. We shall return to this function later when we encounter
its definition further down the listing. If the password and username are okay, then the
next part of the script sets the temporary directory and accesses the temporary and real
names of the uploaded file. It then checks that the file is a valid file upload by calling the
is_uploaded_fileO function:

11 0 ay) (
$passwordOkay - 1;
$TMPDIR "c :\\Temp\\uploads" ;
$filename. $HTTP_POS T_ FI LES[ 'myf i le') ['tmp_name'];
$realname = $HTTP_POST_FI LES[ ' myfile' ) ['name'];
~f (is uploaded. file($filename)) {

If the file is a valid upload, then the date and time are obtained by invoking the functions
fDateO and fl'imel). The date and time returned from these functions are used to create a
new file name which encorporates the real file name along with the date and time:

$date = fDate();
$time = fTime();
$newname = ($realname "-" . $date . "-" . $time);

The file is then moved to a directory that we have created called uploads. Youcan change
the location of this directory if you wish.
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The function appendToFileO is invoked, passing the parameters of the file name to write to
and the date, time, username and realname of the file as a single string. Finally, a message
confirming the submission of the document and asking the user if they wish to view the
submitted documents is displayed:

appendToF~le( uplo ds uploads.txt", $date . " " . $time . " "
$username . " " . $realname);

echo("T nk you document submitted. Click <a
href='example28 5.php'>here</a> to see a list of
submitted docum nts.");

If the username or password is incorrect, a message is displayed to that effect:

el e
)( 'Incor r e c t Password and/or Username.");

If the form was not submitted or the password/username was incorrect, then the form is
displayed. This consists of fields which allow the user to enter the username, password and
the document to upload:

$

~

e .. SE VER['PHP_SELF'];

o T['s nd']) I I $passwordOk y •• 0) {
elcome to the Documents Submission Page</h2>");

com lete the form and press the send
P>") ;

nctype~'multipar /form-data' action-'$phpself'

I ul type 'hidden' name-'MAX_FILE_SIZE' value .. 'lOOOOO'>")
n m : <inpu ype.'text' name·'username'

m '><br>");
ord: <input type='password' name-'password'

word'>",br>") ;
e F~le: <inpu name='myfil~' type-'file'

bz » br>");
type-'submi 'value-'Submi he Document'

>" ;
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The remainder of the program consists of the user-defined functions, which we have
invoked previously. The first two of these are the fDateO and fTimeO functions which
return the date and time as strings:

functlon fDate() {
$date getdate();
$mon hText $date["month"];
$ye r - $date["ye r");
$mday $ a e["mday");
re rn $m ay . "-" . $monthText . "-" . $year;

function fT m () {
$time - localtime();
r turn $ im (2) • II II •$time[l] . "_" . $time[O];

The appendToFileO function writes a record of the document, which was just uploaded
to the uploads .txt file. This text file is used by our second PHP program to display the
documents which have been uploaded:

t 1 ToFlle($file,$data)
open ($file, "a");

J,$a On");

"out ;

The final part of the program is the checkUsernamePasswordO function. This function
opens the passwords.txt file and reads each line of the file:

function checkUsern m P sswo d($file,$username,$password)
found 0;

Sin • fopen($file, "r");
$line fgets($in,4096);
whlle(lfeof($in) && 1$ ound)

Each line of the file is split apart using the explode function to obtain the stored username
and password:

$splitLlne ~ explode ("" $line);

As a text file often has some line-feed characters inserted at the end of each line, these are
removed using the substrt) function which deletes the last two hidden characters from the
string:
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$splitLine [1)
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substr($splitLine[l) ,O,strlen($splitLine[I))-2) j

The username and passwords passed to the function are compared with those read from
the file and, if they match, the variable $found is set to "1" and this is returned by the
function:

f $sp1itLine[O) • • $username && $sp1itLine[I) • $password)
$found.lj

$1 ne f ets($in, 096) j

The output produced by this program is shown in Figure 28.7.

elcome to the Documents Submission P ge

Please complete the form and pre s the end file button.

U ername: [=======--
Password: I----r========--
Document File: I Il-B-r-owse- -...~l

Submit the Document

Done

Figure 28.7 Secure file upload screen.

If a correct username and password are entered and a file successfully uploaded then the
message illustrated in Figure 28.8 is shown.

The next stage is to create the program, which will display the documents uploaded when
the user selects the here hyperlink. The program simply opens the uploads.txt fileand reads
each line of the file. The details of each uploaded file is displayed within a table:
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Thank you document ubmitted. Click h re to see a Ii t of submitted
docum

local ntrlInet

Figure 28.8 Successful upload.
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<h2> d Doc ume n t s </h 2 >
< bl r 1>
<t I bgcu ~ o I - ' cyan' ><td width-130>Date</td><td width:80>Time</td><td
w h n m </ t d ><t d >Doc ume n t </ t d ></ t r >

<.?php

/ 1. u ... - Example 28 -5

Sin p l oads / /uplo ds.txt","r" );
$ 1. ( In , 0 96) ;
while l... an ) {

xplod ( " " $line );
bgcolor= 'lightgreen' ><td>" . $splitLine [0]

"< t:d>< d>"
$splitL e['] . " </td><td>" . $splitLine[2] .

"<I d td><a hre f. ' up l o a d s \ " . $splitLine[3] " -"
$splitl i.n [ ] . " " . $splitLine [1] . '" >" . $splitLine [3]
"<fa> I 1>");

$lin fqets($in , 40 96) ;
}
fclose
?>
<I b >

<a href x mple28-4 . p hp ' >Re t u r n</a> to submit document page.

An example output from this program is shown in Figure 28.9.
The user can access the uploaded files by clicking on the name of the document.

Depending on the type of document this will either, as in the case of an image file, be
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-Jul -

~-Jul - 00 1 1-
Return to ubmit document page.
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Figure 28.9 Uploaded documents.

displayed or, if a document, the user may be prompted as to whether they wish to download
a copy of the document to their local computer.

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of file upload via a form. We have shown how
this can be achieved and the use to which such a facility can be put. We have explained
that there are security issues in allowing file upload and have discussed how PHP ensures
that the uploaded files are genuine , in addition to what you, the programmer, must do to
restrict user access. In the next chapter we shall examine what PHP can accomplish by
manipulating simple images.



Part 8
Graphics



Simple Image Manipulation

Introduction
This chapter examines how PHP can be used to perform some simple manipulations of
graphical images. Being able to perform such changes can enable you to develop Web sites
that are more dynamic, appear to be very sophisticated and have increased accessibility.
The types of image manipulation that we will examine are simple things such as choosing
which graphic to display or resizing and stretching images. Even confining ourselves to just
these activities enables us to obtain some quite effective results.

Replacing an Image
One of the simplest things that PHP can do is to control what images appear on your
Web site. Quite often Web designers want their Web sites to appear to be under constant
change without the need for high maintenance. One thing that many sites choose to do is

LocaIlltranet

Figure 29.1 Boring Web graphic.
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to have some graphics on their site which change depending on the time of year. Consider
Figure 29.1 which illustrates a typical company Web logo.

What we would like is for the logo to change depending on the date that the Web page is
viewed. Therefore, if it is Christmas Eve then the logo in Figure 29.2 is displayed and, on
Christmas day, the logo shown in Figure 29.3 is displayed.

Done

Figure 29.2 Christmas Eve logo.

.com

Done

Figure 29.3 Christmas Day logo.

Luckily, the code required to implement this is very simple:

LocaIlltranet
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<?php
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imp Example 29-1

/ --------------- ------
da t I);

$d t ["mday"l;
$mon h - $ a e["mon"l;
if l$day - 25 && $month 12)

chOf "<1mg src 'graphics/simoncomcd.jpg'>");
e lse1f a y -= 24 && $month~; 12)

echo ( "<i mg srca' graphics/simoncomce. jpg '>") ;
e lse

echo( "< i mg src-'graphics/simoncom.jpg'>");
? >

In order for this program to work , we need to have three separate images from which to
choose . Our images are simoncomcd.jpg, simoncomce.jpg and simoncom.jpg. Table 29.1
illustrates these images and their file names.

Table 29.1 Script images.

Christmas

Simon.com.jpg

Simoncomce.jpg

Simoncomcd.jpg

The program begins by obtaining the system date and storing the day and month in two
variables $day and $month. For this example, the year is not required:

Then an if, elseif - else construct is used to check the dates to determine which image to
display:
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if ($day == 25 && $month== 12 )
echo ("<img s rc= 'graphics /simoncomcd. jpg I >n) ;

elseif($day =a 24 && $month== 12)
echo (n<img arc« I graphics /simoncomce. j pg '>" ) ;

else
echo(n<img src= ' g r a ph i cs/s i moncom.j pg , >n) ;

PHP and MySQl Manual

Thus, if it is Christmas Day, the image simoncomcd.jpg is displayed, if it is Christmas Eve
then the image 'simoncomce.jpg' is displayed and, on all other days, the logo simoncom.jpg
is displayed. If you want to test this and don't wish to wait until the date is actually
Christmas Eveor Day, then insert the following two lines of code before the if statement to
set the month and day:

$month = 12;
$day = 24;

Resizing an Image
The images used on Web pages have a fixed size in terms of the number of pixels
in them. Normally these images are displayed at their default size using the <img
src="imagename"> element. However, this element has two attributes - height and width
- that allow you to specify the exact size that the image should be displayed, regardless of
the physical size of the graphic.

It is possible to alter the values of the width and height of an image dynamically allowing
an image to appear to be resized. The quality of the image that is displayed will depend
on the original size of the image. For example an image of lOx 10 pixels enlarged to
100 x 100 pixels will look very "blocky" as each original pixel has been multiplied tenfold.
Figure 29.4 illustrates an example of image resizing. The Web page consists of a palm tree
image and a simple form consisting of two buttons. One button is marked with a "+" and
the other with a "-" symbol. Clicking on the "+" button will enlarge the image, while
clicking on the "-" button will shrink the image.

Figure 29.5 illustrates the same image after it has been shrunk slightly by clicking on
the "-" button. Some controls have been built into the program to limit the minimum and
maximum size that an image can be enlarged or reduced .

The program code required to implement this Webpage is:

<?php

II Simple Images - Example 29-2
II - --- -----

if(lisset($_POST['x ')))
$x 150;

else
$x-$ POST[ 'x ');
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ttp://IOCaIlOStIphpbook/example29-2.php

1m Zoom

E]lJ

Figure 29.4 Image resizing example.
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if t !

else
...

T['y')) )

_ POST [ ' y ' ) ;

if ( i s "POST [ 'bigger' ) ) )
.I. ( '" POST [ 'bigger']) {

if ($x < 300) {
$x=$x*2;
$y-$y 2;

}
if sse _ POST [ ' s ma l l e r ' ] ) )

.I. POST [ 'smaller' )) (
$x > 38) {

$x $x/2;
$y $y/2;
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»

Done

Figure 29.5 Ashrunken image.

?>

hics/palm.jpeg' width='<?php echo($x) j ?>'
echo($y) j ?>'>

om</h2>
.l.on "c?php echo $_SERVER["PHP_SELF") j ?>" me hod-'post'>

ype hidden' name-'x' value-'<?php echo($x) j ?>'>
tYle 'hidden' name.'y' value.' <?php echo($y) j ?>'>

, ubmit' name='bigger' value='+'>
, ubmit' name-'smaller' value-'-'>

<h2>Imag
<form ac.
<input
<input
<input
<input
</form>
<img src.- CJl
height-' . h

The program begins by determining the values of variables $x and $y:

if(lissel($ POST['x')))
$x-150j
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elsl'!

1 f ( I isset rs POST[ 'y' ] ) )
y-200;

else
$y-$ POST['y' ];

Next, if the "+" button is pressed then the values of $x and $y are doubled so long as the
value of $x is less than 300:

if ( . p ( _POST [ ,bigger' ] ) )
1 POST['bigger']) (

f($x < 300){

$x-$x*2;
$y-$y*2;

Next, if the "-" button is pressed then the values of$x and $y are halved so long at the value
of $x is greater than 38:

if (if'
f

_POST['smaller']»
POST['smaller']) {

f ($x > "38) {

$x $x/2;
$y-$y/2;

The next section of code displays the Web form, which includes the hidden values of the $x
and $y variables:

<.h2 m 9
<form a",
<inpu
<.inpu
<lnp t

inpu
</for

L om</h2>
n-"<?php echo $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]; ?>" method='post'>

'hidden' name='x' value='<?php echo($x); ?>'>
'hidden' name='y' value-'<?php echo($y); ?>'>
'submit' name 'bigger' value '+'>
, ubmit' name-' smaller' value '-'>

Finally, the image is displayed, using the values of $x and $y to set the size of the image :
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<img arc q~aphics/palm.jpeg' width='<?php echo($x) ; ?>'
height='<: p echo($y); ?>'>

Stretching an Image
Instead of resizing an image by keeping the aspect ratio of the image the same, it is possible
to resize an image by changing either its width or height and, thus, in effect to stretch the
image. This will distort a normal image and, thus, would appear not to be that useful.
However, you would be wrong. Consider the example illustrated in Figure 29.6. The figure
shows a simple form and a percentage scale.

rch Favortes

http://lOCahostIphpbook/example29-3.php Go

B r l odic tor

l..OCaI ntranet

..

Figure 29.6 Simple bar indicator.

When the user enters a value between 0 and 100on the form and clicks the submit button
the value is illustrated on the bar scale, as shown in Figure 29.7.

Being able to create bar scales like this is very useful as it provides a graphical means to
represent data on your Web page without having to create a new image from scratch. So
how is it done? Consider the following source code:

ndic tor</h2>
?ph echo($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']); ?>' method 'post'>

we n 0 nd 100 : <input type='text' name='scale'>

<? h
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Simple B r lodic tor

Enter number between 0 and 100: 1 _

Submit Que

Figure 29.7 Bar setat75%.

II S'm mages Examp l e 29 3

/1---------------- -----
~f(!is e~r$ POST['scale']»

~ cale - 0;
elsE'

$s~ - $_POST['scale'];
i f ($ ...cale 0)

$ r' -0 ;
el e~f($ c Ie > 100)

$ cale-40 0 ;
else

$"C le- $s c a l e · 4 ;
echo("<i 9 r C-'graphics/bluesquare.jpg' width-'$scale'
hei gh 10 '> ") ;
?>
<BR><i rc 'graphics/barscale.jpg'>
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The program works by first reqmrmg the creation of two images. The first is the
barscale.jpg image and is a simple numerical scale. The second image is a simple 10 x 10
pixel Blue Square. These are illustrated in Table 29.2.

It is this image that we use to create the bar on the scale. Examining the script we see that
the first section displays the form into which the user enters the value to be displayed:
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Table 29.2 Bar images.
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o 25 5 75 Barscale.jpg

Bluesquare.jpg

<h2>Sl
<form a c

En en'"
<input
</form>

Indica or</h2>
, ?php echo($_SERVER['PHP_SELF')); ?>' method-'post'>

w en 0 and 100: <input type,,'text' name='scale'>
'submi '>

The next section checks that the values entered are between 0 and 100and, if not, sets them
to 0 or 400. The value of 400 is set because the scale is 400 pixels wide, thus the bar needs
to be 400 pixels wide to represent 100%:

1. ! 1.

f' se
$ f'

., [' Bcale' ) ) )
0;

1£

e

$ POST['scale');

100)
00;

If the value entered on the form is between 0 and 100, then the value is multiplied by four
to scale up the entered value:

else
$scale $scale*4;

Next, the blue square image is displayed with its width adjusted to the value of $scale:

echo/"<i g s~c"'graphics/bluesquare.jpg' width='$scale'
height 10'>
?>

Finally, the bar scale graphic is displayed.

<BR><1.mg rC -'graphics/barscale.jpg'>
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Bar scales such as this are often used on Web pages to denote data in a graphical form
obtained from databases or files. The dynamic nature of the graph enables the image to
represent an up-to-date picture of the data .

Summary
This chapter has illustrated what PHP can accomplish by manipulating existing images.
Although these are quite trivial examples, they can be really very effective. In the following
chapter we shall continue examining the subject of image manipulation and introduce the
PHP GD library which enables you to create your own images from scratch.



GD Library

Introduction

The majority of Web pages contain images that are used to enhance the Web page
appearance and usability. In the previous chapter we saw how PHP can be used to
manipulate existing images. However,Webdesigners have to be careful when using images
as to not to annoy the Web page user by overusing images and thus reducing accessibility.

PHP has a library of functions that allow us to create and manipulate images. Using PHP,
images can be created and displayed using a very small number of lines of code. In this
chapter we shall introduce some of the library of functions that are available. However,
remember what we said about being careful with over using images. Just because PHP
provides you with the facility to create and manipulate images doesn't mean that you have
to!

Obtaining the GD Library
PHPs image manipulation library is provided by the GD library. This now comes as
standard with the PHP installation for MS Windows (assuming that you download the
binaries zip package and not the smaller installer file). However,you will need to edit your
php.ini file to activate it. The php.ini file can be found in the c:\windows\ directory on
a windows system. To activate the GD library you will need to open the php.ini file in an
editor such as Notepad. Youthen need to find the following line in the file:

;extension php_g d2 . dll

To activate the library you simply need to remove the; from start of the line and save the
file. Figure 30.1 illustrates the php.ini file displayed in Notepad. You will also need to ensure
that the extensions directory points to where your gd2.dll file resides on your computer. In
our case:

extens 'cn 11r = "e: Program Files\php\extensions\"
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; xtenslon P-o . 11
; ext cns i on php_oettext.d11
; xt ns ion php_hyperwave.d 11
;extension php_iconv.d11
; extens i OIl hp_i h . dll
; ext ensi on php_i isfunc .dll
;extens ion php_imap.dll
;extens ion .php_interlbas . dl l
;extens ion.php_java .dll
; ext ensi on hp_ldap.d11
;ext ns ion _php string.d11
; ext ensi on phpJICrypt .dll
;ext ensi on php ash .dll
; ext ensi on php__i gic .dll
; extens ion.php__ino . dll
;extens ion hp sql .dll
;extension hp 91.d11
;extens ion hp_OC18 .dll
;extens ion hp_lJPenssl .dl l
; ext ens ion hp_oracle .dll
extens ion p p-pdf .dll
; ext ensi on php-POSq1.dll

GO Library Versions

Figure 30.1 The php.ini file.
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Early versions of the GD library provided support for the creation of JPEG (Joint
Photographics Experts Group) and GIF (Graphic Interchange Format) image formats.
However, with the legal battle concerning the ownership of the GIF format, later versions of
the GD library removed the support for GIF image creation and introduced support for the
PNG (Portable Network Graphics), a file format designed for Web graphics. In this chapter
we shall focus on the creation ofJPEG and PNG images.

Creating a Basic JPEG Image

Weshall begin by illustrating how to create a very simple JPEGimage. In order to do this we
need to introduce a number of GD library functions. The first of these is the ImageCreateO
function:

Function prototype:

int ImageCreate(int x_size, inty_size);

Function arguments and return details :
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Name

x
y
imageCr at () returns

Function example:

Type Description

Int Width of image inpixel
Int Height of image inpixels
Int The ImageCreate() function returns aninteger value, which

isused to store thehandle oftheimag
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$image ImageCreate(lOO , 100 ) ;

This will create a image 100 x 100 pixels in size. The next function is the
ImageColorAllocateO, the format of which is:

Function prototype:

int ImageColorAliocate(int image, int red, int green, int blue);

Function arguments and return details:

Name

1m Qe

red

green

blu

ImageCoiorAliocateO
r turns

Function example:

Type Description

Int Image handle obtained from function imageCreate
Int Value specifying the amount of red used to form the

colour.Values are between 0 and 255
Int Value specifying theamount of green used to form the

colour. Values are between 0 and 255
Int Value pecifying the mount of blue used to form the

colour.Values are between 0and 255
Int Retums acolour identifier tothecolour wehave specified

mageColorAllocate($image ,255 ,0 , 0) ;

This example creates the colour red which is stored in the variable $red.
Next, the ImageFillO function can be used to "flood-fill" the image with a particular

colour:

Function prototype:

IntImageFill(int image, intx,int y, int colour);

Function arguments and return details:
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Nam

image
x
y
colour

Ima~FIIIO returns

Function example:

Typ

Int
Int
Int
Int

Int
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Desalption

Image handle obtained from function imageCreate
The X coordinate tobegin floodfill
The r coordinate tobegin f100dfill
The colour tobeused.This isreceived from theImageColorAlio
cate function
Retums ·TRUE·if okay or·FALSE·lf anerror occurs

ImageFill l$.mage.O.O.$red) ;

This example will flood-fill our image $image, beginning at the top left-hand corner of the
image with the colour specified with the variable $red.

Next we are ready to create and store the image. To do this we use the ImageJPEGO
function:

Function prototype:

Int ImageJPEG(int image, string filename);

Function arguments and return details:

arne

imaljl'
filenam
imagt>JPfG( returns

Function example:

Type

Int
String
Int

Description

Image handle obtain d from function imageCreate
The filename oftheimage
Retums "TRUE·or·FALSE·depending onwhether the
function was successful

I mageJPEG($image .' r eds qu a r e . j peg ' ) ;

This example will create an image called redsquare.jpeg. Finally, the function
ImageDestroyO is used to free up any memory used in the generation of the image. The
format of this function is:

Function prototype:

Int ImageDestroy(int image);

Function arguments and return details:

Name Type

image Int
imaqeDestroyO returns Int

Description

Image handle obtained from function imageCreate
Retums "TRUE· or·FALSE·depending onwhether the
function was successful
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Function example:

ImageDestroy($image) ;

The following script lists all of these functions together to produce a simple image:

<?php

II GD I oes - Examp l e 30-1
II ----------

$im ge .mdqeCreate(10 0 , 100) ;
$red -1m g olorAlloc a te( $ i ma ge , 2 55 , O, O) ;
1m geF~.. ~maqe,O ,O , $ red ) ;

1mag JP m ge, ' g r ap h i c s/ r e d s qua r e . j p e g ') ;
ImageD ( image) ;
?>
<img sr~ 'gr phics/red s qua re . j peg '>
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The output from the script is illustrated in something similar to that shown in Figure 30.2.

FavOll:es

Local ntranet

Figure 30.2 SimpleJPEG image.

Checking the Web server directory where your .PHP files are stored will reveal that an
image called redsquare.jpeg is present. This image is displayed on our Web page using
the HTML element <img src="redsquare.jpeg">. The generated image can be viewed and
edited using any graphics manipulation software you may have.

Creating aBasic PNG Image
The previous PHP program resulted in the creation of a JPEG image. If we want to create
a PNG image then the program is very similar. In fact only one line of code changes as we
need to use the ImagePNGO function:
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Function prototypes:

Function arguments and return details:
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Name

image
filename
imagePNGO returns

Function example:

Type

Int
String
Int

Description

Image handle obtained from function imageCreate
The file name oftheimage
Retums ·TRUE· or·FALSE· depending onwhether thefunction
was successful

1magePNG($image, 'yellowrectangle . png') ;

This example will create an image called yellowrectangle.png. To create a yellow rectangle
we need to change the ImageCreateO function so that it does not create a square. In the
following example we have created an image 200 x 100 pixels in size:

$image 1m geCreate(200 ,100);

We also need to create the colour yellow using the ImageColorAllocate function:

$yellow 1mageColorAllocate($image,255 ,255 ,0) ;

We also must flood-fill the image with the colour yellow:

ImageFil~($lmage,O,O ,$yellow) ;

Our script now looks like this:

<?php

II GD 9 Example 30-2
/1------ -----------

$lmage
$yellow
1mageFl
1magePNG
1mag 0
?>

<.img sr

QeCreate(200,100) ;
eColorAllocate($image ,255,255 ,0) ;

mage,O,O,$yellow) ;
ge. 'graphics/yellowrectangle . png ');
$image) ;

phics/yellowrectangl .png'>
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Done

»
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Figure 30.3 Simple PNG image.

Viewing the output from this script in a browser window should result in something
similar to that shown in Figure 30.3.

An examination of the Web directory will result in the location of an image file labelled
yellowrectangle.png.

Drawing Rectangles and Squares
The GD library contains two functions which allow you to create rectangles and squares
on your image. These are ImageFilledRectangleO and ImageRectangleO which allow the
creation of a solid rectangle or square and an outline rectangle or square . The format of
these functions is:

Function prototypes:

IntImageFilledRectanglelint image, int xl, intyl , intx2, inty2, intcolour);
IntImageRectanglelint image, intxl, intyl, intxl, int y2, intcolour);

Function arguments and return details:

N e

image
xl

yl

xl

y2

colour
imag RIled 091 0 r tums
Imag Re<tang~ returns

Type Desaiption

Int Image handle obtained from function imageCreate
Int The X coordinate ofthetopleft-hand comer of the

reaangl
Int The )' coordinate ofthetopleft-hand comer of the

rect 091
Int Th X coordinate of thebottom right-hand comer

oftherectangle
Int The Y coordln of th bottom right-hand com r

ofth rKtan Ie
Int Colour ofthereer ngle
Int R turns "TRUE" or"FALSE" d pendin onwh ther

thefunct onwas successful
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Function example:
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1mageFiIIedRectangIe($image , 20, 20, 50, 50, $red);

1mageRectangIe($ima ge , 100, 20, 150, 150, $bIue);

The following script uses these functions to create an image, which contains a rectangle
and a square :

<?php

II GD 1ma e - Example 30-3
11-- - - - --- ------------

$image ~mdgeCreate(200,200);

$y I~w TmageColorAllocate($image,255,255,0);
$red I a eColorAllocate($image,255,0,0);
$b1ue - ~mageCo1orA11ocate($image,0,0,255);

lmageFi. ~ aqe,o,O,$yellow);
I ageF~~ ~e ctan Ie ($image, 20, 20, 50, 50, $red);
1m geFec g'~($image, 100, 20, 1S0, 1S0, $bIue);
ImageP G 1 ge, 'graphics/rectangIes.png');

mag 0 rJy($image);
?>
<img src 9 aph1cs/rectangIes.png'>

Viewing the output from this script should result in something similar to that illustrated in
Figure 30.4.

Drawing Solid Lines

The function ImageLineO provides a means for drawing straight lines on our image. The
format of the function is as follows:

Function prototype:

Int lmaqelinetint image, int xl, intyl , intxl, int y2, int colour);

Function arguments and return details:
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Done

Figure 30.4 Rectangles and squares.

Type Description

imaq
xl

yl
xl

y2

colour
ImdgellOe ) returns

Function example:

Int
Int

Int
Int

Int

Int
Int

Image handle obtained from function imageCre t
The X coordilWlte of the top left-hand comer of the
Ii
The Y coordinate ofthetopleft-hand comer oftheline
The X roerdinate of thebottom nght-hand comer of
th line
The Y coordinate of thebottom right hand com r of
th line
Colour ofth line
Retums "TRUE" or' FALSE'd pending onwhether the
functionwas successful

ImageL ' e ($'mage, 10,10 ,SO ,SO , $red) ;

Consider the following script:

<? php

II GO Images - Example 30-4

11----------------- ----
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$image - gecreate(lOl,lOl);
$yello mageColorAllocate($image.255.255,0);
$black ~ mageColorAllocate($image,O,O.O);
lmageFil $~mage,O.O,$yellow);

for($x-O;$X< 100;$x+=10) {
lmageLine($image,$x,O,$x,lOO,$black);

}
or($y O;$y<-100;$y+-10) {

I aqeLlne($image,O,$y,lOO,$y,$black);
}
lmageP G $lmage, 'graphics/yellowgrid.png');
ImageDes roy(Simage);
?>
<imq S 'g aphics/yellowgrid.png'>
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This script illustrates an example of using the ImageLineO function. Let's examine this in
more detail. First, an image is created using 101 x 101 pixels and two colours, yellow and
black, are defined:

9 ,2'55,255,0 ),
ge.O.O,O ,

Next, the image is then filled with the colour yellow:

lmageFill ($image,O.O.$yellow);

The next few lines ofcode use a for loop to create 11lines which appear from top to bottom
on the image, 10 pixels apart:

for($x=O;$x<=lOO;$x+-lO) (
lmageLine($im ge,$x,O,$x,lOO,$black);

The next few lines create 11 lines, which appear from left to right on the image, 10 pixels
apart:

for ($y- ~;~y - l OO; $y +=l O) (
qeLine($image,O,$y,lOO,$y,$black) ;

Finally, the image is saved and the memory used to create the image released and the image
is displayed:
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ImagePNG($image , 'graphics/yellowgrid.png' );
ImageDestroy($image) ;

<img srcz'graphics/yel l owgr i d . png ' >

The output produced from this program is shown in Figure 30.5.
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Done

Drawing Dashed Lines

Figure 30.5 Drawing solid lines.

local iltranet

The ImageSetStyleO function is used in conjunction with the ImageLineO function to
describe the format of the line. The format of the function is as follows.

Function prototype:

IntImageSetStyle(int image, array style);

Function arguments and return details:

me

imag
styll'
imageSetStyleO retums

Function example:

Type

Int
Array
Int

Description

Image handle obtained from functionImageCreate
Array ofpixels describing theline
Retums "TRUE" or"FALSE" depending onwhetherthe
function was successful

ImageSetStyle ($image , $style);
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The following script provides as example of the use of this function:

<?php

II GD Ima es - Example 30-5
II

$im ge imagecreate(lOO,lOO):
$lightblue ImagecolorAllocate($image,64,64,255);
$white lmageColorAllocate($image,255,255,255):
ImageFi ll($image,O,O,$lightblue) ;

$style - array ($white, $lightblue);

lmageSe Style($image,$style)i
lmageLine($image,lO,50,90,50,IMG_COLOR_STYLED):
ImageLine ($image,50,lO,50,90,IMG_COLOR_STYLED):
lmageP G($image, 'graphics/bluedashed.png'):
lmageDes roy($image):
?>
<img src 'graphics/bluedashed.png'>

Note that the $style is defined as a simple array of alternating white and lightblue dots:

$style array ($ whi te , $lightblue ) i

This is then defined as a style:

ImageSetStyle ($ima ge , $style ) i

Finally, the imageLine function is called. This function knows to use the defined style
through the IMG_COLOR_STYLED constant:

ImageLine($image,lO,50,90,50,IMG_COLOR_STYLED) i
ImageLine($image,50,10,50,90,IMG_COLOR_STYLED) ;

Figure 30.6 illustrates the output produced by this script.

Inserting Text

The GD library supports functions that allow text to be inserted into an image. These
are the ImageStringO function that allows text to be inserted from left to right and the
ImageStringUpO function that allows text to be inserted from top to bottom. The format
of these functions is as follows:
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Figure 30.6 Drawing dashed lines.

Function prototypes:

Int ImageString(int image, intsize, intx,inty,string text. intcolour);

Int ImageStnngUp(int image. intsize, intx,inty, string text. intcolour);

Function arguments and return details :
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N

irTIagl'
size
x
y
text
colour
ImageStnngO and
im geStringUp() returns

Function example:

Type

Int
Int
Int
Int
String
Int
Int

Description

Image handle obtained from function imageCreateO
The slze ofthetexttobedisplayed
The X coordinate ofthetopleft hand comer ofthetext
The Y coordinate ofth topleft-hand comer ofthetext
Th text tobedi played
Colour oftherectangle
Returns "TRUE" or "FALSE" depending on whether the
function was successful

ImageS r1ng'$image,4,10,lO,"Hello", $white);

The following script illustrates an example of the use of this function:

<?php

II GD ag - Example 30 - 6

11---------------------
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$image - ~ gecreate(100,100);
$darkr d - 1m geColorAllocate($image, 192,0,0) ;
$whi e - I ma ge Co l o r Al l oc a t e ($ i ma ge , 255 , 255 , 255 ) ;
lmageFil l ($image,O,O,$d rkred);
l mage St ri ng( $ i mage , 4 , 10 , 10 , "Hello", $white);
I mageStl i ng ($image, 3,10,25, "My", $white);
lmageString ($image,2,lO,40,"Nam ", $white);
lmageString($image,1,10,55,"1a", $white);
ImageStrlng($image,5,10,65,"Simon", $white);
Image? G($ image. 'graphics/redtext.png');
ImageDestroy ($image) ;
? :>

<img s r c - 'graphics/redtext.png'>

Figure 30.7 illustrates the output produced by this script.

Figure 30.7 Image text.
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As mentioned before, the ImageStringUpO function is similar to the ImageStringO
function. In fact, the parameters required are exactly the same. The following script
illustrates an example of the use of this function:

<?php

1/ GO m 9 ~ Example 30-7
1/ ---------

$ image
$darkre

lmagecrea te( lO O, l OO) ;
aqecolor Al l oc a t e( $1mage , 192 , O. O) ;
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$white = I ma g e Co l o r Al l o c a t e ($ i ma g e , 2 55 , 2 55 , 2 5 5 ) ;
ImageFi l l ($ image,O,O,$darkred);
ImageSt r ingUp($image,4,20,90,IHello", $white);
I ma g e St ringUp ($ i ma g e , 4 , 4 0 , 7 0 , I S i mon " , $white);
ImagePNG ($image, 'graphics/redtextup.png');
ImageDe s t roy($image) ;
? >

<img s rc~ 'graphics/redtextup.png'>

Figure 30.8 illustrates the output produced by this script.

Figure 30.8 Image uptext.

Displaying Individual Characters

local ntrallet
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In addition to being able to display strings of characters, two functions exist to display
individual characters. These are the ImageCharO and ImageCharUpO functions and they
operate in exactly the same way as the ImageStringO and ImageStringUpO functions. The
format of the functions is as follows:

Function prototypes:

In anmt unage. lOt sue,lot mty, char character, lOt colour);

Int 1m harUP(lOt image, intsilt, mtX,lOt y, char charaetef, intcolour);
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Function arguments and return details:

Name Type Description

imag Int Image handle obtained from function imageCreateO
sue Int The size of thecharacter to bedisplayed
x Int The X coordinateofthetopleft-hand comer ofthecharacter
y Int The Y coordinate ofthetopleh-hand cornerofthe character
character char The character to bedisplayed
colour Int Colour oftherectangle
imageChar() and Int Returns "TRUE' or ' FALSE' depending on whether the
imageChartJpO returns function was successful

Function example:

Imag Ch ( C' ge,4,20,70,"H", $white);

Imag Ch rUp $lmage,4,40,40,"S", $white);

The following script illustrates an example of the use of this function:

e?php

II GD Images - Ex mple 30 -8

1/------------------ ---
$image lmagecreate ( l OO, l OO) ;
$black • ImageColor Al l o c a t e( $ i m ge,O,O,O);
$white - ImageColor All o c a t e ($ i ma ge , 25 5 , 25 5 , 25 5) ;
1m geFill($l ge, O,O,$bl ck);
ImageChar($image , 4 , 20 , 7 0 , "H , $white);
1mageCha Up($image , 4 , 4 0 , 4 0 , · S " , $white );
1magePNG($image, 'gr phics/bl ckch r.png' );
ImageDes oy($imag) ;
?>
eimg src-'graphics/blackc ha r . png '>

Figure 30.9 illustrates the output produced by this script.

Font Heights and Widths
Difference size fonts obviously have different size widths and heights and the fonts used in
the GD library are no exception to this rule. The GD library has two functions, which you
can use to determine the width and height of the font you are using. These functions are
ImageFontWidthO and Imagef'ontlleightt). The format of the functions is as follows:

Function prototype:

int ImageFontWidth(int font);

int ImageFontHeight(int font);
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Figure 30.9 Outputting single characters,

Function arguments and return details:

385

Name Type

font Int
irnageFontWidthO and
irnageFontHeightO return

Function example:

$he ight ImageFontHeight(4);
$width = lmageFontWidth( 4 ) ;

Description

The fontsize you check determine itspixel size
Both functions return aninteger valuethatiseither the
width ortheheight of the fontin pixels

The following script illustrates an example of the use of this function:

<?php

II GO 1m ge - Example 30-9

11------ - -----------

$image - imagecrea t e (300 . 100 ) ;
$lightgrey I mag e c o l o r Al l o c a t e ($ i ma ge . 192 . 192 . 255 ) ;
$da r kg r e e n I ma ge Co l o r Al l oc a t e ($i mage . 0 . 192 . 0 ) ;
ImageFill($ima ge . O. O, $ l i g h t g r e y ) ;
$height lmage Fon t He i gh t (4) ;
$wi d t h - ~mageFontWidth ( 4 ) ;

$text "The Height of this text is " . $width;
$text2 "The Width of this text is " . $height;
Imag S r 'ng($image . 4 . 10 , 20 . $t e x t . $darkgreen);
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ImageString ($image,4,10,50,$text2, $darkgreen);
ImagePNG ($image, 'graphics/fontheight.png');
ImageOestroy($image) ;
? >
<img arc ' graph i c s / f o n t he i g h t . png ' >

Figure 30.10 illustrates the output produced by this script.
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Figure 30.10 Obtaining thewidth and height oftext.

Why would you want to know the height or width of the text you are displaying? Well, it
allows you to place the text exactly on the image. A good example of this is shown next .

Centring Text
One of the uses of the ImageFontWidthO function is to allow us to centre text on the image .
Consider the following script that illustrates the centring of text:

<?php

II GO In g Example 30 - 1 0

11---------------------
Sima e - 1 a ecreate( 300 , 10 0) ;
$blue - lma eColor Al l o c a t e ($ i ma g e , O, O, 25 S) ;
$y llow . ag~ColorAll oc t e($image,25S,255,Ol;
ImageFill( im ge , o,O , $b l ue ) ;
$ ~x hi ~xt i s centered";
$width ~aqeFon width (4 l * strlen($text l;
$x (JO - $widthl/2 ;
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ImageStr ing ($image,4,$x,40,$text, $yellow);
ImagePNG ($image, 'graphics/fontcentre.png') ;
lmageDestroy($image) ;
? >
<i mg src ='graphics/fontcentre .png'>
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Let's examine the important parts of this script, which enable us to centre our text. First,
the text which is going to be displayed is stored in the variable string $text:

$text = "This text is c entered ";

You can change the text in this string to anything you wish. The next line calculates the
width of the font using the ImageFontWidthO function and multiplies this value by the
number of characters in the string obtained using the strlent) function. This is stored in
the variable $width:

$width - I ma g e Fo n t Wi d t h (4 ) * strlen($text) ;

Variable $width now knows the exact length in pixels of the whole string. We now need to
determine where to place this on our image in order to centre the text. To do this we need
to know the width of the image which, in our example, is 300 pixels. We already know the
width of the text. The only thing we need to do is to divide the difference between the two
values by two to ensure that the text is placed in the centre of the image. This is illustrated
in Figure 30.11.

Width of Text (WoT)

.,". _ .

Text to Centre

Width of Image (Wol)

Image

Figure 30.11 Centring text.

To calculate the centre position we subtract the width of the Image (WoI) from the
width of Text (WoT) and then divide by two. The code to calculate the position of our
X coordinate is:

$x = (3 00 - $width)/2;

Figure 30.12 illustrates the output produced by this program.
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Figure 30.12 Centring text.

Creating Polygons

In addition to simple rectangles and squares, the GD library provides support for the
creation of more complex polygons. The function ImagePolygonO is used to create these
and the format of this function is as follows:

Function prototye:

mt ImagePolygon(int image, array points. intnumber, int colour);

Function arguments and return details:

m

Imdge
POlOt
number
colour
nnagePolygon() returns

Function example:

Type

Int
Array
Int
Int
Int

Description

Image handl obtained from function imageCreateO
Th array which stores theim g points
The number ofpoints making upthepolygon
The colour ofthepolygon
Returns "TRUE" or"FALSE" depending onwhether the
function was successful

$coords - a r r a y IO, 50 , 3 5 , 35 , 5 0 , O, 6 5 , 3 5 , l OO, 50 , 6 5 , 6 5 , 50 , l OO, 3 5 , 65 ) i
ImagePc~ygonl$image,$coords,8,$yellow) i

Note, that in this example the polygon consists of eight points which are stored in the array
$coords as eight X- Y pairs. The following script illustrates an example of the use of this
function:
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<?php

// GO Images - Example 30-11

1/------- --------------
$image imagecreate(100,100) ;
$blue - ImageColorAllocate($image,0,0,255);
$yellow - mageColorAllocate($image,255 ,25S,0);
ImageFill($lmage,o,O,$blue) ;

$coords array(O,50,3S,35,SO,O,6S,3S,lOO,SO,65,6S,SO,100,3S,6S);
ImagePoly on($image,$coords,8,$yellow);
ImagePNG($image, 'graphics/star .png');
ImageD 5 roy ($image) ;
?>
<img s r c 'gr phics/star.png' >

Figure 30.13 illustrates the output produced by this script.

LocaI ll tranet

Figure 30.13 Creating a polygon.

Filling in Shapes
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What if we wanted to create a polygon like the one shown previously which was not
a simple outline but a solid colour? Unfortunately, there is no ImagePolygonFilledO
function. However, there is something almost as good - the ImageFillToBorderO function.
This function allows part of an image to be "flood-filled" with colour. A change in the
background colour of the image signifies the extent to which the flood of colour will occur.
The format of this function is as follows:
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Function prototype:

Int ImageFilledToBorder(int Image, int x, inty, int bordertolout intcolour);

Function arguments and return details:

PHP and MySQL Manual

ame Type

image Int
x Int
y Int
bord r(olor Int
colour Int
imag FiliedToBord rO Int
retums

Function example:

Description

Image handle obtained from function imag Create
The X coordinate ofthestart ofthefill
Th Y coordinat ofth start of thefill
The border colour atwhich tostop filling
Colour ofthefill
R tums "TRUE' or' FALSE'depending onwhetherthefunction
was successful

lmageFiIIToBorder($ima g e , SO, SO, $y e 1 I ow, $ r e d) ;

Note that, in this example, the polygon will be filled with the colour yellowwhile the border
of the polygon will be red. The following script illustrates an example of the use of this
function:

<?php

II GD lma es - Ex amp l e 30 -12

11---------------------
$image 
$bIue
$yellow
$red
lm 9 Fi

aqecrea t e( l OO, l OO) ;
~ColorAllocate ( $ image , 0 , 0 , 2 S S) ;

ImageCo 1o r A1 1o c a t e ($ i ma g e , 2 s S , 2 5 5 , 0) ;
na eC lorAllo c a t e ($ i ma g e , 2 SS , 0 , 0) ;

($ mg . . 0 , 0 , $blue) ;

$eoord ~ y(O ,SO , 3 S , 3 S , SO, O, 6 S , 3 S , l OO, SO, 6 S , 6 S , SO, l OO, 3 S , 6 S) ;
Im gP 0 ygonl$imag ,$eoords,B,$yellow);
lm geFi~l~ Border($ima g e , SO, SO, $ye 1 1ow, $ r e d) ;
ImagePNG ~1m ge, 'graphics /fiI1edstar.png' );
rm 9 0 royl$image) ;
?>
<img sre 'gI phies/ f i I 1e d s t a r . p ng '>

Figure 30.14 illustrates the output produced by this script.

Creating New Images from Existing Ones
When using the GD library you don't have to begin creating your image from scratch.
You can load an existing image and modify it. Support is provided for three different
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Figure 30.14 Flood-filled polygon.
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image formats: JPEG, GIF and PNG with the functions: ImageCreateFromJPEGO,
ImageCreateFromGIFO and ImageCreateFromPNGO. The format of these functions are
the same and are:

Function prototypes:

mt Image(reateFromJPEG(stringfilename);

int ImageCn!ateFromGIF(stringfilename);

int Ima eCn!ateFromPNG{stringfilename);

Function arguments and return details:

Nam

filename
imageCn!ateFromGIFO
imageCreateFromPNGO
imageCreateFromJPEG()
returns

Function example:

Type

String
Int

Description

The filename oftheimage as thebasis ofyour newimage
The function returns an integer value, which is used to
store the handle of the image, in the same way as the
ImageCr ate()function

$image - ImagecreateFromJPEG( "palm .j peg") ;$image
ImageCreateFromJPEG ("palm. j peg ") ;

The following script illustrates an example of the use of the ImageCreateFromJPEG
function:
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c?php

/1 > 9 Fxampl~ 30-13
/, ---------------------
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$im
$b ue - :::

eCreateFlomJPEG("graphics/palm .jpeg");
eColorAllocate($image,O,O ,25S);

o Arubal";
h eFon Width(4) • atrlen($text);
( $width)/2;

image,4,$x,330,$text, $blue);
e, 'graphica/palm .png');

r ~ I$imag );

c i mg arc ' g t phica/p lm .png'>

Figure 30.15 illustrates the output produced by this script.
Okay, so we can modify an existing image but what real use could be made of being able

to do this? Well, one example is illustrated in the following section.

Creating "Magic" Buttons
In this example we illustrate how using an existing image we can create new images which
may be of use. The basic concept here is that if you imagine that you have a Web page,
which has a number of buttons already on it that the user can click on to jump to further
pages of information. Consider, however, if you wanted to give your users the ability to
modify the text on the buttons so that they could customize their view of your Web page.
To do this we start by creating a blank button graphic, see Figure 30.16.

We then created a script that uses a simple form to demonstrate the creation of these
buttons dynamically. The script allows the user to type some text into a form field that is
then centred on a button. The more times they enter text and click the form submit button
the more text buttons they create. Here is the script:

c?php

II GO Imag a Example 30 -14

//----------------- ----
if(issetl$_POST[ ' t e x t ' ))

$text $ POST['text'];
el e

$ x ft" ;

if(! ase $_POST [ 'coun '] »
sco 1;

1 ~
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Figure 30.15 Modifying an existing image.

Figure 30.16 Blank button.
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$count - $_POST['count');
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ifl$text "reset")
$count-l;

el e {
$l.m ge - ImageCreateFromJPEG("graphics/button.jpg");
$blu .. ImageColorAllocate($image,O,O,255);
$width - ImageFontWidth(4) * strlen($text);
$x - (200 - $width)/2;
lmageString($image,4,$x,15,$text, $blue);
$name "graphics/button" . $count . ".png";
ImagePNG($image, $name);
ImageDestroy($image) ;

}
echo("<form method.'post' ction-"'. $ SERVER['PHP_SELF'] . "'>");
echo("Ent r Txt: <input type=' text , name='text'>");
echo("<input type.. 'hidden' name-'count' value.'" . ++$count . "'>");
echo("<inpu type='submit'>");
echo("</form>") ;
fortS -2;$a<$count;$a++)
echo("<img s c-'graphics/button" . $a . ".png,>n);
?>

Let's examine the script in a little more detail . The first few lines check the value of text
which is used to store the text for the button:

if(isset($ POST['text'))
$text .. $ POST['text'J;

" " .,

The next few lines of code check to see if the variable $count exists and, if not, sets this to
one. Variable $count is used to store how many buttons have been created:

if (I

POST [ , count' ) ;

The next couple of lines check to see if the value of $text is equal to "reset". The variable
$text is used to hold the text entered via the form and is used to create the text placed on
the button. If the user types "reset", then the number of buttons created is set back to one
allowing the user to begin again:
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if($text - - "reset")
$count-I;

else {
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If the value of the variable $text was anything other than "reset", then the button image is
created:

$ m 9 ImageCrea t e Fr omJ PEG ("graphics/bu ton . j pg ") ;
~ue Ima g e Co l o r Al l o c a t e( $ i ma g e , O, O, 2 5 5 ) ;

$w1dth I ma g e Fon t Wi d t h (4) * strlen($text);
S (200 $width )/2;

String( $ i ma g e , 4 , $x , 15 , $ t e x t , $blue );
"graphics /button" . $count . " .png";

~ 9 P G( $ i ma g e , $name);
eDestroy( $ i mag e ) ;

Next the input form is output allowing interaction with the user:

echo (" <form m thod- 'post' a ct ion-'" . $_SERVER(' PHP_SELF' J
" t ,19) ;

echo ("J;n
cho ( ,<' n

" I ,U)

r Text: <i np u t type 'text' name-'text' >" );
It ype -'hidden' name-'count' value.'" . ++$count

cho ( "<. , np 1 yp , submi t ' >") ;
ecno t v« olm> ") ;

Finally, a for loop is used to display all the buttons which have been created:

for($a 2,$ <$coun t ; $a ++)
echo "< i mg src-'graphics/button" . $a . " .png'>");

?>

Figure 30.17 illustrates some example output produced by this script. In this screen shot
three buttons have already been created by the user.

Using Circles, Ellipses and Arcs
The ImageArc function can be used to produce circles, ellipses, semi-circles and arcs. The
format of this function is as follows.

Function prototype:

lotImdgeArc(int Simage, intcentrex, intcentreY, intwidth, intheight, intstartD gr e, int
endDegree, int colour);
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Figure 30.17 Output from magic buttons.

Function arguments and return details:

Name

image
centreX
cenueY
width
height
s rtDeql'H
endDegn!e
colour
imageArc() retums

Function example:

Type Description

Int Image handle obtained from function imageCreate
Int The X coordinate ofthecentre ofthecircle orellipse
Int The Y coordinate ofthecentre of thedrcle orellipse
Int Width ofthecircle orellipse
Int Height ofthecircle orellipse
Int Start drawing from thisdegree
Int End drawing atthisdegree
lnt The colour of the circle orellipse
Int Retums "TRUE" or"FALSE" depending onwhether thefunction

was successful

ImageArc($image,lSO,lSO,lOO,lOO,O,360 ,$darkblue) ;

When drawing a circle, ellipse or an are, you need to specify the starting degree and
finishing degree. Imagine you wished to create a complete circle. Well, the start degree
would be zero and the finishing degree would be 360 as you want a complete circle. If,
however, you wanted to draw a half circle then you may specify that the start degree is 90
and the finishing degree would be 270. The following script illustrates an example of the
use of the ImageArc function:
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<?php

II GO Imag Example 30-15

//---------------------
m geCre te(300,300);
- ImageColorAllocate($image,O,O,192);
mageColorAllocate($image,255,255,255) ;

lmageFl 1 image,O,O,$white);
I eArc($~ma e,150,150,lOO,lOO,O,360,$d rkblue);
lmageAr~($ mage,SO,SO,lOO,50,O,360,$darkblue);
ImageA cl$ mage,SO,lSO,SO,lOO,90,270,$darkblue);
lmageP G($image, 'graphics/circle.png');
ImageDestroy($im ge) ;
?>
<img src 'graphics/circle.png'>

Figure 30.18 illustrates some example output produced by this script.

hnp ://bcaIlostIphpbook/examl*JO-lS.php

C)

(0

Figure 30.18 Arc and circle output.
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Producing Random "Bubbles"
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The ImageArcO function can be used to produce some very interesting effects. One simple
example of its use is shown in the following script:

<?php

II GO Im ges - Example 30-16
11-- -

$image - 1mageCreate(300,300);
$lightblue ImageColorAlloeate($image, 64,64,255) ;
$blue • ImageColorAlloeate($image,o,50,255);
$darkblu mageColorAlloeate($image,0,0,192);
$eols - rlay($lightblue,$blue,$darkblue);
$white - 1m geColorAlloeate($image,255,255,255);
ImageFill($im ge,o,O,$white);
srand«doub1e)mierotime() * 1000000);

for ($do 1;$dots<100;$dots++){
$posx - rand(0,300);
$posy rand(O,300);
$slze - rand(10,30);
$eol - rand(0,2);
ImageAre($image,$posx,$posy,$size,$size,O,360,$eols[$e01]);

}
ImageP G($image, 'g aphies/bubbles.png');
ImageDestroy($image) ;
?:-

<img src-'g phics/bubbles.png'>

This script produces an image which consists of randomly placed circles. The image could
be used (if it were improved a little) as a random backdrop to a Web page for example. For
now though, we have chosen simply to generate the image and display this on the Web. The
output from the script is shown in Figure 30.19.

Let's have a closer look at how this program works. The first few lines of code should be
very familiar to you and they simply create an image 300 x 300 pixels in size, define a few
colours to use and fill the image with the colour white:

($imag .64,64,255);
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Figure30.19 Random circles.
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The next line of code is used to "seed" the random number generator:

srand((double)microtime() * 1000000);

The next few lines of code use a for loop to generate 100 circles. Each circle has random
X and Y coordinates on the image together with a random size and colour. The randt)
function is used to produce the random numbers. It requires two parameters - the
minimum and maximum random numbers it should produce:

for ($ 0 S 1;$dots<100;$dots++){
$po x rand(O,300);
$ o.y r nd(O,300);

~ rand(10,30);
$eol - rand(O,2);
1m 9 Arc($image,$posx,$posy,$size,$size,O,360,$cols[$col]);

Finally, the image is stored and all memory used in its creation is released:
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ImagePNG ($ image, 'graphics/bubbles.png');
ImageDestroy ($image) ;

Repetitive Patterns
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In this section we illustrate what can be produced with a simple program, a random
number and a basic set of rules. The following script doesn't introduce any new functions
or concepts - it is simply an illustration of what can be produced:

<?php

// GD Images - Example 30-17

//---------------------
$image - ImageC~eate(251,251);

$blue • ImageColorAlloc te($image,0,50,25S);
$white - ImaqeColorAllocate($image,255,255,255);
ImageFill($image,O,O,$white);
sr nd((double)microtime() • 1000000);

$x array(125,250,0);
$y ~ array(O,250,250);

ImageLine($im ge,$x[O] ,$y[O] ,$x[l] ,$y[l] ,$blue);
ImageLine($image,$X[I] ,$y[l] ,$x[2] ,$y[2] ,$bIue);
ImageLine($image,$x[2] ,$y[2] ,$x[O] ,$y[Ol ,$blue);

$lx 0;
$ly=O;
$coun -0;
whil ($count < 10000) {

$count+
$rand - rand(0,2);
$nx e ($x [$ r a nd ] - $lx) / 2;
$ny = ($y [$r a n d ] - Sly) / 2;
ImageL~ne($image.$lx+$nx.$ly+$ny,$lx+$nx.$ly+$ny,$blue);
$Ix ~ $lx+$nx;
$ly - $ly+$ny;

ImagePNG($~mage, 'graphics/triangle.pog');
ImageDestroy($image) ;
?>
<img src 'gr phics/triangle.png'>

This program produces output similar to that shown in Figure 30.20.
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Figure 30.20 Repetitive patterns,

Let's examine this script a little more closely and see how the image shown in Figure 30.20
was formed. The first few lines of code define a image of 251 x 251 pixels and create some
colours to use. The image is filled with white and the random number generator is seeded:

- ~m geCreate(251,251);
Tm 9 Co orAllocate($image,0,50,255);

qeColorAllocate($image,255,2SS,2SS);
l.mage,O,O,$white) ;

)microtime() • 1000000);

$l.m ge
$blu
$white
ImageF 11 (
srand ( (d

Next, two arrays of X and Y coordinates are created and their contents are used by three
ImageLine functions to create the outline triangle on our image:

$x a
$y - at

} /125,250,0);
v! ,250,250);

ImageL n 19'mage,$x[0] ,$y[O] ,$xll] ,$y[l] ,$blue);
ImageL.l. , .;>J.mdge, sx [1) , $y [1) , $x (2) , $y (2) , $blue) ;
ImageLin I am ge, $x (2) • $y (2) ,$x (0) . $y (0) . $blue) ;
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Next, a while loop is used to generate a line (which is actually only one pixel long) on the
image. This results in the geometric pattern being produced:

$lx
$ .
$coun
w...... e < 10000) (

r ndlO, 2) ;
$x[$rand] - $Ix) / 2;
~y[ rand] - Sly) / 2;

Linel$im ge,$lx+$nx,$ly+$ny,$lx+$nx,$ly+$ny,$bIue);
x+$nx;
y+$ny;

Finally, the image is stored and the memory released:

ImagePN~I$ ge, 'graphics/triangle.png');
ImageDestroyl$image) ;

Summary
This chapter has introduced the GD library and shown how images can be created from
scratch and how images that already exist can be modified. Once you have grasped the
basics of the function library you should be able to produce some very complex images
should you so wish. We have provided some examples of what effects can be produced
using the library and, in the following chapter, we shall explain how the techniques and
functions learnt in this chapter can be used to create a useful dynamic graphical image.



AUseful Dynamic Image

Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced the GD library and illustrated some of the
many functions available for graphic creation and manipulation. We also provided some
examples of the use of the library in terms of how the functions could be put to use
for dynamic Web-page development. In this chapter, however, we present a complete
application that makes use of many of the library functions introduced in the previous
chapter.

Weshall begin by introducing our application, providing some examples of what it can
do and then walk you through the script explaining how the application was developed.

An Introduction tothe Image

So what does this script do? Well, the script is capable of generating simple bar graphs. An
example of what can be produced is illustrated in Figure 31.1. The image is generated by
invoking a function called graph. The graph function is configurable enabling the user to
determine the actual size of the bar graph produced, the colours used, titles and labelling
text as well as the data values it displays. This versatile function can, therefore, be used to
display a variety of different types of data dynamically on your Web site.

Why would you want to do this? Well, you may wish to present graphically the number
of new users accessing the site month by month or it could be Web site users' responses to
a series of questions from a questionnaire.

While the data displayed on this graph are static, you will learn in later chapters how to
interface PHP to databases . This will allow you to obtain data via a Web form, store this in
a database and then retrieve these data and display them using our graph function.

But for now let's examine the example screen shot in Figure 31.1.This example illustrates
a graph displaying 12 monthly values. The graph is 300 x 200 pixels in size. The scale of
the graph is automatically calculated and has the range 0-100.

Figure 31.2 illustrates another graph produced using the same graph function. This
example illustrates five values representing quality of service. The size of this graph is
250 x 200 pixels and once again the scale of the graph is automatically created, producing
a scale of 0-1456.

Finally, Figure 31.3 illustrates another bar-graph example, consisting of two data values.
These represent responses to a yes-no style question.

All three examples illustrate the fact that the developer has control over the size of the
graph image, the colours used, the labels displayed and the data values used to create the
bars .
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Done Local Intranet

Figure 31.1 Monthly bar graph - Example 1.

We shall continue this chapter by examining how the graph function was created. We
have broken the final design down into smaller easier-to-understand pieces and we shall
examine each of these in turn, resulting in the creation of the complete application.

Creating aScalable Coloured Background
We shall begin the development of our graph by designing the parts of our function that
allow us to create the graph image and colour it. Our graph function initially looks like this:

<?php

func io ph($name,$w,$h,$bgc)
$imag Tm g.Create($w,$h);
$colb olours($image);
Ima ~~~($image,O.O.$cols[$bgc));

rm 9 r ($image. $name);
ImageD B oy($image);

The function has been written to receive four parameters: the name of the image to be
created, its width, its height and the colour of the background:
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Figure 31.2 Bar graph - Example 2.

funct~o Q ph($name,$w,$h,$bgc) {

Next, the ImageCreateO function is invoked to create the image using the width and height
values stored in $w and $h:

$image TmageCreate($w,$h);

A function called coloursO is invoked. This returns an array of colours, which have been
defined for use with the image. The defined colours are stored in the array $cols:

$cols cO.~Jrs($image);

The image background is created using the ImageFillO function. Note that the cols array
used is subscripted using the $bgc variable which stores the background colour of the
image:

ImageFill $image ,O , O, $c o l s [$bgc ]) ;
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Figure 31 .3 Bar graph - Example 3.

Local Intranet

Finally, the graph function is completed by creating the image using the value stored in
$name and the memory freed:

The function colours is used to create an array of colour definitions for use with the image.
By providing a value from 0 to 14 the user can refer to a particular colour stored in the
array:

function colours($image) {
$white a lmageColorAlloc te($image,255,255,255);
$black - lmageColorAllocat ($image,O,O,O);
$lightblue ImageColorAllocate($image,64,64,255);
$blue a mageColorAllocate($im 9 ,0,0,255);
$darkblue a lmagecolorAllocate($image,0,0,192);
$r d lmagecolorAllocat ($im ge,255,0,0);
$lightred. lmageColorAlloc te($i ge,2SS,64,64);
$darkred lmageColorAllocate($im ge,192,0,0);
$green = ImageColorAllocate($image,0,255,0);
$ligh green. lmag ColorAlloc te($image,64,2SS,6 );
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n - lmageColorAllocate($image,O,192,O);
lmageCo1orA11ocate($image ,255 ,255,0) ;

ImagecolorAllocate($image, 192,192, 192) ;
re Ima eCo1orA11ocate($image ,128,128,128);
gr y ImageColorAllocate($image, 192 , 192 ,255) ;

$dal. r
$yellow
$gr y
$dark.
$ 'gh
$cols

array ( h~ e,$black,$lightblue,$blue,$darkblue,$red,$lightred,
$darkr d,$green,$lightgreen ,$darkgreen ,$yellow,$grey,
$darkgl igh grey) ;

retur. $cols;

The graph function is invoked with a simple function call. The values passed to the function
are "graph.jpeg" which is the name of our image, 200 and 150 which are the width and
heights and 14 which is the background colour which corresponds to lightgrey:

graph("graphics/graph,j peg ", 200 , 150 , 14) ;

?>
<img src 'graphics/graph .j peg '>

So, far our completed graph script is as follows:

<?php

II GD Gr ph - Example 31-1

II - ------ - -

funct~on grap h ($n me,$w,$h,$bgc) {
$1mage • lmag Cr te($w,$h);
$cols • colours ($image) ;
lmag Pi 11 ($ i m ge,0,0,$co1s[$bgc]);
lma e J PEG ($ i mag e , $name);
lma e Des t r oy ($ i m ge);

function colou r s( $ i mag e ) {
$whit • 1mag Co1orA11ocate($imag ,255,255,255);
black. lmageColorAllocate ($image, 0, 0, 0) ;

$11 htb 1u • I geCo1orA11oc te($image,6 ,64,255);
$blue a I gecolorAlloca e($image,0,0,255);
$darkblu e • lmageColorAllocate($image,0,0,192);
$r d • 1mag ColorAlloc te($imag ,255,0,0);
$lightr ed = 1rnageColorAllocate($image, 255, 64,64) ;
$darkred. 1m 9 ColorAlloc te($im ge,192,O,O);
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~qreen = 1mageColorAllocate($image,o,255,O);
$1 Lghtgreen 1mageColorAllocate($image,64,255,64);
$ rkgreen ~ 1mageColorAllocate($image,O,192,O);
yelow 1m geColorAllocate($image,255,255,O);

$gr y 1mage Co l o r Al l o c a t e ($ i m ge,192,192,192);
r 9 y - 1mageColorAl locate($image,128,128,128);

~igh g rey. 1mageColorAllocate($image,192,192,25S);
.,.co

array($wh te,$bla c k , $ l i g h t b l ue , $b l u e , $da r kb l ue , $ r e d , $ l i g h t r e d ,
$darkred, qre n , Sl i g h t g r e e n , Sd a r kg r e e n , Sye l l ow, Sg r e y , Sd a r kg r e y ,
$lightq YJ;

Scola ;

graph (" .[ phLcs/gr a p h . jpeg", 200, 150, 14 );

?>
<img src 9 aphics/g r a ph . j p e g '>

The output produced from this program is shown in Figure 31.4.

Done

Figure 31.4 Graph Part 1- scalable image.

Local Intranet
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Creating the Graph Axis and Horizontal Rules

409

The next stage of our graph script involves the creation of a border marking the axis of
the bar graph and some horizontal rules. The first modifications to our script are to the
graph function where the number of parameters is increased to allow the user to specify
the foreground colour:

function graph($na me , $w, $h , $bg c , $ f g c)

Next, four variables are added to the beginning of the graph function to define the top,
right, left and bottom boarders of our graph:

$t.op 15,
$right
$left::15;
$bottom 25,

Next, following the ImageFillO function call within the graph function, two new function
calls are inserted:

d r awAx i s l $ i mage,$w,$h,$eols($fge] ,$top,$right,$left,$bottom);
d rawLi ne ($~mage , $w , $h , $ col s ( $ fge ] ,$top,$right,$left,$bottom);

These two functions will produce the graph axis and the horizontal dashed lines on our
graph. Both functions are passed the image handle, width, height, foreground colour and
border variables. That's all the changes we need to make to the graph function. However,
we still need to create the two functions drawAxisO and drawlrashedl.inesf). Function
drawAxisO is the most simple and uses its parameters to draw the axis of the graph as
a simple rectangle:

func i
1m

wAxia($ima ge , $w, $h, $e o l , $top,$right,$left,$bottom)
ngle($ima g e , $ l e f t , $ t o p , $w- $ r i g h t , $h- $bo t t o m, $ e o l);

Function drawDashedLinesO is a little more complex. It first calculates the height of the
graph itself taking into account the top and bottom borders. It then calculates the spacing
between the dashed lines, the value of which is stored in the variable $space. Finally, it uses
a for loop to display the four lines on the graph:

function drawLines($image, $w, $h, $eol, $top,$right, $left, $bottom)
$gHeight. - $h - ($top + $bottom);
$space - $gHeight / 4;
$y - $ op ;
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for($a 1; a s ;$a ++) {
lm~g Lin~($i mage , $ le f t , $y , $w $right,$y,$co1 );
$y- y+$space :

The graph function invocation needs to have an additional parameter to specify the
foreground colour which, in this case, is lightblue:

graph("graph ·cs/graph.jpeg", 200, 150, 14, 2);

The script so far now follows:

<?php

// GD Graph Example 31 2

//-------- -------------
func ion graph($name,$w,$h,$bgc,$fgc)

$top-1s;
$righ 5;
$lef 35:
$bottolt' 25;
$ image mageCreate($w,$h);
$co1s a co1ours($image);
1mageFi1' l$image,O,O,$cols[$bgc):
drawAxis($image,$w,$h,$cols[$fgc) ,$top,$right,$left,$bottom);
drawLinea ($image,$w, $h, $cols [$fgc] ,$top,$right,$1 ft,$bottom):
1mageJPEG($image, $name):
lmageDest oY($image);

funct10n co1ours($image) {
$white - mageColorAllocate($image,2ss,2ss,255):
$black 1mageColorAllocate($image,O,O,O):
$ligh b1u lmageColorAllocate($image,64,64,2s5):
$blue 1mageColorAllocate($image,o,O,2ss):
$darkb ue • lmag ColorAlloc te($image,O,O,192):
$red • 1mageColorAlloc te($im ge,255,O,O):
Slightr lmageCo orAl1ocate($image,25s,64,64):
$darkred - 1m geColorAllocate($im ge,192,O,O);
Sgre n - 1m geColorA1locate($im ge,O,255,0):
$lightg een • 1mageColorAl1ocat ($im ge,64,25s,64);
$darkgreen . 1m geColorAl1oc te($image,O,192,O);
$yellow lmageColorAllocate($image,2ss,2ss,O):
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$grey - 1magecolorAlloc te($image,192,192,192);
$darkgrey. 1m geColorAllocate($image,128,128,128);
$lightgrey c ImageColorAllocate($image,192,192,255);

~ $cols
array($white,$black,$lightblue,$blue,$darkblue,$red,$lightred,
$darkred,$green,$lightgreen,$d rkgreen,$yellow,$grey,$darkgrey,
$lightgrey) ;

return $cols;

function drawAxis($image, $w, $h, $col, $top,$right,$left,$bottom)
ImageRectangle($image,$left,$top,$w-$right,$h-$bottom,$col);
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function drawL~nes($image, $w, $h, $col, $top,$right,$left,$bottom) {
$gHeigh • $h - ($top + $bottom);
$spac - $gHeight I 4;
$y • Stop;
for($ • ;$a<5;$a++) (

1m eLine($image,$l ft,$y,$w-$right,$y,$col);
$y $y Ssp ce;

graph ("graphics/graph. jpeg" , 200, 150, 14, 2);

?>
<img arc 'graphics/gr ph.jpeg'>

The output from the graph function is shown in Figure 31.5.

Creating the Title and Axis Labels
The next stage is to include the title and X-and Y -axis labels. The graph function is
modified to include three additional parameters: the title and the two labels:

function graph($name,$w,$h,$bgc,$fgc,$title,$xtitle,$ytitle)

Next, a function call in included below the invocation of the drawLinesO function which
will display these labels:

drawTitles($image,$w,$h,$cols[$fgc] ,$title,$xtitle,$ytitle);
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Done Local Intranet

Figure 31.5 Graph Part 2- border and horizontal rules.

The drawTitlesO function must be included. This function calculates the length of the title
and two labels and displays them centrally in set positions on the image. No check is made
to ensure that the text will fit. It is assumed that the developer will make sure that the graph
is large enough to display the titles and labels:

funct 'o wTi les($im ge,$w,$h,$col,$title,$xtitle,$ytitle) (
w Tma g e Fo n t Wi d t h ( l ) • strlen($ti leI;

w - $width)/2;
~ t ' ng ($ i ma g e , l , $x , 3 , $ t i t l e , $c o l ) ;

I ma g e Fo n t Wi d t h ( l ) * strlen($ytitle);
$ - $width)/2;

ng($image,l,$x,$h-lO,$ytitle,$col) ;
lmageFontWidth(l) • strlen($xtitle);

- $height)/2;
ngup( $ i ma g e , l , l , $y +$he i g h t , $x t i t l e . $c o l ) ;

Finally, the invocation of the graph function is modified to include the three extra
parameters:

graph ("graphics/graph. j pe g " , 2 0 0 , 150, l4,2,"Total Number of
Sales". "Sales
£" , "Weekdays") ;

The output from the graph function is shown in Figure 31.6.
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Done

Figure 31.6 Graph Part 3- title and labels.

Creating the X-axis Data Labels

To create the X-axis labels we need to add two new parameters to the graph function.
These are the number of data labels (and forthcoming data items) and an array containing
the labels themselves:

funct i o n grap h( $n a me , $w, $h , $bg c , $ f g c , $t i t l e , $x t i t l e , $y t i t l e , $nu rnX ,
$xTit l e s J {

A function call is included below the invocation of the drawTitlesO function which will
display these labels:

drawXLables($ima g e , $w, $h , $ r i g h t , $ l e f t , $c o l s [$ f g c ] ,$nurnX,$xTitles);

The function drawXLablesO needs to be included. This function calculates the spacing
between each of the labels and then using a for loop outputs them on the graph:

functlon rawxLables( $image , $w, $h , $ r i g h t , $ lef t , $c ol , $nu rnX , $xTi tl e s )
$graphWidth • $w - ($right+$left );
$spacing - $graphWidth/$nurnX;
$x $left + ($s p a c i ng/ 4 ) ;
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for ($a-O : $a <$nurnX : $a++) (
ImageString($image,1,$x,$h-20,$xTitles[$a] ,$eol):
$x $x+$spacing:

Once again it is the developer who must check that there is enough space for the labels to fit
across the graph. Finally, an array needs to be defined before the graph function invocation
to contain the X-axis labels. The graph function invocation needs to be modified to include
the number oflabels and the array:

$xTitle!" array (" Mon " , "Tue", "Wed", "Thu", "F ri" ) :
graph("gr ph.j peg ", 200,150, 14,2,"Total Number of Sales", "Sales
£","Weekdays",5 , $xTi t l e s ) ;

The output from the graph function is shown in Figure 31.7.

local Intranet

Figure 31 .7 Graph Part 4- X-axis labels.

Creating the Y-axis Numerical Scale
In order to display the Y-axis numerical scale we need to know what data values are to be
displayed. Therefore, we need to modify the graph function so that the data values can be
passed as an array and stored in variable $xValues:
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function graph($name,$w,$h ,$bgc ,$fgc,$title,$xtitle,$ytitle ,$numX,
$xTitles,$xValues) (

Next, a call to function calcMaxDataItemO is used to determine the largest data item value
and thus allow us to calculate the Y -axis scale. This is inserted below the call to function
drawXLablesO:

$max - calcMaxDataltem($xValues,$numX);

After this a function call to drawYLablesO will enable us to display the numerical values:

drawYLables($image,$w,$h,$cols[$fgc] ,$top ,$right,$left ,$bottom,$max);

The function calcmaxDataltemO uses a simple for loop to examine each of the data items
and determine which is the largest:

~ lcMaxD taltem($xValues, $nurnX) {
-0;

n,$a<$nurnX;$a++) {
Values [$al > $temp)

$xValues($a] ;
}
retu emp;

Having determined the largest value of our Y-axis' scale function drawYLablesO is able to
calculate the values of the four numbers to display on the Y -axis by subtracting a quarter
of the maximum number four times . The function determines the number of characters in
each Y-axis scale number in order to place it correctly against the Y-axis:

function drawYLables( $ i mag e , $w, $h , $c ol , $ t op , $ r i g h t , $ l e f t , $bo t t om,
$max) {

$gHeight ~ $h - ($ t op + $bottom);
$space = $gHeigh t / 4;
$y ,. Stop;
$quater round ($max/4 , 0) ;
for($a-l;$a<S ; $ ++) {

len s rlen( $max) ;
$width • I ma g e Fon t Wi d t h ( l ) * $len;
ImageString( $ i m g e,O,32.$width,$y- 2,$max,$col);
$y $y+$space ;
$max-$m x -$quater;
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Finally, an array to store the values must be created and the graph function invocation
modified to pass this to the graph function:

$xValues array(SO,SS,78,87,32);
graph("graph.jpeg", 200, ISO, 14,2,"Total Number of Sales","Sales
f" ,"Weekdays ",s,$xTitles,$xValues):

The output from the graph function is shown in Figure 31.8.

Local Intranet

Figure 31.8 Graph Part 5- Y-axis numbers.

Displaying the Data
We are almost finished! The last task we need to accomplish is to display the data on the
graph. We begin by including a final parameter in our graph function to hold the colour
value of the graph bars:

function
graph($n mp,$w,$h ,$bg c, $ f g c , $ t i tl e , $x t i tl e , $y t i tle , $n u rnX , $x Ti tles,
$xValue ,~b'l {

Next we insert a function call to the drawDataO function below the drawYLabelsOfunction
to process our graph data:

drawData ($ i mage,$w,$h,$cols[$bc] ,$top,$right,$left,$bottom,$nurnX,
$xValues,$max ) ;
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Next, the drawDataO function is implemented. This calculates the size of each graph bar
depending on the overall size of the image and the value of the data item. Each bar is
displayed using the ImageFilledRectangleO function:

function
d r awO t ($im g e, $w,$h,$col,$top,$right,$left,$bottom,$numX,$xValues,
$max) {

$gr phHeight ~ $h - ($top+$bottom);
$pix V U~ - $graphHeigh I $m X;

graphW1 th $w - ($right+$left );
$~p cing $gr phWidth/$numX;
$ga cing/4 ;
$x $1 f + ($sp a c i ng/6);
for($ 0;$ <$ nu mX ; $a ++) {

$rec Size = ($g r a p hHe i g h t + Stop ) - $xValues[$a]*$pixelValue;
m 9 illedRec t ngle ($im ge,$x,$rectSize,$x+ ($spacing-$gap),$h

$bottom, sc 1);

$x $x'$spacing ;

Finally, the invocation of the graph function is modified to include a parameter
representing the colour of the bars, in this case red:

graph("graph.jpeg ", 200,150, 14,2,"Total Number of Sales","Sales
£","Weekdays",5, $xTi t l e s , $xVa l u e s , 5 ) ;

The finished script is as follows:

<?php

II GO Gr ~ Example 31-6

1/---------------------
function
graph($nam ,$w,$h , $bgc , $ f g c , $ t i t l e , $x t i t l e , $y t i tle , $numX , $xTi t l e s,
$xValues,$bc

Stop l!:l,
$riqht-5;
$lef .j

$bottn -
$imag lmagecrea te( $w, $h) ;
$co s colours ($ i ma g e) ;
ImageF111 ($ima ge ,O , O, $c ol s [$bg c ] ) ;
drawAxio $image , $w, $h , $c o l s [$ f g c ] ,$top,$right,$left,$bottom);
drawL PR($ima ge , $w, $h , $c ol s [$ f g c ] ,$top,$right,$left,$bottom) ;
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,$ ,$h, cols($fgc),$t 1e,$x it1e.$y it1 );
9 ,$ ,$h.$right,$l f ,$cols($fgc) ,$n mX,$xTi les),
t t m($xV lu 8,$n );

,$h,$co1s($fgc),$top,$r'gh ,$1 ft,$bo om.

top, right,$left,$bottom,$numX,

) ;

d,

$ , $h, Scol, S cp, right,$le ,$bottom) (
$bo t );

s($image, $w,
($ ' mag , lef

, y,S -

$ op,$right,$l f ,$bo om)
- ri ht,$h- bottom, col);

gh , $y, col);
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f nc ion drawTitles($image,$w,$h,$col,$title,$xtitle,$ytitle)
$wi th ImageFontWidth(l) * str1en($title);
$x ~ ($w $width)/2;
ImaqeString($image,1,$x,3,$title,$col) ;
$width 1m gePontWidth(l) * strlen($ytitle);
$x I$w $width)/2;
ImageString($image,1,$x,$h-10,$ytitle,$col);
$height ~ Im gePontWidth(l) • strlen($xtitle);
$y I$h - $height)/2;
ImageStringUp($image,1.1,$y+$height,$xtitle,$c01) ;
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function drawXLables($image,$w,$h,$right,$left,$col,$numX,$xTit1es)
$gr phWl th - $w - ($right+$left);
$spaclng = $graphWidth/$numX;
$x e $left ($sp cing/4);
forl$a-O;$a<$numX;$a++) (

Im geString($im ge,1,$x,$h-20,$xTitles[$a] ,$col);
$x $x+$spacing;

function calcM xD taItem($xValues, $numX) (
$temp 0;
for($a-O;$a<$numX;$a++) (

if'$xValues[$a] > $temp)
$temp - $xVa1ues[$a];

}
return $temp;

function drawYLables($image,$w,$h,$col,$top,$right,$1eft,$bottom,
$max) {

$gHeigh % $h ($top + $bottom);
$space - $gHeight / 4;
$y - Stop;
$quater round($max/4,O);
forI a 1;$a<5;$a++) (

$1 n - strlen($max);
w d h ImageFontWidth(l) * $len;

ImageString($im 9 ,O,32.$width,$y-2,$m x,$col);
$y-$y+$space;
$max $max-$quater;

f nc ion dr wData($image,$w,$h,$col,$top,$right,$1eft,$bottom,$numX,
$xVa1ue ,$max) {
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$graphHeight • $h - ($top+$bottom);
$pixelvalue ~ $graphHeight / $max;
$graph idth & $w - ($right+$left);
$spacing - $gr phWidth/$numX;
$gap = $spacing/4;
$x • $left + ($spacing/6);
for($a-O;$ <$numx;$a++) {

SrectSize ~ ($graphHeight + Stop) - $xValues [$a] *$pixelvalue;
ImageFilledRectangle($image, $x, $rectSize, $x+ ($spacing- $gap) ,

$h-$bottom,$col) ;
$x=$x+$spacing;

$xTitles array ("Mon" , "Tue" , "Wed" , "Thu" , "Fri") ;
$xValues array(SO,SS,78,87,32);
graph("graphics/graph.jpeg", 200, 150, 14,2,"Total Number of Sales",
"Sales E","Weekdays",S,$xTitles,$xvalues,5);

?,.

<img src.'gIaphics/graph.jpeg'>

The output from the graph function is shown in Figure 31.9.

Meda

Go

Done

Figure 31.9 Graph Part 6- finished graph.
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That's it. Six steps towards completing a useful image which can be used for many
different Web pages.

Summary
This chapter has illustrated how the GD library can be used to create a useful graphical
image that is flexibleenough to be used for a variety of different uses. The following chapter
introduces the PDF function library and illustrates how these functions can be used to
create your own PDF documents.
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Creating PDF Documents

Introduction
PDFlib is a library of functions which have been created to allow you to generate documents
in Adobe's Portable Document Format (PDF). PDF has become a standard for document
storage on the Web. The PDFlib library is now available for use with PHP; in fact, the latest
version ofPHP comes with the PDFlib already included. All you need to do to activate it and
then you can begin creating your own dynamic PDF documents. In this chapter we shall
introduce the PDFlib library and examine some of the functions available to the developer.

Activating the PDFlib
The PDFlib library of functions is supplied along with your PHP installation. However, you
need to edit your php.ini file in order to activate it. The php.ini file can be found in the
c:\windowsvdirectory on a Windows system. To activate the PDFlib you will need to open
the php.ini file in an editor such as Notepad. Youthen need to find the following line in the
file:

;extension=php-pdf.dll

To activate the library you simply need to remove the ; from start of the line and save the
file. Figure 32.1 illustrates the php.ini file displayed in Notepad.

We are now ready to begin PDFlib development. In order to view the output created by
the scripts in this chapter you will need to obtain a copy ofAdobe®Acrobat®Reader, which
is available from www.adobe.com.

Why use PDFlib?
PDFlib was developed to enable the creation of dynamic PDF documents via the World
Wide Web.A PDF document which includes data received from a Web user and/or obtained
from a Web-enabled database can be created, hence allowing dynamically customized PDF
documents to be created.

PDFlib integrates seamlessly with PHP removing the need to invoke the traditional
creation path of postscript to Acrobat Distiller to PDF. It is very fast and, thus, ideal for
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r php ' Ho~~d C":alx i..
;extension pJhyperw ve.dll
;extension.php_iconv .dll
;extension hp_ifx.dll
;extens ion.php_iisfunc.dll
;extension hp_i p.dll
; xt ns ion hp_1nterbas .dll
;ext ensi on php_1ava .dll
;extension=php_ldap .dll
;extensionKphp~string.dll
;exlension-php~rypl.dll
; extens ion~php ash . dll
;extens ion php__i ~gic.dll

; extens ion .php__ing.dlI
; ext nsion php~sql.dll
; ext ensiofl php~q1.dll
; extens ion p1,p_oc i 8. dll
;extens ion php_Ollenss1. dll
;extens i OIl php_orac te . dll
ext ens ion hp-pdf. dll
;extension-php-Pl:lsql .dlI
; extens ion-php-printer . dll
; xt nsian php-shmop.dll
; xt ns ion php-snmp.dll
;ext ns ion php-sockets.dll
; ext ns ion php-svbase-ct .dll
; ext ens ion php_w)2api . dll
; I:! xt ens ioll php_x lrpc.dll
; exl ensi on-php xslt .dll
; extens ion-php_yaz .dl1
; ext ensi on.php_zi p. dl l

Figure 32.1 The php.inifile.

dynamic document generation and is available for a number of platforms as well as other
programming languages in addition to PHP. Full documentation on PDFlib can be found
at: www.pdfiib.com.

Creating our First PDF Document
To create a PDF document (even the most simple), we need to undertake five main steps
and introduce a number of new functions. The first thing we need to do is to state that we
wish to begin to create a PDF document - we do this with the pdfnewt) function:

Function prototype:

lnt pdCnew(void);

Function arguments and return details:

pdf newO returns

Type

Int

tlOl1

~ function returns a hand toa PDf document. This
beused In su~t functions that

to . parti<u\al PDF document
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Function example:

$myPDF - pdf_new() ;

427

Having obtained a handle to a PDF document, we now need to give it a file name that will be
used to store the PDF file on the server. The function pdCopen_fileO is used to accomplish
this - its format is:

Function prototype:

int PdCopen_fiIe(int PdfHandle, string filename)

Function arguments and return details :

Name

pdfHandle
filename
pdCopenO returns

Function example:

Type

Int
String
Int

Description

Handle to PDF document being created.
Filename ofthePDF document weare to create
Returns "TRUE" if thefunction issuccessful or"FALSE"
if it isnot

pdf_ope n_ f ile ($myPDF, "first.pdf ");

So far we have created a PDF document but it currently contains nothing. The next step is
to insert a page into the document using the pdCbegin_pageO function:

Function prototype:

Function arguments and return details :

height);

Name

pdfHandle
Width
height
pdCbegln_pageO returns

Function example:

Type

Int
Double
Double
Void

Description

Handle to PDF document being created
Width ofthepage specified inpoints
Width ofthepage specified inpoints
Returns nothing

pdf_begin-page( $myPDF, 595,842) ;
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The width and height of a page are specified in points, where 1 point is equal to 1/72 of an
inch. Luckily, we normally only want to create pages of set sizes, for example A4. Table 32.1
provides the width and heights of common paper sizes in points:

Table 32.1 Paoer sizes.

Paper size Width Height

AD 2380 3368
Al 1684 2380
A2 1190 1684
A3 842 1190
A4 595 842
AS 421 595
A6 297 421

B5 501 709
letter 612 792
te al 612 1008

Having created the page we can close it (a signal that we have finished with it) with the
pdCend_pageO function:

Function prototype:

Void PdCend-page(int PdfHandlel

Function arguments and return details:

Name

pdfHandle
pdCend-Page() returns

Function example:

Type

Int
Void

Description

Handle to PDF document being created
Returns nothing

Repeated calls to pdCbegin_pageO and pdCend_pageO enable more than one page to be
created. The final step in the document creation is the invocation of function pdfcloset):

Function prototype:

Void PdCdose(int PdfHandle)
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Function arguments and return details:

429

Name

pdfHand
pdf close{) returns

Typ

Int
Void

Description

Handle toPDF document being created
Returns nothing

Combining these functions into a PHP script results in the following:

<?php

II PDF or m nts Exa mpl e 32- 1
11----- ----------------
$pag Wid 95;
$pag g 842 ;

$myPDF pdf nw() ;
pdf open f~ e($myPDF . "pd f/ f i r s t . pd f ") ;
pdf begin p ge($my PDF . $p ageWi d t h . $pa geHe i g h t) ;

pdf_end-p e($myPDF);
pdf close ($myPDF) ;
?>

<d href pdf/first . pdf ">Vi e w generated PDF document. </a>

Note that this script includes a hyperlink, which enables you to view the PDF file within
your Web browser. If you click the link, the Adobe Acrobat Reader will be launched and
you will be able to view your generated document. Unfortunately, all you will find is a PDF
document consisting of a blank page. We will need to introduce a few more functions to
ensure our document is a little more interesting.

Inserting Some Text

In order to enhance our PDF document, we shall add some text to the document.
To accomplish this, we need to use three functions: pdf findfontt), pdf setfontt) and
pdf' showxyt). The first of these, pdffindfontt), has the following syntax:

Function prototype:

Pdf findfont(mt PdfI.LJnd~ string f bedded);
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Function arguments and return details:
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Nm Type

pd Int
font m String

encodi 9 Stnng

em ded

pdf hndfonl() r turns

Function example:

Int

Int

Description

Handle to PDF document being cr ted
Th name of the font to be used. Common fonts
include "Times N w Roman; "AriaI" and "Courier"
Encoding selects theparticular character encoding for
thefont selected The encoding isan8-bit numencal
code mapped to aparticular character in thefontset
Normally a value of "host" is used for the encoding
string as thisselects theencoding system appropriate
10 the server operating syst m
Abinary switch, where 1indicates thatthefontwill be
embedded withinthe PDF document and 0 indicates
thatItwill not
Returns ahandle to the selected font. An example of
theuse of thisfunction follows

$arial paf fl.ndfont($myPDF, "Ar i a l " , "host", 1) ;----------,
This will create an Arial font which is embedded within the PDF document. Once a font
has been defined, we can choose to use the font using the pdfsetfontt) function:

Function prototype:

void pdf tfontlint handle, int font, double fontSize)

Function arguments and return details:

Name

pdf nd
font
fontSlze
pdf setfont\} retums

Function example:

TYPe

Int
Int
Double
Void

Description

Handle to PDF document being created
The fonthandl returned from function pdf find font
The size ofthefontsupplied inpoints
Retums nothing

pdf_setfe tf~myPDF, $arial, 12);

This sets the font as the Arial font specified previously, at a size of 12 points. We are now
ready to write some text to a position on the page. To do this, we use the pdCshow_xy
function, the syntax of which is:

Function prototype:

Void PdC show_xy(int PdfHandle, string text. double x,doubl y)
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Function arguments and return details :
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Name

pdfHand
text
x
y
pdt show xyO returns

Function example:

Type

Int
String
Double
Double
Void

Description

Handle to PDF document being created
The texttobedisplayed
The X coordinate onthepage
The Y coordinate onthe pag
Returns nothing

pd f _s how_xy ($myPDF, "Hello and welcome to the world of PDF",
70,700) ;

If we incorporate these functions into our previous script, we arrive at the following:

c?ph

II PDF Documents - Example 32-2
//------- --------------
$pageWidth-S9S;
$pageHe~ght-842;

$myPDF pdf new();
pdf_open_file($myPDF,"pdf/second.pdf") ;
pdf_begin-page ($myPDF,$pageWidth, $pageHeight) ;

$ rial - pdf_findfont($myPDF, "Arial" , "host", 1);
pdf_se fon ($myPDF, $arial, 12);
pdf_show_xy($myPDF, "Hello and w lcome to the world of PDF",
70,700);

pdf end p ge($myPDF);
pdf_close( myPDF);
?>
ca hr f "pdf/second.pdf">View generated PDF document.c/a>

The output from this script is shown in Figure 32.2.
Figure 32.2 illustrates that the text "Hello and welcome to the world of PDF" has been

displayed at position 70 by 700 on the page.

Lines ofText Spilling offthe Page
So far things seem to be going well. In our previous example we managed to create a
PDF document which contained some text. Unfortunately, things are not that simple. The
following script modifies the previous example by moving the start position of the text we
wish to print on the page:
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Hello and welcome 10the WOt1d 01PDF

1011

Figure 32.2 Text output inPDF.

<?php

II PDF Docum nte - Example 32-3
11---------------------
$pageWidth-595;
$pageHeight=S42;

$myPDF .. pdf_new();
pdf open file($myPDF,"pdf/third.pdf");
pdf_begin-p ge($myPDF,$pageWidth,$pageHeight);
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$arial • pdf findfont($myPDP, "Ari 1", "host", 1);
pdf_set font ($myPDF, $arial, 12);
pdf show xy($myPDF, "Hello and welcome to th world of PDP",
400,700);

pdf_end-page($myPDF);
pdf_close ($myPDP) ;
?>
<a href.. "pdf /third.pdf">View generated PDP document.</a>
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The output from this script is shown in Figure 32.3. You will note that the X position of the
text was moved across the page to position 400. Instead of automatically looping the text to
the next line the text simply falls off the side of the page. This is how PDF documents work
- we must control the positioning of anything and everything on the page as there is no
automatic formatting as in a word processor. If you want to ensure that the text you write
to the page doesn't falloff the edge then you need to write the code to ensure that this does
not happen.

He llO and we lCome 10 tile WO<1<l or P

1 of 1

• .26 .11 6911I.:..-- ----:;--;--;-- --.-"""'"" 1

Figure 32.3 Text falling offthepage.

Formatting Paragraphs ofText
It would be an excellent idea if we were able to control the output of text to the page to
ensure that it all fitted nicely and that none of the text disappeared off the edge of the page.
In order to do this we would need to build up a line of text word by word checking that each
word we added to the sentence will fit on the line. If not, then the line of words should be
added to the page and a new line started. This would need to be repeated until all the words
had been output. Of course, in order to do this, we would need to be able to calculate the
exact width of a word in points. Luckily for us there is a function called pdf stringwidtht)
that does this for us, the format of which is:

Function prototype:

double pdUtringwidth(int PdfHandle, string theString);
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Function arguments and return details:
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Name

pdfH ndl
theStnng

pdUtnnqwidthO returns

Function example:

Type

Int
String

Double

Description

Handle toPDF document being created
The string of characters to measure to obtain their
exact width
The function returns thewidth ofthe string as a float
inpoints

pdf _ s t r i ngwi d th ($pdf,$line) ;

Using this function we can ensure that our text fits the page. The following script illustrates
a method of formatting a paragraph of text:

<? ph

II PDF n r rr n ts Example 32 4

11----------------- ----
$text-"T e qu l c k b:rown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick
brown f ox j mped over th lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumped over

h ' zy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
The qu l own fox jumped ove the lazy dog. The quick brown fox
j umpe d over he l a z y dog. The quick brown fox jumped over the
l a zy dog T qu ick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick
blOwn ped over the lazy dog. ";

ze 16 ;
9 ;

q t 842;

geWidth-($lrMargin*2) ;
H ight-$tbM rgin;

Sword x lode( " ·,$text);

$p df - pdf_ e w() ;
pdf op en file( $pd f , l pd f / s i ng l e Pa l a . p d f " ) ;
pdf_beg i n-p ge ($pdf,$pageWidth,$pageHeight);
$ar ial _ indfont($pdf,IArial","host",l);
pdf_ s e fnn ($ pd f , $a r i a l , $p o i n t S i ze ) ;
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$lines = array("");
$line-O.
foreach($words as Sword) {

if(pdf stringwidth($pdf,$lines[$line] . " " . Sword) c
$lineWidth) {

$lln s [$line] = $lines [$line] . Sword . " ";
}
ela {

$llne +;
$lines [$line] - Sword . " ";

pdf_se text-pos($pdf,$lrMargin,$pageHeight-$tbMargin);

foreach l$llnes as Saline) {
pdf show_xy($pdf,$aline,$lrMargin,$textpos);
$ xtpos $textPos-($pointSize+2);

pdf_end-page($pdf) ;
pdf close ($pdf) ;
7>
ca href "pdf /Sin lePara.pdf">View gener ted PDF document.c/a>

The script begins by declaring a text string, which we shall output to the PDF page:

c~ph

/1 OF ~c ents Example 32-4/1 _

jumped over the
lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog.
The quick brown

lck brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick

he l a zy dog. The quick brown fox
The qui ck brown fox jumped over the
J mp e d over he lazy dog. The quick

• zy dog . The quick brown fox jumped
own fox jumped over the lazy dog.

nver t he lazy dog. ";

$ ex
b r own fox
jumped
l azy do .
brown fox
over t
The qu i c k
fox j ump d

Variables are declared to represent the point size of the font, page height and width, paper
margin sizes, maximum width of a line of text (taking into account the margins) and finally
the starting text position:
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$pointS ize a16;

$pageWidth=595;
$pageHeight=842;
$lrMargin=80;
$tbMargin=80;
$lineWidth=$pageWidth-($lrMargin*2) ;
$textPos=$pageHeight-$tbMargin;
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The text string is then exploded into an array in order to access all the individual words in
the sentence. The space character is used to separate each word:

Swords explode(" ", $tex t) ;

The next part of the script declares a new PDF document, gives it a file name, inserts a page
and selects and assigns a font to use:

$pdf '" pdf_ ew();
pdf_open tile($pdf , "p d f/ s i ng l e Pa r a . pd f ") ;
pdf_beg · -page($pdf, $p a g e Wi d t h , $pa g e He i gh t) ;
$arial pdf find fon t ($pd f , "Ar i a l " , "h o s t " , l ) ;
pdf_set font I$pdf ,$ar i al , $pointSize ) ;

Using a foreach loop, each word held in the $words array is measured and added to the
end of a sentence. When the sentence is going to be longer than the width of the page the
sentence is stored in an array called lines and a new sentence started. The result of which
is that the individual words from the $words array are combined together to form an array
oflines. Each sentence is shorter than the maximum line width of the page:

$l ines - r r a y ( " " ) ;
$line-O ;
foreach ($words as $word){

if (pdf stringwidth($pdf,$lines[$line] . " " . Sword) < $lineWidth)
$lines [$line] - $lines [$line] . Sword . " ";

}
e lse (

$line
$l1n s [$line) '" Sword . " ";

Finally, beginning at the top of the page, all of the lines of text held in the $lines array are
output onto the page. The page is then closed and saved:
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pdf_set_text-pos ($pdf, $lrMargin,$pageHeight-$tbMargin) ;

foreach ($lines as Saline) (
pdf_show_xy($pdf,$aline,$lrMargin,$textPos) ;
$ xtPos-$textPos-($pointSize+2);

pdf_end-page($pdf) ;
pdf close ($pd f ) ;
?

<a hre -"pd / Si ngl e pa r a . pd f " >Vi ew generated PDF document.</a>
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The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 32.4. The script appears to work very
well, although it does have some drawbacks. For instance, the script can only handle
a single paragraph of text; it has no means yet of separating paragraphs. Also, if the
paragraph were to be very large, then there is the potential for the text to disappear off
the bottom of the page as the script has no means of adding new pages. Let's consider a
script which can correct these problems.

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped ov r the lazy dog . Th quick brown fox jumped over
the lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . Th quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over th lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped ov r
the lazy dog .

1 of 1

Figure 32.4 Single-paragraph output.
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Paging aText Document
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The following script is a modification of the previous one and improves upon it by adding
functionality to handle paragraphs and paging. The script begins by declaring two text
strings. Note the "\ n" character which we will use as a means of detecting the start of a
new paragraph. The two strings are concatenated together a number of times to form a
large string called $text:

<?php

II PDF Du
II

over
dog. The
brown f"'x
over he
The qu i.c

$text.2 ' n

dog Th
bra n f

elts - Example 32-5

q ick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick
ped over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumped

, dog The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy
~ck brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick

j mped over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumped
zy dog. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

own fox jumped over the lazy dog . tI;

he quick brown fox jumped over the lazy
ck brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick
m ed over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumped

zy dog. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
rown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox

h lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumped over t.he
quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. ";

$text 
$ x

ex 1 . $text2 . $text2 . $text2 . $text2 . $text2
$t xt2.

The following section of the script is unchanged from the previous example:

$ O1.nt.S1.:.:e
$p 9 Wi
$pageHe
$lrMa 9
$tbM r
$lineWid
$t xtPo

p geWidth-($lrMargin*2);
geHeight-$tbM rgin;

Swords e lode(tI ",$text);

$pdf - ew();
pdf open HI ($pdf, "pdf/paragraphs.pdf tl);

pdf_b q 9 ($pdf.$pageWidth,$pageHeight);
$arial f findfont($pdf,"Arial",tlhost",l);
pdf_sf' font $pdf,$arial,$pointSize);
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This section of the script builds the lines of text to be output to the page. It is very similar
to the previous script but it now contains an additional if statement within the foreach loop
to check for the presences of a "\n" character. If this is found then the "vn"is inserted into
the lines array on its own, to indicate a blank line should be outputted:

d ely ( " ,

• Sword;

tI" ;

$wo
f s ringwidth($pdf,$lines[$line]
n;Wid h) {

[$1 i ne l $lines [$line] . Sword . " ";

Lne l $word."·;

pdf po $pdf,$lrMargin,$pageHeight-$tbMargin);

Two modifications have been made to the following foreach loop, which outputs the lines
of text to the page. First, a check is made for a line consisting of "\n". If one is found then
the $textPos variable which is used to store the horizontal position of the text on the page is
reduced by one line of text. This has the effect of forming a space between the paragraphs:

+2) ;

_ _xy($pd ,$aline,$lrMargin,$ x Pos);
$textPos- textPos-($pointSize+2);

In addition, a check is made to see if the $textPos variable has fallen below the minimum
position on the page that we wish to output text. If this happens, then the existing page is
ended and a new page begun to allow the text to be output on the following page:
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if ($textPos <- $tbMargin ) {
$textPos-$page He i gh t- $t bMa r g i n ;
pdf _ end-p ge ($pdf);
pdf begin page ($pdf,$pageWidth,$pageHeight) ;
$ ial pdf_findfont ($pdf,"Arial","host",l);
p _8 fon t ($pd f , $a r i a l , $po i nt Si ze ) ;
pdf_s t_tex t -pos( $pd f , $l r Ma r g i n , $pageHe i ght- $t bMa r g i n) ;

}
pdf_end-pag ($pdf) ;
pdf close ($pdf) ;

<a h ef-"paragraphs. pd f " >v i e w generated PDF document.< /a>

The output produced from this script is illustrated in Figure 32.5.
Note that the text appear on two pages. Feel free to adjust the size of the font and to see

if the text appears on the pages correctly. Figure 32.6 illustrates the output produced from
the same script with the font size reduced to 12 points.

Inserting Graphics
In addition to text, we can also incorporate images into PDF documents. To do this we
must first introduce a number of new functions. The first of these is pdCopen_image_fileO
which allows us to specify an image we are going to incorporate into our PDF document:

Function prototype:

Int ImageHandlepdCopen_image_fiIelintpdfHandle, string imageType, string imageName)

Function arguments and return details:

Name

pdfHandle
Imag Type
ImageName
ImageHandle() returns

Function example:

Type

Int
String
String
Int

Description

Handl toPDF document being created
Type of image file: can bepng, gif,jpeg ortiff
File name of image
The function returns ahandle to theimage

$image - pat_open_image_fil e ($pdf , " jpeg", "pa lm. jpeg" ) ;

Having selected an image we wish to use, the next thing we need to do is to determine the
size of the image. Function pdCgecvalueO is a multi -role function which returns values
on a whole number of things depending on the parameters supplied to it. In this instance,
the format of the function is:
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1 of 7

Done

The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog .
The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog .
The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog .

The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog . The quick

I~_-JO,.~/~ I,.. " i •• ""'~,..,., ,.. ",.. .. +h,..

Figure 32.5 Graph paging witha 16-pointfont.
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2 of 7

Done

The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog. The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog.
The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog .
The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumped over the
laz dog . The quick brown fox

ll"-------L-
8.26 x 11.69 In

Figure 32.5 Continued.
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Done

The quick brown lox Jumped over the lazy dog. The quick
brown lox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown lox
jumped over tho lazy dog . Tho qu·ck brown ox jumped owr
the lazy dog . Th quick brown fox jumped ovsr the lazy dog .
The quick brown lox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown lox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over tho lazy dog . Th quick brown lox jumped over
th lazy dog .

Thequick brown lox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown lox jumped a r the lazy dog. The quick brown fox
JUITlped over lho lazy dog . Tho qu ck brown lox jumped over
tho lazy dog . Th quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
The uick brown lox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped a r the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog . Tho qu·ck brown fox jumped over
the lazy dog .

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . Th quick brown fox
J pod ov tho lazy dog . Tho qUIck brown lox jumped over
the lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over e lazy dog .
The quick brown fox jumped 0 r the lazy dog . Thoquick
brown fox jumped a r the lazy dog . The quick brown lox
jumped over tho lazy dog. Tho quck brown fox jumped over
the lazy dog .

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown lox
jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown lox jumped over

lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped a r th lazy dog .
Thequick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over lazy dog. The quick brown lox
jumped over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumped over
the lazy dog .

Th quick brown lox JUmpedover the lazy dog . Th quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox

1 of 2

Figure 32.6 Paragraph paging with a 12-point font.
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Done
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jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over
o lazy dog. The qUIck brown fox Jumped over tho lazy dog .

The quick brown fox jumped over th lazy dog The quick
brown lox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over
the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
Jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over

lazy dog. The quod brown lox Jumped over the lazy dog.
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over
the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog . The qUIck brown fox jumped over
the lazy dog. The quick brown fox lumped over the lazy dog .
The quick brown fox jumped over th lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog . Th quick brown fox jumped 0 r

o lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog . The qUIckbrown fox jumped 0 r
the lazy dog . The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog .
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog . The quick brown fox
lumped 0'1 t the lazy dog . The qUIck brown fox jumped 0 r
the lazy dog .

2 of 2

Figure 32.6 Continued.
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Function prototype:

Aoat value pdCget_value(int pdfHandle, string Para, int Image)

Function arguments and return details:

445

Name

pdfHandle
para
image

pdCgeCvalue() retums

Function example:

Type

Int
String
Int

Float

Description

Handle to PDF document being created
Either "imageheight" or"imagewidth"
Image handle retumed from function
pdCopenjmage_file
Will retum thewidth orheight of the image in
points

$height pdf_get_va l ue (spdf , "imageheight", $image l i

Knowing the size of the image enables us to place the image where we would like on the
page. The function used to place the image on the page is pdCplace_imageO:

Function prototype:

Void pdfJllace_image(int pdfHandle, int Image, float X, float Y, float scale)

Function arguments and return details:

N Type Description

pdfH 001 Int Handle to PDF document being created
Image Int Image handle returned from function

pdCopen_image_file
x Float The X coordinate onthepage where the

bottom I ft-hand comer of the Image will be
placed

y Float The Y coordinate onthe pag where thebottom
left-hand comer oftheimage willbeplaced

seal Float The sealing factor. Avalue of 1 will display the
imag atfullsize, 0.5willdisplay it athalf ize

pdf ace_ImageD returns Void Retums nothing

Function example:

pdf-pla ce_ i mage ($pdf, $image, 100, 100, 1) i--------------------_.....
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The following script illustrates the use of these functions to include an image in a PDF
document. In order for us to include an image in our document we need one. We have used
an image called palm.jpeg:

<?php

II PDF Dc(;uments - Example 32-6
/1

$pageWidth !>95;
$pageHeight 842;
SlrMarql. 80:
$tbMargl.. 80,
$pos $ ag H 19h $tbMargin;

$pdf - pdf npw();
pdf_op _t I ($pdf,"pdf/picture.pdf"):
pdf beg page($pdf,$pageWidth,$pageHeight);

Simage df open image file($pdf, "jpeg", "graphics/palm .jpeg") ;
$heigh pdf get value($pdf,"imageheight",$image):
pdf-plac _l.m ge($pdf,$image,$lrMargin,$pos-$height,l):

pdf end p 9 ($pdf);
pdf_cloR ($ df);

<a hrpf "pdf picture.pdf">view genera ed PDF document.</a>

The output produced by this script is illustrated in Figure 32.7. Figure 32.7 illustrates that
our palm.jpeg image is displayed at the top left-hand corner of our page.

Creating Your Own Graphics
The PDFlib has a large number of functions that enable you to create your own graphics
within a PDF document including various shapes and lines. However, once you understand
how to create one type, then creating the others is very similar and just requires looking
up the appropriate function. We shall examine how to create lines and rectangles. In PDF,
creating shapes involves three main tasks: defining a colour to use, defining the shape to
display and then displaying it. Function pdfsetcolort) is used to define a colour:

Function prototype:

Void PdCsetcolor(int PdfHandle,string type, string colourSpace, float r, float gfloat b)
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Figure 32.7 Image inaPDF document.
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Function arguments and return details:
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a

pdfHand

~

colou~e

g
b
pdf setcolor() returns

Function example:

Type

Int
Stnng

String

Roat
Float
Roat
Void

Description

Handle toPDF docum ntbeing created
Isthecolour we are defining to be used as theoutline
to theshape "stroke: to fiUthe contentsof theshape
fiU" orboth"both"

This specifies howwe are gomg to define thecolour.
We would r omm ndusing"rgb"
Intensity ofthecolour red
Intensity ofthecolour green
Intensity ofth colour blu
Returns nothing

pdf_set c o l o ($p d f , " s t r o k e " , " r gb " , O, O, 2 5 5 / 2 55 ) ;

The last three parameters allow us to specify the intensity of the colours - red, green
and blue. HTML programmers will be used to specifying colours with an RGB triplet
with values ranging from 0 to 255 for each red, green and blue colour combination.
Unfortunately, pdf setcolourt) requires that the red, green and blue values are specified
in an intensity between 0 (none) and 1 (100%). Don't worry - there is an easy solution.
Suppose you wanted to specify a lime green colour which you would normally specify with
the values: r,64;g,255.b,64. The easy solution is simply to divide them each by 255.

Tospecify a line involves two function: pdfrnovetot) and pdfIinetof). The first specifies
the start of the line and the second the end of the line. The functions have the form:

Function prototypes:

VOid Pdt moveto(int PdfHandle. float X, float V)
Void Pdt hneto(int PdfHandle. float X. float V)

Function arguments and return details:

Nm

Function example:

Type

Int
Float
Float
Void

DescrIption

Handle toPDF document belnq created
Th! coordlnat on thepage
Th!Y coordlna onth ~
Returns no h,nq

pdf _ ov
pdf lin

p f . $l r Ma r g i n . l 00 ) ;
p d f , $p a g e Wi d t h - $ l r Ma r g i n , 100 ) ;
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Finally, to draw the line we use the function pdf stroket):

Function prototype:

Void PdUtroke(int PdfHandle}

Function arguments and return details:

449

Name

pdfHandle
pdf strokeO returns

Function example:

Pdf_st r o ke ($p d f ) ;

Type

Int
Void

Description

Handle to PDF document being created
Returns nothing

Rectangles are specified and displayed in a similar way. The function pdfrectf) is used to
specify the rectangle:

Function prototype:

Void PdCrect(int PdfHandle, float X, float Y, float width, float height}

Function arguments and return details:

Name

pdtH ndle
x

Y
width
height
pdf rectO returns

Function example:

Type

Int
Float
Float
Float
Float
Void

Description

Handle to PDF document being created
The X coordinate onthepage
The Y coordinate onthepage
Width oftherectangle
Height oftherectangle
Returns nothing

pdf_rect ($pdf,$lrMargin+l0 ,110 , $p a geWid t h-( $ l r Ma r gin *2)
20,$pageHeight-220) ;

To display the rectangle we use the pdCfill_strokeO function to display the shape on the
page:

Function prototype:
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Function arguments and return details:
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Nam

Function example:

pdf_fill_stroke( $pd f) ;

Type

Int
Void

Description

Handle to PDF docum ntbeing created
Returnsnothing

The following script illustrates the use of these functions in a simple example. The script
produces a document consisting of a page with two lines at the top and bottom and a large
pink rectangle:

<?php

/1 PDF ts Example 32 -7

//------------------ ---
$pag W'

$p geHe gh
$lrMa gi
$ bMargl Rr,
$pos Spa eH igh - $ t bMa r g i n ;

$p f - P f_new();
pd f open fi ($pd f, "pdf /linerect.pdf" );
pdf_begl.1yage ($ pd f , $p a g e Wi d t h , $pageHeight ) ;

pd f _ s e en 0 ($pdf, " s t r o ke " , " r g b " , 0 ,0 , 2 55/2 55) ;
pdf moy o( pdf, $l r Ma r g i n , l OO) ;
pdf ine o($pdf, $p a g e Wi d t h- $ l r Ma r g i n , l OO) ;
pdf_strok~($pdf);

pdf_maY ~(pdf,$lrMa rg in , $pageHe ight - l O O) ;

pdf line o($p f,$pageWidth-$lrMargin,$pageHeight-lOO );
pdf stroke ($pdf) ;

pdf !letcolor'$pdf, "both", "rgb",23 3 /2 55,157 /255,157 /255 ) ;
pdf rect'$p f,$l r Ma r g i n +l O, 11 0 , $p a g e Wi d t h - ($ l r Ma r g i n *2)
20,$pag H 'gh 220) ;
pdf fill Loke($pd f) ;

pdf_end 9 '$pdf) ;
pdf clos I pdf);
?>
<a href-"p f linerect . pd f "> View generated PDF document. </a >

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 32.8.
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This chapter has introduced some of the functions which are part of the PDF library. We
have shown how you can create some simple PDF documents and how to overcome some of
the difficulties that can be encountered in formatting such documents. In the next chapter
we shall relational and database table design .



Part 10
MySQL Database Management



Databases and Table Design

Introduction
In this chapter we shall explain relational database management systems, databases, tables
and column fields and records. Where appropriate, reference will be made to the MySQL
database management system as this is the database system which we will use later in this
book to manage our databases .

What is aDatabase?
A database is a structured collection of data . Databases occurred in the real world before
computers were invented. Examples of real-world databases include:

• a TV times guide,
• a filing cabinet of documents,
• a telephone book.

A computer-based database is used to store, in a structured form, information which can
be retrieved and examined quickly and easily. Examples of computer-based databases are:

• DVLA (Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency) which stores information of all vehicles
registered within the UK;

• HOLMES (Home Office Large Major Enquiry System) which stores data on offenders
and suspects involved with current and previous police investigations; and

• Amazon.com, an e-commerce-linked database of books to sell.

Of course, all these databases are very large but whether large or small the concept of a
database remains the same.

What is aDatabase Management System (DBMS)?
A Database Management System (DBMS) is the software that facilitates the creation and
maintenance of a computerized database. In general, a DBMS

• manages large amounts of data;
• provides access to the data using a query language;
• provides some form of security to the data; and
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• Enables multiple database access.
MySQL is a relational DBMS. A relational database stores data in separate tables instead of
one single store. In theory, this provides a faster, more flexible database system.

What is aDatabase Table?

A database table is very similar to a table inserted into a word processed document as it has
both rows and columns. Columns are often referred to as "fields" and are used to delimit
the data structure into the correct order. The rows in a database table are where the records
are stored. A database table also has a unique name assigned to it within a specific database.
A simple database table is illustrated in Figure 33.1.

Records

Column fields

To bl! a e name

Table: cars I Jcarld make model colour

1
Figure 33.1 Database table.

In Figure 33.1 we can see that the database table is called cars and that it consists of four
fields: carId, make, model and colour. There are no data records in this table.

What are Database Fields?

Database fields define the structure of the data within a table . Likevariables, database fields
can be defined as being of different types. To make things a little more complex, the types
by which the database fields can be defined are not always the same as the programming
language being used to access the database. In the MySQL database management system
there are quite a few different field types which can be defined. These are listed in
Tables 33.1-33.3 .

Figure 33.2 illustrates our database table modified so that it specifies the type of each of
the fields.

Note that the field carId has been specified as type integer, which can store numbers up
to 11 digits in size. Fields, make, model and colour have all been specified as type varchar,
with a maximum size of 40 characters.

Field Special Attributes and Keys

In addition to their type you can also specify certain special attributes for a field. These are
listed in Table 33.4. These attributes describe certain special properties about the field.
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Table 33.1 Text field types.

Type Max. length Description

457

Varchar
Char
Tlnytext
Text
Mediumtext
Longtext
Enum

255 characters

255 characters
255 characters

65 535 characters
16777215 characters
4294967 295 ch racters
65535 characters

Variabl -length textfield type
Fixed-length textfield type
Variable-length textf Idtype

Variable-length textfield type
Variable-length textfieldtype
Variable-length textfield type
Potential values ofatextfield

Table 33.2 Numeric field types.

Type Numeric size Description

Int
Tinylnt
Mediumlnt
Biglnt
Float

Double
Decimal

4294967295
255
16777 215
18446 744 073709

Signed orunsigned numeric field type
Signed orunsigned numeric field type
Signed orunsigned numeric field type
Signed orunsigned numeric field type
Signed floating-point numeric field type
Signed floating-point numeric field type

Si nednu ericfield umbers stored ascharacters)

Table 33.3 Date and timefield types.

Type Values Description

Date
Time

Datetlrne

Timestamp
Year

1001-01 -{II to9999-12-31
:59:59to 838:59:59

1001-01 -0 100:00:00to
9999-1 2-3123:59:59

2-14
1901 to 2155

Stores data values inadate format: YYYY-MM-DD
Stores data values inatime format

Stores data values inadate-time format: YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:5S

Stores numeric values topresent different types ofUNIX time stamp
Stores four digits (ortwodi its)topresent year.--=-----'"---------'

Table 33.4 Special attributes.

Attribute Description

Auto
increment

Not null

o fault

The fieldvalue isautomatically generat dwh nanew record iscreated.This isnotsupplied by the
user Thisisused mainly toensure thataunique field value iscreated as thevalue produced Isone
larger than the last one produced.

The databa efi Idcannot beblank. If it is. then aerror isgenerated.
thiS s cifiesavalue towhich thefield willbeset if novalue issu lied
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Column fields

T. bl
~

a ename

Table : cars I -

carld make model colour
Int(11) varchar(40) varchar(40) varchar(40)

Records

Figure 33.2 Database table with field types.

Unique Fields
Fields can be specified as being unique . This means that no two records in a table can have
the same value in the field. An example of this would be a table holding a list of people's
names and national insurance numbers. While it is possible that two people can have the
same name, they cannot have the same national insurance number.

Keys
Fields within a table can be specified as being primary keys. A primary key is used to form
an index of database records within a table. The primary key also has to be unique but, in
addition, an index is formed of the table allowing much faster searching and retrieval of
records.

Database records
Database records (also known as rows) form the rows of the database table. The records
have to correspond to the type and special attributes of each field. Figure 33.3 illustrates
our database table with three records.

Records

Column fields

T. bl
~

a e name

Table: cars I -

carld make model colour
~

Int(11) varchar(40) varchar(40) varchar(40)

1 Ford Focus Blue

rL2 Ford Fiesta Green

3 Mazda 323 Black

Figure 33.3 Database table records.
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In this chapter we have described what a database and database management system are.
We have also explained the concept of a database table and described the various field
types which are available with MySQL. In the next chapter we shall explain how to install
the MySQL database management system and PHPMyAdmin software.



MySQL Database and
PHPMyAdmin Installation

Introduction

This chapter describes how to obtain, install and set up the MySQL database management
system. According to the MySQL Web site, "MySQL is the most popular open source
database server in the world with more than 4 million installations powering Websites,
datawarehouses, business applications, logging systems and more. Customers such as
Yahoo! Finance, MP3.com, Motorola, NASA, Silicon Graphics, and Texas Instruments use
the MySQL server in mission-critical applications". The great thing about MySQL is that
you can download and use it for free.

While MySQL is a very powerful database with many features (normally only found in
commercial products costing a great deal of money), it does suffer from not having a simple
graphical user interface. However, all is not lost as the PHPMyAdmin project provides
us a very sophisticated, but easy to use tool written in PHP. This product is designed to
handle the administration of MySQL over the World Wide Web.We are going to use both
MySQL and PHPMyAdmin to design and create our database applications. We shall begin
by explaining how to obtain MySQL.

MySQL Download

MySQL is available to download free from www.mysql.com. We recommend that you
download the latest stable release from http://www.mysql.com/downloads/mysql-4.0.html.
There are many different versions available for different operating systems and you should
ensure that you select the correct one.

If you wish to download MySQL for use on a Windows platform, you may elect to
obtain a complete PHP application bundle from AppServ Open Project available at:
http://appserv.sourceforge.net/.This includes the latest stable version of MySQL and
PHPMyAdmin. More details on this application bundle were described previously in
Chapter 3.
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MySQL Server Installation (on LinuxlUNIX Servers)
Ifyou are installing MySQL on a Windows platform, or if your service provider or systems
administration has already installed and configured MySQL, then you can ignore this
section.
Youcan install the MySQL database on a UNIXserver by following these instructions:

1. Login to your server under username "root"
2. Unpack all source files:

[root@server root]# tar-xzf mysql-4.0.13.tar.gz
3. Change current working directory to mysql-4.0.13:

[root@server root]# cd mysql-4.0.13
4. Configure the MySQL Server:

[root@server root]# .Iconfigure --prefix=/usr/local/mysql
5. Make and install the MySQL Server:

[root@server root]# make
[root@server root]# make install

6. Install main MySQL database:
[root@server root]# .Iscripts/mysqUnstall_db

7. Create a symbolic link to mysqld executable:
[root@server root]# In -s/usrllocal/mysql/share/mysqllmysql.server /sbin/mysqld

8. Create a mysql group:
[root@server root]# groupadd mysql

9. Create a mysql user :
[root@server root]# useradd -g mysql mysql

10. Create appropriate ownerships:
[root@server root]# chown -R mysql:mysql /usr/local/mysql

Youcan start, stop and restart MySQL by typing:

[root@server rootls mysqld start
[root@server root]# mysqld stop
[root@server root]# mysqld restart

Youcan uninstall MySQL with these instructions:

[root@server root]# rm -rf/usr/local/mysql
[root@server root]# rm -rf/data/mysql
[root@server root]# rm -rf/sbin/mysqld

MySQL Server Installation (on Windows Servers)
If you downloaded MySQL as part of the AppServ Open Project or if your service provider
or systems administration has already installed and configured MySQL, then you can
ignore this section.
Youcan install the MySQL database on a Windows system by following these instructions:

1. Unzip the MySQL zipped file into a temporary directory.
2. Run the setup.exe file and following the onscreen instructions.
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3. The MySQL application can be configured to launch and run in the "background" of the
operating system automatically when the computer is started. We would recommend
that you select this option.

PHPMyAdmin Installation

PHPMyAdmin is an application written using PHP and it is, therefore, platform
independent. You don't need worry about obtaining different versions for different
operating systems. To install PHPMyAdmin you need to download the full package from
http://www.phpmyadmin.net/. You then need to unzip all the files into an appropriate
directory and change the config.inc.php which comes with PHPMyAdmin so that it
matches your database settings.

To download the latest version of PHPMyAdmin visit the following URL:
http://phpmyadmin.sourceforge.net/ and select an appropriate file to download. Although
the versions are the same for Linux and Windows, you should select a file which has been
appropriately packed for the correct operating system. For a Linux server you should
choose a .tar.gz file format and .zip for Windows systems.

To ConFigure PHPMyAdmin:

1. Unpack all files into a Web-folder (a folder that can be viewed through the Web e.g:
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\phpMyAdmin\

2. Change the following lines on config.inc.php in the C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\
phpMyAdmin\ folder:

$dg[/PmaAbsoluteUri I ] =,http://localhost/phpMyAdmin/ I ;

$cfg[ , Servers I ][$i][ I auth_type I ] = I http I ;

$cfg[ I Servers I ][$i][ I user I ] = I username I ;

This configuration should allow you to login and provide your user name and
password. However, in the event that this doesn't work, you can force a login, using
the following settings :

$cfg[ I Servers' ][$i][ I auth_type I ] = I config I ;

$cfg[ I Servers' ][$i][ I user I ] = I root I ;

$cfg[ I Servers I ][$i][ I password I] =";

Note: that the password field will include the password you will select later in setting
up your root-user account. Leave it blank for now and we shall inform you of when to
change this . Youshould be aware that inserting passwords into this ini file is a security
risk.

The config.inc.php file is illustrated in Figure 34.1.
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To Access PHPMyAdmin:
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Access PHPMyAdmin from the URL you entered into the config.inc.php file earlier:
http://1ocalhost/phpMyAdmin/index.php). You should be presented with a Web page
similar to that shown in Figure 34.2.

MySQL Setting up Root User and Host

When starting MySQL Server four users are created by default. The list of users can be
found by selecting the "Users" link or the "Privileges" link (depending on whether you are
using Linux or Windows) from the screen shown in Figure 34.2. The list of user screens is
shown in Figure 34.3. You must delete the first three users (as shown in Figure 34.3) and
leave only user "root" with host set to "localhost", To delete the users, select the tick box
next to the first three listed and then click the Go button below the table.

After clicking the Go button you will be presented with the screen shown in Figure 34.4
Weare now ready to add a password to the "root" user. Scroll down the currently viewed

page and where you see the "User overview" table click the Edit action link next to the only
user in the table, which is the root user. You should be presented with the edit privileges
screen as shown in Figure 34.5. Scrolling down the screen will reveal the form fields where
you need to enter a password (twice). Do this and then click the Go button.
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Figure 34.4 Usersdeleted screen.

Clicking the Privileges tab at the top of the screen will return you to the list of users
(only one now) and you should now see (as shown in Figure 34.6) that a password is now
set for the user. Youwill now need to go back and edit the config.inc.php file to include the
password you have set (but only if you needed to set the "auth_type" variable to "config"):

$dg[ I Servers I ][$i][ I password I 1= I mypassword ' ;

Add or Modify MySQL Users
To connect to a single or multiple database, a username and password must be given to let
PHP scripts access MySQL database servers and make appropriate queries to retrieve data
from it. For security and accessibility reasons, creating a new user for databases that are to
be used by the same person or site is recommended. On PHPMyAdmin this can be done
very easily. First, click the reload button on the browser to return to the main screen. Then
click either the "users" or "privileges" link and then scroll down to "add a new user" link
and select this . Figure 34.7 illustrates the screen which should be displayed.

When a new user is to be added, four areas must be filled in:

1. Host: on this field a host name (which represents the host from where a MySQL
database will permit access) must be given. If the option is on ''Anyhost" a connection
to MySQL can be done locally or by a remote server. If the option is on "Host: localhost"
MySQL connections are limited to local users.
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2. User name: on this field a username must be given. Do not use the ''Any user" option.
3. Password: password associated with given username. All passwords are encrypted

using the MDS encrypting method but, for maximum safety, it must be eight or more
characters long with multiple symbols and numbers.

4. Privileges: privileges must always left unchecked when creating a simple user. These
are nothing to do with database privileges as they cover the global permissions a user
has on the MySQL Database server. If creating a second root administrator, these must
all be checked.
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Figure 34.8 Creating adatabase.

Creating aDatabase
Creating a new database is very easy. From the main PHPMyAdmin screen you simply enter
the name of the database you wish to create in the form field and click the Create button.
We have created a database by the name "my_database" and clicked the Create button. If
you do this, you should be presented with a screen similar to that in Figure 34.8.

The screen shown in Figure 34.8 allows us to add some tables to our database. A table
is where a relational database stores its data. Other database management systems, store
all the data in one large area but not in a relational database . Instead, these use tables to
store information. Each table within a database is given a unique name and contains some
fields which describe the individual items of data within the table. So, for example, we
could create a table called Cars which could store the following items of data about our
cars: make, model and colour. As there are three fields of data we wish to create we would
enter "cars" in the form name field followed by 3 in the fields field and click the Go button.
PHPMyAdmin will then display the table editor as shown in Figure 34.9.

The table field and their data type set need to be named on this screen. Depending on
the type selected, then an appropriate field length may be required. Figure 34.10 illustrates
our completed form, just before we create the table fields by clicking the Save button.

When completed the database should be like the one reproduced in Figure 34.11.
Figure 34.11 illustrates that the my_database database now has a single table called cars

consisting of three data fields.

Accessing aDatabase Quickly
You should note that now you have created a database that this is accessible from the drop
down menu on the left of the screen. Each time you create a new database it will be added
to this menu allowing you an easy method of database access.
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Dropping Databases and Tables
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Once you have selected a database you can modify the tables that form the database. You
can delete (drop) a table completely. To do this, select the database from the drop-down
list on the left of the PHPMyAdmin screen. You should click on the name of the database
on the left of the screen below the pull-down list. This will show the tables available within
that database. This is illustrated in Figure 34.12. You can drop any of the database tables
by checking the box next to the table to drop the table and then select Drop from the With
selected drop-down menu. Finally clicking Go will drop the table from the database.

Backup and Restore MySQL Server or Databases

It is good practice to backup and restore your databases regularly. PHPMyAdmin provides
a convenient method of doing this . First, select the database which you wish to backup from
the drop-down menu on the left of the screen. Next, when the database table structure is
displayed, select the Export tab at the top of the screen. You should then see the screen
shown in Figure 34.13.

To create a backup of the database, ensure that all tables are selected in the Export
window, then check the Save as file option and enter a file name in the form field. When
the Go button is clicked, the database structure and data content will be saved using the file
name you entered.
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Figure 34.14 Dropping adatabase.

Dropping aDatabase
You can drop an entire database using PHPMyAdmin. To do this, select the database you
wish to drop from the pull-down menu. Then click the Drop tab at the top of the screen, as
shown in Figure 34.14. A pop-up window should confirm the deletion of the database.

Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the MySQL database manager, described where it can be
obtained and how it can be installed. We have also described the PHPMyAdmin tool which
acts as a user-friendly front-end manager to the MySQL database and shown how this can
be used to create and edit your databases. In the next chapter we shall look a little bit more
closely into how we can add actual data into our database tables, using the PHPMyAdmin
tool.



Creating Databases Using
PHPMyAdmin

Introduction

In this chapter we shall examine how we can use the PHPMyAdmin tool to create a simple
database consisting of three tables. We shall then show how to populate these tables with
data records.

Creating the Database

We are going to create a database called "friends&cars". From the main PHPMyAdmin
screen, type into the form field the name of this database and click the Create button.
This database is to consist of three separate tables. The design of this database is shown
in Figure 35.1.

cars owns friends

carld int friend Id int friendld int

make varchar(40) I carld int L.. surname varchar(40)

model varchar(40) firstname varchar(40)

colour varchar(40)

Figure 35.1 Database friends&cars table structure and fields.

Create a table called cars and insert the four fields into the table as shown in Figure 35.2.
Note that cardld field is of type Int, is the Primary key and is set to auto_increment. This
means that each time a new record is created MySQL will automatically generate the value
for the field.

When you have clicked the Savebutton to store this table you will be presented with the
screen shown in Figure 35.3. Note that the database name on the left of the screen now
sports the table name "cars" below it.
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Figure 35.3 Database friends&cars with cars table.

Click the database name "friends&cars" under the pull-down menu on the left of the
screen and in the form fields presented create the next table called "friends", which consists
of three fields. Figure 35.4 illustrates the completed table before the Save button is clicked.

When clicked you should note that below the database name "friends&cars" on the left
of the window is now listed both the table names "cars" and "friends". Finally, repeat the
process to create our final database table "owns", which consist of two fields. Figure 35.5
illustrates the completed table before the Savebutton is clicked.
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Figure 35.4 Database friends&cars with friends table.
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Figure 35.5 Database friends&cars with owns table.

We have now completed our database structure and are now ready to begin to add data
records to our database .

Adding Data tothe Database
We can use PHPMyAdmin to add data records to our database tables. To do this simply
click on the table name you wish to add a record to (let's add a record to the cars table).
Table names are located below the database name on the left of the screen. Then click the
"insert" tab at the top of the screen, this will display the insert a row screen, as shown in
Figure 35.6,where we have inserted some record data ready to click the Go button to insert
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Figure 35.6 Insert a row into theCars table.
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the data into the table . Remember not to include any data for the carId field as this will be
generated automatically.

Insert the data into the Cars table shown in Table 35.1.

Table 35.1 Cars table data.

Make Model Colour

Ford Focus Blue
Ford Fi ta G n
Mazda m Black
Renault Clio Blue
To ota Celica Silver

Youcan view the data which you have entered into the table by clicking on the little icon
to the left of the table name below the database name on the left of the screen. Clicking on
the icon next to the cars table name should result in the screen displaying the data records
within the table, as illustrated in Figure 35.7.

Add the data shown in Tables 35.2 and 35.3 to the Friends and Owns database tables
respectively.

Figure 35.8 illustrates the data in Table 35.2 inserted in the database.
Figure 35.9 illustrates the data in Table 35.3 inserted in the database.
Note that the Owns table allows us to specify that an individual friend owns more than

one car, for example friend number 1 and 4. Likewise we can specify that a particular car
can be owned by more than one friend, for example car 3 is owned by three different people.
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Figure 35.7 Cars table data.
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Table 35.2 Friends table data.

Surname Firslname

Table 35.3 Owns table
data.

friendld carldsmith
Jones
Brown
P rnngton
Wier

Ml e
Simon
Alan
David
Ian

1

1

2
3
4
4

5

1

3
2
3

3
4

5

Editing and Deleting Data
If during the course of adding your records to the database you have found that you have
made an error and need to make a correction, then this can easily be done. When you wish
to delete a data record, simply click the icon next to the table name to display the table of
data records. Note that next to each record there are Edit and Delete buttons. Clicking the
Delete button will result in a popup window appearing asking you to confirm the delete.
This is illustrated in Figure 35.10.

Clicking the edit link will display an edit window, like that shown in Figure 35.11.
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- ....,

Figure 35.8 Friends table data.
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Figure 35.9 Owns table data.
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Figure 35.10 Deleting data.
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Figure 35.11 Editing data.
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In this chapter we illustrated how PHPMySQL can be used to populate a database with data
and how that data can be manipulated. However, the real power of the MySQL database
can only be seen when we start to use PHP to access the data. In the following chapter we
illustrate exactly that - linking PHP scripts to our MySQL database.



Accessing MySQL Using PHP

Introduction
In previous chapters we have described how to create databases, create table structures
within them and insert data records into these fields. While this is useful it does not fully
illustrate the power of the database. In this chapter we explore how PHP can be used to
access, display and modify database records via a Webpage. This technology is the building
block for the majority of dynamic Web applications, in particular e-commerce systems.

Connecting to Database
To connect a PHP script to a MySQL database we need to introduce four functions. The
first is mysql_connect and forms a connection from the script to the location of a specific
database .

Function prototype:

resource mysql_connectlstring server, string usemame, string password);

Function arguments and return details :

Nm

server
usern m
password
mysql connectO
returns

Type

String
String
String
Resource
identifier

Description

Name oftheserver
User name
Password
Aresource identifier pointing totheserver

The mysql_connectO function returns a resource identifier type . This type of variable was
first mentioned way back in Chapter 6. Wewill need this resource identifier as we shall use
it in all related database functions from now on.

The next function is mysql selecr dbt) which allows us to specify which database at the
location defined in the mysql_connectO function we wish to use.
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Function prototype:

bool mysql selecCdb(stringdatabasename resource identifier);

Function arguments and return details:
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Namf

d t ba nam
identrfi

mysql select dbO
returns

TYPf

String
Resource

Bool

DfSCription

Namt ofth database
The resource identifierreturned from the
mysql connectOfunction
Returns "TRUE"ifsuccessful oth rwise "FALSE"

Next we need to mention the function dieO which is an alias of exitt) . This function was
first mentioned in Chapter 24. The dieO function is combined with an or operator in order
to stop execution of the script if the previous database connection could not be formed.
Finally function mysql_errorO returns the text of the error message from the previous
MYSQL operation:

Function prototype:

Function arguments and return details:

Typt

String

D~ription

Error messaqe

The following provides an example of how these functions are used together:

my ql_connect("localhost ", "root", "stobbie")
le("Could not connect: " . mysql_error(»;

mys _ lect_db("friends&cars",$db);

Note that in this example mysql_connectO the specified host is "localhost" but if the
MySQL server is not located on the same machine on which you are developing the site
this would have the Web address of that computer. The second parameter is the user name,
in this case "root". The user name must be specified if the database has been created with
security restrictions. The final parameter is the password you have selected for your user
name.

The mysql selectdbf) selects the friends@cars database which we created in the
previous chapter.

For the ease of use we will create a MySQL script example36-db.php where the
connection to the database is performed:
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<?php

I /Access ing MyS L - Bxample 36-db
//---- ----------------------------
$db mysq l _connectC"loc Iho tn, "root", ·stobbie")

or dle C·Could not connect: " . mysql_errorC));

mysql_select_db C" friends&cars·, $db) ;

?>

This file will be included on every example in the remainder of this chapter.

Selecting Data
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The mysql_query function is used to select data from a database using a Structured Query
Language (SQL) query. The function has the following structure:

Function prototype:

resource mysql_query {string query, resource identifier};

Function arguments and return details:

Nam Type

query String
identifier Resource

mysqLqueryO retums Resource

Function example:

Description

SOL query
The resource identifier retumed from th
mysqLconnect{) function
Resource identifier to therecords returned

$result - mysql_queryC "SELECT ... FROM us e rs",$db);

Having obtained a set of results we need a function which will return the contents of one
record cell from the record set. This function is called mysql_result:

Function prototype:

mixed mysqUesult (resourceresult. int row, mixed field);
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Function arguments and return details:
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Nm

result

identifier
field
mysql queryO returns

Function example:

Type

Resource

Int
Mixed
Mixed

Description

Resource id ntifier returned from the mysql result
function
Cell number to return,°isthefirst cell
The field name to return
Database field cell

$re c 2 mysql_resul t( $r e s u l t , O, "s u r na me " ) ;

Weshall begin by creating a script to extract a single record from the "friends" table in the
"friends&cars" database . Consider the following PHP script:

<?php

I/Acc~s 1~g yS L Example 36-1

II -- - ------- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

requ1re r n

?>

<.html>
<body>

<?php

$result

mple 36-db . php n) ;

8 l_que ry ( " SELECT * FROM friends" ,$dbl;

echo "t 8 arne :
"<br />" ,
E'cho "su m

?>

</body>
<html>

"0 mysql_result($result,O, "firstname" )

mysql_result($result,O, "surname" ) . n<br I >" ;

This example displays the contents of the first row (row 0) of the database record field.
Of course this is still not all that useful an example as only one record is displayed. Let's

create a new example that includes a loop which will allow us to display all the database
records. In order to do this we need to introduce a new function mysql_fetch_rowO:

Function prototype:

ArraymysqUetch_row(resource result);
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Function arguments and return details:

Name Type

re ult

mM' fetch row()
return

Function example:

Resource

Array

Description

Resource identifier returned from the mysql_result
function
Array of thefetched database record

$records ~ mys ql_f e t c h_r ow ($ r e s u l t) ;

Because the function returns an array of the fields for the record we access the fields by
subscripting the array. For example, the following will return the second field of a record:

$recorde-[l] ;

The following script illustrates a modified version of our previous example that will display
all of our records in the database:

<?php

//Acces l,q MySQL - Example 36-2

//_--------------- ---- ------------
r qUlr I" x mple36-db.php");
?>

<h m.1>
<body>

<?php

$reaul

while ... 1

ech
co f)

7>

</body
<html>

n yaql query ( "SELECT * FROM friends", $db) ;

CIS mysql fetch row($result» {
'fi rs t name: ". $records [2] . "<br />";

urna me : ". $records[l] . "<br / >" ;

This script is similar to the previous example but introduces a loop instruction:

while ($rec = mysql_fetch_row($result») { }
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Note that within the loop there is a new function, mysql fetch rowt). This function returns
a single record, stored in the $result variable. The record is stored in an array called $rec.
Note that the echo statements display each of the elements of the $rec[] array. The array
contains the value of each of the records fields. The array element [0] contains the record
id, while [1] contains the friend's first name and [2] their surname. Each interaction around
the while loop will cause function mysqlfetch rowt) to be invoked. Each time it will return
the next record from the database. When no more records can be found, it will return
"FALSE" and the loop will be terminated.

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 36.1.

Tools ~

first name: Mike
sumame: Smith
first name : Simon
umam e: Jones

fir t name: Alan
surname: Brown
first name: David
umam e: Parrington

first name: Ian
surname: Walker

Local Intranet

Figure36.1 Database records.

In the previous example the mysql_fetch_rowO function was used to access and display
the database records. While this works okay the programmer writing the script has to refer
to the separate fields using array numbers. This does not make the code very easy to read
and mistakes can be introduced. The function mysql fetchjarrayt) is an extended version
of the function mysql fetch rowt):

Function prototype:

Array mysqUetch_array(resourceresult);

Function arguments and return details:

Nme

result

mysqU etch_ rray()
retums

Type

Resource

Array

Description

Resource identifier returned from the mysqUesult
function
Array ofthefetched database record
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Function example:

$records - mysql fe t ch array($result ) ;
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This function is the same as the mysql_fetch_rowO function, except that it allows us to
refer to the database fields by their name. The following script illustrates the use of this
function:

<?pho

IIAcc ng MyS L - Ex mple 36-3
11----------------------------- ---
requi
?>

<html
<body>

<?php

"pxample36-db . php ") ;

$re u... - m sql query( "SELECT * FROM friends",$db );

wh~le '$records = mysql_fetch_array ($result » (
cno 'first name: ". $records['firstname' ] "<br I> " ;
r 0 " urname: " . $records['surname'] . "<br I> " ;

</body>
html

Advanced Data Selection
The SQLquery statements which are sent to the database using the mysql_queryO function
are capable of much more powerful things than the examples we have illustrated so far in
this chapter. Let's take a moment to look at some of its abilities to help us select the data we
want from the database.

Selecting aCertain Number ofRecords:

Our SQL queries can use the option LIMIT to select a certain number of records from a
table. The option limit has two parameters: the first one (x) represents the starting row and
the second one (y) represents the number of records to be selected after "x", for example:
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$query = mysql_query ("SELECT field(s) FROM table
LIMIT 1, 3 ", $db);

This example will begin selecting records from row 1 but only return four records . The
following script illustrates this:

<7ph

//Ac,"e~ ng MySQL Example 36 -4

//------------------------ --------
requlre e am e36-db. php "l ;
?>

<html>
<body>

<?php

$resu t

Wh l l
ee
~c

7>

ql_query( "SELECT * FROM friends LIMIT 1,3",$db);

ds my s ql_ fe t e h_a r r a y( $r e s ul t» {
rst name : ". $reeords['firstname'] "< b r /> " ;
rnam : ". $reeords['surname'] . "<br I >" ;

~/body>

<html>

Note that the output from this script is the same as the previous script, except that only
three records are output.

Sort Records

Our SQL queries can use the option ORDER BY to sort our selected data. The SORT BY
option should be followed by the name of the column (field) and an extra option which
defines whether the ordering is to be ascending (asc) or descending (desc):

$query = mys ql_que r y ("SELECT field(s ) FROM table ORDER
BY surname dese " , $db );

The following script shows our results ordered by surname in a descending order:
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<?php

/IAccessing MySQL - Example 36 -5
11------------- ---- - - - - - - --- ------

requir (" xample36- db . php "l ;
?>

<html>
<body>

<?php

$resul mysql_query( "SELECT * FROM friends ORDER BY surname
desc", $dbl ;

while l$records - mysql_fetch_array($result l l {
echo "first name: ". $records['firstname') "<br 1>";

cho "surname: '". $records [ , surname' ) . II <br I> II ;

?>

</body>
<html>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 36.2.

Inserting Data
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So far we have seen how we can extract data from the database but it would be useful if we
could also add new data. The mysql_queryO function using the "INSERTINTO" query can
do just this:

.l.. r - mysql query("INSERT INTO table (columnl,
column2, " .. , column xl VALUES ('value', 'value', .. ",

. • I" , $db l ;

With an INSERT INTO query the table column field names must be specified and values
of these should be specified in the same order. Note that there is no restriction on how
many columns we can use to insert data but it is recommended to specify all columns on
an INSERT query with empty values for those that we want to be left empty.

However, we can use no columns at all and have an alternative structure for the insert
query as in the following example. Note that the first value will now be inserted into the
first column, the second value into the second column, etc.
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first name: Alan
surname: Brown
first name: Simon
surname: Jones
fir t name: David
surname: Parrington
first name: Mike
surname: Smith
first name: Ian
surname: Walker

Done

Figure 36.2 Sorted output.

Local ntral'let

Sin t mysql query{"INSERT INTO table VALUES
('v ue', 'value' •...• 'value')" ,$db);

The following example uses the INSERTquery to add a new record on table "friends":

<?php

<?php

//Access q MySQL Example 36 6

//--------------------------------
require , "example36-db.php") ;
?>

<html>
<body>

<?php

$inser
'K vin')"

$result
$db) ;

my _query{"INSERT INTO friends VALUES (", 'Hinds'.
,$dbl;

my ql query I II SELECT * FROM friends ORDER BY surname dese",
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while $records. mysql_fetch_arrayl$result » {
echo" d: ". $records['friendld'J . " <br /> " ;
echo f'rs n me: ". $record ['firstname'J . " <br / >";
echu ·surname : • . $records['surname'] . "<br / ><b r / >" ;

?>

</body>
<html>
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The output from this script is shown in Figure 36.3 and shows the newly added record.

Id:
first name : Ian
surname : Walker

Id: I
first name : Mike
urname: Smith

Id: 4
first name: David
umame: Parrington

Id: :2
first name : Simon
surname : Jones

Id: 6
first name: Kevin
urname: Hinds

Figure 36.3 Insertingrecords.

local ntranet
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Deleting Data
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We can delete records from tables using the mysql_queryO function using the DELETE
FROM query:

$DELETE mysql_query ( "DELETE FROM table WHERE
column '$value''', $db);

The following illustrates a script that will allow us to delete any record which we have
inserted into our database. All you need to enter is the id number:

e?p hp

IIAccea ~n ySQL - Example 36-7

II - - - -----------------

requ ire 'ex mple36-db.php") ;
? >

eh ml >
e body>

e ?p hp

?>
e form a cr ,..,

I d : l.

e i nput.
c/ fo rm>

if (. 9 '3

$de l
fri ndI

$result

whl le I ~

echo
echo
echc.

t r ~ST [ ' i d ' ) ) {
e - mysql_query("DELETE FROM friends WHERE

r[id)",$db);
I l ~br>Record Deletedebr>");

q l query("SELECT * FROM friends",$db);

mysql_f tch_array($r suIt» {
$records['friendld') . "cbr I>";

name : ". $records['firstname') . "cb I>";
arne: ". $records['surname') . "cbr I>ebr I>";

" e?php echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF') ?>" method-"post">
t.ype "text" name-"id">ebr>

type -"submit" value-"Delete Record">

e'body>
cht.ml>
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The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 36.4, where record id 6 has just been
deleted.

Id: 2
first name: Simon
surname: Jones

Id: 3
fir t name: Alan
umame : Brown

Id: 4
first name: Davi d
surname: Parrington

Id: 5
first name: Ian
urname: Walker

Id: ' ~
I Delete Record I

v

Done

Figure 36.4 Deleted record id6.

This script contains an if statement which checks the value of $id, indicating whether the
form has been submitted. $id is used to select the record to be deleted:

if (isset($_POST['id ') ))

If the variable $id contains a value, the mysql_queryO function is invoked:

$d lete mysql_que r y ( II DELETE FROM friends WHERE
friendld $ POST [id) ",$db);

~cho (lI c b r >Re c o r d Deletedcbr>" );
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This deletes the record in the database with an id equal to $id. Note that there is no error
checking in this script and the user is free to type in any id number.

Update Data

The mysql_queryO function can be used to enable us to update an existing record. This is
accomplished using the UPDATE query:

$update : my s q l_que r y ("UPDATE table SET
columnl:'value ' , column2:'value' columnX:'value'
WHERE column=' v a l ue ' " , $db ) ;

The following script uses a form to update existing records. The id of the record we wish to
change is used to ensure that we modify the correct record:

<?php

//Accesslng MySQL - Example 36- 8
// - -----------------------------
require
?>

ex mple36- db . p hp ") ;

<html>
<body>

<?ph

if (. ss t (S f)ST [ , id ' ] » {

my ql que r y ("UPDATE friends
.u n m '$_POST[surname]',

a e '$_POST [f i r s t na me ) '
f r i E'ndld- ' $_ POST [id] , " , $db ) ;

$result
S
fa
WHE E;

$result - ysql_query( II SELECT " FROM friends", $db ) ;

while (Srecor s mysql_f e t c h_a r r a y( $r e s u l t » {
echo "-,d: ". $rec o r d s [ ' f r i e nd l d ' ] . "<br /> " ;

cho " . st name : ". $records l ' firstname'] . "<br / >" ;
echo'" rname: ". $records['surname'] . " <br /><br /> " ;

?>
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<form C" ~on-"<?php echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'l ? >" method.. "post">
I < nput t ype= " tex t " name-"id"><br / >
Fi name. <inp u t type.. "text" name-"firstname"><br / >

I'l : <i nput type "text" name."surn me" ><br />
n u ype- "submi t " value="Update Record">

</form>

</body
<htm'>

Count Rows and Check Existence ofRecords
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The mysql_num_rowsO function can be used to count the number of records in a table and
also whether a record exists:

Function prototype:

int mysql_num_rowslresource result);

Function arguments and return details:

Name Type

result Resou rce

Mysql te ch array() Int
returns

Function example:

Description

Resource identifier returned from the mysql_result
function
Number ofrecord rows

$records

Consider the following example where the function mysqLnum_rowsO is used to count
current records (rows) on the table "friends".

<?php

/IAccess~ng MySQL - Example 36-9

//------- - -----------------------
require ( "e xa mp l e 3 6 - db . php " ) ;
?>
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html
body

<?php
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$result mysql query("SELECT FROM friends ,$db);

$rows mysql_num_rows($result);

if ($r a)

echo" ro s reco ds ound";
}
else (

cho " 0 r cords found";

?

</body
<h ml>

This script will display the message "5 records found" .

Summary
This chapter has illustrated how a PHP script can be used to extract data from a MySQL
database. In addition we have shown that PHP can also delete and amend existing records.
In the next chapter we shall examine the object-oriented concept of classes and objects.



Part 11
Classes and Objects Concepts



Classes and Objects

Introduction
Many modern programming languages now support the object-oriented paradigm. Object
orientation is an alternative way of designing and implementing programs. Within the
object-oriented paradigm, programmers model things known as classes and then use these
within a program by creating instances of these classes known as objects. PHP supports
the creation of classes and the implementation of objects and enables the programmer to
develop object-oriented programs. In this chapter we shall describe the concept of object
orientation and provide some examples of what aspects of the paradigm PHP supports.

What are Classes and Objects
Object orientation is a paradigm which encourages and helps to enable code reuse
effectively. It also aims to minimize the impact of any programming change through the
technique known as encapsulation. Object orientation is a different way of thinking about
solving a programming problem. Traditional structured programming techniques solve
problems by breaking the solution down into simple easy-to-program functions. These
functions are grouped together within the program to perform the task required of the
program, see Figure 37.1. This is the technique we have employed to solve the problems
within this book.

While this technique has proven successful over the years, it doesn't help programmers
to reuse their code effectively nor does it help protect data from accidental change. You
see, with a functional approach local data may be declared within a function but this may
be required as a parameter for another function to enable further processing. If the data
structures being passed from function to function are large and complex, then it is easy
for programming bugs to creep into the design resulting in data being altered when it
shouldn't.

Object orientation takes a different approach to the design of data. In an object-oriented
design, data and methods (also known as functions) are wrapped up together in what is
known as a class. The data cannot be accessed from outside the class and so it is protected
from the rest of the program. This is known as encapsulation. Only the methods associated
with the class can access and alter these data and form an "interface" with the data.
Invoking class methods in this way is known as sending a message to the class. This is
illustrated in Figure 37.2.
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Web
Application

! !
Display Validate Display
Form Form Output

Figure 37.1 Functional programming design.

Object orientation encourages software reuse by allowing the programmer to define new
classes which are similar to existing one. Effectively the programmer is able to say: "This
class is the same as that one, except that it has these small differences". The great thing is
that the programmer only needs to say what the differences are and all the stuff, which has
already been programmed for the original class, is automatically accessible by the new one.
This is known as inheritance.

Class Car

Set Make Display Make

Set Display
Colour Make Colour

Model.. Colour ~. _----_. ,

Set Model Display Model

A "I,
I '-. ·-·-···· -----·- r'··' .--... -.---- -.---- ,

Class methods

Figure 37.2 Object orientation - classes.

Class data
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Object orientation also supports the concept of polymorphism. Polymorphism is a
concept where a number of related classes all have a method which shares the same name.
For example, we could have created a number of classes, which draw different shapes on
the screen. All of the shapes have a method called draw which allows them to display
themselves. The programmer can invoke the draw method in any of the classes knowing
that it will result in the shape being displayed. However,the resulting image willbe different
depending on which shape class the message is sent.

Creating classes is not the end of the story. Classes are, in effect, templates which define
what data can be held and what things it can do. Classes are essentially a sophisticated
version of a variable. Variables are designed to hold data of a specific type and you can do
certain things with a particular variable. However, before a variable can be used, we need
to create an instance of one. The same is true with classes. The class is the template and to
use it we must create an instance of the class with some specific data. An instance of a class
is known as an object.

Classes and Objects in PHP

While most object-oriented programming languages willimplement the features described
previously, this is about as similar as many programming languages get. In fact, depending
on what programming language you are using, the terminology will differ. For example,
class methods, functions and procedures are all used to describe the same thing. Likewise
data members and class variables are terms used to mean the same thing.

PHP keeps things simple and consistent with other aspects of the PHP language.
In defining a class, the programmer specifies class variables and functions which are
encompassed within the class. We shall not use any new names for these as this would
be confusing. Instances of classes will be referred to as objects. Let's now create a simple
class to show how easy it is.

Creating aSimple Class
The keyword used to define a class is class. Each class must be given a unique name and
uses { } to denote the start and end of the class definition. For example, creating a class
called vehicle we would use the following syntax:

<?php
class vehicle

?>

Classes can have variables encapsulated within them. Class variables are defined in the
same wayas other variables within PHP except that they must have thekeyword var placed
in front of them.for example:

var $description;
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Class variables must be placed inside the class definition, i.e. between the start and end
braces, for example:

<?php
class e.l.<.;le {

v $ escript i on ;

?>

Classes can also have functions associated with them. The functions provide an interface
to the class data. All class variables are accessible by all functions within the class. Each
class function is defined in exactly the same way as a standard function defined outside of
the class, for example:

function ol.spla y()

Class functions can be created to receive parameters and/or return a value, for example:

function set($d) {
}

The functions should also be embedded within the class start and end braces:

<7php
class vehicle {

v r $description;

function s t($d) {

f netlon display() {
}

7>

These functions don't do anything at the moment as they contain no code. What we
would like them to do is for the set function to assign the variable parameter $d to the
class variable $description. This will implement a function which allows the value of
$description to be set when an object of the class is created. You are probably thinking
that the statement:

$description = $d;
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would assign the value of $d to $description. However, you would be wrong. Because
$description is a class variable and not declared or passed to function sett) we need a
special syntax to refer to it. To do this we use the variable $this which means "this class"
and then the operator -> followed by the variable name, for example:

$this->description

Note that you don't place a $ on the front of the variable name. To assign a variable $d to
this variable we use the statement:

this->description = $d;

In the case of function displayt) all we want this to do is to echo the value of $description.
To do this we use the statement:

echo ($th is ->description) ;

The following class includes these completed functions.

<?php
cIa s vehicip. {

v 1 scription;

set ($d) (
is->description - $d;

f n display() (
echo ($this->description) ;

7>

We now have a class which contains a variable and has two functions which allow us to set
and view the value of the variable. If you were to view the output from the previous script in
a browser you would be very disappointed as nothing would appear. This is because while
we have correctly created a class we have not used it. What we need to do now is to create
an instance of this class, known as an object.

Using the Simple Vehicle Class
To make use of our vehicle class we need to create an object (a variable if you like) of that
class. To do this we need to use the keyword new with the following syntax:

$ObjectName = new className;
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Therefore, to create a object called $veh which is an instance of class vehicle we would
write :

$veh = n ew vehicle;

This is essentially the same as declaring a variable $veh. While this is perfectly fine we
haven't yet assigned a value to it. Our class has been designed to hold a single item of data
in the variable called $description. Wecannot simply say something like:

$descript1on - "A b lue car";

It wouldn't work as we cannot assign values to classes only to objects. Okay, you say, why
can't I write something like

$veh->description = "A blue car";

Well,you are getting closer as this tries to assign a value to a specific variable belonging to
an object you have created. However, one of the "rules" of object orientation is the concept
of encapsulation. This hides data within an object from the outside world and does not
permit you to view or change it. So how do we assign a value to this variable? Well, through
the class functions we have created - that's how.

To assign a value to our object we need to invoke the set function as this has been
designed to receive a parameter and to store this in our $description class variable. To
invoke an objects function we use the syntax:

$ObjectName >f unc t i o nNa me ( )

Therefore, to invoke our $veh objects setl) function, passing it the data "My big shiny
new car." Wewould write:

$veh->se ( "My big shiny new cr.");

This statement passes the string "My big shiny new car" to the function setO belonging to
object veh. The function stores this string in class variable $description. To view the value
stored in the string we need to invoke function displayt), like so:

$veh->display() ;

This statement reads as follows: invoke function display of the object $veh. The following
script adds these statements to our script which contains the vehicle class:
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<?php

II Classes Example 37-1

11----------------------
class veh~cle {

v $d scription;

function set($d) (
$this->description • $d;

f nc ion display() (
echo ($this->description) ;

$veh n w vehicle;
$veh->set/"My big shiny new car.");
$veh- >disp1ay () ;
?>
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The output from this script is shown in Figure 37.3. Not very exciting we know but it is a
start!

search Favortes

http://bCaIlOStIphpbook/example37-l.php

Figure 37.3 Really exciting output from aclass.

Invoking Class Functions from Within aClass

LocalIntranet

Class functions can be invoked from within a class itself. The syntax for doing this is as
follows:

$this->functionName() ;
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This facility is useful as it enables you to invoke functions automatically. Consider the
following class example which is a modification of the previous example. Here you will
note that the function setO now has a call to function displayt) within it. This enables the
value of description to be automatically displayed when the function sett) is invoked and
thus removes the need to invoke the function displayO outside of the object when the object
is created.

I (' Ex mple 37 2

/ ----------------------

f ~ ~ ~ set($d) (
is >description - $d;

11 - >display () ;

e
$ve 
?

f display () {
I$this->description);

.l.C e;
y big shiny new ca .");

The output from this script is the same as in Figure 37.3.

Creating Multiple Objects ofaClass
Once you have created your class, you can create as many objects of that class type as you
like. This is exactly the same as having as many string variables as you like within a script.
The strings are all different variables but they are all of the same type. The following script
illustrates three objects called $car, $bike and $plane that have all been created of type
vehicle:

<?ph

II Class s - Example 37-3

1/- - ----------

class veh1c
var $de cription;
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funct~on set($d) (
$this->description • $d;
$this->display() ;

n~ on display() (
echo($this->description . "<br>");

Scar new vehicle;
$car->set "Sports Car");
$bike - new vehicle;
$bike - set ( "Mo unt a i n Bike") ;
$pl ne n w vehicle;
$plane >se ("Jet Fighter");
?>

The output from this script is shown in Figure 37.4.

Sports Car
Mountain Bike
Jet Fighter
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Done

Figure 37.4 Multiple objects ofthesametype.

Constructors
Youwill have noticed by now that creating an object is a two-stage process. First we create
a new object, then we call a function that populates that object with data, for example:

Scar - new vehic le ;
$car->s t("Sports Ca r " ) ;

There is, however, a way to perform these two operations in one. In order to do so, we need
to create a constructor. A constructor is a function which is automatically called when a
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Scar
$bike
$plane
?>

new object is created. A function becomes a constructor when it has the same name as the
class. For example, a constructor function for our vehicle class would look like this:

function vehicle ($d) {
$this->description $d;
$this->display();

The constructor assigns the value of variable $d to variable $description and then invokes
function displayt). Having created a constructor, we can now combine the creation of the
object and the population of data with the syntax:

Scar = new vehi c l e ("Sports Car");

This will create a new object called $car of class vehicle and pass the string "Sports Car" to
the constructor function. The complete script is as follows:

<?php

// Classes - Example 37-4
//----------- ----------

class v hide {
var $description;

func ion vehicle ($d) {
$this->description & $d;
$this->di pl y();

function display() {
echo($this->description . "<br>");

new vehicle ("sports Car");
- new vehicle ("Mountain Bike");

new veh'cl ("Jet Fighter");

The output from this script is the same as that shown in Figure 37.4.

Arrays ofObjects
Objects that have been created can be treated in the same way as variables. Therefore, you
can easily create an array of objects for example:
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<?php

// Class Example 37-5
//----------------------
class v h·cle (

v r $description;

unct~on vehicle($d) {
$this->description • $d;
$this->display();

function di pI y() {
cho($this->description . "<br>");

Scar • new vehicle ("Sports C rAJ;
$bike n w vehicle("Mountain Bike");
$pIane - new vehicIe("Jet Fighter");
$arr y array($c r,$bike,$plan );
foreachl$array as $theVehicIe)

echo($theVehicle->di play(»;
?>
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This script illustrates that the three vehicle objects we have created can be placed inside an
array (called $array) and then accessed using a foreach loop. The output from this script is
illustrated in Figure 37.5.

Functions and Objects
Objects can be passed to functions in the same way as variables . The following script,
however, illustrates a problem to be wary of:

<?php

// C ss Example 37-6
1/----------------------
class veh cle {

v r $d scr'p on;

func ~on v hicIe($d) {
$ his-> scrip ion. $d;
$this->dia lay();
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Sports Car
Mountain Bike
Jet Fighter
Sports Car
Mounta in Bike
Jet Fighter

Figure 37.5 Using objects inan array.

func ion set ($d) {
$this-~description - $d ;

h i s >display () ;

func io display() {
ec of$this->description . "cbr>") ;

function C"

$v

Scar ne
change($c- ...
$car->dlB
?

9 ($vE'h){
("Red Sports Car");

hicle("Sports Car");

I) ;

The script contains a modified vehicle class. Note that the modification involves the
addition of the setO function which will allow us to modify the vehicle description once
an object has been created. A non-class function called changeO has also been included.
This receives a vehicle object as a parameter and then invokes the objects sett) function.

The script creates the $car object, invokes the changeO function and passes it the $car
object and, finally, it invokes the $car display function. As the change function alters
the description, you may expect to see the output "Sports Car" (when the object was
created), then "Red Sports Car", when the description was changed in function changet),
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and, finally, "Red Sports Car" when the displayt) function was called after the function is
complete. The actual output produced is illustrated in Figure 37.6. Note that the output is
as expected until the last call to the object function displayt) . The object appears to have
returned to its original description. In fact, all that has happened is that a copy of the object
was sent to function changeO and the function changed the copy! If you want the function
to alter the copy, then you will need to modify the function call as follows:

change (&$car) ;-------------------------_...

Passing a variable by reference was explained in Chapter 13.

Sport Car
Red Sports Car
Sports Car

Figure 37.6 Output from function example.

Function Overloading and Default Arguments
Class functions, like their non-class counterparts, can include default argument values.
This allows a function to be called with an argument or without, if it is known that the
missing default value will be set. The constructor function in the following script illustrates
this by setting the vehicle description to "Unknown Constructor". Classes do not support
function overloading. Overloading is where a class can have a number of functions with
the same name. In the following script you will note that we have had to implement two
functions sett) and setuf): one which receives a parameter and one which does not. In the
case of the second function, the value of the description is set to "unknown set function":

<?php

// Classes - Example 37-7

// ------ ---- ------------
class vehi c le {

var $description;
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function vehicle($d~'UnknownConstructor')
$this->description • $d;
$this->display() ;

function set($d) {
$this->description - $d;
$this->display() ;

functlon setu() {
$this->description
$this->display() ;

'Unknown set function';

functlon display() {
cho($this->description. "cbr>");

Scar new vehicle("Sports Car");
$car2 - new vehicle();
$car2->setu() ;
?>

The output from this script is shown in Figure 37.7

Sports Car
Unknown Constructor
UnknO\\11 set function

Done

Figure 37.7 Function overloading output.

loc:al ntranet
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Creating aMore Complex Class
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We have, up to now, produced very simple class examples to illustrate the object-oriented
features that PHP supports. The following example illustrates a slightly more complex class
and some object interaction. In this example we are going to create a jug class which allows
us to model the operation of a jug. Each jug object can store a specified amount of liquid.
But the example does not stop there. We are going to create two jugs and any jug can pour
some or all of its liquid into any other jug. Let's see how we would do this.

<?php

II CIa. Example 37-8

/1----------------------
class

, dxVol;
,.. rr ntVol;

v I .;; arne;

f r iQn jug($n,$m,$c)
his->name - $n;
his- maxVol • $m;
his >currentVol $c;

this->display() ;

f'Jnr::t'rm addLiquid($v) {
his->currentVol = $this->currentVol + $v;

f c loon name () (
I~tuIn $this->name;

f rt 0n isThereLiquid($vol)
f/$this->currentVol >

Ie-turn 1;
p

return 0;

(
$vol)

}
fu c 10n isThereSpace($vol) (

J.f($this->maxVol - $this->currentVol) >- $vol)
r turn 1;

e se
return 0;
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function display() (
echo("<br>" . $this->name . " had a max volume of " .

$this->maxVol . " and currently cont ins " . $this->currentVol);
}

funct on pourlnTo($otherJug,$vol)
echo("<br>Pouring $vol units from" . $this->name() .

" into " . $otherJug- >name () ) ;
i ($this->isThereLiquid($vol» (

if($otherJug->isThereSpace($vol»
$otherJug->addLiquid($vol) ;
$this->currentVol & $this->currentVol - $vol;
$this->display() ;
$otherJug->display() ;

}
else (

echo("<br>Attempt failed - Not enough space.");
return 0;

}
el s e (

echo("<br>Attempt failed - Not enough liquid.");
return 0;

return 1;

$myJug n w jug("Jug 1",100,50);
$anotherJu new jug("Jug 2",50,25);
$myJug- >pourlnTo(&$anoth rJug,lO);
$anothe J u ->po u InTo(&$myJug,34);
? >

The script begins by creating a class called jug. The class consists of three variables which
are used to store the maximum volume of liquid the jug can hold, the current amount of
liquid in the jug and the name of the jug (just used to identify it):

<?php
class jug {

var $ axVol;
var $currentVol ;
var $name;

The constructor constructs the object with the three variables it receives and invokes the
displayt) function to output the status of the jug:
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funct on jug( $n , $m, $c) {
thi s :>name • $n;

$this - maxVol $m;
$ his-:>cu r ren t Vo l • $c;
$ his ->di s pla y() ;
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The addl.iquidt) function enables additional liquid to be added to the jug. The nameO
function returns the name of the jug:

funct~on addLiquid($v) (
his :>curr ntVol $this->currentVol + $v;

! 1 t. on name(){
u n $this->name;

The function isThereLiquidO checks to see if the liquid in the jug is equal to or more than
the volume passed to the function in $vol. If there is enough liquid then the value 1 is
returned, else 0:

1 r 1sThereLiquid($vol)
IS hi :>curr~ntVol:>

return 1;
~5e

return 0;

{
$vol)

The function isThereSpaceO checks to see if the volume of liquid passed to the function in
$vol would fit into the jug. If it will, the value 1 is returned, else the value 0:

C 0 isThereSpace($vol) {
« $ his :>maxVol - $this-:>currentVol) > - $vol)

return 1;

Ie urn 0;

The function displayt) displays the amount of liquid the jug can hold and the amount it
currently holds:
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function display() (
echo("<br>" . $this->name . " had a max volume of " .

$this->maxVol . " and currently contains " . $this->currentVol);
}

The function pourInToO is the most complex function yet, so we shall break this down
examining it little by little. First, the function accepts two arguments sotherjug and $vol.
These represent the jug object that we will be pouring into and the number of units to pour:

function pourlnTo( $o t he r J ug , $v o l) (

Next. the function displays the amount of units it will be pouring from this jug into
the other. Note that the name of the other jug is obtained through calling the function
$otherJug->nameO:

echo("<br>Pour i ng $vol units from" . $this ->name () .
" into" . $otherJug- >n a me () ) ;

Next, a call to function isThereLiquidO determines if there is enough liquid in this jug to
pour into the other one:

if($this - isThereLiqu i d( $v ol))

If there is enough liquid, the otherJug function isThereSpaceO is invoked to see if the other
jug can accept the liquid. If so, the addLiquid(} function of the otherlug is invoked to add
the liquid and the current volume ofliquid in this jug is reduced. The contents of both jugs
are then displayed:

ifl$othe r J ug - >i s The r e Spa c e ($v o l ) )
$otherJug->addLiquid($vol) ;
$ t h i s - >c u r r e n t Vo l x $this->currentVol - $vol;
$ t h i s - >d i s p l a y ( ) ;
$othe r J ug- >d i s p l a y ( ) ;

If there is not enough space, an error message is generated:

el s e (
echo("<br>Attempt failed - Not enough space.");
return 0;
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If there is not enough liquid, an error message is generated:

else {
echo ("<br>Attempt failed No enough liquid. II) ;

return 0;

return 1 ;
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Twojugs are created: the first, Jug 1, has a maximum volume of 100 units and is currently
half full. Jug 2 has a maximum capacity of 50 units and is also half full:

$myJug - new jug("Jug 1 " , 100 , 5 0) ;
$anotherJug • new j ug( "J u g 2",50,25);

The function pourInTo0 of object mylug is invoked, passing it the values of $anotherJug
and 10. This will result in mylug trying to pour 10 units from it into anotherlug:

$myJug - >pourlnTo(&$a n o t he r J ug , 10 ) ;

Finally, the function pourInToO of object anotherlug is invoked, passing it the values of
$myJug and 34. This will result in anotherlug trying to pour 34 units from it into mylug:

$anoth~rJug->pourlnTo( &$myJug , 3 4) ;
7>

The output from this script is illustrated in Figure 37.8.
Note that Figure 37.8 illustrates the creation of both jugs and the interactions between

them. After some liquid has been poured from Jug 1 to Jug 2 and back from Jug 2 to Jug 1,
we see that the volume ofliquid in the two jugs has changed from 50 and 25 to 1 and 74.

Objects within Classes
We have shown that objects can invoke their own functions and those of other objects.
What we have not seen yet is that objects can be created which contain other objects. Such
objects are sometimes referred to as composite objects. In our example we are going to
create a class called lock and a composite class called door that will contain a lock. You can
create objects of type lock separately (and you might wish to) but when you create a door,
the door and a lock are both created together. Let's see how we would do this. Let's begin
with the lock class which contains a single variable to store whether the lock is locked or
not, a constructor to set up the lock and a displayt) function to display the state of the lock:
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Jug 1 had a max volume of 100 and currently contain 50
Jug 2 had a max volume of 50 and currently contains 25
Pouring 10 units from Jug 1 into Jug 2
Jug 1 had a max vo lume of 100 and currently contains 40
Jug 2 had a max vo lume of 50 and currently contains 35
Pouring 34 units from Jug 2 into Jug 1
Jug 2 had a max vo lume of 50 and currently contains 1
Jug 1 had a max vo lume of 100 and currently contains 74

Figure 37.8 Jug object output.

<?php

II Cl
11- -

s s Ex mple 37-9

c lass l or {
v $ ockUnlock;

unc ion lockl$lu) {
this->lockUnlock Slu;

func i o n displ yl) {
echol"<br>The Lock is to • Sthis->lockUnlock);

The door class is a little more complex (but not much). It contains two variables: the first
$openClosed which is used to store if the door is open or closed; the second, $lock, is used
to store the lock object we shall create:

class doc {
var SopenClosed;
var Slock;
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The constructor receives two parameters. The first of these, Soc, is used to set the value of
variable $openClosed. The second, $lu, is passed to the constructor of the lock class when
we create the lock object:

ruuct Lon door tsoc , $lu) (
$this->openClosed = Soc;
$this >lock = new lock($lu);
$this >display();

Note that when the $lock variable within class door is assigned a value, it is, in fact, an
instance of a new lock object. The displayO function outputs the value of the $openClosed
variable within the door class. It then invokes the display function of the lock object which
belongs to the lock class. Note that this call requires two -> operators:

fun~ ion display() {
echo("<br>The Door is " . $this->openClosed);
$this->lock->display() ;

$my[)t)Q
?>

new door("Closed","Locked");

The output from this script is shown in Figure 37.9.

The Door is Closed
The Lock is Locked

Done

Figure 37.9 Objects within objects output.

LocaIrltranet

We can see that we have created a composite object door as when the door was created a
lock object was also formed.
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Summary
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This chapter has introduced the concept of object orientation. We have explained the
difference between classes and objects and illustrated how these can be used within PHP.
We have created some simple classes and shown how class variables and functions are
built. Wehave explained the concept of encapsulation and shown that interactions between
variables should be with through class functions. Weconcluded with an explanation of the
concept of a composite object. However, this is not the end of the object-oriented story.
Object orientation provides a key feature in software reuse. This is known as inheritance
and it is this which we shall examine in the following chapter.



Class Inheritance

Introduction
In the previous chapter we have introduced the concepts of object orientation, classes and
objects. We have shown how PHP can be used to create classes and how instances of these
classes can be used to create objects. At the start of the previous chapter we mentioned
that one of the benefits of object orientation was its support for software reuse. The main
feature of object orientation which supports reuse is that of class inheritance. We shall
introduce inheritance within this chapter, illustrating how and why it is useful. We shall
also introduce the concept of polymorphism which is related to inheritance and illustrate
why this is also extremely useful.

What is Class Inheritance?
One of the strengths of object orientation is its ability to inherit properties from other
classes that exist. This saves the programmer time, reduces the complexity of the solution
and helps raise quality by reducing code duplication and thus error introduction. The
programmer is able to access all the variables and functions of the class from which they
are inheriting and add variables and functions to the new class. An example of inheritance
is shown in Figure 38.1. In the example there are two classes writingImplement and
pencil. The arrow from pencil to writingImplement indicates that pencil inherits from
writinglmplement,

The arrow can be read as "is a", so the diagram illustrates that a pencil "is a"
writingImplement. The arrow also indicates that all the variables and functions of the
writingImplement class are available to the pencil class. Let's examine how we would
implement this using PHP.

The Extends Keyword
The extends keyword is used to indicate that a class inherits from another and the syntax
is as follows:

assName extends otherClassName
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Writing Implement

Pencil

Figure 38.1 Inheritance.

PHP and MySQl Manual

To implement the two classes in Figure 38.1, we would write the following:

class writingrmplement {

class pencil extends writinglmplement (

Of course, these are simply the class templates without any variables or functions. What
we need to do now is to provide some class content so, for example, the writinglmplement
class could be implemented as follows:

class wr t q mplement
var $textColour;

funrt n writinglmplement($t)
~ -~textColour - $t;

display() {
,,(" he colour is " . $this->textColour . "<br>");

The writinglmplement class contains a single variable $textColour. This will be used
to store the colour of text the writing implement produces. The class also contains a
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constructor to construct the object's text colour and a displayO function to display the
value of the text colour.

Weare now ready to implement the pencil class. Weshall keep this as simple as possible
initially:

C' a extends wr1tin Implement {

.., ncil ($t) (
his-~writingImplement($t) ;

Note that the pencil class is very simple. It contains no variables of its own and its only
function is that of a constructor. Classes that inherit from other classes normally need a
constructor because if an instance of the class is created we need to be able to construct the
value of the variables in the inherited class. In this example the constructor class simply
invokes the constructor of the writingImplement class, passing it the value of the pencil
lead colour. Note that the constructor of the writingImplement class is invoked as though
it were a member of the pencil class, using the syntax:

$th1s->wr1 1ng I mp l e me n t ($t ) ;

This is because all functions, including the constructor from the inherited class, form part
of the pencil class.

Taking a look at our pencil class we can see that the class as it stands is a rather
pointless inheritance (no pun intended) as the pencil class does nothing different from the
writingImplement class. What we need to do is to extend the functionality of the pencil
class so that it operates differently from the writingImplement class and thus becomes
useful.

Adding New Functions and Variables
In the previous section we had created a pencil class which inherits from the class
writingImplement. Unfortunately, the pencil class did not include any variables or
functions of its own to make it any different from the inherited class. Let's change this:

class p c extends writingImplement (
v $ arp;

f n~ on pencil($t,$s) (
thi ->sh rp - $8;

$this->wri ingImplement($t);
$ his-> isplay2();
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functlon di s pla y 2() (
echo( OOc b r>The pencil is " . $this->sharp . 00 and 00);

$this->d i s p l a y ( ) ;

Note that the pencil class now has a variable ssharp, which will be used to store whether the
pencil is sharpened or blunt. The constructor has been modified to construct the variable
$sharp and to invoke the writinglmplement class constructor where the text colour will
be constructed. Finally, a displayzt) function has been included to display the value of the
variable sharp and to invoke the writinglmplement displayt) function.

We can now create objects of type writinglmplement and pencil:

$th ing - "lPW writingImplement(flblue oo);

$thing- d ~ ay();
$myGr y . 11 new pencil(oogreyfl,"sharpoo) ;

The complete listing is:

c?php

II Class Inheritance - Example 38 -1

1/--------------------- -
class wr i t i ng I mpl ement {

var $textColou r ;

func on wr i tingImplement($t)
$ h1S-> extCol ou r • $t;

function displa y() (
echo("the c olou r i s " . $this - >textColour . "cbr>" );

class pencll extends wr itingImplement (
var $sharp ;

functlon p enc il( $ t , $s)
$ h1s->sharp = $s;
$this->wri t i ng I mp l e me n t( $t ) ;
$this->d ispla y 2() ;
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function display2() (
cho("cbr>The pencil is " . $this->sharp . " and H);

Sthis->display() ;

$thing w writinglmplement("blue");
$ hing >dlsplay();
$myGreypencll new pencil("grey","sharp");

Combining this into a script will produce the output shown in Figure 38.2.

the colour is blue

The pencil is sharp and the colour is grey
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Figure 38.2 Inheritance output.

Note that Figure 38.2 illustrates that the output is different from the two objects.
Using inheritance we have managed to create a new class pencil, which reuses some
of the code from the class writingImplement. In doing this we did not alter the class
writingImplement in any way and have only stated what the differences between the pencil
and the writingImplement classes are.

Extending the Inheritance Again

Once we have created an inheritance structure we can continue to extend this as much as
we like. Figure 38.3 illustrates an additional class called pen. This class also inherits from
the writingImplement. We could have added a class which inherited from the pencil class
- maybe a class called "Magic Never go blunt pencils". This would then inherit all of the
pencil class attributes and those of writingImplement class but, for now, let's build our pen
class.

The following script illustrates the implementation of Figure 38.3. The classes
writingImplement and pencil remain unchanged, but there is now a new class called pen.
The class pen contains a constructor and a display20 function:
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Writing Implement

i
I I

Pencil Pen

Figure 38.3 Extending theinheritance.

<?php

// C a 'tanee - Example 38-2
//----------------------
class r i, J.l'lImplement

a~ e Colour;

u~~ wri inglmplement($t)
, s-> extColour $t;

funet~on display() {
cho("the colour is II , $this->textColour . "<br>");

class penc~l xtends writinglmplement {
va $ arp;

func ion pencil($t,$s) {
this >sharp = $s;
th~s->writinglmplement($t);
~h' >display2();
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l on display2() {
echo("<br>The pencil is " . $this->sharp . " and ");
$this >display();

clas pe extends writinglmplement
var $ nkPres nt;

funct'on pen($t,$i) (
this->inkPresent ~ $i;
th~B->writinglmplement($t);

S his >display2();

l ct on display2() (
cho("<br>The pen has" . $this->inkPresent . " and ");
his >displayll;

new writinglmplement("blue");
>di!=l lay () ;

1 new pencil("grey","sharp");
- npw p n("red", "ink")

?>
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Three different objects are constructed and displayed and their output is illustrated in
Figure 38.4.

AMore Complex Inheritance Example

Let's now create an inheritance example consisting of a larger number of classes. Consider
the example inheritance tree in Figure 38.5 which consists of six classes.

The inheritance tree in Figure 38.5 is more complex than before and illustrates a little
more clearly the concept of classification, the subdividing of classes, in this way. At the
bottom of the tree we have bicycles which are non -motor vehicles which are, in turn,
vehicles. Wehave cars and speed boats which are motor vehicles and are, in turn, vehicles.
In our example, we shall be only producing objects of type bicycle, car and speed boat, and
not of vehicle, non-motor vehicle and motor vehicle. The reason for this is that vehicle,
non-motor vehicle and motor vehicle have been created simply to allow us to form an
inheritance structure - we never intended to have objects of these types. However, they
were required in order for us to structure our inheritances correctly. Such classes are often
referred to as abstract classes.

Let's begin by creating the outline classes which we need in order to create the structure
in Figure 38.5:
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the colour is blue

The pen il i harp and the colour is grey

Th pen ha ink and th colour ired

Done

FavOfteS
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»

Figure 38.4 More inheritance.

This provides us with the outline templates of the classes which we are going to create.
What we need to do now is to determine the functions and variables each of these classes
will contain. Figure 38.6 enhances the structure shown in Figure 38.5 and provides some
details on the variables and functions each class will contain.

To keep things simple each class contains a constructor and a display function which will
output the values of its variables. Each class contains between one and three variables. The
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Vehicle

i
I

Non MotorVehicle Motor Vehicle

i
I I

Bicycle Car SpeedBoat

Figure 38.5 Vehicle inheritance tree.

vehicle class contains three variables to store a description of the vehicle, its colour and the
name of the image file to be displayed to represent the vehicle. The non-motor vehicle class
has a variable powerSource, which will store the power source of the vehicle, such as wind,
human etc. The motor vehicle class contains two variables to store the fuel type (unleaded,
diesel) and the BHP value of the vehicle. The bicycle class contains two variables to hold
the frame size and number of gears of the bike. The car class contains a variable to store
the size ofthe wheels on the vehicle. Finally, the speed boat class contains a variable engine
type which will store whether the engine is an inboard or outboard type.

The following script implements Figure 38.6:

<?php

II Class Inheri ance Ex m le 38-3
11----------------------
class vehlcle {

var $description;
var $colour;
var $plC;
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Vehicle

Description
Colour
Image

Vehicle 0
Display 0

i
I

Non Motor Vehicle Motor Vehicle

Power Source Fuel Type
BHP

Non Motor Vehicle 0 Motor Vehicle 0
Display 0 Display 0

i
I I

Bicycle Car Speed Boat

Frame size Wheel Size Engine Type
Gears

Bicycle 0 Car I) Speed Boat 0
Display 0 Display 0 Display 0

Figure 38.6 Vehicle inheritancetree with classmethods and data.

t -t v h cl~($d.$c.$p) {
t ~s->description • $d;

is->colour e $c;
us->pic = $p;

f un 1. n d i.apLay () {
~ o("ctable border-'l'>");

o("c l>ctd colspan-'2'>cimg src-'gr phics/" .
$L l.&->P "' >c/td>c/tr>") ;

hO("ctr>ctd>cfont size-'2'>Oescription:c/font>c/td>ctd>
cfont siz '2'>". $this->description . "</font>c/td>c/tr>");

e o("ctr>ctd>cfont size-'2'>Colour:c/font>c/td>ctd>cfont
siz -'2' Sthis »co l.our . "c/font>c/td>c/tr>");
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class motorVehicle extends vehicle (
var $fuelType;
var $bhp;

function motorVehicle($ft,$b,$d,$c,$p)
Sthis->fuelType = Sft;
$ his->bhp - $b;
Sthis->vehicle($d,$c,$p) ;

f nction display2() (
$this >display();
echo("ctr>ctd>cfont size-'2'>Fuel Type:c/font></td><td>

cfont sizem'2'>" . Sthis->fuelType . "</font></td>c/tr>");
echo("ctr>ctd>cfon size-'2'>Bhp:c/font>c/td>ctd>cfont

size '2'>" $this->bhp. "<I ont></td>c/tr>");

class nonMotorVehicle extends vehicle (
var $powerSource;

function nonMotorVehicle($ps,$d,$c,$p)
$this->powerSource s Sps;
this->v hicle($d,$c,$p);
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function display2() (
$this->displ y();
echo("<tr>ctd>cfont size-'2'>Power:c/font>c/td>ctd>cfont

size.. '2'>" ,
$this->powerSource . "c/font>c/td>c/tr>");

}

cIa s bicycle extends nonMotorVehicle (
v $fr meS'ze;
var $gears;

f nct 'on bicycle($ps,$fs,$g,$d,$c,$p)
his->frameS!ze .. $fs;
his->ge rs - $9;
his->nonMotorVehicle($ps,$d,$c,$p) ;

function display3() (
$thi ->displ y2();
cho("< r>ctd>cfon

<font S1ze '2'>" , $this->fr
size='2'>Frame size:c/font></td>ctd>

meSize , "cl ont>c/td>c/tr>");
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cho("<tr><td><font size.'2'>Gears:</font></td><td><font
size-'2'>" . $this->gears . "</font></td></tr>");

echo("</table>") ;

class powerboat extends motorVehicle {
v r $engineType;

function powerboat ($et,$ft,$b,$d,$c,$p)
$this->engineType - Set;
$this->motorVehicle($ft,$b,$d,$c,$p);

function display3!) {
$ h s >displ y2();
echo("<tr><td><font size-'2'> ngine:</font></td><td><font

size='2':>" . $this->engineType . "<I ont></td></tr>");
cho("</table>") ;

class car extends motorVehicle
var $wheelSize;

function car($ws,$ft,$b,$d,$c,$p)
$th1s->wheelSize - $we;
$this->motorVehicle($ft,$b,$d,$c,$p) ;

function dlsplay3() {
$this->d splay2();
echo("<tr><td><font size-'2'>Wheel Siz :</font></td><td>

<font slze-'2'>" . $this->wheelSize . "</font></td></tr>");
echo("</table>") ;

$veh - new powerboat ("0utboard", "Diesel",60, "Boat", "Yellow",
"speedboa ,jpgH);
$veh2 • new b1cycle ("Human" ,18, 21, "Bik ", "Green", "bicycle.jpg");
$veh3 - new car(17, "Unleaded", 147, "Car","Red","c r.jpg");
$vehicles ~ array ($veh,$veh2,$veh3);
fore ch ($vehicles as $vehicle){

$v hicle >d' play3();

?>
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This script declares three objects - a powerboat, a bicycle and car. These are copied
into an array and a foreach loop used to display each object by invoking the display30
function. The script uses three images, which will be displayed along with the vehicle data
to make the output from the script more interesting. Table 38.1 lists these images and their
filenames .

Table 38.1 Vehicle images.

Bicycle.jpg

Speedboat.jpg

Car.jpg

The output produced from the script is illustrated in Figure 38.7. Note that the foreach
loop accesses each of the objects in the array and outputs them by calling a single function.
It all works very well indeed but there is a problem, something which we will need to solve if
we are going to be able to use the full power of inheritance to our advantage. This problem
is discussed in the next section named polymorphism.

Polymorphism
We mentioned earlier that there is a problem. What problem I hear you cry, the previous
example works very well indeed. Well, it does but only because of the way it has been used .
Youmay have noticed that each of the classes within a branch of the inheritance tree has a
displayt) function. Each display function is given a different name at each level: displayt),
displayzt) and displaysf), This allows us to invoke the display function in the next class
up the structure. This does not cause us any problem in the current design but what if we
wanted to add a new class as shown in Figure 38.8.
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Done

hnp:/lbah:Slphpboolt/example38-3.php

IUnieaded
--1147

1-17- - - - 1

Figure 38.7 Inheritance vehicle output.
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local h b'anet
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Vehicle

Description
Colour
Image

Vehicle 0
Display 0

i
I

Non Motor Vehicle Motor Vehicle

Power Source Fuel Type
BHP

Non Motor Vehicle 0 Motor Vehicle 0
Display2 0 Display20

i
I

Bicycle Car Speed Boat

Frame size Wheel Size Engine Type
Gears

Bicycle 0 Car 0 Speed Boat 0
Display30 Display30 Display30

i
Sports Car

Turbo

Car 0
Display40

Figure 38.8 Sports car class.

Figure 38.8 illustrates that we now have a new class called sports car. The class has a
variable turbo which is used to store the bar pressure of the turbo (we have assumed that
all sports cars have a turbo charger). The class has a display function called Displaydt). We
can implement the class quite easily:

<?php

II CI a s Inher i t a n c e - Example 38-4

1/------------- ---------
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class v hicle {
va r descri p t i on ;
v a r $colour :
var $pic;

function v ehic l e($d,$c,$p) {
$this->des c r i p t i on a $d;
$this->c o l ou r • $c;
$this->pic • $p;
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function di s p l a y ( ) (
cho( <tabl bord r .'l'>");

echo( "< t r ><t d colspan='2'><img src='graphics/" .
$ th "s - >p i c . '></ t d ></ t r >" ) ;

echoC"< r><td><font size='2'>Description:</font>< /td><td>
<font 81ze.'2 '>" . $thi ->de cription . "</font></td></tr>");

echoC "< r><td><font iz . ' 2 ' >Co l ou r : </ f o n t ></ t d ><t d ><f on t
size.'2'>" .
$this ->colour . "</ f on t ></ t d>< / t r> " ) I

}

class motorVeh1cle extends vehicle (
v a r $f elType ;
va $bhp;

func ion me 0 V h'cl C$f ,$b,$d,$c,$p)
$tbis-> elType = $ t;
$thi - >bh • $b;
$this- >v e h i c l ($d,$c,$p);

function disp l y2() {
Sth " - >d" pI y() ;
echo("<tr ><t >< ont size.'2'>Fuel Type:</ on > / d>< >

<font 81.ze.'2 '>" . $ hi ->fu lTyp </ on ></ ></t >");
echo( "< t r>< d>< 0 siz . ' 2 ' >B :</fo ></ d>< d><font

size. '2'>·
$ hi ->1:>

}
. " Ifo n t ></ t d ></ t r >" ) ;

c l 8 nonMotorVeh i c l e extend vehicle {
v $ cure ;

unc oto V h'cl ( p ,Sd,$c,Sp)
his- powe oure • $

- >vehicl ($ ,$C,$
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f~nc lon display2() (
this - >di splay () ;

echo("<tr><td><font size='2'>Power:</font></td><td>
<font z '2'>".
$ hl - poweISource . "</font></td></tr>");

class bicyr e extends nonMotorVehicle (
v I meSize;
var ears;

f c 'on bicycle($ps,$fs.$g.$d.$c.$p)
$this- frameSize ~ $fs;

his->gears = $g;
thls->nonMotorVehicle($ps,$d,Sc.Sp);
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func lon display3() (
$ his >display2();
echo("<tr><td><font size&'2'>Frame size:</font></td><td>

<fon IZ 2'>". $this->frameSize . "</font></td></tr>");
echo("<tr><td><font size='2'>Ge rs:</font></td><td>

<font SIZ

$this->g
}

. 2 I "

S . "</font></td></tr>");

clas powerbo t extends motorVehicle (
v n ineType;

f nr on powerboat($et.$ft.Sb.$d,$c.$p)
thls->engineType = Set;

$thi ->motorVehicle($ft.$b.$d.$c.$p);

function display3() (
this >display2();

echo("<tr><td><font size='2'>Engine:</font></td><td>

n Type . "</font></ d></tr>");

class car extends motorVehicle
v 1 h elSize;
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function c r{$ws,$ft.$b.$d.$c.$p) (
$ his->wheelSize .. $ws;
$this->motorVehicle{$ft.$b.$d.$c.$p) ;
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function d' pI y3{) (
$this >display2{);
echo{"<tr><td><font siz c'2'>wheel Size:</font></td><td>

<fan size-'2'>" , $this->wheeISize . "</font></td></tr>");

cl ss sportsCar extend car (
v r $turbo;

funct'Qn port C r($t.$ws.$ft.$b,$d,$c,$p)
$ h 8-> U bo = $t;
$this->c r{$v8,$ft.$b.$d.$c,$p);

function di pI y4{) (
$ h 's ->displ y3{);
echo{·<t ><td>< ont iz .'2'>Turbo Pre ur :</font>

</td><td <font 'z .'2'>" , $th's->turbo . "</font></td></tr>");
}

$veh4 .. n w spor sCa (2.18,"Unle d d".289." port C r","Y 1low",
"sport C r,jpg");
$veh ->di 1 y4{);
echo{"</ bl >");
?>

This script used an additional image to represent the sports car. This is illustrated in
Table 38.2.

Table 38.2 Additional vehicle image,

I~rnu'iM I

Note that the output of a </table> element has been removed from within the base classes
of the tree as we now do not know when to output the closing </table> element. Instead
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this is now displayed after the objects display function is called. The output from this script
is illustrated in Figure 38.9.

local Intranet

Figure 38.9 Sports car.

The problem comes when we try to create a number of objects for each of our different
classes. While we can create them and place them in an array, when we try and output them
using a foreach loop we encounter the problem (at last!) - we don't know which display
function to call - display30 or display40 that is we don't know which object in the array is
of which type:

$veh new powerboat ("Outboard" , "Diesel" , 60, "Boat" , "Yellow" ,
·speedboat j pg " ) ;
$veh2 new bicycle ("Human", 18,21, "Bike", "Green", "bicycle. jpg") ;
$veh3 n w car(17,"Unleaded",147,"Car","Red","cal-.jpg");
$veh4 new sportsCar(2,18,"Unleaded",289,"sportsCar","Yellow",
"sportsC I . j pg " ) ;
$v hie (' arr y ($veh,$veh2,$veh3,$veh4);
foreach ( vehicles as $vehicle){

$v hicle->display3(); II problem occurs here I
ec ~ ( II< I abl >");

The solution comes in the form of polymorphism (which means many forms). What
we need to create are inherited classes each of which contains functions with the same
name. In our example all display functions should be called displayt), this is illustrated in
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Figure 38.10. Here, every class in the inheritance tree has a function called displayt). With
all the functions having the same name we remove the problem illustrated earlier as we can
now invoke the objects displayO function like this:

$vehiele .:. play();

It now doesn't matter which object we refer to as all of them have a display function with
the same name. However, this brings with it a new problem. Consider the following display
function from the sportsCar class:

f net ion di 1 Y() {
$th~s-> ~splay(l;

echo I • r ~td><font size='2'>Turbo Pressure:</font></td><td>
e f on s i z '2'"
$ his >tlr (') "/font></td></tr>"I;
}

The displayt) function wants to invoke the displayO function of the next class up the
inheritance tree, namely the car class. It attempts to do this with the statement:

$thlS->dl.s _ y

Unfortunately this will not work as it will attempt to call the displayO function within the
sportsCar class itself. What we need to do is to be able to specify which displayO function
to invoke. We can do this with the :: operator, for example:

car: :dis _ y

will invoke the displayO function of class car.
Amending our script to use the :: operator function results in the following:

<?php

II Class... e
II

t nee Ex mple 38-5

("1a.
ion;

f unc ... u•• eh~ele(Sd.$c.$p) {
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Vehicle

Description
Colour
Image

Vehicle 0
Display 0

i
I

Non Motor Vehicle Motor Vehicle

Power Source FuelType
BHP

Non Motor Vehicle 0 Motor Vehicle 0
Display 0 Display 0

i
I I

Bicycle Car SpeedBoat

Frame size Wheel Size Engine Type
Gears

Bicycle 0 CarO Speed Boat 0
Display 0 Display 0 Display0

i
SportsCar

Turbo

Car O
Display 0

Figure 38.10 Polymorphicfunctions.
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Fuel Type:
Bhp:

Engine:

Diesel

60

Outboard

search Favortes
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Power :

Frame ize:

Ge

De crip ion:

Colour
Fu I Type:

Bbp:

Wheel ize

Human

18
,.-
_1

Red

Vnle ded

14

1

- -r-- --
De cription: port Car

Colour Y How

Fuel Type: Vnle ded

Bhp 289
I~

Figure 38.11 Polymorphic output.
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$this->de cription z $d;
$this->colour • $c;
$this->pic .. $p;

funct10n display() (
echo("ctable border.'l'>");
echo("ctr>ctd colspan"'2'>cimg src.'graphics/" .

$this- >pic . '" >c/td>c/tr>") ;
echo("ctr>ctd>cfont size.'2'>Description:c/font>c/td>ctd>

cfont s'ze-'2'>" . $this->description . "c/font>c/td>c/tr>");
echo("ctr>ctd>cfont size.'2'>Colour:c/font>c/td>ctd>

cfont size '2'>" .
$this->colour . "c/font>c/td>c/tr>");

}

class motorVehicle extends vehicle (
var $fuelType;
var $bhp;

f nc ion motorVehicle($ft,$b,$d,$c,$p)
$this->fuelType .. $ft;
$this->bhp .. $b;
Sthis >vehicle($d.$c.$p);

function display() (
vehicl : :display();
echo("ctr>ctd>cfont size.'2'>Fuel Type:c/font></td><td>

<font size.'2'>" . Sthis->fuelType . "</font>c/td>c/tr>");
echo("ctr><td><font size.'2'>Bhp:c/font></td><td>

<font s'ze '2'>" .
$this->bhp . "</font>c/td>c/tr>");

class nonMotorVehicle extends vehicle (
var $powerSource;

function nonMotorVehicle($ps,$d,$c,$p)
S his >powerSource • Sps;
$this->vehicle($d,$c.$p);

function display() (
vehicle: :display();

545
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echo("c r~ctd~cfont size='2'~Pow r:c/font~c/td~ctd~

cfont S1Z '2'",
$t'h1S > ow ource" "c/font>c/td>c/tr>"};

}

cl s b1 cycl_ extends nonMotorVehicle {
va $ mf'Size;
var ~ e rs;

bicycle($ps,$fs,$g,$d,$c,$p}
18-.frameSize = $fs;

~ t is gears = $g;
h 8 >nonMotorVehicle($ps,$d,$c,$p};

fu c t on display(} {
n nMo orVehicle: :display(};

c o ("c r>ctd>cfont size-'2'>Frame size:c/font>c/td>ctd>
c f o n t B 1Z ' ~'". $ his->fr meSize . "c/fon ~c/td>c/tr>"};

r o( " c r>ctd>cfont size.'2'>Gears:c/font>c/td>ctd>
c fon 8 ' ?' ~" .

$thi ' - >g d ""c /font>c/td>c/tr>"};
}

cl ss 0 t extends motorVehicle {
va $, g1neType;

func 10 powerboat($et,$ft,$b,$d,$c,$p}
$ hi - >e ng i neType • Set;

s->motorVehicle($ft,$b,$d,$c,$p} ;

tunc 0 1 display(} {
~ot orVehicle: :display(} ;
ec o( " c t r ~ c td~ c font SiZe%'2'~Engine:c/font~c/td>ctd~

c f ont s ize '2'> " "
$t'his > ng ' n Type , "c/font>c/td>c/tr>"};

}

cla ss c e nd s motorVehicle
va $wh l Si ze ;

func 10n car($ws,$ft,$b,$d,$c,$p}
$ h" s >whe lSize = $ws;
• h1s- ~mot orVehic le ( $ f t , $b , $d , $ c , $p ) ;
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f nc on display() (
motorVehicle: :display();
cho("<tr><td><font size='2'>Wheel Size:</font></td><td>

<t on S1ze '2'>" . $this->wheelSize . "</font></td></tr>");

c laq. portsCa r extends car (
ar ' t urbo;

tunc i on sportsCar($t,$ws,$ft,$b,$d,$c,$p)
' t h i s -> t u r bo • $t;
$ t h i s >c r($ws,$ft,$b,$d,$c,$p);

lC 10n display() (
c a r : :display();

c ho ( " <t r ><t d ><f on t size='2'>Turbo Pressure:</font>
<l td> tti> <f o n t size='2'>" . $this->turbo . "</font></td></tr>");

}

$veh n w powerboat ("Outboard" , "Diesel" , 60, "Boat" , "Yellow" ,
"sp 0 .j pg ") ;
$ve h2 - new bicycle("Human",18,21,"Bike","Green","bicycle.jpgtl);
$v h n w car(17,"Unleaded",147,"Car tl,"Red tl,"car.jpgtl);

$veh sportsCar(2,18,"Unleaded",289,"sportsCar",tlYellowtl,

"S pOT .ar .j pg tl ) ;
$veh1c es - array ($veh,$veh2,$veh3,$veh4);
fore ch vehicles as $vehicle){

$v h r >display() ;
cho ' " / t a b l e> " ) ;

?>

The output from this script is shown in Figure 38.11. Here we can see that the polymorphic
functions enable us to output all four different objects from our array.

Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of class inheritance. We have shown how
inheritance can be used to create new classes which are based on existing classes. We have
also introduced the concept of polymorphism and shown how this can help us manipulate
and use classes in an inheritance structure. In the following chapter we shall examine
the role of e-commerce and how PHP can be employed to create an e-commerce Web
application.



Part 12
An E-Commerce Application



3:Phase E-Commerce System

Introduction

In this chapter we shall introduce an e-commerce system we have created in PHP using
many of the features of the language we have described previously in this book. The PHP
code for this system is both large and, in some places, complex and thus we have decided
not to include the listings. We will, however, make these scripts available from our Web
site. In this chapter we shall describe some of the design features of the system and explain
how the database which is used to store details of the transactions operates. Weshall begin
by examining the main welcome page of the system.

The E-Commerce System

The e-commerce system has been created for a company known as 3:Phase. This company
sells computer software. Wehave written both the front- and back-end e-commerce system.
The front -end system is described in this chapter and enables customers to select and
purchase software. The back-end system is described in the next chapter and enables the
3:Phase company to maintain and perform its electronic trading.

3:Phase Welcome Page

Figure 39.1 illustrates the main index page for our e-commerce system.
The Main Index page consists of four main parts. The first is the company logo at the top

left of the page, under which is the main control menu for the system. The main part of the
screen is taken up with the products which have been chosen to be displayed on this page.
To the right of the screen is a product category index which enables us to view different
software which have been categorized by the company which produces it. Belowthis list is
a small form which allows us to change the currency from pounds sterling to euros which
is the currency in which all products are sold and calculations are made.

A database table called products is used to store details of the various products (software)
for sale. It is this table which is used to determine which products to display on the main
page. The field structure, descriptions and example data values for this table are shown in
Table 39.1.
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Figure 39.1 Main Index screen.

The main screen is able to read this table to determine which products should be
displayed on the main page, their name, description, price and image.

The Products table to the right of the main page is created by reading a database table
called groups. The details for this table are shown in Table39.2.

Product Info Window

If you were to click on the "info" icon next to one of the main products shown, you would
launch a pop-up window which provides more details about the product. This window is
shown in Figure 39.2.

In this window further details from the products table are displayed. These include the
manufacturers Web page and a full description of the product.
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Table 39.1 Products table.

Field Oflcription Examp~ value

21-S-2002

Dl'SI9n one ndpublish across
multl~ m ium lJSf' F Hand 10
tocrea eextraord rylustra IOOS,

d nandOlgan Web SIt
Soryboards. nd ut
graphICS-rICh documents 10 aun ue
multl-pag wo pace. Ea Iy
produce supenor Maeromed Flash
1TlOYleS. ndtest hem nghtins of
FreeHand with thenew flash
Navigation P n I r n r nOo mor
WIth your deSIgns, MaeromedJa
StudIO MX brings th po rof
F od, romediaflash,
o amwea-m. ndflrewo
together, com 0109 allfour
products Inone lightlyIntegra ed.
highly approachable solution. Learn
morr bout romedi Studio
http://wwwmaaom Ia.eom
boxshot fr h ndl0.jpeq
1

o

Key
Product group
Uniqu key

Softw me
OfscnptlOll

Pnce
Number of it rns
10 stoc
full d~nptlon

HomeURL
Imag

Product aval bl
for
OJ play onm in
Inde page
Last updated10) OT ULL

Ulldefaul ,
aT ULld f ult •
T Ulldefault '1',

suto IOcr m nt,
OT ULL d fault •

NUll d fault I 0 I •

or UUd fault
OJ ULL,

ULl

1 OT NUll defaul

o

Onn

Manufacturer's Products

If you click on one of the product groups on the right of the window a list of products for
that manufacturer will be displayed. This is illustrated in Figure 39.3.
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Table 39.2 Groups table.

Field Description Example value

id mt(l D) NOT NULLauto_increment,
Namevarchar{2D) NOT NULL default ",

TItlevarchar(40) NOT NULL default ",
Description text OT NULL,

Active tinymt(l)NOTNULL default I 1 I ,

Key
Unique key
Group title
Description

Group active?

7
Macromedia
Macromedia
Web d v lopment tools, animation
application
1

Figure 39.2 Product information window.

While these pages look different to the main products page they provide the same
information from the same table. To return to the main screen the Products option from
the control menu at the top of the screen should be used.
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Figure 39.3 Manufacturer's products.

About Details

Clicking the About menu option will display details about the 3:Phase company. This is
illustrated in Figure 39.4.

The information on this page is not stored in the database.

Contact Details

Clicking the Contact menu option will display details about how to contact the 3:Phase
company. This is illustrated in Figure 39.5.

The information on this page is not stored in the database.
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Figure 39.4 About.

Adding Items to the Shopping Cart

The 3:Phase e-commerce system is designed to allow potential customers to select products
they wish to purchase without the need to first register or login. To add products to the
shopping cart click the Buy button next to the product you wish to purchase. A small pop
up window confirming that a particular product has been added to the shopping cart is
displayed. This is illustrated in Figure 39.6.

When an anonymous user selects a item to place in their shopping cart an entry is made
in the users_anonymous table which is given in Table 39.3.

In addition an entry is made in the cart table. This is illustrated in Table 39.4.
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Figure 39.5 Contact details.

Microsoft Internet Explorer [&]

, Macromedla Flash 6 added to basket
•

Figure 39.6 Added toshopping cart window.
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Table 39.3 Users_anonymous table.

Field Description Example value

ldint(lO) NOT NUll auto .increment.
IDName varcha!i40) NOT NUll default ",
Address varchar(30) NOT NUll default ",
Currency varchar(30) NOT NUll d fault
'pounds' •

TImestamp int(20) NOT NULL default ' 0 ' ,

Table 39.4 Cart table.

Key
Unique key
URlof th users computer
Currency

TImestamp

14
d827db4a157.228.22.42
157.228.22.42
pounds

o

Field Description Example value

id Int(10) NOT NUll autojncrement.

Usemame varthar(30) NOT NUll default ",

Pidvarchar{10) NOT NUll d fault ",

Pnamevarchar(60) NOT NUll default .,

Pric v rchar(20) NOT NULL default",
Quantity int(10) OT NULL default : 1•,
Datevarma 30) OT NULL default ·,

TIm t mpint(20) NOT NUll default •0 •,

Key
Generated user nam .This is
thesam stheIDName field
Intheusers_anonymous
table and provides alinkto
thattabl
Product Id.linking tothe
product table
Product name
Price
Quantity
Date
Timestaml!

14

d827db4a 157.228.22.42

MC003

Macromedia Flash 6

79.99
1

14-07·2003
o

Viewing the Cart Contents

You can view the contents of your shopping cart by clicking on the My Cart menu option.
An example of doing this is illustrated in Figure 39.7

Youcan remove items from the shopping cart, adjust the quantity of each item you wish
to purchase, return to shopping in order to add more items to the shopping basket or you
can proceed to the checkout and purchase your chosen items.

Registering with the System

Before you can purchase any products from 3:Phase you must first register with the system.
Once you have registered you can then login and identify yourself and not have to register
again. To register you can click the Register menu option and complete the Register form
as shown in Figure 39.8.

Once registered a welcome message on the main page will identify who you are and
that you are logged in. In our Case the message reads "Hello stobbie" . When registered, a
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Figure 39.7 Viewing your shopping cart.

record in the users database table is created and the entry in the users_anonymous table is
removed as the system now knows who you are. Table 39.5 shows the users table.

Once registered your shopping cart items in the cart table are amended so that the
username field is the same as your registered username. Note that you can log out of the
system by clicking the Logout menu option which has replaced the Login menu item.

Logging In

Once you have registered you only need to login when you return to the system. The login
screen can be accessed by clicking the Login menu item and is shown in Figure 39.9.
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I I I

Figure 39.8 Viewing your shopping cart.

Once logged in any items that you placed in the shopping basket on a previous visit will
be recovered. Items in the shopping basket will not be removed unless the user deletes them
or they are purchased.

Making aPurchase
When the user is ready to purchase their products, they can click the Proceed to checkout
link from the shopping cart. If they have not already logged in or registered then the system
will provide the necessary forms in order for the user to do so. If the user has already logged
in, they will be prompted for their password once more as a final security feature. This is
illustrated in Figure 39.10.
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Table 39.5 Users table.

Field Description Example value

i int(10) NOT NUll auto_increment, Key 1
Usemame varchar(20) aT NULL default ", Usemame - stobb e

unique key
Password varchar(32)NOT NULL default ", Password 3bS9fb8a38f8c1694d1S76c62bdeobae

(encrypted)
Firstname varchar(30)NOT NULL default ", Firstname Simon
Surname varthar(30) NOT NULL default ", Surname Stobart
Company varchar(30)NOT NULL default ", Company University ofSunderland
Addrl'S varch r(SO) NOT NULL default ", Address University ofSunderland
Gtyvarchar(30) NOT NULL default ", City Sunderland
County varchar(30)NOT NULL default ", County Tyne and Wear
Postcode varchar(20)NOT NULL default ", Postcode SR60DD
Country varchar(20) NOT NUll default ", Country England
Ielephooe bigint(20) NOT NULL default Telephone 01915142838
10' ,

Mobiltbiqint(20) NOT NUll default '0 I , Mobile 094623838940
Fax bigint(20) or NULLdefault ' 0 ' , Fax 094623838940
Em itvarchar(30) NOT NUll default ", E-mail - Simon.stobart@sunderland.ac.uk

unique key
Currency rchar(30) NOT NULL default Cunency Pounds
I pounds',
Regdate varchar(30) NOT NULLdefault ", Registration

date
Purcha int(20) NOT NUll default I 0 ' , Number of 0

purchases
logins int(20) NOT NUll default '0 I , Number of 0

logins

561

Having successfully confirmed their password (or logged in or registered), the user will
be presented with a screen which outlines the terms and conditions of purchase and clearly
lists the products to be purchased and the total price to be paid. This screen is illustrated
in Figure 39.11.

If the user is happy with the terms and conditions and the total amount to pay they
simply check the "I have read the terms and conditions" box and click the Proceed button.
The next and final step in the purchasing of products is presented to the user. This screen
displays the details of the user purchasing the products, the items to be purchased and
the delivery address of where items should be sent. By default this address is the same as
those supplied by the user when they registered but can be changed now if required. The
user simply enters their card type and number and expiry date into the form and clicks the
purchase items button. This is illustrated in Figure 39.12.

The process of checking whether a credit card is valid is not part of this example e
commerce system. When completed a thank you page is displayed, thanking the user for
purchasing from 3:Phase, before they are automatically returned to the main welcome
screen. The thank you page is illustrated in Figure 39.13.
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During this process a number of database table entries are created. An entry is made
in the cardholders table. This stores the information provided by the purchaser for future
records, see Table39.6.

An entry in the shipping table is made to note the address of where the orders are to be
shipped. The shipping table is illustrated in Table39.7.

Finally, entries are made in the orders table for each item on the shopping cart. The
orders table is illustrated in Table39.8.

The orders that have been purchased are also removed from the shopping cart. This
completes the customer's purchase and there is nothing more to do other than to sit back
and wait for the products to arrive.
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Table 39.6 Cardholders table.

field Description Example value
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Id int(lO)NOT NUll auto_increment,
UsernalTlf' v rchar(20) NOTNUlldefault ",

Firstnam v rch r(30) NOT NUll default ",
Sumame varchar(30) NOT NUll default ",
Company varchar(30)NOT NUlldefault ",
Address varchar(50)NOT NUll default ·,
City varchar(30) OT NUll default ",
Postcode varchar(20) OT NUlldefault .,
Country varch r(20) NOT NUlldefault ",
Telephone lot(20) NOTNUlldefault '0 ' ,
Mo iI int(20) NOT NUll default ' 0 ' ,
Fax IOt(20) NOT NUll default ' 0 ' ,
E-mdil varchar(301 NOT NUll default .,

Carcltype varch r(10) NOT NUlld fault ·,
Cardname varchar(401 NOTNUll default ",
Cardnum r varchar(301 NOT NUlldefault
' 0'.
Card xpi~ varchar(1 01 NOT NUll default ",

Table 39.7 Shipping table.

Key
User name 
unique key
First name
Surname
Company
Address
City
Postcode
Country
Telephone
Mobile
Fax
E-mail 
unique key
Card type
Card name
Card number

Card expiry
date

14
stobbie

Simon
Stobart
University ofSunderland
University ofSunderland
Sunderland
SR60DD
England
01915142838
094623838940
094623838940
Simon.stobart underland.ac.uk

visa
stobbie
1234S678

23/05/06

field Description Example value

idint(10) NOT NUll autoj nrrement,
Usemam..varchar(20) NOT NUll default ",
Firstname varchar(30) NOT NUll default ",
Surname v rch r(30) NOT NUlld fault ",
Address varchar( l00) NOT NUlldefault ",
City varchar(30) NOT NUll default ",
Postcode varchar(10) NOT NUlldefault ",
Country varchar(20) NOT NUll default ",
Telephone Int(20) NOT NUll default ' 0 ' ,

Key
Usernarne
first name
Surname
Address
City

Postcode
Country
Telephone

o
stobbie
Simon
Stob rt
University ofSunderland
Sunderland
SR60DD
England
0191S142838
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Figure 39.10 Purchasingstep 1.

Table 39.8 Orders table.

id Int{lO) OT ULL auto j ncrement,
Usemame varchar(20)NOT NULL d fault ",
Pid varchar(201 NOTNULL default '0' ,

Pnamevarch r(30) NOT NULL default ",
Price varchar(10) NOT NULL default ",
Quantity int(20) NOT NULLdefault '0 ' ,
Currency varchar(40) NOTNULL d fault ",

Date varchar(10) NOT NULL default ",
PTId int(20) NOT NULLdefault ' 0 ',
Status varch r(10) OT NULL default ",

Key
User name
Product Id,linking tothe
product table.
Product name
Price
Quantity
Currency

Date
Product transaction 10

o
stobbie
MC003

Macromedia Flash 6
79.99

1

Pounds
14-07-2003

1

Pending
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Deflni~ion~
3PHASE Sof ware Warehou~e L d. We or u~

eus~omer:Any per~on who buys Ooods fr us for purposes
which are ou~~id hi~ ~rade. bus in ss or pr ofession.
Goods: The c u~er ha r dwa re and sof~wareproduc~s sold by
us ~o you lncludi no packaoino. nuals and any o~her

anci lary c ponen~s or doc nt~.

Condi~ions:Mea ns ~he ~erms and condi~ions of sale se~ out
in thls documen~and any special ~erms and condi t ions
aoreed ln rl~lnoby us .
our Address: 3PHASE Sof~ware Warehouse Ltd .
21-28 Ent rpri~ Park

o·

AT

Tot

<I

Figure 39.11 Purchasing step 2.
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Figure 39.12 Purchasing step 3.
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NPtTot4I:

VAle 11.'''-)::

I.tot

191111.99

:M.1l

1ll.a1

You hav e succesfullv purchased all products above. They are on pending cond ition until
th e final approval/ deli very Is made. You can access "My Orders" to see current order's
sta tus for each product-Thank you for choosing 3PHASE for your sortware supplier. You
will be redirected to the mllin PlIge In 15 seconds

Figure 39.13 Thank you screen.
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Summary
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In this chapter we have described the front-end to the e-commerce system we have created
for 3:Phase company which sells software programs. Wehave shown some of the features
the system provides and described some of the database tables we have created to store
records of the transactions. However, everything presented in this chapter was from
the customer's perspective. In the following chapter we shall examine the e-commerce
administration system which is used by the 3:Phase company to manage its e-commerce
activities.



3:Phase E-Commerce System 
Administration

Introduction

In this chapter we shall introduce the administration part of the e-commerce system which
is hidden from the users and purchases of software from the 3:Phase company. Although
most Web users never see the administration parts of the e-commerce systems they may
use on a daily basis these back-end systems are just as important to the effective running
of an e-commerce site as the front-end part of the system.

The E-Commerce Administration System

E-commerce administration systems typically enable the management of the products for
sale, enabling the adding of new products, removing of obsolete products, updating stock
levels and product descriptions etc. They also let us manage the orders placed by our
customers and adjust member details if required. The following system implements only
the most basic of facilities which would be required in a professional system.

Any changes to the group fields are stored in the groups table, illustrated in Table 40.1.

Table 40.1 Groups table.

Field Description Example value

id int(10) NOT NUll aUlo_increment,
Name varchar(20) OT NUll default ' ,

TItle varchar(-40) or Ull default ' ,
Description textNOT NULl,

Active tinyint(1) NOT NUll default I 1I •

Key
Unique key
Group title
Description

Group active?

569

7
Macromedia

Macromedia
Web development tools, animation
application
1
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Figure 40.2 Edit agroup screen.
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Table 40.2 Products table.
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Field Description Example value

id int(10) NOT NULL auto increment,
Pgroup varchar(20) NOT NUll default ",
Pid varchar(10) NOT NULL default ' 0',
Nam varchar(30) NOT NUll default",
DescriptIOn textNOT NULL,

Price varchar(20) NOT NULL default I 0 ' •

Items int(10) OT NULL default' l' ,
Details textNOT NULL,

Urivarchar(40) NOT NULL default",
Image v rchar(40) OT NULL default .,
Active tinyint(l)NOT NULL default • 1I ,

Onindex tinylnt(2) NOT NULL default •0 I •

lastupd ted v rchar(10) NOT NUll d fault",

Key
Product group
Unique key
Software name
Description

Price

Number of items instock
Full description.

HomeURL

Image
Product available forsal
Display onmain index page
lastupdated

17

Macromedia
MCOO4
Macromedia Freehand 10
Design once and publish across multiple
mediums.Use FreeHand 10 tocreate
extr ordinary illustrations, design and
organize Web site storyboards, and layout
graphics-rich documents inaunique
multi-page workspace
78.99

197
Designonce and publish across multiple
mediums.Use FreeHand 10tocreate
extraordinary illustrations, design and
organize Web site storyboards, and layout
graphics-rich documents inaunique
multi-page workspace. Easily produce
superior Macromedia Rash movies, and
test them rightinside ofFreeHand with
thenew Flash Navigation
Panel.V \n V nDo more withyour
designs.Macromedia Studio MX brings
thepower ofFreeHand, Macromedia Flash,
Dreamweaver, and Fireworks together,
combiningallfour products inone tightly
mtegrated,highly approachable solution.
Leam more about MacromediaStudioMX
http://www.macromedia.com

boxshocfreehand1 O.jpeg
1

o
21 -5-2002

The Administration Main Screen

Figure 40.1 illustrates the main screen which welcomes the user to the administration
system. Youwill note that its design is far more basic compared to the front-end system
as there is no need to invest time and effort in the design of fancy graphics etc.

The main screen consists of a simple menu at the top of the screen. A list of all the
product groups which have been created are displayed on the left and the main part of the
screen is taken up with details of each group. Here, the group name, description, number
of products within the group and whether the group is active is displayed. For each group
two buttons enable the editing or deletion of the group. Clicking the edit button displays a
form with the current values of the group inserted into the form fields. The user can alter
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Table 40.3 User's table.

Field Description Example value
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Id IntOO) NOT NUll auto.jncrern nt,
Usernamevarchar(20) NOT NUll default ",
Passwordvarchar(32) NOT NUll default ",
Firstname varchar(30) NOT NUll default ",
Surname varchar(30) NOT NUll default ",
Company varchar(30) NOT NUl l default ",
Address varch r(50) NOT NUll default ",
City varchar(30) NOT NUlldefault",
Countyv rchar(30) NOT NUll default ",
Postcode varchar(20) NOT NUll default ",
Countryvarchar(20) NOT NUlldefault ",
Telephone bigint(20) NOT NUll default ' 0 I ,

Mobilebigint(20) NOT NUll default '0 ' ,
Fax bigint(20) NOT NUlldefault· 0 I ,

E-mail varchar(30) OT NUlldefault",
Currency varch r(30) NOT NUll default
'pounds' ,
Regdate v rch r(30) NOT NUll default ",
Purchase int(20) NOT NUll default •0 I ,

logins int(20) NOT NUlldefault I 0 ' ,

Table 40.4 Orders table.

Key
Usemame - unique key
Password (encrypted )

Firstname
Sumame
Company
Address
City

County
Postcode
Country
Telephone
Mobile
Fax
E-mail - unique key
Currency

Registration date

Number ofpurchases
Numb roflogins

1

stobbie
3b59flO8a38ftk1694d1576c62bdeobae
Simon
Stobart
University ofSunderland
University ofSunderland
Sunderland
Tyne andWear
SR60DD
England
01915142838
094623838940
094623838940
Simon.stobart sunderland.ac.uk
Pounds

o
o

Field Description Example value

Id Int(10) NOT NUll uto_increment,
Usemame varchar(20) NOT NUll default ",
Pid varchar(20) NOT NUll default ' 0' ,

Pname varchar(30) NOT NUlldefault",
Price varchar(lO) NOT NUll default ",
Quantity int(20) OT NUlldefault ' 0 I ,

Currency varchar(4O) NOT NUll default ",
Date v rchar(10) NOT NUll d fault",
PTid int(20) OT NUlldefault '0' ,
Status varch r(lO) NOT NUlld fault",

Key
Usemame
Product Id,linkingtothe
product table.
Product name
Price
Quantity
Currency
Date
Product transaction 10

o
stobbie
MC003

Macromedia Rash 6
79.99
1

Pounds
14-07-2003
1

Pending
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Figure 4O.S Add New Products.

these values and resave the group information. The edit a group screen is illustrated in
Figure 40.2.

Add New Products Group

Clicking the Add Products Group menu option will display the same screen shown in
Figure 40.2 but without the form fields completed. This allows the user to enter a new
product group.
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Figure 40.6 Edit Members.

Editing Products

If you return to the main screen which lists all product groups, by clicking the list all groups
menu item you can edit the products that reside within a specific group. Select one of the
groups from the active group list on the left of the screen. This will result in the products
within that group being displayed on the screen, as shown in Figure 40.3.

For each product the product id, name, number of items in stock and price is displayed.
Next to each product are three icons which indicate whether the product is active, whether
they have a detailed description and whether they are to be displayed on the main index
page. Next to these icons are four buttons. The first button is represented by a "+" character
and clicking this will increase the amount of stock held for that product. The next button
represented by a "-" character enables the amount of stock to be reduced. Finally, two
buttons enable the product details to be edited or deleted from the system.

Clicking the edit button will display the Edit Products screen. This screen consists of a
form with the current product details already inserted into the form fields, as shown in
Figure 40.4.

The user is free to make any changes that are wanted and these are stored in the products
table as shown in Table 40.2.
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Figure 40.7 Process Orders screen.

Add New Products
Youcan also add new products to those in a group. Returning to the list of products screen,
as shown in Figure 40.3, and clicking the Add New Item link at the top right of the screen
will display the Add New Products screen, shown in Figure 40.5.

Edit Member Details
Clicking the members menu option allows you to adjust the member details or even delete
a member. This screen is shown in Figure 40.6.

Changes to the member details will be reflected in the users table, given in Table 40.3.

Processing Orders
Clicking the Orders option from the menu will display the Process Orders screen . This
screen is shown in Figure 40.7.

This screen displays all outstanding orders and enables the user to adjust the status
of each order when it is completed and delivered to the customer. As an order's status is
changed, this is reflected in the Orders table, shown in Table lOA.

Note that in a real e-commerce system the tracking of orders would be much more
sophisticated than shown here.
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Summary

577

In this chapter we have described the e-commerce administration system. We have shown
some ofthe features the system provides and described some of the database tables we have
created to manage the purchasing of products and tracking of order transactions.
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catchlirrort), error handling 300-1,302
CGI

problems 10
web servers 8-11

characters
access,strings 57-8
GDLibrary 383-4
reading 314-15
special, HTML 183-4

checkbox fields
forms 202-3
retaining data 222-4

checkdateO 138-9
chmodO 333-4
circles, GD Library 395-7
classes 501-22

class functions, invoking 507-8
complex 515-19
constructors 509-10
creating 503-5
default arguments 513-14
function overloading 513-14
multiple objects 508-9
objects within 519-21
vehicle class 505-7

class inheritance 523-47
displayt) 535-47
example 529-35
extending inheritance 523-9
extends keyword 523-5
functions 525-7
polymorphism 535-47
variables 525-7

closedirt) 335-6
closing files 312
coin calculator, forms 196-9, 200
colours

graph function 406-8,410-11,417-18
web page 272-4

comment statements 33
comparison operators 77-8
complex classes 515-19
complex statements 87-9
compressing buffer output 307
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connecting to databases 483-5
continue statement, loops 100-1
cookies 259-68

arrays 262-4
creating 259-60
deleting 262
members system 266-8
multi-data 265
phpinfoO 261-2,263
reading 260-2
setcookieO 259-65
variables 67

copyO 333-4
countO 151-2
counting array elements 151-2
counting occurrences, arrays 161-3, 164
crc320 179-81
cryptt) 179-81,182,235-7
currentt) 158-9
custom error handling 286-7,288

custom messages 289-90
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data

adding 477-80
deleting 479-81,494-6
editing 479-81
inserting 491-3
selecting 485-91
updating 496-7

Database Management System(DBMS) 455-6
databases 455-9

accessing 469,483-98
attributes, field 456-8
backing up 472-3
connecting to 483-5
counting rows 497-8
creating 469,471,475-82
data, adding 477-80
data, deleting 479-81,494-6
data, editing 479-81
data, inserting 491-3
data, selecting 485-91
data, updating 496-7
DBMS 455-6
dropping 470,472,473
fields 456-8,469,471,475-7
records 458,497-8
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restoring 470
tables 456,471,475-7
seealsoMySQL

data retention, forms 209-33
dates 135-47

calendars 141-6
checkdateO 138-9
getdateO 26,31, 135-8

decrement operators 78-9, 80
default arguments, classes 513-14
deleteO 333-4
deleting data, databases 479-81,494-6
dice example, random numbers 141
diet), error handling 287-9
directories

directory handling 334-7
opening 335-7
reading 335-7

displayf) , class inheritance 535-47
double-quoted strings 53-4
do while loop 95
download , MySQL 461
dropping databases 470,472,473

E
echo statements 31-2
e-commerce

about details 555, 556
administration 569-77
admin main screen 570, 572-4
cardholders table 563
contact details 555, 557
group edit 570
groups table 569
loggingin 559-60,562
manufacturer's products 553-5
member details 576
orders table 564, 573
process orders 576
product info window 552-3, 554
products editing 575-6
products group 574-5
products screen 571
products table 572
purchasing 560-7
registering 558-9
shipping table 563
shopping cart 556-8, 559, 560
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user's table 573
welcome page 551-2

editing data, databases 479-81
editing, PHP scripts 22
ellipses, GD Library 395-7
elseif statement 86-7,87-9
e-mailing users 245-55

forms 251-5
maiiO 245-52
MIME 248-51
sending mail, complex/HTML 248-51,252
sending mail, plain 246-7
sending mail, with headers 247-8, 249

encapsulation 501-3
encryption

methods 235-6
strings 179-81, 182

endO 158-9
environment installation 13-20
environment variables 65-6, 67
error handling 281-98

catchErrorO 300-1,302
creating error handlers 286-7,288
custom 286-7, 288
custom messages 289-90
dieO 287-9
E-ERROR error types 291-2
E-PARSE error types 291-2
errorIogf) 296-8
errcrreportingf) 284-5
error types 281-2
examples 282-4
exitO 287-9
fatal errors 283-4
notices 282-4
@operator 286
output buffering 299-305
recording errors 296-8
triggering errors 292-5
'turning off' errors 286
warnings 282-4

error_logO 296-8
error messages 25-6
errorreportlngt) 284-5
exitf), error handling 287-9
explodeO

arrays 167-9, 172-4
strings 172-4

expressions 71-82
extends keyword, class inheritance 523-5
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fatal errors 283-4
fclosel) 312
feofO 316-17
fgetcO 314-15
fgetsO 315-17
fields, databases 456-8,469,471,475-7
fileO 314
fileexistf) 320
file~et_contentsO 313-14
files

arrays 314
attributes 331-3
closing 312
directory handling 334-7
existence checking 320
fgetcO 314-15
fgetsO 315-17
file3xistO 320
filegetcontentsi) 313-14
filesizeO 312-13,327-9
fopenO 325-7
freadO 313
fwriteO 318-20
guestbooks 320-4
lstatt) 329-31
mkdirO 334
modifying 333-4
opening 311-12
reading 311-24
reading characters 314-15
reading one line 315-17
remote 317-18
size 312-13,327-9
stats 329-31,332
types 325-7
uploading 207,339-54
writing to 318-24

filesizeO 312-13,327-9
filling in shapes, GD Library 389-90
first PHP program 21-7
floating points

converting to 49
types 48-9

font sizing 275-8
GD Library 384-6

fopent) 311-12,325-7
foreach loop

arrays 122-4
multi -dimensional arrays 130-1

for loop 95-7
formatting, PHP instructions 31
forms

absent validation 209-13
arrays 227-33
checkbox fields 202-3, 222-4
coin calculator 196-9,200
combining 192-6
data retention 209-33
e-mail 251-5
file uploads 207,339-54
hidden data 225-7
image fields 205-7
input type 339-40
interaction 189-207
passwords 218-20
present validation 209-13
radio buttons 199-201,222-4
range validation 213-15
selection fields 203-4, 224-5, 226
simple 189-92
string validation 215-18
textarea fields 204-5, 220-2, 223
text retention 218-20
validation 209-33

form variables 66-7
freadt) 313
function overloading, classes 513-14
functions 103-16

addslashesO 182-3
arguments 105-7
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array_multisortO 166-7
array_popO 160-1
array_pushO 160-1
array_rand() 154-5
calling 104-5
checkdateO 138-9
chmodt) 333-4
class inheritance 525-7
closedirf) 335-6
copyO 333-4
countO 151-2
crc320 179-81
creating 104-6
cryptO 179-81,182,235-7
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deleteO 333-4
dieO 287-9
endl) 158-9
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error_logO 296-8
errorreportingf) 284-5
exitO 287-9
explodeO 167-9,172-4
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feoft) 316-17
fgetcO 314-15
fgetsO 315-17
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file_existO 320
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filesizeO 312-13,327-9
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freadO 313
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fwriteO 318-19
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header[) 238-42,267-8
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imagepolygonO 388-9
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ImageStringO 380-3
ImageStringUpO 380-3
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is_dirO 325-6
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is_fileO 325-6
is_readableO 331-2
issetO 68, 195
is_uploaded_fileO 331-2,342-3
is_writableO 331-2
lstatf) 329-31

mailt) 245-51
md5() 179-81,182,235-7
microtimeO 137-8
mkdirt) 334
move_uploaded_fileO 342-3
mysql_connectO 483
mysql_errorO 484
mysql_fetch_arrayO 488-9
mysql fetch rowt) 486-7
mysql_num_rowsO 497-8
mysql_query() 485
mysqlresultf) 485-6
mysqlselectdbf) 484
nextt) 158-9
ob_cleanO 301-2
ob_end_fiush() 301-2,305-6
obgetcontentsf) 303-5
obgzhandlert) 307
objects 511-13
ob_startO 301-2,305
opendirO 335-6
pdf_begin_pageO 427-8
pdfcloset) 428-9
pdf endpager) 428
pdffilljstrokef) 449-50
pdffindfontf) 429-30
pdfgetvaluet) 445
pdfIinetot) 448
pdf rnovetot) 448
pdfnewt) 426-9
pdCopen_fileO 427
pdCopen_image_fileO 440
pdfplacejmaget) 445
pdfrecti) 449
pdCseccolorO 446-8
pdfsetfontt) 430
pdCshow_xyO 430-1
pdfstringwidtht) 433-4
pdf' stroket) 449
phpinfoO 61-2
prevO 158-9
randO 140
readdirO 335-6
recursive 114-15
renameO 333-4
resett) 158-9
returning values 107-11
rmdirO 334
rsortO 163-5
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functions - cont.
session_startO 270-1
setcookiet) 259-65
ser errorhandlerf) 286-7
shalf) 179-81
shuffleO 153
sizeoft) 151-2
sortO 163-5
srand() 139,399
statt) 329-30
stripslashesO 182-3
strienO 171-2
strncasecmpf) 184-5
str_repeatO 176-7,178
strreplacet) 175-6
strrevO 176-7
strstrO 174-5
strtolowerO 177-9
strtoupperO 177-9
stcword_countO 181-2
symlinkO 333-4
triggererrorf) 292-5
ucfirstt) 177-9
ucwordsO 177-9
uniinkO 333-4
unsetO 275-6
user defined 103-4
user_error() 292-5
var_dump() 47-8

fundamentals, PHP 29-33
fwriteO 318-19

G
GD Library 369-402

arcs 395-7
bubbles 398-400
characters, individual 383-4
circles 395-7
ellipses 395-7
filling in shapes 389-90
font sizing 384-6
graph function 403-21
ImageLineO 376-80
ImageStringO 380-3
JPEGimage creation 370-3
line drawing 376-80
'magic' buttons 392-5, 396
manuals 17-18
obtaining 369-70
PNG image creation 373-5

polygons 388-90,391
random bubbles 398-400
rectangles 375-6
repetitive patterns 400-2
squares 375-6
text centring 386-8
text insertion 380-3
text sizing 384-6
versions 370

getdateO 26,31, 135-8
graph function 403-21

axis labels 411-13
background 404-8
colours 406-8,410-11 ,417-18
displaying data 416-21
graph axis rules 409-11
horizontal rules 409-11
title labels 411-13
x-axis data labels 413-14
y-axis numerical scale 414-16

graphics, PDP documents 440-51
guestbooks, file handling 320-4

H
headert) 238-42, 267-8
help seeassistance
heredoc strings 54
hidden data

arrays 227-33
forms 225-7

history, PHP 7-8
host, MySQL 465-71
HTML

e-mail , complexlHTML 248-51,252
forms 189-207
htmlspecialcharsO 183-4
special characters 183-4

htmlspeciaicharsO 183-4
HTTP, authentication, security 238-9 , 240

Ids, sessions 271-2
if ... else statement 85-6, 87-9
if statement 83-5, 87-9
ImageArcO 395-400
imagecharf) 383-4
imagecharupO 383-4
imagecolorallocateO 371
imagecreateO 370-1,405
imagecreatefromGIPO 390-1
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imagecreatefromJPEGO 390-1
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imagedestroyO 372-3
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ImageFillO 371-2,405-6,409
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ImageFontHeightO 384-6
ImageFontWidthO 384-8
imageJPEGO 372
imagelineO 376-7
imagePNGO 374
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imagerectangleO 375-6
images

creating from existing 390-2
JPEG image creation 370-3
manipulation 357-67
PDFdocuments 440-51
PNGimage creation 373-5
replacing 357-60
resizing 360-4
size 360-4
stretching 364-7
uploading files 343-5
useful dynamic 403-21
seealso GDLibrary; graph function
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ImageStringO 380-3
ImageStringUpO 380-3
implodeO

arrays 167-9, 172-4
strings 172-4

include,include_once 115-16
includes 103-16
increment operators 78-9, 80
indexes

automatic, arrays 117-19
non-numerical 125, 131-3
numerical, arrays 119-22

inheritance 502
seealso class inheritance

inserting data, databases 491-3
integers 46-7

converting to 46-7
overflow 47

is_dirO 325-6
iS3xecutableO 331-2
is_fileO 325-6
is_readableO 331-2

issettjconstruct, variables 68, 195
is_uploaded_fileO 331-2,342-3
is_writableO 331-2

J
joining strings 56-7
JPEG image creation, GD Library370-3

L
line drawing, GDLibrary 376-80
Linuxservers 462
logicaloperators 79-81
login/authentication, security 236-9
loops 93-101

break command 98-100
continue statement 100-1
do while loop 95
foreach loop 122-4
forloop 95-7
nested loops 98,99
while loop 93-5

lstatl) 329-31

M
'magic' buttons, GDLibrary 392-5, 396
mailO 245-51
mail header 247-8
manuals

GDLibrary 17-18
MySQL 16-17
PDFLib 18-19
PHP 15-16

md5() 179-81,182,235-7
members system, cookies 266-8
microtimeO 137-8
MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail

Extensions) 248-51
mkdirO 334
modifying

buffer contents 306
files 333-4
MySQL users 466-71

move_uploaded_fileO 342-3
multi-data cookies 265
multi-dimensional arrays 127-33

creating 128-30
foreach loop 130-1

multi-dimensional arrays - cont.
non-numerical indexes 131-3

multisorting, arrays 166-7
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MySQL
accessing 483-98
adding users 466-71
download 461
environment installation 14
host 465-71
manuals 16-17
modifying users 466-71
passwords 465-8
root user 465-6
server installation 462-3
users 465-71
seealso databases

mysql_connectO 483
mysql_errorO 484
mysqlfetcharrayt) 488-9
mysqUetch_rowO 486-7
mysql_num_rowsO 497-8
mysql_query() 485
mysql_resultO 485-6
mysqlselectdbi) 484
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nested loops 98, 99
nextO 158-9
non-numerical indexes, multi-dimensional

arrays 131-3
notices, error handling 282-4
numbers conversion, strings 58-9
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ob_cleanO 301-2
ob_end_fiush() 301-2,305-6
obger contentst) 303-5
obgzhandlert) 307
object orientation 501-21
objects 501-22

arrays 510-11,512
within classes 519-21
functions 511-13

ob_startO 301-2,305
opendirO 335-6
opening files 311-12
operands 71-82
@operator, error handling 286
operators 71-82

arithmetic 73-4
assignment 74-5
bit manipulation 75-7
comparison 77-8
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decrement 78-9,80
increment 78-9, 80
logical 79-81
precedence 81-2

output buffering 299-307
accessing buffers' contents 303-5
callback functions 305-6
compressing buffer output 307
editing output 304-5
modifying buffer contents 306
ob_end_flush() 305-6
ob-8eccontentsO 303-5
ob-startO 301-2
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page accessibility, sessions 275-8
page colours , sessions 272-4
page counters, sessions 270-1
paging text documents, PDF documents 438-40
passed by reference, arguments 112
passed by value, arguments 111-12
passwords

form field data, retaining 218-20
MySQL 465-8
security 236-9
uploading files 346-54

pdCbegin_pageO 427-8
pdCcloseO 428-9
PDF documents

creating 425-52
graphics creation 446-51
graphics insertion 440-6
images 440-51
paging text documents 438-40
pdfnewt) 426-9
rectangles 449-51
text formatting 433-7
text insertion 429-31
text spilling 431-3

pdCend_pageO 428
pdffillstroket) 449-50
pdffindfontt) 429-30
pdf.getvaluet) 445
POFLib 425-6

manuals 18-19
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pdf rnovetot) 448
pdfnewt) 426-9
pdfopen filet) 427
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pdCopen_image_fileO 440
pdCplace_imageO 445
pdfrectt) 449
pdfsetcolort) 446-8
pdfsetfonti) 430
pdCshow_xyO 430-1
pdCstringwidthO 433-4
pdfstroket) 449
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dynamic generation 11
history 7-8
jumping in and out 29-30
manuals 15-16
popularity 8
resources 19
versions 8

phpinfoO 61-2,63
cookies 261-2,263

PHPMyAdmin 463-5
database creation 475-82

pictures, uploading files 343-5
PNGimage creation, GDLibrary 373-5
polygons,GDLibrary 388-90,391
polymorphism, class inheritance 535-47
popping, arrays 160-1, 162
popularity, PHP 8
precedence, operators 81-2
predefined variables 61-9
present validation, forms 209-13
prevO 158-9
print statements 31-2
pushing, arrays 160-1, 162

R
radio buttons

forms 199-201
retaining data 222-4

randO 140
random array elements 153-5, 156
random bubbles, GDLibrary 398-400
random numbers 135-47

dice example 141
generating 139-40

range validation, forms 213-15
readdirO 335-6
reading files 311-24
recording errors, error handling 296-8
records, databases 497-8
rectangles

GDLibrary 375-6

PDFdocuments 449-51
recursive functions 114-15
redirecting users, security 241-3
referral pages, checking 239-41, 242
registerglobals directive 61
remote files 317-18
renameO 333-4
repetitive patterns, GDLibrary 400-2
replace part of a string 175-6
replacing images 357-60
require,require_once 116
resetO 158-9
resizing images 360-4
resources see assistance
restoring databases 473
retaining forms data

checkbox fields 222-4
password fields 218-20
radio button fields 222-4
selection fields 224-5, 226
text 218-20
textarea 220-2,223

returning values,functions 107-11
rmdirO 334
root user, MySQL 465-6
rsortt), arrays 163-5

s
saving, PHP scripts 22-3
security 235-43

Apache 238-9,240
encryption methods 235-6
encryption, strings 179-81,182
HTTPauthentication 238-9, 240
login/authentication 236-9
passwords 218-20,236-9
redirecting users 241-3
referral pages, checking 239-41,242
uploading files 346-54

selecting data, databases 485-91
selection fields

forms 203-4
retaining data 224-5, 226

server installation, MySQL 462-3
servers

Linux 462
UNIX 462
web servers 8-11,14
Windows 462-3

server variables 62-5
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Ids 271-2
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session_startO 270-1
setcookiet) 259-65
seterrorhandlert) 286-7
shal() 179-81
shuffleO 153
single dimensional arrays 117,125-7
single-quoted strings 52-3
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sizeofO 151-2
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sortt) 163-5
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arrays 163-7
multisorting 166-7
rsortO 163-5
sortO 163-5
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srand() 139,399
stack creation, arrays 160-1, 162
statO 329-30
stats, files 329-31, 332
stretching images 364-7
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case change 177-9
case comparison 184-5
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cryptO 179-81,182
double-quoted 53-4
encrypting 179-81,182
explodeO 172-4
heredoc 54
htmlspecialcharsO 183-4
implodeO 172-4
joining 56-7

length 171-2,173
md5() 179-81, 182
numbers conversion 58-9
repeating 176-7,178
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reversing 176-7
single-quoted 52-3
slashes, adding/removing 182-3
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stripslashesO 182-3
strlent) 171-2
strncasecmpl) 184-5
str_repeatO 176-7,178
strj'eplacef) 175-6
strrev 176-7
strstrO 174-5
str_word_countO 181-2
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strlenO 171-2
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str_repeatO 176-7,178
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strrevO 176-7
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switch statement 89-91
symlinkO 333-4
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forms 204-5
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text editors
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password files 346-54
username files 346-54
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times 135-47

getdateO 26,31, 135-8
microtimeO 137-8

traversing arrays 157-9
trigger errort) 292-5
triggering errors, error handling 292-5
'turning off' errors 286
type casting 42-3
types
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floating point 48-9
integer 46-7
string 51-2
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ucfirstt) 177-9
ucwordsO 177-9
UNIX servers 462
unlinkl) 333-4
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unsett) 275-6
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uploading files 207,339-54

accessing 340-3
images 343-5
is_uploaded_fileO 342-3
move_uploaded_fileO 342-3
passwords 346-54
pictures 343-5
security 346-54
user names 346-54

useful image example
display data 416-20
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scalable background 404-8
title and labels 411-13
y-axis scale 414-16

user defined functions 103-4
user_errorO 292-5
user interaction 189-207
usernarnes, uploading files 346-54
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var_dumpO 47-8
variables 37-43

assigning by reference 39-40
assigning by value 38-9
class inheritance 525-7
cookie 67
declaring 41
displaying 40-1
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form 66-7
issettjconstruct 68, 195
predefined 61-9
scope 43
server 62-5
sessions 67
strings 54-6
type casting 42-3
types 42
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viewing PHP output 23-4
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walking an array 157-9
warnings, error handling 282-4
web browsers, environment installation 13
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web page colours 272-4
web servers
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while loop 93-5
Windows servers 462-3
writing to files 318-24
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